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PREFACE
TO THE SECOND EDITION

In preparing this second edition I should like to thank

several friends for notes and suggestions, among them

Mr. E. E. Genner, Professor Cruickshank, Mr. J. A. K.

Thomson, and Mr. Andrew Lang. I have also derived

profit from some of my reviews, both Englisli and foreign.

It was vain, I suppose, to hope that even the most pacific

and wary walking would take one far into Homeric

territory without rousing the old lions that lie wakeful

behind most of the larger stones. I have listened with

mixed feelings to their threatening voices. The sportsman

within me would like to go gun in hand and bag a few

of the most dangerous ; the philosopher is resolved to do

them no injury, but merely try, gradually and indirectly,

to make them friends to man. Wliile still avoiding con-

troversy, therefore, I have tried in this edition to state

more clearly or correctly or patiently a number of argu-

ments which seem to have given trouble in the first
;

I have in many places added or altered a word or two

in view of fresh evidence ; especially I have added a new
chapter on the known history of the Homeric text. The

rest of my })ook proceeds mainly in historical order, and

deals largely with regions in which there is no record
;

this new chapter reverses that order and reaches back, step

by step, from the known to the unknown.

I am anxious to find common ground with my unitarian

critics. I only differ irreconcilably from those who reject all

analysis ah initio; who assume as an unquestioned starting-

point that, towards the end of the second millennuim B.C.,

when to the best of our knowledge there was no Greek
A 2
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lit<?raturo, a single niiraculoiisly gifted man, of whose life

we know nothing, living in the heart of a rich, wide-spread,

and romantie eivilization, which no history mentions and

all excavation has signally failed to discover, composed

for an aiidicnce unable to read two poems nuich too long

to be listened to ; and then managed by miracnlous but

unspecified means to secure that his poems should be

preserved practically unaltered while flying viva per

ora virum through some six extraordinarily changeful

centuries. These stalwarts do not wish to be persuaded or

argued with. But for the rest of us a meeting-ground is

possibly within sight. If the lUml is a traditional ])Ook,

in which old material has been reshaped by later bards

—

whether we suppose a gradual development of a Trojan

story or an Achilles story, or a fictional reshaping of old

poetry which had originally nothing to do with Achilles

nor yet with Troy, or all these together—the difference

between Wolfians and unitarians is really one of degree.

Of course the Iliad is a unity. Every successful version

of a traditional poem is that. Every new poet who

recited and thereby modified the Iliad produced or meant

to produce a unity. Nay, the very arguments which are

used to prove a complex growth in the past will serve

to prove a unity in the present. For almost every dis-

crepancy or awkwardness is deliberately smoothed out

and reconciled. There are no naked impossibilities, there

are no crude and unpalliated contradictions. The poets

who worked upon the Iliad were too good artists for that.

"WTierever we can discern the tracks of the ' Diaskeuastes

'

we can nearly always discern also the pains he has taken

to conceal his tracks.

The original substratum is a vera causa : the poem as

a whole cannot be conceived without it. The reshaping

by later poets or editors is a vera causa : it is demonstrated

by the history of the text. The task of the unitarian, then,

is, somewhere between the first sources of the Iliad and

the last additions, to find some one poet whose work
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utterly surpasses that of all who came before or after

him. For my owti part, I leave that quest to scholars of

more confident temper ; the little I have to say about it

will be found on pp. 251 ff.

The subject of Homeric language needs a few words to

itself, both because of the good recent work done upon it

(see p. 189 f.) and because the questions at issue are often

misimderstood. The cardinal fact about the language is

the extraordinary mixture in it of old and new, in forms,

in constructions, in manners of thought. This mixture has,

of course, been explained in various ways ; to me it is

merely the natural mark and stamp of a Traditional Book,

preserved, renewed, conventionalized, and unconsciously

modified—always within the limits of the convention

—

by many successive generations of reciters.

But the critics of thirty years ago were apt sometimes

to go wrong by not recognizing the complexity of the

problem before them, and trying by means of the language

to determine the comparative date of particular books

as wholes, or of the two poems as wholes. It is true that

there are differences of style ; slight but decided differ-

ences, which every good scholar, however he may explain

them, feels. But it is impossible to cut out any large

section of the poems clean and say :
' Every line of this

is written in language of a particular date.' On the

hypothesis which I follow, of course, any such expectation

would be unscientific. The mixture of old and new is

all-pervasive. The oldest parts have passed through the

lips of scores of later poets ; the latest parts—even the

most confessedly apocryphal additions of the ' wild

papyri '—are largely made up of old lines and phrases,

and are always composed in the old convention.

Any satisfactory examination of the language statistics

must bear these considerations in mind and realize the

difficulty of its task. It must never be satisfied with merely

counting unanalysed j)henomena. It must always dig below

the ' surface corruption '. It must never use repeated
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or inorgaiiii' linos as if they wore neeossarily original or

orgaiiii- ill tho ])laoo whoro thoy liappon now to stand.

It nuist lake full aooountof difforences of subjoct as natu-

rally ])rodiu'ing dilToronees of vocabulary. And it must of

nooossity, if it is to do much good, practise an extreme

delicacy of sensitiveness to language. When the whole

})ocm has been iniiformly clothed in conventional epic

diction, when each rhapsode has deliberately written to

the best of his powers in ' Homeric ' language, it is only

by a delicacy of observation surpassing his that we can

hope to detect his deviations from standard. This sounds

very difficult ; but it has often been done. After all, we
scholars have unlimited time : and the rhapsodes, though

skilful, were unsuspicious.

As to my own particular views, I am conscious of a slight

change, or advance, of opinion on one important question,

and it is a pleasure to acknowledge here a debt of gratitude

to my famous and inveterate foeman, Mr. Andrew Lang.

I only wish the change were one which Mr. Lang were

more likely to accept as t^rpical of true repentance.

I speak with diffidence on points of pure archaeology,

but in his book on The World of Homer ^ Mr. Lang seems

to me to have shown that phase after phase of that world,

where it is not Mycenaean, agrees with nothing that we
know on solid earth before the sixth and fifth centuries.

That is, the common opinion which places ' Homer's

world ' on solid earth in ' post-Mycenaean ' times, from

the tenth to the eighth century, is confronted with greater

difficulties than ever. Our archaeological evidence is now
fairly abundant, and no such world has been discovered.

Of course there are old Mycenaean or ' Achaean

'

elements. But apart from these, Mr. Lang argues in

detail that the men's dress, the women's dress, the

corslets and armour, are markedly different rom those

of the earliest vases, and just like those of the sixth and
' Chai)ters viii and ix.
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fifth centuries. The dress is that worn by the ' older men
of the wealthy classes ' a little before the time of Thucy-

dides (Thuc. i. 6). The same is true, as I rejoice to find

Mr. Lang saying, of the Homeric gods. They are, apart

from traces of a wilder background, the gods of Pheidias.

All our study of Greek religion has long been tellmg us so.

The same, I would say, is true of the moral tone of Homer.
Allowmg for certain data in the saga, Homeric morals and
' religion ' in the higher sense (see Mr. Lang's excellent

remarks on p. 120) are those of pre-sophistic Athens at

her best. The expurgations of w^hich I make so much
use point on the whole in the same direction. We have

no reason to think that the cruelties and indecencies which

I believe to have been expurgated were specially objected

to in the time, say, of the dipylon vases. The tone of

Xenophanes, Thales, and Heraclitus is, I think, enough

to show that they would pretty certainly be condemned
in Ionia as soon as the great age of Ionia was well estab-

lished. But of course our evidence is very scanty. It is

at any rate perfectly easy to show that they were all

condemned in fifth-century Athens (see pp. 277 f.).

Of course Mr. Lang and I interpret these facts differ-

ently. I take them as confirmmg the evidence for the

Pisistratean recension and the fiuid condition of the poems
in the fifth and fourth centuries. All this is developed

in my new chapter on the history of the text. Mr. Jjang

supposes that about the year 1000 there was a pure
' Achaean ' age uncontaminated by Ionia, very brief

and therefore unrecorded, very local and therefore undis-

covered, which happened in all the above respects to be

surprisingly like the age of Pisistratus, 450 years later,

though different from all ages between.

If the corslets are work of the sixth century or later,

a much greater part of the elaboration of the Iliad than

I formerly ventured to suggest must belong to the time

of Pisistratus or even of Aescliylus. And I do not shrink

from this conclusion. We know for certain of only one

A
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great creative age in Greek literature, that whicli extends,

rinighly speaking, from Aeschylus to Plato. But doubtless

there lived strong men before Aesch^dus ; the bcgiiuiing

of the great age may confidently be extended to Solon or

to Thales. All tiirough this age we know that something

called Homer was constantly recited : we have strong

evidence to show that, even at the end of it, the text was

still tiuid and liable to be re-written. Of course we must

not forget the old, the very old, substratum. But if we

find upon that substratum work of a peculiar architectonic

greatness, a peculiar humanity and eloquence and smooth-

ness of diction, a peculiar dramatic form and tragic

intensity, is it not reasonable to suppose that it acquired

those qualities during the only age in which we know

that Greece had them, or something like them, to give ?

Mycenae and Cnossus in their prime may conceivably

have had such qualities. But the poems are not

Mycenaean, much less Minoan. The great age of Greece

certainly had them ; and during the great age the poems

were certainly still being recited and had not yet reached

a final form. Between those two ages Greek civilization

has little to show that rises above the level of respectable

barbarism. One cannot indeed quite suppose that masses

of old epic poetiy lay completely dead and buried till

some sixth-century Kynaethus dug them up. The epic

convention is too fixed, the whole style is too intelligible,

for that. And our miserable remains of the Rejected

Epics illustrate suggestively what the substratum, or the

sources, of the Iliad may have been like, before they were

glorified. There is a separate inquiry there. But it looks

as if we must face the probability that a far larger amount

of real creative work than we ever suspected was done upon

both Iliad and Odyssey by poets not far removed either

in date or in spirit from Pindar and the great Athenians :

that the history of Greek literature is after all a great and

intelligible continuum, not one shining prehistoric island,

then centuries of darkness, and then all the rest.
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There has been a great output of books on Homer in

the last three years ; I mention here only a few that may be

useful to my readers.^ Dealing with the general question,

we have to welcome a second edition of Paul Cauer's lucid

and fascinating Grundfragen der Homerkritik (Leij^zig,

1910), to which in my twenties I owed a large debt of

gratitude, and an Italian translation of Drerup's well-

known and copiously illustrated Homer, enlarged and

improved. A new book, Georg Fmsler's Homer (Berlin,

1908), gives an extraordinarily comprehensive and com-

pressed account of almost all sides of Homeric criticism
;

Professor Seymour's useful Life in the Homeric Age

(Macmillan, 1908) is full of minute and sober observa-

tion ; the short Probe eines wissenschajtliclien Kommentars

zu Homer, by E. Hermann (Hansaschule-Festschrift,

1908), is particularly promising. I hope it will be carried

further.

Dealing with the actual analysis of the poems, Wilamo-
witz, in a paper on {Sitzungsber. k. Preussischen

Akademie, 1910, xxi), has argued very persuasively that

most of that book was probablj'^ composed to make room
in a connected Iliad for two existing but independent lays,

1 and K. Another excellent article is Hektor's Abschied, by

Eric Bethe {Abhandlungen der k. Sdchsischen Ges. d.

Wissenschaften, xxvii, No. xii), arguing that in the

main the author of Z was also the author of i2, and,

though a late poet, perhaps deserves the name of Homer.

'J'here are certainly marked similarities between the two

b<Kjks. Dr. K. Kothe's Ilias als Dichlung (Paderborn,

1910) is a very erudite and pleasing restatement of the

conservative positicm. He considers that Homer (1) used

old epic material freely, but turned it all to his own
artistic ends, (2) that when he had finished the poem, he

sometimes turned back to it and added pieces
; (3) that

he lived in a charming court in Ionia, founded by the last

' A very C(jin[)l(;ti! bibli<»Kiaj)liy is in Kollic.s artitlos, lir.st in Bui«iau s

Jdhretibericht, and afterwanln in Zeilichr. f. d. Vyrnnaviulwesen,
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king of Myoonae, who had iled thither from the Achaeans,

ami betrayed other personal weaknesses which are reflected

in tlie tigure of Agamemnon. This, of course, seems to me

like a fairy-story, but much of Kothe's criticism is good.

j\Ir. T. W. Allen's articles on the Homeridae, the Epic;

Cycle, and the Catalogue are also Avrittcn from a severely

unitarian 6tand})oint {Classical Quarterly i (1907), ii

(two articles); J. //. 8. xxx. pp. 292-323). Mr. Andrew

Lang's World of Homer (Longmans, 1910) restates his old

views with some interesting modifications in the light of

recent literature. Mr. Sliewan's Doloneia (Macmillan,

1911) is an industrious and gallant attack upon all critics

who have either spoken disrespectfully of K or thought its

style in any way peculiar. Van Gennep's little Question

d'HomerehsiS a useful bibliography by A. J. Reinach (Paris,

1910). Dr. Verrall's volume of essays. The Bacchants of

Euripides (Cambridge, 1910), contains two valuable papers

on Homeric subjects : The First Homer, showing that in the

fifth century ' Homer ' meant much more than ' The Iliad

and the Odyssey ' and suggesting that the first Epic Cycle

dates from Pisistratus ; and The Mutiny of Idomeneus,

arguing a harmonization of sources mUiad K-N. Among
new attempts at analysis of the poems we have Fick's

Entstehung der Odyssee (Gottingen, 1910), terse and

masterly, like all that Fick writes, though involved

with improbable speculations ; and Miss Stawell's striking

M ork, Homer and the Uiad, a book full of fine observa-

tion and poetical understanding. She attempts to re-

construct an 'original Iliad' (omitting most of B, all H, 0,

I, K,N,H , half O, and much of the later books, but keeping

at all costs Z and 12), and fortifies her results by a further

study of the language ; this ' original Iliad ', however,

probably made free use of older poems.

A somewhat new form of ' unitarianism ' is put forth

in Dr. Miilder's vigorous and valuable book, Die Ilias

und ihre Quellen (Weidmann, 1910). 'An abundance of

unassimilated material in spite of a constant effort after
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uniformity ' is his description of the problem, and he finds

its sohition in the hj^othesis of a single gifted and arti-

ficial poet who, by processes of daring fiction, wrought

a new poem out of numbers of old ones—the old Thebais,

a Meleager epic, a Heracleia, a Pylian epic, an Achilleis,

and others. The Iliad was thus produced in Ionia about

the year 625, the Odyssey somewhat later at the Court

of Pisistratus. His poet does much the same work as the

* Bearbeiter ' or ' Diaskeuast ' of earlier scholars, only

more of it.

The * surface corruption ', already ably treated of late

years by such editors as Van Leeuwen and Professor Piatt,

is the subject of many clever and interesting conjectures

in Mr. Agar's Homerica. Perhaps I may be allowed to

urge every student who wishes either to study the language

or to enjoy the music of Homer, to accustom himself to

* thinking away ' this destructive and often unmetrical

surface-corruption. For English readers the best method
is a constant reference to such texts as I have mentioned

above, together with an occasional reading of Pick. The
outline of this problem, as of most others affecting

Homer, will be found in Father Browne's Homeric Study

(Macmillan, 1905).

G. M.
Christ Church, Oxford,

May 1911.
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These lectures were written in response to an invitation

from Harvard University to deliver the Gardiner Lane

Course for 1907. Only some half of them were actually

so delivered. The subject had been so long forming itself

in my mind, and I was also so anxious not to allow any

mere lack of pains to prove me unworthy of the honour

thus offered me, that I soon found my material completely

outrunning the bounds of the proposed course. I print

the whole book ; but I must confess that those parts of

it which were spoken at Harvard have, if it is not egotistical

to say so, a special place in my affections, through their

association with the constant and most considerate kind-

ness of Mr. and Mrs. Lane and of many others who became

in varying degrees my xenoi in America.

The book touches on some subjects where, feeling more

than usually conscious of the insecurity of my own

knowledge, I have not scrupled to take advantage of the

learning of my friends. On several points of archaeology

and primitive history I have sought counsel from Professor

J. L. Myres ; on points of Old French from Miss Pope of

Somerville College; on Semitic matters, from my colleague

Professor D. S. Margoliouth, whose vast stores have

stood always most generously open to me. In a more

general way I am conscious of help received from Mr. J. W.
Mackail and Mr. T. C. Snow, and above all from Miss J. E.

Harrison, who read the Lectures in MS. and called my
attention to much recent foreign literature which I should

otherwise have neglected. The debt which I owe to her
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Prolegomena, also, will be visible on many of the ensuing

pages.

In subjects such as these the conclusions reached by

any writer can often be neither certain nor precise. Yet

they may none the less be interesting and even valuable.

If our evidence is incomplete, that is no reason for not

using it as far as it goes. I have tried throughout the

book never to think about making a debating case, or

taking up the positions most easy to defend ; but always

to set out honestly and with much reflection what really

seems to me to be most like the truth. I feel, indeed, that

I ought perhaps to have stated my evidence much more

fully and systematically. My excuse is that the lectures

were originally written almost without books of reference,

and that when I went over them to verify my statements

and cite my authorities, I hesitated to load the book with

references which might be unnecessary, and which in any

case were rather in the nature of afterthoughts.

As regards the Homeric Question, which forms in one

way or another an important element in my subject, I have

long felt that the recent reaction against advanced views

has been largely due, not indeed to lack of knowledge,

but to inadequate understanding of what the ' advanced
'

critics really mean. A good part of my present work has

therefore lain in thinking out with rather more imaginative

effort many of the common phrases and hypotheses of

Homeric criticism. My own views are not, of course,

identical with those of any other writer. Among English

Bcholars I agree most closely with Dr. Leaf, and may
almost say that I accept his work as a basis. For the

rest, I follow generally in the main tradition of Wolf,

Lachmann, Kirchhoff, Wilamowitz. But the more I read,

the more conscious I am of good work being done on all

sides in the investigation of Greek religion and early

history, and of the astonishing advance which those

subjects have made within my own memory. The advance

still continues. Archaeologists are throwing sluifts of light
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even across that Dark Ago of wliich I speak so much in

lectures It and I IF. My own littU> book, heaven knows !

indulges in no dream of making a final statement of the

truth on any part of its tield. It is oidy an attempt to

puzzle out a little more of the meaning of a certain remote

age of the world, whose beauty and whose power of

inspiration seem to shine the more wonderful the more

resolutely we set ourselves to understand it.

GILBERT MURRAY.
New College, Oxiord,

Sept. 1907.
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GREECE AND THE PROGRESS
OF JNIAN

These lectures form the first part of an attempt to study

the growth of Greek poetry from a particular point of view,

namely, as a force and the embodiment of a force making for

the progress of the human race. By progress I understand

some gradual ennobling and enriching of the content of life ;

or, if you wiW excuse more theological language, some move-

ment towards the attainment of that ' chief end of man ',

which is, according to the magnificent definition of the docu-

ment known in Scotland as the ' Shorter Catechism ',
' to

glorify God and enjoy him for ever '.

This conception of all the arts, even poetry, as being no

many forms or parts of the service of man, may strike a hearer

at first as somewhat modern and removed from ancient habits

of thought. But I think the truth is just the opposite. The

idea of service to the community was more deeply rooted in

the Greeks than in us. And as soon as they began to reflect

about literature at all—which they did very early—the main

question they asked about each writer was almost always upon

these lines :
' Does he help to make better men ?

' ' Does he

make life a better thing ?
' We all know with what rigid and

passionate Puritanism this view is asserted by Plato. But

Plato can never be taken as representing the average man.

There is better evidence of ordinary feeling in the Frogs of

Aristophanes.! ' On what grounds should a poet be admired 1

'

says Aeschylus, and Euripides answers
—

' For his skill, his

good counsel, and because we make men better in their cities '.

Amid all the many cross-currents of criticism illustrated in the

' V. nK)S, 103.5, and the wl)ole .-iceno : cf. also iHOcr. iv. § l.W, and clfiowhero.
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Frogs, there is no protest against this judging of poetry by its

fruits. The principle is accepted hy all parties.

Auunig later writers the idea of the service of man, or the

bettering of human life, has become habitual and familiar.

Diodorus begins his history by a reference to the long chain of

historians who ' have as])ired by their own labours to benefit

our connnon life '} Tolybius speaks of history as the most

obvious help towards ' the correcting of life '.

Thucydides, as we all remember, will be content if his work,

whether interesting or uninteresting to an audience, is judged

to be useful. Denys of Halicarnassus sums up the praises

of the Athenians by saying, in the very language of an old

Delphian decree, that they ' made gentle the life of the

world '.

Theologians and philosophers, especially those of the more

rationalist schools, carry the conception further. The tradi-

tional Gods are explained as being so many great men of past

ac^es who have in their various wavs served humanity. ' That

which benefits human life is God,' said Prodicus in the fifth

century b. c.
' Deus est homini hominem iuvare,' says Pliny

from a Stoic source in the second a. d. And in later times the

view is always widely current, a common meeting ground for

Euhemerist, Stoic, and Epicurean. The history taught in

schools largely consisted, if we may generalize from our extant

Scholiasts, in lists of these benefactors of mankind :

Inventas aut c^ui vitam excoluere per artis,

Quique sui memores alios fecere merendo.^

' Diod. i. 1 Tofs c5i'ois vovois wtp(\fi<jai rov koivov fiiov ((piXoTitxrjOrjirav. Cf.

Polyb. i. 1 Ti's (TotnoTtpa Sidpflwffts tois avOpcj-noi?; Time. i. 22; Dion. Hal.

de Thucyd. p. 019 'Mrjvaioi . . . ol rov koivov plov i^i^ntpwanvrts; idem, iv. 25

(p. 701 R) on Servius Tiiliius. Herodotu.«, as one mij^lit expect, has more

of the mere artist about him : he writes, cLs ^177* rd -ytvoufva e^ dvOpdnTOji' tw

XPova> (iiTTjXa yfV7]Tai, fi-qJi fpya fj.(-/d\a re ual Oa^vnamd, to. fiiv 'EKXvoi, ra 5(

^ap&apmffi dno5(x9ivTa, di<\(d yivrjra, (i. 1). For tho decree of the Delphic

Amphictyons, see at end of this lecture.

* Plin."//w<. Nat. ii. 7. 18. Vergil, Aen. vi. 663. Cf. Lucr. v, latter part. I

suspect that this view of human history was largely inspired by the great work

of Dicaearchus, Bios 'EAAaSos. He was an immediate disciple of Ari.stotle ;
the

Life of Hellas was a history of Greek civilization. Fragments in F. H. G. ii.
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It is the very language and spirit of Positivism. The modern

artist or admirer of art is apt to be offended by it. Not,

I think, justly. In a Greek society the artist was treated

frankly as a friend and fellow worker. In a modern society

he is a distinguished alien, approached with a mixture of

adulation and mistrust.

I must take for granted many fundamental theses. That

man has progressed, for one thing, and that the direction

in which Western civilization has moved is on the whole

a good one. I think that few of us seriously deny these pro-

positions ; and those who do would not be moved by my
arguments.

Now we find it generally admitted that the seeds of Western

civilization are mostly to be found in Greece and not else-

where. Yet it is curious how seldom Greek Literature is

regarded from this point of view, as an embodiment of the

progressive spirit, an expression of the struggle of the human
soul towards freedom and ennoblement.

We have had in abundance the classical point of view.

The Greeks have been the Classics, the masters in art and

letters, models of a finished and more or less unapproachable

perfection in form. Or rather, to put it more accurately, the

Greeks round about the fifth century b. c, and the Romans

of the centuries just before and after the Christian era, have

been peculiarly the Classics, and other writers have been

admitted to various degrees of classic dignity in proportion

as they approached to the two great periods.

Now I should like, if time permitted, to trace this conception

to its origin. Unreal as it sometimes sounds, it has its base

in mere fact. The Greeks and Romans of those two periods

(lid, for some reason or other, produce in most departments

of thought better work tlmn any of the generations that

succeeded them for some thousand years or so ; and what

is more, the generations of tlie decadence had the extreme

good sense to see it. Ah regards literature, the point is too

obvious to need ilhistration. T>(t iis take a quite different
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liolcl. the science of medicine. If ii inan wislied to learn

nunlicine in th(> later ages of the Roman or Jiyzantine empires,

and right on to the Renaissance, to whom did he go for his

kiun\ ledge ? He went, as far as I can make out, to various

handbooks and epitomes of the works of two ancient doctors
;

of (Jalen, a CJreek who ]n"actised in Rome in the year 100 A. i).,

antl of Hippocrates, a Greek who practised in Cos and Athens

in the fifth century B.C. And Galen's own work largely takes

the form of a commentary on Hippocrates.

There is an interesting MS. extant of a treatise on Disloca-

tions by one Apollonius of Citium in Cyprus. The MS. was

written in Constantinople about the year 950 a. d., and it

begins with a paean of joy over the discovery of the works

of this ancient surgeon, with his accurate drawings to show

how^ the various dislocations should be set. The text was

wTitten out. The illustrations were carefully copied. Where

the old drawings were blurred or damaged the copies Avere

left incomplete, lest some mistake should be made.^ Why ?

Because this ancient surgeon, living about 150 B.C., knew how

to set dislocated limbs a great deal better than people who

lived a thousand years after him. It was a piece of good

fortune to them to rediscover his work. And his writing,

again, takes the form of a commentary on the fifth-century

Hippocrates. Hippocrates' own wTiting does not look back.

It is consciously progressive and original.

That is what the Classics once were. I will not attempt

to trace the stages through which their empire has waned

and their power to help us dwindled away. What they now

possess is a limited but a most interesting domain. I will

express it in this way. There seems to be in human effort

a part that is progressive and transient, and another which

is stationary or eternal. In some things we find that a very

third-rate person who happens to have been born in 1860 can

teach us far more than a great genius or a great reformer who

was born in 1760. About electricity, for instance, or steam-

1 See Schone's introduction to his large edition (Teubner, 1896), where

this point is proved.
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ships. In the other sphere it is the quahty of the man or his

work Mhieh tells. And it tells almost unaffected by distance :

what v.as once beautiful is still beautiful ; what was once

great of soul is still great. And if Shakespeare was born

nearly 400 years ago, and St. Paul 1900 and Aeschylus 2000

odd, those facts do not seem to make any noteworthy difference

in the value of their work. This distinction is, I think, im-

plied in the current phrase which says that the ancient Greeks

are still classics in point of stj'le.

Now, in the narrow sense of style, any such view as this

would be almost grotesque. No modern historian could

possibly model his stj'le on the strange contorted language of

Thucydides ; no playwright could copy Aeschylus. Aeschylus

and Thucydides were men of extraordinary genius Avho

irresistibly bent the Greek language to their will. They are

not, in any literal sense, models of normal style. If, however,

Ave understand ' style ' broadlj^ enough, so that style means

the same as ' form ', and ' form ' includes ' spirit ', then,

I think, the principle is true. The classical books are in

general the books which have possessed for mankind such

vitality of interest that they are still read and enjoyed at

a time when all the other books wTitten within ten centuries

of them have long since been dead. There must be some-

thing peculiar about a book of which the world feels after

two thousand years that it has not yet had enough. One

would like to know what it is that produces this permanent

and not transient quality of interest. And it is partly for

that that we study the Classics. In some few ways one

can know. Form or spirit in some sense lives longer than

matter ; austerity perhaps lives longer than sweetness ; what

is simple and serious liv^es longer than what is merely clever.

Much more remains unanalysable, or can only be found by

study of the books themselves. But there are qualities that

make things live ; and that M'hich lives becomes classical.

Yet I think that this kernel of truth is involved in much

error. It is probable that these models of style, as they

were read })oth in the Middle Ages and the Renaissance, were
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often bad tmxU'ls ratluT tlmn good. The accident was imitated,

not the essence. And tlie indnenee of the most living and

original of all literatures pnxluced the corruptness of Classi-

cism, a style almost certainly very vicious, inasnuich as it

lacked freedon\ and lived by ready-made ornamentation.

I mean a style which was largely inspired by Ovid and which

ran riot during the Renaissance ; a style in Avhich people

called the sun ' Phoebus ' or ' the orb of day ', and were

proud of knowing stories of a complicated mythology which

was not accessible to ' the vulgar '. There are traces of some-

thing like classicism in Greek poetry, I admit. They are the

first signs of its decay. The classicist spirit is just so far

related to the living spirit of Greek poetry, that it is a ranker

form of the same poison by which Greek poetry died.

That sort of eighteenth-century or Renaissance classicism

is perhaps dead, or no longer an active danger to the under-

standing of Greek. But there are other classicisms which

threaten us still. Scholars in talking of the classics have

allowed the object of their study to become confused with

the medium through which they approach it. It is as though

a man could not think of the stars except in terms of telescopes,

or of mountains and sea except in terms of railway journeys

and hotels. Nearly all of us approach the classics through

an atmosphere of education, with its concomitants of dic-

tionary and grammar, its unnatural calm, its extreme emphasis

upon dutifulness and industry, and the subtle degradation

of spirit produced by its system of examinations.

Some indeed take another path. From Winckelmann

onwards there have been many critics Avho felt, for obvious

reasons, that they could understand a Greek statue more

easily than a Greek poem. Hence comes another sort of

classicism, a tendency to explain the poems by the statues.

A false road
;
partly because the immense majority of extant

statues are not Classical Greek, but Graeco-Roman, and

marked with the taint of the decadence : partly because,

in the essence of things, poems are made of quick words, and

statues of stone, things that are not alike and never have been.
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The fact seems to be that the understanding of Greek poetry

needs first a good deal of hard linguistic study, and then,

since every one who likes poetry must have in himself some

germs of a poet, a poet's readiness of imaginative sympathy.

As things are, the poetical minds are often repelled bj^ the

grammatical drudgery : and the grammarians at the end of

their labours are apt to find that their little spring of poetry

has dried up.

The wise want love, and those who love want wisdom :

And all best things are thus confused to ill.

As to all these dogmas about what is Classical, I think we

should be on our guard. Classical and modern ; classical

and romantic ; classical and Christian ; there are no doubt

some real differences corresponding to these phrases, but

I would urge respectfully upon any student who loves poetry,

that he should approach his ancient poets quite simply and

take what the}' have to give him, not start off by expecting

them to be ' classical ' or ' statuesque ' or ' pre-Christian ' or

anji:hing else. The more you understand them, the less

of these differences you will feel. And for a simple reason

:

that the differences lie largely in the accident of our own

remoteness. We stand very far off, and have to strain our

eyes. For us the comparison of ancient and modern is

largely a comparison of something half-seen at a distance

Avith something whicli A\e know intimately. We are apt to

see only the bold outlines ; we are apt to miss the little

lights and shades, the quick vibrations of emotion that

existed to a Greek in some particular word or phrase, and

therefore we think they are not there. We mentally translate

the words into a sort of dictionary language, never very apt

indeed, but, we hope, at least dignified ; removed alike from

subtlety and from littleness because it is emptied of most

of its meaning ; serene and unemotional because we have

not the knowledge or the syni])athy to catch, across this

gulf of years, the peculiar tlirill of what was once a ' winged

word ' flying from soul to soul. It is perhaps in this depart-
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inont that the most pressing work of pure scholarsliip rcniaina

to he (lonr.

That coiuoption of the Greeks as Classic, then, has a

basis of truth. It is only a])t to be misstated, and so to

darken counsel. There is, however, a peculiar modification

of it—which is ahnost the direct opposite of the truth ; a

conception of Hellenism as representing some easy-going

half-animal form of life, untroubled by conscience or ideals

or duties, and the Gi'ceks as a gay unconscious hedonistic

race, possessing the somewhat superficial merits of extreme

good looks and a mythically fine climate. There is no reason

to suppose the ancient Greeks miraculously handsome, any

more than to suppose that there is no dirty weather in the

Aegean. This view has so little of the semblance of truth

about it, that one wonders how it can have arisen. There

are of course the causes mentioned above, the presence of

the Graeco-Roman statues and the special difficulties of

understanding the finer sides of the Greek language. But

this particular conception of the Greeks as ' Pagans ' comes,

I think, largely from the mere need of an antithesis to Chris-

tianity on its ascetic side. Christian apologists, anxious to

associate all the highest things in the world with their own

religion, have proceeded to make the Greek a sort of type

of Avhat the natural man would be without Christianity.

And they have been met half-way by the rebels of their own

flock, intellectual people of an artistic, a revolutionary, or

a pleasure-loving temperament, who have turned against

the narrowness or conventionality of their Christian surround-

ings, and then accepted, as a rough embodiment of their

own rebellious ideals, some imaginary Pagan Greek.

That would explain why this odd ideal of the Pagan Man

should be abroad at all. But why should the Greeks be chosen

as representing him ? Partly for their mere eminence. They

are the chief representatives of high civilization outside

modern Christendom. Partly, I think, from a dispropor-

tionate attention sometimes bestowed on particular parts of
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Greek literature. But hirgely for a reason peculiar to their

own case, which I believe to be verj' influential. We shall

meet with it often during these lectures. It is that we, living

in an age when certain great strides in human progress seem

to be securely made and to need no more thinking about,

look back upon these early pioneers of progress with some

lack of historical sympathy, and attribute to the Greek

spirit itself a number of primitive habits which it was not

quite strong enough to conquer or else had not the leisure

to grapple with.

Anthropologists have shown us what this Pagan Man
really is. From the West Coast of Africa to the Pacific Isles

in many varying shapes he meets us, still with the old gaiet}^

the old crowns of flowers, the night-long dances, the phallus-

bearing processions, the untroubled vices. We feel, no doubt,

a charm in his simple and instinctive life, in the quick laughter

and equally quick tears, the directness of action, the un-

hesitating response of sympathy. We must all of us have

wished from time to time that our friends Avere more like

PoljTiesians ; especially those of us who live in University

towns. And I think, in a certain limited sense, the Greeks

probably were so. But in the main, as all classical literature

shows, the Greek and the Pagan are direct opposites. That

instinctive Pagan has a strangely weak hold on life. He is

all beset with terror and blind cruelty and helplessness. The
Pagan Man is really the unregenerate human animal, and
Hellenism is a collective name for the very forces which, at

the time under discussion, strove for his regeneration. Yet,

historically, one of the most characteristic things about

Hellenism is that, though itself the opposite of savagery,

it had savagery always near it. The peculiar and essential

value of Greek civilization lies not so much in the groat

height whicli it ultimately attained, as in the wonderful

spiritual effort by which it reached and sustained that height.

The pre-Hellenic Aegean societies were in some ways highly

developed, in others a mere welter of savagery. But the rise

of CJreece began from something a little worse than the average
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lovfl t)f barbaric Aegean societies. It began, as I hope to

sliow in the second of tlicse lectures, in (he dark age which

residted when even these societies, such as they were, fell

into chaos.

Allowing for indefinite ditYerences of detail, there seems

to be a certain primitive effortless level of human life, nuich

the same all the world over, below which society would cease

to be ; a kind of world-wide swamp above which a few nations

have built what seem like permanent and well-weathered

dwellings. Others make transient refuges which sink back

into the slough. La nostalgie de la boue— ' home-sickness

for the mud '—is a strong emotion in the human race. One

sees it often in individual life. One can think of many

instances in history : Hellenic kingdoms like that of the

Seleucidae in SjTia ; many provinces in the decline of the

Roman empire ; the west of Asia under the rule of the Turks
;

the rush of reaction in ancient Egypt after the religious

reform of Amen-Hotep ; or, again, the many efforts after

higher religion in India, and the regular falling back of each

reformation into the same primitive slough.

Now, as Greek civilization rose from the swampy level of

the neighbouring peoples, especially the various pre-Semitic

races just behind the Aegean coasts, it could not shake itself

clean all at once. Remnants of savagery lingered on in

obscure parts of life, expurgated as a rule and made com-

paratively innocent, but still bearing the mark of their origin.

Such remnants, as a matter of fact, tend to receive undue atten-

tion. The Greeks themselves are puzzled at a strange practice.

Herodotus says that the explanation of it is sacred, and

better not mentioned. Pausanias describes it with an anti-

quarian's zest. Plutarch has a comforting theory of its real

allegorical meaning. Our own friends the anthropologists,

to whom all true Hellenists owe so much, naturally revel in

such things. They search antiquity eagerly for traces of

primitive man, for totems, cannibalism, human sacrifice,

and the like. The traces which they discover are of the

greatest value. But I think they have often mistaken the
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reverberation of an extinct barbarity for the actual barbarity

itself.

What strikes one most in Greek society is not so much
any bad things that were actually clone. Of course there were

bad things, and alwaj's have been in all societies. It is rather

the frightful proximity of worse things still. Practices that

to us seem like the scarce credible stories of a remote past

were to the fifth-century Athenian possibilities and even

dangers. The jungle grew thick and close all around them,

and the barrier between seemed very weak, very im-

palpable.

You will notice in the ordinary language of ancient writers

a characteristic which throws light on this aspect of Greek life.

Non-Hellenic nations are nearly always spoken of by their

tribes or races
—

' Ethne '—Pelasgians, Macedonians, Phoeni-

cians ; the Greeks are spoken of by their cities, or, what comes

to the same thing, by their islands—Milesians, Phocaeans,

Eretrians, Athenians. On the mainland it is the Polls or circuit

wall that forms the essential boundary of the nation ; in

the case of the islands, Samos, Naxos, Aegina, it is the equi-

valent wall of sea. Every Greek comnmnity is like a garrison

of civilization amid wide hordes of barbarians ; a picked

body of men, of whom each individual has in some sense to

live up to a higher standard than can be expected of the

common human animal. As the shield is the typical weapon

of the Greek warrior, so the wall is the typical mark of Greek

civilization. It is one of the facts that most need remember-

ing in order to understand the greatnesses and the flaws of

Hellenism, that it was represented everywhere by a handful

of men holding an outpost, men who wrought their wonderful

day's work in j)olitical and moral wisdom, in speculation, in

beauty of (^utuard form and inward imagining, with an ear

ever open to the sternest of life's calls, and the hated spear

and shield never far out of reach. No wonder that the task

was too hard for them ! As a matter of fact, Greek civilization

itself was never ioi- a long enough time well policed and

organized, its remoter villages were never thoroughly enough
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educated, to make it secure, eveu iu its central ])laces, against

S(une sudden blind resurgence of the savage.

Take, for instance, the case of Human Sacrifice. The

memory of a time when human beings had been deliberately

slaughtered as a way of pleasing God runs through the literature

of the fifth century as of something far-off, romantic, horrible.

We may compare it to our own memories of the burning of

heretics and \\ itches, deeds which we know to have been

done quite lately, by men very like ourselves, and yet deeds

which we can scarcely conceive as psychologically possible to

any sane being. In just the same way, to the earliest of the

great Athenians, Aeschylus, the sacrifice of Iphigenia is some-

thing monstrous, beyond understanding.^ The man who did

it must have been mad. To Euripides such acts are generally

connected with a study of the worst possibilities of a savage

mob, or of scheming kings led by malignant and half-insane

priests. In an interesting fourth-century document, the

dialogue called ' Minos ', which is attributed to Plato, human

sacrifice is treated as the extreme of what is ' to us unlawful ',

and yet, the speaker insists, it was at one time and among

certain people ' the law '
; and there are rumours still, he

adds, of strange sacrifices in the secret places of Arcadian

hills !
2 It is the tone in which we might remind ourselves,

for instance, that even in the last decade or so w^omen have

been tortured as w^itches in the Abruzzi or in Ireland. The

WTiter himself, and the society which he addresses, feel them-

selves entirely remote from such practices.

And yet how close to them on all sides this abomination

pressed, closer indeed than they knew ! It is not only that

* Alffxpifi^Tis TaKaiva irapaicona vpooTo-n-qjxwv, Aesch. Ag. 222. But tlie

whole passage should be read.

^ p. ai.'i b. He refers also to the descendants of Athamas as practising

a similar sacrifice. But there he is misinformed or, more likely, straining

his point in the argument. In the Athamas ritual the victim escaped. See

texts in Roschor's Lexicon. Mayor (ib. ii. p. 1509) compares a Pelops-

Oenomaus ritual in Rhodes, in which the sacrificing priest pursued the

victim with a spear, but was first blindfolded and had to run hand in hand

with two small children.
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it continued throughout all antiquity to be practised in

times of great crises by all the barbarians of the Mediterranean

coasts. It is not only that Ave find Hipponax describing the

ritual slaving of the pharmahoi at Ephesus, a grotesque

and possibly a somewhat cruel business which clearly was a

sort of mock human sacrifice. Hipponax was a satirist of

the sixth century b. c, with a liking for horrors, and Ephesus

was a partially barbarian toA^Ti. But we find the thing

creeping closer than that. In a well-kno'«Ti passage of the

Frogs Aristophanes ends up a passage of comic abuse of

certain persons much admired by his opponents, by sajang

that, ' in the old days, people would have thought twice before

using them as pharmakoi '—
' Scarecrows,' shall we saj'^ ? or

' Guy-FaM'keses ' ? The word means literally ' human medi-

cines ', or ' scapegoats '. Late and careless A^Titers speak

as if these pharmakoi were actually sacrificed. But for-

tunately we happen to have a fragment of an ancient third-

century historian, Ister, who explains what this odd business

really amounted to. Two persons, one for the men of the

city, one for the women, were led out as though to execution.

Thfey wore necklaces, one of white figs, the other of black.

They seem to have been solemnly presented with cake and

figs, and then scourged and pelted out of the city—treated,

in fact, very like the Lion and the Unicorn. I hasten to add

that the scourging was done with little twigs and skillai,

a flower very like a bluebell, and the pelting with similar

ineffective objects. The victims are said to have been volun-

teers, and chosen for their ugliness ; and various smaller

details in the ceremony are meant to be grotesque and absurd.

At the end, the pharmakoi were supposed to be dead and

their ashes were thrown into the sea. The ceremony was an
' imitation ', says Ister, of a stoning to death.

^

' Sco Appendix A, on tho I'linimakoi. Tho rittial was j)i()lml)ly a cliarin

for ripening (iiis ; hgc i^&Xon 'u\ Rev. ArchioUxjiquc, 1!)07, p. ")i. Ho nrgiios

that Adam and Evo were •jiApfiaHoi. The word Hcomod in (Ircek to bo tho

maf<c. of ipnpfinKov, ' modicino '
; but it was prol)ably a foreign word. Hence

tho a in Ionic, an in Anpfio^ and oilier foreiirn words. Tn .Mtic tlie a is

short by analogy from ifiaiiimKov.

133.1 C
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\\'lii.'ii dill it Iti'comc an iinilat ion { When was it. as it must

originally lia\(' Ik'cmi, a real stoning to dcatli ' We cannot

say. Tlu- llinnan MiHlicine is the relic of a very ancient,

very widespread, pre- Hellenic barbarity, •which the Greeks

have not swept altogether away, but have allowed to live

on with its teeth drawn.

But the abomination creeps closer still. There is a story

about Themistocles told by Plutarch on the authority of one

Phanias of Lesbos. Phanias Avrote some 200 years after the

alleged incident, and some of the other stories he tells do not

command credence : for instance, the statement that once

in the Chersonnese fish came down in the rain.^ Still the

story, as he tells it, is not incredible. And it exactly illustrates

the points which I wish to convey. ' When Themistocles

as admiral was making the chief sacrifice beside his flag-ship
'

—this was in the last crisis of the Persian invasion, just before

the battle of Salamis
—

' there were brought up to him three

]irisoners, men of great beauty, gorgeously arrayed and

adorned with gold. When Euphrantides the prophet '

—

there is sure to be a prophet in such a business !

—
' saw them,

since the holy fire at that moment burst into a great and

brilliant flame, and there was a significant sneeze on the

right ; the prophet clutched Themistocles by the right hand

and commanded him to dedicate the young men and sacrifice

them all, crying on the name of Dion^^sus Omestes (the

Devourer). '" Do this," he said, " and there is deliverance

and victory for Hellas." Themistocles was horrified at the

prophet's strange and monstrous demand. But, as so often

happens in great crises and times of suffering, the multitude,

putting all their hopes in something irrational rather than

in reason, shrieked to the god with one voice, dragged the

prisoners to the altar, and, as the prophet commanded,

compelled the whole sacrifice to take place.' It is not said

that Themistocles performed the act. (Plut. TImn. xiii.)

Now the evidence for the story is weak. Themistocles is

' 1 (iixl that I was wrong to doubt Phanias'.s word here. There had

been a waterspout at sea.
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Ijoth the shadiest and the most maligned of iiicat (ireek

statesmen. The whole story may be an ontrageons slander

invented by his enemies after his ostracism. But that scarcely

alters its historical significance. It was, apparently, a story

actually told. It must have been, if not true, at least possible

—

not beyond the bounds of credibility to excited persons.

As a matter of fact, it is just on occasions like this that

human sacrifices have most tended to occur : in a disorganized

army or a rabble full of fear, egged on by some fanatical priest

or prophet. There were bloody doings in Rome when the

fear of Hannibal was strong, judicial murders of vestal virgins,

buryings alive of " Gallus et Galla, Graecus et Graeca ' in the

Forum Boarium. (Livy, xxii. 57.) There was a great burning

of Jews, we may remember, after the earthquake at Lisbon.

Perhaps the most tragic case, however, was the outbreak

of human sacrifice at Jerusalem in the seventh century,

inspired by the imminent terror of Assyria. Jews who had

been taught to believe that Yahweh was their only refuge,

saw, or seemed to see, with despair that their sacrifices were

availing nothing. They must give him more : give him

an}thing in the Avorld, if only he will avert the horror of an

Assyrian conquest, with its pyramids of heads and its prisoners

flayed alive. Looking about them, these unhappy devotees

saw the human sacrifices of Tyre and Sidon, and knew that

there was still one thing which they might offer. No wonder

Yahweh did not hear them, when they were giving less than

the heathen gave ! So began the l)urnings of children at the

lophel in the vale of Hinnom. Of course the loractice was

denounced by the pro])hets, and comparatively soon ceased.

The point to observe is ilmt in Greece, and it would seem in

Greece alone throughout classical times, we find no parallel

to this kind of thing. A desperate attempt was made by the

superstitious party to force a crime of the sort u])on Pelopidas,

in the terrible moments before the battle of Leuctra.* But it

' S«!o Appendix A. Tim i-a.-c in I'liilo^l ml ii.-. I (7. .1/;.//. iv. Hi. wlicii-

tlio lluiiiiimtiiisi<! A]ioll<)niiis of 'I'yuiia, Iminii at KplinMis (luring' a plamii>.

rocof^iii/.rd II ((•!( ain dffoi iiK'd beggar as bi-ing a demon of pestiloiRi", and

C2
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failed. f1\inian sacvilicc was l):\rl)Mric. not (ircck. If the

Thomisloc'lcs story is trno, lliat one ])l()ncly outJnivst of

superstitious fear stands alone. There were other occasions

on which all the conditions for such a deed seem to have

been present. Think of Xenoplion's Ten Thousand after

Ciniaxa : think of Nicias's army after the last battle before

S>Taeuse. All the conditions for the thing are there ; but

not the thing. The very idea is incongruous to one's con-

ceptions of Nicias or Xenoplion.—That is Hellenism.

V„i,o^ Human sacrifice, then, is one of the barbarities which

Hellenism successfully overcame- It was either abolished

entirely or else, as in the case of the pharmakoi at Athens,

reduced to some harmless ceremonial Avhich satisfied religious

conservatism without inflicting much harm on human beings.

But there were other strongholds of the primitive beast

in man which even Athens was not X)Owerful enough to conquer.

To take three points : we find among the Greeks the institu-

tion of slavery, fixed and unshaken ; women in a markedly

subject condition as compared with our own times, though

far removed again from the seclusion of the East ;
and

lastly, proceeding partly from the institution of slavery,

partly from certain forms of military organization, some

startling phenomena of Avhat we should call unchastity in

the relations of the sexes. And then we imagine that these

things are characteristically Greek ! They are just the reverse.

They are the remnants of that primaeval slime from which

Hellenism was trying to make mankind clean.

The Greeks are not characteristically slave-holders. All

the world held slaves and had always done so. The Greeks

are characteristically the first human beings who felt a doubt

^ or scruple about slavery ; who were troubled in mind by it,

who thought, ^vrote, schemed, in the face—^as far as we can

judge—of absolutely overmastering social needs, to be rid

set the crowd to stone him to deatli, was a horrid act on the part of an

unanthorlzcd mob, not a deliberate human sacrifice approved by the law.

But the Asiatic cities were terribly infected witli barlmrism by the time

of Nero. The incident has elements of the pharmakos rite in it.
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of it, «ome two thousand years before it was abolished iu

Europe. I do not refer specially to the efforts of isolated

reformers. The Cyuics, y>e know, coudemued slavery root

and branch. The Stoics and certain religious organizations

from the fourth century on\\ard refused to recognize its

existence, and professed to count all men free. Euripides

was troubled by it, and can scarcely get the subject off his

mind. The soj^hist Alcidamas seems to have made a preaching

tour round the Peloponnese to induce all states to combine

in a general emancipation ; and, curiously enough, was not

murdered. But the tone of the non-reforming ^^Titers is

equally iuteresthig as evidence. Homer, though of course

no thought of doing without slaves ever crosses his horizon,

speaks always of slaves with a half-puzzled tenderness.

Slavery is to him a terrible thuig that may happen to any

man, and will ' take away half of his manhood ". The heroes

are as courteous to the slaves, Eumaeus and Eurycleia, as to

one another. Plato, bred in an anti-democratic circle and

generally in protest against the ideals of the great sophists

of the fifth centur}', does not care to denounce slavery. In

his ideal Republic he abolishes it silently by merely con-

structing a state without slaves. In the Laws, written in

his old age, when the cloud of reaction had settled darkl}-

upon his mhid, he accepts it as an existing fact and makes

elaborate regulations for the protection both of slave and

of master. The attitude of his opponents, the sentimental

democrats, can perhaps be deduced from the beginning of

his dialogue, Euthypliru, or On Piety. The man who gives

his name to that dialogue is satirized as a type of the pious

and ultra-superstitious Athenian democrat. When Socrates

meets him, Euth3'phro is going to Athens to prosecute his

own father for homicide, because the said father has caused,

though not intentionally, the death of a slave who had killed

another. Euthyphro has been apparently on the best of

terras with his father ; he admits that he had great provoca-

tion, and that the slave probably deserved to die. But he

will not allow a slave to be murdered any more than another
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innii : aiul, what is mow, tlu)Ugh lio oxiH'rts to ho laiii^lu'd

at and thoiiirht ' mad '. hv is contidoiii, if lie can once get

a hearing, of w inning his case.' The father, I should remark

in ]»assin<;, would not be ])ut to death.

It is unfortunate, perhaps, that our ])rincipal jei)resenta-

tive of ancient Greece upon tliis question should be Aristotle.

Aristotle is, like Plato, somewhat anti-democratic ; and,

unlike Plato, devoted to connnon sense. It is his common
sense, perhaps, that obscures his vision most. He sa^ that in

the existing state of society slavery was a necessary institution.

Its abolition would have meant anarchy, i)erhaps famine.

Atul Aristotle does his best to show that the necessary in-

stitution is also just and 'according to nature'. It is the

s:\me line that was ado]ited by the fathers of the early Christian

Clun'ch.2 Some men are 1)orn to obey, others to rule. Put

down a dozen (ireeks in a l)arbarous country : in a few

jnunths you will find the (Greeks giving orders and the natives

obeying them. But his arguments do not matter so much.
K The imi^ortant thing is that he found it necessary to argue.

{Slavery could not, to a thouglitful Greek, simi:>ly rank as an

a'-'cepted thing. No doubt Aristotle Jiad a solid majority

iK'hind him : a majority composed of plain men a\1k) had

no intention of seeing their business hampered by philosophers,

and doubtless of those same obscurantists Avho afterwards

prosecuted him for impiety : not a majority of philosophers

nor idealist democrats. The two most influential schools,

Cynics and Stoics, stood on the other side. The popular

MTiters of the New Comedy ^ appealed to the pul)lic Avith

sentimental denunciations of the unnatural thing.

I do not in the least wish to deny that the slave-trade

* Observe how Euthyphro extracts a higli moral lesson from the most
revolting myths of Hesiod :

' wrong-doing must be jMinished, however
high the offender. Zeus did not spare even his own father.'

* Cf. Susemihl and Hicks, Ar. Politics, p. 24, n. 4.

" Cf. Anaxandrides, fr. 4, Philemon, fr. 94 (Kock) : especially how God

f\(v6(povs tnuTjae Trvras rfj <pv<jfi,

Sov\ovs Si fxiTcnurjatv rj ir\(ovf^ia.

(' covotousness trausformcd them into slaves ').
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assumed enormous importance in (Jreece. The slave-trade

in later antiquity ^^•as largely in the hands of the maritime

Greek cities, just as in the seventeenth and eighteenth cen-

turies it was in the hands of England, and for the same reason :

because the slave-trade went with the general carrying trade.

Polybius counts among the first necessaries of life for a

large town ' cattle and slaves '.^ Wheat is mentioned as

secondary. And it stands to reason that, \\'herever one set

of men have had absolute power over another, there must

have been cases of extreme cruelty. One should remember,

however, that Athens, the most Greek part of Greece, was

remarkable for her gentleness to the slave population. It

was part of her democratic ideal. Her friends praise her,

lier critics and enemies ridicule her, for making her slaves

indistinguishable from free men.- That is something. But

1 think the main point which distinguishes Greece from other

ancient communities, here as elsewhere, is not something

actually achieved, but something seen and sought for. In

Greece alone men's consciences were troubled by slavery,

and right down through the centuries of the decadence, when

the industrial slave-system ruled every^vhere, her philosophers

never entirely ceased j)rotesting against A\hat must have

seemed an accepted and inevitable \\Tong.

The Greeks were not characteristically subjectors of w omen.

They are the first nation that realized and protested against

the subjection of women. I .speak, of course, of nations in

some state of social complexity. For in primitive agricultural

communities the women who worked in the fields were in

' iv. 38 Tlpoi filv Tcis dyayKaias tuv liiov xpeia<i la t« 0ptfJ.fiaTci ical to twv fli

Toj SoifXfta; dyofifpwi' awfiaraiv TrK^Ooi—odious language, cortaitily.

' For instanci-, [Xvn.] Rtspuh. Athtn. i. 10 ll'. (hostile); Dcin. Phil. iii. •^

(friendly); I'lato, Id ji. MW B (satirieal on the liconco and solf-conlidence

of .'•laves, inalo and female, in a democratic state). On tlio torture of slave

witnesHeH, hco Appendi.x 13. The best recent discussion of (Jrcck slavery is

in \. E. Zimmern's Onek Cininnoinriitllh ; see; also Ids juliclcs in the

Socioloyiral Jicvicw, -Jan. and April, I'JO'.t. Ik- distintiuishes ' aj)prciitic'c

xlavcry' aiid 'chattel slavery ', and considers tiial in (IncHo we luive cliielly

the former.

-<
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uiD.sl \\ay.s ii6 free as iikmi. On tlu.s (.juestion, again, 1 should

nut lay stress on the cvidenee of the isolated lefoniier. We
all know how Plato in the licpiihlic preaehed the complete

emancipation of women from all artificial restrictions whatever.

But some time before Plato other philosophers/ and well-

known philosophers, nmst have advocated the same ideas,

because we find all the regular ' Woman's Right ' conceptions

ridiculed in Aristophanes, considerably before the Rejjublic

can have been published. And there is this to observe, unless

my impressions deceive me : Aristoj^lianes, a strong con-

servative writing broad comedy for the public, seems quite

to understand the ideas that he is handling. He treats them

as funn}', as offering material for scurrilous jokes, but not

in the least as things unheard of or incomprehensible. He
understands his opponents better than, for instance, Mary
Wollstonecraft was understood by the writers of the Anti-

Jacobin. Before Aristophanes, again, there was Euripides,

argumg the woman's case with as much persistency and more

than as much insight and eloquence as that of the slave.

Euripides was a genius too extraordinary to be useful as

evidence of what his average contemporaries thought ; except,

indeed, of what they must have thought after he had sj)oken.

But consider for a moment the whole magnificent file of

heroines in Greek tragedy, both for good and for evil, Clytem-

nestra, Antigone, Alcestis, Polyxena, Jocasta, even Phaedra

and Medea : think of the amazing beauty of the Daughters

of Ocean in the Prometheus, and of the Trojan Women in the

play that bears their name. They are all of them free women,

free in thought and in spirit, treated with as much respect as

any of the male characters, and with far greater minuteness

' I strongly suspect, Protagoras. In Diog. Laert. iii. 37 and 57 a state-

ment is quoted from Aristoxenus and Favoriuus (no doubt using Aristoxenus)

to the effect that ' almost the whole of the Republic ' was taken from
Protagoras's Antilogica. Aristoxenus is a good autliority. If this is at all

true, the Lysislrula (b. c. 411), and perhaps the Ecdesiazusae (b. c. 392 or 389?),

must have been aimed at ideas of Protagoras, as the later Gynaecocratiae

of Amphis and Alexis were aimed at those of the Republic. Cf. Plato,

Rep. V. p. 4o7 b.
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aud isympathy. 1 doubt if there has ever, m the history

of the \\ orld, beeu a period, not even excepting the EHzabethan

age and the nineteenth century, when such a gallery of heroic

women has been represented in drama. And such characters

cannot sui-ely have sprung out of a society in which no free

^\"omen existed.^

The thu'd i^oint is hard to discuss fully, but the explanation

of it is very similar. A great deal of ancient unchastity comes

directly from the institution of slavery : for female slavery

was, in large part, another—and perhaps on the ^\^hole

a worse—^form of the custom of prostitution. A great deal,

again, was a mere relic from the animalism or the religious

ritual of pre-Hellenic peoples. As for the myths, their

immorality arises mostly from some ver}' simple misunder-

standings. Every little valley community was apt to count

its descent from some local ancestress and the tribal god,

a being who was often imagined in shapes not human, as an

eagle, a swan, or a river-bull. A time came when these

' Attic Law, in mauy respects prinutive, is markedlj' so with regard tu

women. A woman was always under tlie tutelage of the head of her family,

who would as a rule be her father, or, on his death, her eldest brother.

She thas had a constant in-otector against any maltreatment by her
husband. The guardian could annul the marriage and take her home.
.She also had her own property. On the other hand, a bad guardian could
torment a woman almost as much as a bad liusband can now: e.g. he
could get money from the husband by threatening to annul the marriage.
The father could transfer his right of guardianship to the husband, then
tlie wife was under her husband's 'coverture', as now. When he died,

the wife either fell under the coverture of the next head of her husband's
family, or could be left by will to some person of her husband's—and in

practice no doubt her own—clioice. A great deal of the Attic treat niont

of women strikes one as exaggeratedly romantic. They were to be ' rulers

of the hearth '. They blushed at the sight of a strange male. To lose his

wife's esteem was the greatest blow tliat could l>efall uii iioiiourable man.
(The man in question risked losing it by being caught liidhig under a bed
to escaj)© the tax-gatherer.—Dera. Androt. 53.) E])icliarmus the poet was
actually lined, in Syracuse, for making a broad joke in tiie presence of liis

wife. One is reminded of the Attic vases in which men are freely caricatured

or treated realistically, but women nearly always idealized. Family life

must have been extremely correct, to judge by tlie rarity of cases or mentions
of adultery iti our rather plentiful law-court literature.—On this subject
also 1 can now (I'Jll) refer tu Zimmerns brilliant Greek CuinmunweaUh.
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\ aiioiis local goils wnv gradually mrrged in the great Achaoaii

niaster-gocl. Zous. The process was a tlioroiighly good aiul

jMogressivo one ; hut it had an unexpected result ujwn Zeus's

rc])utatioM. It i)rovided him with a collection of human

consorts, and of strange disguises, which caused much veil-

ilrawing on the part of the religiously-minded and much

open laughter among the pioi'aiie.

The same sort of explanation applies to those few elements

in Cheek myths or ritual which strike one as cruel. They

are nearly all of them little hard deposits of ancient barbarity

left in the outer strata of Hellenism. Take the Marsyas story.

The Greeks, when they penetrated to the town of Celaenae,

deep in the heart of Further Phrygia, found a local tradition

how a native god had flaved alive the native hero or king,

Marsyas. The origin of the myth is not certain. Dr. Frazer

takes Marsyas for one of his ])rimitivc vegetation-kings, who

were slain periodically as the harvest is slain, and their skins

or some similar relic sometimes preserved till the next year.^

It may, again, be a remembrance of some Assyrian conquest

;

for the AssjTians when they conquered a place often ex])ressed

their satisfaction by flaying their prisoners alive. However

that may be, the guides Avho showed the Greeks round Celaenae,

wishing to call their god by some name which would be in-

telligible, had called him Apollo. Mo.st barbarian gods were

either Apollo or Heracles. So the hideous story takes its

place on the remote outskirts of Greek myth, a thing that

was perhaps never believed, and would no doubt have been

forgotten had not the academic sculptors of the fourth century

made use of the mythical 'flayed man' to illustrate the distribu-

tion of the human muscles. It is the same with a dozen other

cases. At Apamea, quite close to Celaenae, the Asiatic popula-

tion kept up a very ancient rite of sacrificing divers beasts

by burning them alive. The Syro-Greek Lucian describes the

business as something curiously barbarous and uncanny.^

' Atiis, Adonis, and Osiris, chap. v.

- Be Dea Syria, 49. Something similar, however, occurred at Patrac in

Achaia. Cf. Pau-s. vii. 18, 11.
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These things are in iio sense characteristically Greek. They

are remnants of the state of things which the highest Greek

civihzation up to the end of the fifth centiirj'^ b. c, a small Avhite-

hot centre of spiritual life in a world of effortless barbarism,

tried to transform and perished in the attempt.^

It is then from this point of view that I wish to discuss

certain parts of Greek poetry : as a manifestation of the spirit

of upw ard striving in man, wliich we roughty describe as Pro-

gress. But here a further question suggests itself. I feel that

many among my hearers, especially ])erhai:)s among those aa ho

care most for art and for poetry, ^\ ill protest against regarding

poetry from this point of view at all. Science, they will say,

progresses : but poetry does not. When Ave call a poem
immortal, Ave mean that it is never superseded : and that

implies that poetry itself does not progress.

This doctrine, Avhen rigidly held, is apt, I think, to neglect

the A'ery complex nature of most of the concrete A\orks of

])oetry. One may gladly admit that the essential and un-

definable quality that Ave call poetrj', the quality of being

poetical, is one of the eternal things in life. There is some-

thing in Homer and the Book of Job Avhich cannot be super-

seded, any more than the beauty of a sjjring morning or the

sea or a mother's lo\'e for a child can be superseded. But, after

all, this essential spirit has alAAays to clothe itself in a body

' 1 will not di.scu.s« a tiiiid \io\v. Uie (!ieek as a Levantine. Many very

good writers make use of this eonception, but T (hink that, if pressed, it

is misleading. The mucli-abuscd modern Levantine owes his general bad
name to habits which come chiefly from historical causes. He is shifty,

servile, cowardly, because for centuries he lias })ecn held in subjection by
somcwliat ferocious and markedly unintoUectual aliens. He has had to

live by dodging. The ancient Greek was himself a ruler, and had on the

whole the virtues and vices of rulers. The race elements are not tlie same
either. The Levantine, mixed as he is, is not largely influenced by fair-

haired conquering Nortlierners. Even the geogra])hical conditions, though

])hysicaliy not much changed, arc psychologically dillcrent. Tlio Greeks

are still tlie sailors and traders of the Levant. Hut what is now l)etty

huckstering in oljsoleto sailing-boats was flu^n the work of great adventurers

and loaders of men. So tlint its moral effect nn the sea-folk was dilTorcnl.

(I should a«ld that , a-" f:ir a-' my piiixmal Unowkidg*' gni's. 1 dn rml ii'.'i I'r with

tlio ordinaiy wiiole-iale con<luuination of the Levantines.

)
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of some sort, and (hat body is made up of elements which

athnit of i)rogrcss and decay. All the intellectual elements

of poetry are progressive. Wider fields of knowledge may
constantly be thrown open to the poet. Beauty may be

discovered in fresh places. Tliere may be increased delicacy,

or at least increased minuteness, of observation. There is,

most important of all, a possibiUty of change in the emotions

which form the raw material of poetry. Wordsworth was

not, perhaps, so great a poet as the Post-exilian Isaiah, yet

AVordsworth would not have howled for joy that ' The moun-

tains should be molten with the blood of Edom '. And, still

more certainly, the writers of Isaiah m ould have been utterly

incapable of taking any interest in the subjects of most of

Wordsworth's poems. Poetry, in this way, can both be

taken as evidence of the comparative progress of a society,

and can also form a force in its progress. Indeed, the best

poetry provides sometimes the strongest, because the most

subtle and unsuspected, force ; and the most delicate, because

the most living and unconscious, evidence. The conscious

morahst often seems rather stupid and arbitrary—he is

certainly an unpopular character—and the conscious legislator

perhaps worse. The poet has over both of them the immense

advantage that he is not trying to say what he believes to

be good for other people, or what he believes that they believe

to be good for them, but is simply expressing what he himself

loves most.

But Avhat I am most concerned with now is a rather different

point. I want to suggest, first, that the mere interest in

human progress in general is a possible source of poetical

inspiration, a source quite as real and quite as poetical as any

other. And secondly, that this particular source of inspira-

tion is rather unusually strong in Greek poetry.

Many critics speak as if for a poet to be interested in

progress was a sort of disgrace or a confession of prosiness.

I disagree ; I think human progress may be just as much a

true inspiration to a poet as the lust of the eye or the pride

of life. Of course it is not so to all poets : there is very
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littlo of it in tlie final stages of Homer, little in Pindar and

Sophocles, just as there is little in Shakespeare or Chaucer.

On the other hand, it is the very breath of Hfe to Aeschj'lus,

Euripides, and Plato, as it is to SheUey or Tolstoj*.

Let me explain more exactly what I mean.

You may remember the last work of Condorcet, written b}^

him in hiding when condemned to the guillotine. He first

intended to WTite an answer to his false accusers and a justifica-

tion of his political career. And then, in the face of death,

that discussion somehow seemed to him less important :

and he preferred to work upon the subject which he felt to

be the greatest in the whole world, Le Progres de FEsprit

Humain, The Progress of the Human Spirit. It is much the

same subject, ultimately, as that of the enormous work

projected by the late Lord Acton—a history of Human
Freedom. An interest in this subject implies, I think, at

the outset an intense feeling of the value, for good and ill, of

being alive. Here we are, you and I and the millions of men

and animals about us, the innumerable atoms that make our

bodies blown, as it were, by mysterious processes somehow

together, so that there has happened just now for everj^ one

of us the wonder of wonders, a thing the like of which never

has been nor shall be : we have come to life ; and here we

stand with our senses, our keen intellects, our infimite desires,

our nerves quivering to the touch of joy and pain, beacons

of brief fire, it would seem, burning between two unexplored

eternities : what are we to make of the wonder while it is

still ours ?

There is here, first, an interest in human life as a whole,

and secondly, a desire to make it a better thing than it is.

That is, we shall find two main marks of this spirit : First,

what is properly called realism ; though the word is .so con-

stantly misused that wo had better avoid it. I mean, a

permanent interest in life itself, and an aversion to unrcalit}'

or make-believe. (This is not inconsistent with an apprecia-

tion of the artistic value of convention. We shall have

op]K)rt unities of considering tliat jxiinl in detail.) Secondly,
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a IvciMi r(M>linj4 of the values ol lliiiius. thai some tliini^s arc

^ood and others 1)0(1. some (loli<i;liH'iil. othcis lionihlo ; and

a [Knvor of appreciating, like a sensitive instrument, the

various degrees of attraction and repulsion, joy and pain.

Here we run upon one of the great antitiieses of life, and

one which, it seems to me, is largely solved by the progressive,

or I may say, by the Hellenic spirit ; the antithesis between

asceticism or Puritanism on the one hand, and the full artistic

appreciation of life on the other. In real life and in literature

these two spirits fight a good deal. But both, of course,

are parts of one truth. If life is to be enriched and ennobled,

you must first of all have an appreciation of life. A man

who refuses to feel and enjoy life destroys it at its very heart.

On the other hand, any strict Puritan can always point to

an immense amount of wreckage produced by gr6at apprecia-

tion of the joys of life, and also to a large amount of good

safe living produced by the principles of avoiding pleasure,

dulling the desires, and habitually pouring cold water into

your own and other people's soup, ' to take the Devil out

of it.' There is plenty of opportunity for dispute here in

real life. In speculation there seems to me to be none. The

truth simply is that in order to get at one desirable end you

have to sacrifice another. The artistic side of man insists

upon the need of understanding and appreciating all good

and desirable things : the ascetic side insists on the need of

a power to resist, a power even to despise and ignore, every

one of them, lest they should hinder the world in the attain-

ment of something better.

The combination of these two, the appreciation of good

things and the power to refuse them, is characteristic of the

spirit of progress. I think most scholars will admit that it

is also eminently characteristic of Greek civilization. The

enjoyment and appreciation of life is too deeply writ on all

Greek poetry to need any illustration, though one might

refer to the curious power and importance in Greek life of

two words, KaAAoj and I,o<pia, Beauty and Wisdom ; to the

intensity of feeling which makes 'EAttij, Hope, or To'A/^a, the
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Love of Daring, into powers of temptation and terror rather

than joy ; to the constant allegorizing and transfiguration of

those two gods of passion, Dionysus and Eros.^ But the

principle of asceticism was at least equally strong. Whether
we look to jjrecept or to practice, the impression is the same.

In practice a respectable ancient Greek allowed himself some
indulgences which a respectable modern would refuse : but

for the most part his life Avas, by our standards, extra-

ordinarily severe and frugal. To take one instance. Hippo-

crates, the great fifth-century physician, 2 sa5^s in one passage

that many doctors object to their patients having more than

one meal in the twenty-four hours : but for his own part,

he thinks that, though to most healthy people it makes no

difference whether they have two meals or one, still some slow

digesters cannot stand more than one, while other delicate

persons are positively the better for two ! Our healthy

persons have four ; and our invalids fall not far short of n

dozen. All the great schools of philosophy, again, were in

various degrees ascetic. The general admiration felt by the

ancients for every form of frugality and hardihood strikes one

as altogether extreme. The praises of Sparta show us how
severity of life, coupled with courage, sufficed in the poj)ular

judgement to cover a multitude of sins. Yet Greek asceti-

cism is never like Eastern asceticism. The East took its

asceticism in orgies, as it were ; in horrors of self-mutilation,

bodily and mental, ^hich are as repellent in their way as

the corresponding tempests of rage or of sensuality. Greek

asceticism, though sometimes mystical, was never insane.

It was nearly always related to some reasonable end,

and sought the strengthening of body and mind, not their

mortification.

One cannot but think, in this connexion, of that special

virtue which the early Greeks are always praising, and failure

in uhifh is .so regret fully condemned, the elusive word whicli

' Tlicsn points nro oxfollrnlly liion'-'lil I'nl in ('(niifonri 'I'lniri/diilis

M i/lhixlorirHM, flmps. ix, xii. xiii.

' iJi' Vil. MkI. Id - |i. r>f(:{, ^(ifoTiTffii' (111(1 'iz-niTT/i' luo tlionltcrnativos.
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wo tVohly n.inslalo l)v ' Toniporaneo ', SdpJirosi/ne. The

inpnning o{ si>phro,<^}/t)e can only bo seen 1>y ol)Kervat.ioii of

its usage—a point we cannot go into here. It is closely re-

lated to that old Greek rule of M7j8ei; ayav, Nothing too much,

which seems to us noM' rather coninionplace, but has in its

time stayed so many blind lusts and trium])hant vengeances.

It is somotliing like Temperance, Gentleness, Mercy ; some-

times Innocence, never mere Caution : a tempering of domi-

nant emotions by gentler thought. But its derivation is

interesting. The adjective aM(j)p(tiv or (Ta6(f)t>(oi> is the coirela-

tive of oAo('(/jpa)i', a word applied in early poetry to wizards

and dangerous people. '0\o6(f)pcov means Svith destructive

thoughts ', au)(f)piov means ' with saving thoughts '. Plutarch,^

writing when the force of the word was dead, actually used

this paraphrase to express the same idea. There is a way of

thinking which destroys and a way which saves. The man or

A\oman who is sophron walks among the beauties and perils

of the world, feeling the love, joy, anger, and the rest ; and

through all he has that in his mind which saves.—Whom
does it save ? Not him only, but, as we should say, the

whole situation. It saves the imminent evil from coming

to be.

It is then in this light that I A\ish to consider certain parts

of Greek poetry : as embodying the spirit of progress,^ that

* De Tranquillitale, 474 D vow acorrjpLa (ppovovvra. 'OXoofpuv is used of

Minos, Aietes, Atlas—also of a hydra, lion, and boar.

" Cf. for this point of view the remarkable language of a Delphic In-

scription of the second century B.C., in Bulletin de C'orr. HelUnique, 1900,

p. 96, conferring honours on certain Athenians : "ESofe tois 'Afi(i>iicTvoatv-

(neiHj} jtyovfvat Kal avvfi\(x^'" TixvirSiv <xvvo5ov Trap'' ^A$Tjva'toi9 avjufifliriKe

TrpwTOVj wv 6 Srjfios aTravTojv tSjv Iv avOpunroi's dyaOwv apx^jyos KaTaaraOdi, ty

fiiv Tov 6T]ptwSovs Plov fitrriyayfv rohs dvOpuinovs (Is TjjupuTrjTa, -napairios

5' iytVTjOi] T^y irpos d\Xr]\ovi Koivwvias, dffayaywv T^r tuv nvarrjpiwv TrapdSoait'

Kal 5:d Tovreov irapayydXai Tots anaaiv vrt ptytffTOV dyaOvv iiTTii' «)' dvOpurron r/

TTpos iavTovi XP^"''* '''* i^'^'- TriaTts, trt 8e toii' So^e'i'TCMi' vttu tujv Otwv irfpi rwi'

dvBpwirwv voixojv icai ttjs TraiSfias ... ' Decreed by the Amphictyons

of Delphi : Whereas it was in Athens that a union of the craftsmen

of Dionysus (i.e. tragic actors and poets) first arose and was gatliercd

together ; and whereas the People of Athens, the established leader in all

human advance, first won mankind from Iho life of wild beasts to gentleness ;

and. hy intioducing the Mysteries and thereby proclaiming to the world
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i«, of both feeling the value and \\oiider of life, and behig

desu-ous to make it a better thing : and further, \\ith that

purpose in vie^', as eombining a spirit of intense enjoyment

with a tempering m isdom, going into seas of experience steered

by Sophrosyne.

that tlio greatest good for luaiikiud is a spirit of lu'lp and trust toward ouc

another, hath been part maker of the co-operatioii of mcu with men, and of

the laws given by the gods for the treatment of men and of education . .
.

'

I3iib
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THE .MIGRATIONS: THE POLIS

If \\c rogaicl Greece as the cradle of European civilization,

we cannot help some feeling of surprise at its comparative lack

of antiquity. True, wc have evidence of a civilization existing

in Crete and the Islands of the Aegean as far back as the end

of the Stone Age. But, for one thing, our knowledge of this

civilization is scanty and conjectural, inasmuch as it depends

upon our interpretation of the stones, not upon literature :

and, what is more important, it is emphatically not the civiliza-

tion that Me call Greek. I do not mean only or especially

that the builders of the earliest Cretan palaces were, as far

as we can judge, of different race and language from the Greeks.

I mean that this civilization, so far as we know it, has few or

none of the special marks that we associate with Hellenism.

But of that hereafter. In any case there lies bet\\een the

prehistoric palaces of Crete, Troy, or Mycenae, and the civiliza-

tion which we know as Greek, a Dark Age covering at least

several centuries. It is in this Dark Age that we must reaUy

look for the beginnings of Greece.

In literature and in archaeology alike we are met with the

same gap. There is a far-off island of knowledge, or apparent

kno^^•ledge ; then darkness ; then the beginnings of con-

tinuous history. At Troy there are the remains of no less

than six cities one above the other. There was a great city

there in 2000 b. c, the second of the series. Even in the

second city there was discovered a fragment of white nephrite,

a rare stone not found anywhere nearer than China, and

testifying to the distances Mhich trade could travel by slow

and unconscious routes in early times. That city w as destroyed

by wdi and fire ; and others follo\\ ed. The greatest of all
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was the sixth city, which we may roughly identify with the

Troy of Greek legend. Of this city we can see the wide

cu'cuit, the well-built stone walls, the terraces, the gates, and

the flanking towers. We have opened the treasure houses

and tombs, and have seen the great golden ornaments and

imports from the East. Then we see the marks of flame on

the walls : and afterwards what ? One struggling attempt

at a seventh city ; a few potsherds to mark the passage of

some generations of miserable villages ; and eventually the

signs of the Greek town of New lUon, many hundi'eds of years

later and well within the scope of continuous history.

It is the same in Crete. City upon city from prehistoric

times onward flourishing and destroyed
; palace upon palace,

beginning with the first building of Cnossos, in a peculiar

non-HeUenic architecture
;

proceeding to those vast and

intricate foundations in which Mr. Evans finds a palace,

a citadel, and a royal city round about, the gi'owth and

accumulation of many hundreds, perhaps thousands, of years.

The ornamentation of thci walls is there, telling of the rise

and decay of a whole system of decorative art : fragments

of early religion, the Bull-God or Minotaur seated upon his

throne ; the ' horns of consecration ' bristling everywhere
;

tlie goddess, llorvia Bi]j)m-, Queen of Wild Beasts, now bearing

a dove upon her head, now twined with serpents ; sometimes

in human shape, sometimes a mere stone pillar erect between

her rampant lions : sometimes a monstrous fetish. There

is tlie Divine Battle-Axe, that Labrandeus from whose name
the fable of the labyrinth seems to have arisen ^

: a being who
has not yet reached huniaii shape or separate existence as

a ' God ', but exists simply in the ancient broni^e axes, scores

uf wliicli remain driven into the rock of the Dictaean cave,

overcrusted witli a stalactite growth of stone, testifying

to a worship forgotten and uncomprehended. Thcie are

' Sec, howcvor, on tlio Labyriutli, hocturc V below, j). I_'7, nolo, aiul

i-'pccially Burrows, Th<: Diicnviritt in Crrtf, pp. 1U7-.'{'J. Hocoiuioots Aa/^i/-

fnvOus witli KavfAi and Aau/Jtioi'. (So, 1 bcliovo, did W'icdcniann.) Tlio

c(itiiiln))ili(; wliicli I am -pocially cousidoriug is, ol course, llia( of ' Laic
Miiiouii ill '.

O -z
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puix-daiiis ri'iniiuling oiu' of Babylon, onuuiu-uls irom Kgypt,

marks of a luxurious king's rourt, a gaming tabli' inlaid witli

gold and (.Dlourcd marbles, womon acrobats. buU-tighls, or

perhaps, if we look elose, sometliing more barbaric than bull-

lights—boys and girls thrown for the ' Bull of Minos ' to gore :

then tlame on the walls and evidences of calamity, a feeble

pulsing of life outside the ruined palaces, and afterwards

silence. Centuries later a new Crete emerges, a Dorian island,

rigid, self-centred, uninflueniial, in tlic full light of Greek'6

historv

It is the same w ith the cities of the Argive plain, Mycenae

and Tiryns. They possessed less importance, and were in-

habited for a less vast stretch of history, than the cities of

Cnossos and Troy.i But the treasures yielded to the excavator,

especially in Mycenae, are very great in proportion to the

importance of the town, and the historical problem is simpler.

We all know the Mycenaean remains : the Lion Gates, the

earlier shaft graves, and the later vaulted graves ; the remains

of mummified kings ; the skeletons in masks of gold, with

their weapons, their drinking bowls, and sometimes the ashes

of burnt sacrifice lying beside them. And in the end, as in

Troy and Cnossos, the marks of flame upon the walls, traces

of a dw indling i)o])ulation still hoveling about the old town,

and cpiickly degenerating in the arts of civilized life ;
and

then a long silence.

Such is the evidence of the stones. And that of literature

corresponds with it. There is an extraordinary wealth of

tradition about A\hat we may call the Heroic x\ge. Agamem-

non king of Mycenae and Argos, Priam king of Troy, and the

kings surrounding them, Achilles, Aias, Odysseus, Hector,

Paris, these are all familiar household words throughout

later history. They are among the best-known names of

the world. But how suddenly that full tradition lapses into

silence ! The Epic Saga—I mean the whole body of tradition

' Under Tiryus an cailicr city has icccntly bccu disco veied. Sec W.

DOrpfeld, Athen. Mitlh. 1907.
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which is represented in Epic poetry—the Epic Saga can tell

us about the deaths of Hector, of Paris, of Priam ; in its

later forms it can give us all the details of the last destruction

of Troy. Then no more ; except a few dim hints, for instance,

about the descendants of Aeneas.

It is more strange in the case of Mycenae and Sparta.

Agamemnon goes home in the full blaze of legend : he is

murdered by Aegisthus and Clytemnestra, and avenged by his

son Orestes : so far wo have witnesses by the score. But

then ? What happened to Mycenae after the death of

Aegisthus ? No one seems to kno\\-. There seems to be

no Mycenae any more. What happened in Sparta after

Menelaus and Helen had taken their departure to the

islands of the blest ? There is no record, no memory.

In Crete there is less tradition altogether. One great

name, Minos, forms tiie centre of all Cretan legends. Minos

is never quite flesh and blood, like the Homeric heroes,

Agamemnon or Achilles. He is almost like that more than

shadowy personage, CVcon, whose name means ' ruler

'

and \\ho appears in all the myths of \ho mainland whenever

a mere ' ruler ', and nothing more, is wanted. We meet

Minos in many different generations, in many different

characters. He is the just judge of the Underworld, tlie son

of Zeus, or, still more august, not the son but the 'gossip'

or familiar friend of Zcus.^ Again, he is the bloody tyrant

of the Theseus myth, wlio gives seven youths and seven

maideiLs to his man-slaying Bull. He is the boaster of the

Bacchylides poem : he is the mere royal father or equally

royal husband of tlic Cretan heroines—Pasiphae, Ariadne,

Phaedra.

After Minos, what is there? Tdomcneus in the Iliad,

' Ak'J /if^f'tAoi' ijniniT.'ji, T IT'-I: <••• I'lato, Minos '.WW 1), Sco liolow.

fvoctiiro V,
i».

1")'» ftiul nolo thoro. I suspect tliat .Miiios was a naiiio liko

' I'haraoh ' or ' f'ansnr', j^ivon to all ("h-otan kings of a cortain typo, and.

furthf-r, that (Iin kiiiK was litild to hi.- tlin personification or incarnation ot

the ]'ull-<Jod. .\s to the tn idcncn ffn' a Minos exislini^ iit dilVcrcnt dalrs.

Prof. Burrows romarks that tlie Parian .M:ul»i<' pnls Minos in Ww liftiinih

rentnr\' B.f. and also in tin- tiiirlfenth, and that Diodorus (iv. till) and

I'lntarch ( Vit. TIkm. Jd) toll a similar story.
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a seoondiirv ti«furo rocnrdod w illi inudi r('S]K>ct. and of course

alivo. since he is treated l)y <i poet wlio makes everythin<i;

alive. But even Tdomeneus and liis squire Mcriones Imve

begun to he shadowy, and after tlieni there is nothing.^

In Tliebes, as in Troy, the tradition is more intelligible

because it explicitly leads up to a catastrophe. Many prob-

lems require to be cleared up about the Theban traditions,

even after Bethe's work upon the subject. The prehistoric

remains, as we said above, are not prominent or remarkable,

chiefly, no doubt, because the place was never left for a long

time deserted. It is with Thebes as with Argos, with Athens,

with the many sites of towTis on the coast of Asia Minor and

the Riviera. Continuous occupation has destroyed gradually

and surely the remains of every successive period. But the

Theban traditions, as preserved in literature, are particularly

rich, and they lead up clearly to our Dark Age or Period of

Ignorance. There is first a strange race, Cadmeans, the people

of Cadmus. ' the Eastern Man,' - in possession of the city.

The tradition is clearly not of their making, for they are

credited Avith all the crimes and pollutions in the calendar :

especially sexual crimes, which people always impute to their

enemies and deny in themselves. Three generations of the

Cadmeans, Laius, Oedipus, and the sons of Oedipus, between

them commit prettj^ well all the crimes that can be com-

mitted inside a famity. Unnatural affections, child murder,

father murder, incest, a great deal of hereditary cursing,

a double fratricide, and a violation of the sanctity of dead

bodies—when one reads such a list of charges brought

' Cf. Hdt. vii. 171. Crete had formerly been ' emptied ' by an expedition

of Minos to Sicily. Then ' in the third generation after the death of Minos

came the Trojan wars. . . . After the return from Troy there came famine

and pest slaying both man and beast, and Crete was made empty a second

time. Then came the present Cretans'—i.e. the Dorian tribes
—'and

inhabited it, together with the survivors.'

' Heb. Gip qedem, the east. Greek tradition calls them ' Phoenicians ',

but it is not clear what that terra exactly denotes. Ridgeway tliinks they

were ' red ' Tliracians {Early Age, p. 020). Cf. his ' Wlio were the Dorians? '

in A7inir. Esmy.'f to E. B. Tylor (1007). See. after Beloch and BArard,

Burrows, op. cit., p. 141 f.
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against any tribe or people, either in ancient or in modern

times, one can hardh^ help concluding that somebody wanted

to annex their land.^ And this was doubtless the case. The

saga gives us full details up to the quarrel of Eteocles and

Polynices and the Expedition of the Seven Greek Champions.

The seven were defeated : so far we hear all at length. Then

much more briefly, with much less reality, we are told that

their sons made another expedition and took Thebes. That

is, the citadel of the Cadmeans eventually fell, and nothing

more is said or known.

It is the same wherever we turn our eyes in the vast field

of Greek legend. The ' heroes ' who fought at Thebes and

Troy are knowTi ; their sons are just kno^Mi by name or perhaps

a little more : Diomedes, Aias, Odj'sseus, Calchas, Nestor,

how fully the tradition describes their doings, and how silent

it becomes after their deaths !

Let us consider these destroj'ed cities a little closer. We
can perhaps make out both the kind of civilization on which

their greatness rested, and also the causes of their fall. For

observe this : though we can see in some cases from the

evidence of the stones that these cities came at last to a

violent end, it is by no means clear that it was any definite

shock of war which really destroyed the Aegean civilization.

There is no tradition at all that the realm of Minos was sacked

in war ^
: no real tradition of the sack of Mycenae. And

even in the cases of Troy and Thebes, the testimony is sus-

picious. The Epos must say that Troy eventually was taken,

but the Epos knows that Achilles did not take it, but failed

' Tliore is also oxtant a simpler version, before tlio solf-dofoiisivo slanders

hafl boon dnvolopod, in wliicii tlie lieroes are slain at Thobos simply ^//Aw

iixK OiHivoSno (HoH. Ergo, 1<)2), in an bonost cattle-raid.

» Mr. J. 1-. Myre.s reminds me of Plutarcb's story of ' Tauros tbo sea-

captain', wbo was tlio real lover of Pasipbao, and tbo sca-fi^bt off C'nossos.

Tliis is possibly a very faint eclio of a roal tradition {Vil. Tlie.t. xix and

prof-mling capp.)- Tbore would bo no i;roat siogo in any oaso, since Cnossos

and Pbaost>i.s wuro ojton unforf ilicil cidcs ; tboir fall wonld follow qiiifkly

on tbo destruction of tlin Miiioan ficot. Dr. Rvans attuaily doubts wlutbi-r

the sack of Cnossos was the work of a foreign army at all (li. S. A. xi. \>. 14).
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and was slain. A son of AdiilU's, a more roplioa of Afliillos,

has l)i'(Mi invented lo conio aftofwards and take it. Of course

the ///(/(/ as it now stands implies the fnture fall of the city,

but it need not have done so in an earlier form. Nor need

the Odyssey. The disastrous returns of the Greek heroes

and the fall of the house of Agamemnon point rather to an

unsuccessful expedition than to a great conquest. And how
does it ha})pen, one may ask, that so many Greek lays were

based on the subject of ' Wraths ', or quarrels between leading

chiefs, between Agamemnon and Achilles, Odysseus and Aga-

memnon, Odysseus and Aias, Achilles and Odysseus ? Does

it not look—I take the suggestion from Prof. Bury—as if there

was need of an excuse for some great failure ? At any rate the

actual tale of the Sack of Troy, though immen.sely influential

in later literature, does not seem to be recorded in any very

early form of the saga. And even incidents w^hich liave a

special air of verisimilitude about them, like the stratagem of

the Wooden Horse,^ may represent only a brilliant afterthought

of what ought to have been done. I lay no stress on this

point, except to suggest that it is curious, if the war really

ended in success, that the great national poem in its early

forms should not tell of the success, but only of disastrous

' Returns ', together with a quarrel, or several quarrels,

between the chiefs—incidents well calculated to excuse failure.

Exactly the same thing is the case with the Theban tradi-

tion. A great expedition against Thebes is well known to

the Epos, that of the Seven Chieftains, led by the far-famed

Adrastus. That exiDcdition, we are told, was defeated and

all the seven slain. ' Only,' the story adds, ' Thebes did

fall in the end. Some people who came afterwards took it.'

The names of these later comers are not very certain. They

are only the ' Ekgonoi ' or ' Epigonoi ',2 the ' men-born-after ',

more .shadowy even than Pyrrhus-Neoptolemus, son of

Achilles. The general result seems to me to suggest that,

' I suggest llial il may refer to a siege tower of tlie Assyrian 1y))e. Afy

translation of 7V(e Trojan Women, p. 86.

' "Kicyovct, F.uv. Sii]iiili(inly, 1224. 'F.-ni-^ovoi is of course the usual name.
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in the first place, the Epic tradition of the Greeks kneM^ of

certain lieroic expeditions against Thebes and Troy, but

knew also of their defeat ; and secondlj% this tradition had

much later to be combined with the fact that in reality Ti'oy

and Cadmean Thebes had ceased to be. Can we see an}i:liing

in the historical conditions which makes such an hypothesis

probable ?

I suggest, to put it briefly, that these great fortress-cities

depended for their greatness entirelj' upon commerce, and

that during the period of persistent barbarian invasions this

commerce was destroj-ed. They resisted successfully the

direct shock of war ; but were gradually undermined by

poverty. All of them, as a matter of fact, are situated at

the junctions of important trade routes. Crete, for instance,

a rough and momitainous island, credited by Strabo with

' some fruitful glens ', is geographically, in Dr. Evans's phrase

{J. H. S. xiv), ' the stepping-stone of continents,' lying in the

mid route between west and east,^ ])etween south and north.

The lines from Phoenicia and the great Babylonian hinterland,

from Eg^-pt, from Libya, all tended to join at Crete on the way

to the West, the Northern Aegean, or the Black Sea.^ Some

centralizing power then must have arisen in the island,

and the maritime trade of such harbours as Kydonia and

Hierapytna—the east of the island seems to have remained

isolated—served to support the great central city of Cnossos.

Thebes, again, as Strabo explains, commanded the roads

between three seas, the Northern Aegean, the Southern Aegean,

and the Corinthian Gulf.

But let us consider the point more in detail in two cases

where it is not so easily seen.

Mycenae, as M. Victor Beraid lias well explained, is what

is called in Turkish a Jhrvcndji ; that is, a castle built at

a jnncliire of mountain ])asses for the purpose of levj^ng

' So« also Hogarlli's addross io tlio Roynl (ioosraphioal Socioly. liMiC.

A ronrl runnint; norlli and noiilli lias siiifo boon disrovorod.

' p. 400. frfim Eplionis. Son nhn Wn\ri\. Lr.i Phhucioix el fOdymtr,

i. -l-l't f. Compare. ff»r wliat follows, jip. 1 1 t. (.Myeonao) and 7D f. (Troy).
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taxes on all tralHc that goes through. There is the rich plain

of Argos open ins southward to tlio sea. At the nortli of

it are mountains ; beyond them the plain of Corinth and

Sikyon opening on the CorinthiaTi Culf. Among these

mountains, at the north-east corner of the Argivo valley,

with no sea near, and no arable land anywhere about it,

stands this isolated castle of Mycenae, thickly walled and

armed to the teeth. Tt is hard to see how such a place could

live, and why it needed such military preparations, until wo

observe tbat it forms the meeting-point of a very ancient

system of artificial roads, cut and built of stone, and leading

from the Argive plain to the Corinthian, from the southern

sea to the northern. If Mycenae stood alone, she formed

a sort of robber stronghold, Avhich lived by levying blackmail

on all the trade that passed. But almost certainly she did

not stand alone. In Homer Agamemnon is king of Corintli

as well as of Mycenae and Argos. That is to say, Agamem-
non's main work was to keep open a safe trade route between

the northern and the southern seas. He had a port on the

south, a port on the north, a strong fortress in the middle of

the route, and he had also cut solid roads through the

mountains for traffic to pass. They were not wide roads.

Not wide enough for a carriage, only for a mule. And there-

fore, in case traflfic should be pressed, he made two of them
;

one perhaps for northAvard traffic and one for southward.

He would also, as a matter of fact, command the traffic

eastward and westward, from the isthmus of Corinth to El is

and Messenia.

M. Berard's explanation of Troy is even more instructive.

It has to be modified by the observed fact that Troy does not

show great affinities with the islands, and does show affinities

with its own hinterland. But I still consider it, in itself, true.

Six cities were built on that particular site, and six de-

stroyed. There must have been some rare attraction about

the place, and some special reason for destroying the cities

built there. Greek legend, in speaking of the destmction of

Troy by Agamemnon, always remembered that it had been
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destroyed before, though it ran all the previous expeditions

into one—when old Telamon rose from his rest in Salamis,

and gave himself to Heracles

For the wrecking of one land only.

Of Hion, Eion only,

Most hated of lands.

^

Now we know that there was a vast body of trade always

passing up the Hellespont, joining all Mediterranean civiliza-

tion with that of the Black Sea. Obviously a city com-

manding this trade would gi'ow rich : but Troy does not

seem at first sight to be in the right position for commanding

it. The older city, Dardania, had lain higher up on Momit

Ida, the Iliad tells us (T 218), in safe retirement. But as

the Trojans grew stronger, or as they discovered a more

tempting source of wealth, they ventured nearer the sea.

Yet even so Troy lies some miles inland on the slopes of a

hill commanding only a narrow swampy plain with sea at

each end of it. In modem times such a position is not of much

worth. But in the conditions of ancient seafaring it was

priceless.

Down the Bosphorus and the Hellespont there blows an

almost incessant ^vind and there flows an extraordinarily

strong current. If you bathe in the sultry heat down beloM'

Tenedos, near Mji;ilene, yon may find yourself suddenty in

Bwift and almost icy water sweeping straight from Russia.

This current is at its strongest just off Cape Sigeum, the

promontorj' in front of Troy. At the present time small

steamers have some trouble in passing there, and sailing

ships can be seen waiting by the score under the lee of Tenedos,

till by utilizing stray puffs of favourable wind they can tack

round that difficult cape, anrl proceed by hugging the eastern

shore. In ancient times, when boats were small and voyages

short, they simply did not attempt to go round the Cape.

They disembarked their cargo at the southern end of Ihc

narrow swamp}' plain, carried it acro.ss on mules or asses,

' Enr. Trodflit. Hfl(> (soiitiiiuml f)f tlio wliolo pii-ssapo. nil her lliaii any

definite word») : of. 1241 Ipwa t* ni'iKtaiv tKKptroy funovfiifi].
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and fiuhnikcd it aiiain on tlu> otiuT side' And (hoso inulos

passed riiilit under tlu* walls of Priam and Laoniedon, and

paid taxes as they [)assed. Priam's niisforhmes were so great

tliat tradition is kind to him. But the perjuries and extor-

tions of Laoniedon rine; loud in legend. Was it simply

because the toll at the Hellespont was too oppressive to be

tolerated, that all maritime CJreece felt involved in the

oppression, and volunteered lo destroy the blackmailing

citadel again and again ? Or was it, more simply still, that

the position was so valuable that one band after another

of northern warriors, Thracians, Dardans, Troes, Teukri,

Phrj^gians, Achaeans, fought for the possession ?

There are many problems still waiting solution about these

fortified centres of exchange, if I may so call them. How
far did tliey form a imiform empire or federation ? Was

Mycenae normally an outpost of Crete or an enemy of Crete V

What relation did either of them bear towards Troy, or

towards the prevailing powers in Asia ? Of what race or

races were their kings ? How far w^as there a con.scious

difference betAveen the ' Minoan ' or Island race with its .sea-

coast settlements and the less advanced masses of Anatolian

or Hittite ' peoples of the hinterlands ? In any case it is,

I think, perfect^ clear that this Aegean civilization was not

what we call Greek. Its language was, as far as we can judge,

not Greek. Its art, though we can recognize in it many of

the elements that went to the making of Greek Art, was in

itself not Greek. As a matter of fact there were no Greeks in

the world in those days, any more than there were, let us say.

Englishmen before the Angles came into Britain, or French-

men before the Franks invaded Gaul. The Greek people was

a compound of which the necessary constituents had not yet

come together.

We must recognize, however, that the existence of such

' Tlifi more usual road, at any rate in later times, began further south

than M. Bcrard suggests, at Assos. So St. Paul 67re\'fve by the Roman
road from Troas to Assos, while his friends went (with the current) by sea

(Acts XX. i:i).
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rich and important centres, dependent entirely upon sea-

borne commerce, argues both a wide trade and a considerably

high and stable civilization. We must not forget that piece

of Mliite nephrite which came to Troy all the Avay from China.

And -we must by no means regard the masters of these cities

as mere robber chieftains or levyers of blaclcmail. Connnerce

dies if it is too badly treated ; and Aegean commerce lived

and flourished for an extremely long time.

These empires, if \\e may call them by so large a name,

were broken up by migrations or invasions from the north.

In early times, so Thucydides tells us, all Hellas Mas in a

state of migration.^ We hear of all sorts of migrant tribes ;

of Hellenes, Achaioi, and Pelasgoi ; of Carians and Leleges ;

of Minyae ; of the sons of Deucalion, Ion, Pelops, Danaus,

and the rest. Most of all we hear of the great migration of

the Dorians,- somewhere about 1000 B.C. It is the habit

of Greek tradition to remember chiefly the last of a series of

events. It remembers the last migration, as it collected the

last of the lyric poets, the last tragedies, the last form of the

Kpos. And modern research shows us that there were many

successive waves of migration from the north and north-west.

We can hazard a few general statements about these immi-

grants. They were of Aiyan speech ; and the Greek that we

' TlillL-. i. "2 ijiaivfTui T] vvv 'E\\a$ icaXuv^ivi] ov -niiKai tiilimwi uli(ovfJ.(vi],

<xKKd liiTavaardaus re ovcat rd irporepa icai pqSiaii ticaaroi ttjv tavTwi' anu\fi-

novTfs, fiia^oynvoi vno Ttvaiv d«t irXtiuvwv—a woiidoiful description.

' ^wpuv — ' \\ii\u\\ as in Hcsiod's ^iKuhajpos, Homer's acKaiSficdSwpos.

Tlic Lambda (A.) which served as tlie sign on the Spartan shields is

not likely to have been originally a letter of the alphabet ;
perhaps it

wa« a picture of a hand in prolile pointing downwards with the thumb

sticking out. Some of the pictograms for ' liand ' are like that. 1 suspect

that the Dorians were the 'Tribe of the Hand', and that Supuv, 'gift',

is a thing ' handed ' or a huona mainj, and 5<'5a;/ii the physical act of ' hand-

ing ' or ' moving the hand ', rather than the moral act of ' granting', a use

which Hurvives in many poetical piirases : e.g. Eur. Jlcr. 1^02 di5uv Siprji

afjv x*'P^-—l*'of. Kidgcway in Anlhropolu'jical Esmija preseuttd to E. B.

Tylor, p. "J!).") IT., lias argued very forcibly tiial tiio Dorians were not Nortli-

luen, but dark-Thracians or lllyriaiis. willi malriarchal and ' rdaNtiiaii

habits.
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know is roally their language.^ Thoy soom to have been, to

a propoiKlcraut oxlonl, tall aiul fair, warlike, uneivilized.

Authorities dilier about tho shape of their heads. They

worshipped a patriarchal God whose name was Zeus.- They

used, in the later streams of invasion at any rate, iron weapons,

and round metal shields, and fastened their cloaks with

' libulae ' or safety-pins. The description of the Thracians

given by Herodotus in his fifth book would probably have been

true some six centuries earlier of all these invading Northerners.

Professor Ridgeway, who has helped so greatly our under-

standing of the two elements in early Greek life, has rather

unfortmiately over-simplitied his statement of the case by

speaking as if there were one homogeneous invading race, and

one homogeneous race of aboriginals. He operates with

' Achaeans ' from the north, and aboriginal ' Pelasgians '.

The terminology is convenient, but perhaps dangerously con-

venient, since neither part of the antithesis is really simple.

First, for the Pelasgians.^ The Pelasgi seem to have been

a definite set of tribes, with northern affinities, whom we

find first in places like Dodona, the Hellespont, and Pelas-

' The oppo-site viow is upheld by Prof, ilidgeway, that the Achaean

language is lost and that our Gicok is the language of the Mycenacau-

Telasgians. {Early Age vj Greece, x^p. 045 fi.) There may have been much

more uon-Greek-spoaking peasantry in Greece than our scanty evidence,

derived entirely from the literati, suggests.

- Perhaps even this is doubtful ; we must wait for Mr. A. B. Cook's forth-

coming book on Zeiw. But the name Zeus at any rate is Aryan, not Hittite.

However, the evidence is pretty clear that there was an indigenous Sky-god

and Thunder-god in Greece before tlic Achaeans came, and Mr. Cook thinks

there was e\cu a patriarchal Sky-god in some indigenous tribe. Of course

every Greek god is an immense complex ; it is impossible to call one Achaean

and another Pelasgian. Zeus ia classical times has usually dark haii', what-

ever tliat is worth as evidence (A 128) ; he is called ' Pelasgian ' (n 233 ;

cf. Strabo, p. 32'J) ; is identified with the Cretan Bull-god and Kouros-god,

and has picked up many strange non-Achaean attributes.

^ On the Pelasgians see especially Myres in J. H. S. xxvii, who traces tho

ancient ' Pelasgian theory ' to Ephorus. Pelasgians are mentioned at

Dodona, n 233 (ai^parently), Hes. fr. 225 (K), and Hdt. : Pelasgiotis, B 081 (i.

(apparcally), and later writers : Hellespont, sec Myres on B 840 If. : Hdt.

i. .";7, ii. .31. Lcmnos in Homer {^ o'Ji, 2<J4) is occupied by Hephaistos'

people, tlie Siuties.
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giotis, then, as they move under presbui'e from above, iu various

parts of Greece ; in Crete, in Aigos, in Attica, especially and

permanently in the islands of Lemnos and Imbros, where tw o

inscriptions in a non-Greek language have been discovered,

and still a^^•ait interpretation. They called their citadels

' Larisa '. From their towers, or ' IVrseis ', they sometimes

had the name Tyrseni. But whether they had any comiexion

with that maritime people in Western Italy who were called

by themselves Rasua, by others Tursci or Etrusci, by the

Greeks themselves " Tyrseni ', that is a point on which I

ventm-e no opinion.^ Clearly the name of this particular

tribe is not strictly suitable for denoting the pre-Hellenic

races in general. The Felasgi were probably at one time the

most formidable enemies of the aboriginal races. Yet the

convention may as well stand, until we can find a better.

It seems that the Pelasgi were, at some very early time,

before the arrival of the ' Achaeans ' upon the scene, a very

dominant or conspicuous people. And the name Pelasgian

was in antiquity, as well as in modern times, applied freely

as a general term to denote the whole pre-Achaean period

and the races then inhabiting Greece.

^

This is a jjerfectly normal phenomenon in the history of

race-names.^ All Eui-opeans to the Saracens used to be

' Franks '

; all Greeks to the Asiatics were ' sons of Yawan '

;

just as in Italy they were ' Graeci ' from the name of a certain

' The non-Grook epitaph discovered at Lemiios in 188.5 mmma cortaialy

to be ia Etruacan or a kindred dialect. It is included in the Corpua In^cr.

Etrusc. iSee Cktnway in Encycl. Brit., 11th ed., ix. 800 b, and Skutsch in

I'auly-Wis.sowa on Etru-tki.fchc Uprache. But of course wo cannot be

certam that tiiis language was native i'elasgian ; it may be duo to an

EtruHcaa aottlctnent. It would be rather paradoxical, when the word
' J'elasgian ' is used freely as — ' jire- Hellenic ', if tiie real Pelasgians were

completely alien invaders, while tlie pre-llellcnic -/i/A -speaking people and

their great antithosw, the northerners, were both Intlo-Europeau. fcJoe uoto

on followuig page.

' Tliucydides says as much, i. 3.

' ' Again, though both Wcsmox and Mereia wore biggor than tho kingdom

of the Anglos, and England was unilicd under tlie licadship of Wesbox, yet

the country as a wliolo took its name from the i»ro\incc which lay neareist

the countrie-i oppo->ito.' J. W. M.
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Epirot tribi' which was imuli in touch wilh vSoulh Italy ;

in CJreece itsself thoy were Hellenes' from the name of a

tlominant tribe in South Thessaly. It is safe to use Pelasgian

in the t\\o senses if we carefully avoid confusing them.

The little that we can make out about the race atHnities

of the real aborigines is based chiefly on the names of the

places which they inhabited. All over Greece we find the

towns, mountains, rivers, and. curiously enough, the Howers,

called by non-Greek names. Names like Larisa, Coriuthos,

Zakynthos, Hyakinthos, Olympos, Arisbe, Narkissos, are no

more Greek than Conuecticut and Poughkeepsie or Alabama

are English, or Morbihan and Landes are French. And an

examination of these non-Greek place-names, as carried out

A\ith great ability by Kretschmer and Fick, leads to a result

A\hich is on general grounds satisfactory. There is a great

system of place-names in a language still unknown to us,

which reaches across the mainland of Greece, the islands of

the Aegean, and practically the whole immense peninsula

of Asia Minor : a language which is clearly not Semitic,

and in the opinion of most scholars not Aryan either, and

>vliich must therefore have belonged to that pre-Seniitic

population of Asia Minor, of which the most distinguished

group is the Hittite.^ Anthropologists and measurers of

* Especially Fick, Vorgriechische Ortsnamen (190o) and Ilattiden and

Dunubier in Griechenland (1908), illuminating books : also Kretschmer,

GtscUichte der Griechischen Sprache (1890). Conway, however, argues that

this language—quite distinct from Etruscan-Pclasgian—was Indo-European,

tliough of course not Greek. {B. S. A., viii. pp. 12-5 ff., x. pp. 115 ft.) He
starts from the three short inscriptions found at Praesus, a town said to be

' Eteocretan ', in the east of the island. They are comparatively late, sacc.

vi to iv, in Greek letters, but in an unknown language which bears affinities

to Venetic and Osco-Umbrian. Conway takes this language as = Eteo-

cretan and Eteocretan as = Minoan. For an historical criticism of this

view see Burrows, Crete, pp. 151 ff.

It is rash to decide till we know more of the Hittite language, which

may now soon occur. H. Winckler's excavations durmg 1900 and 1907

at Boghaz-Koi in Cappadocia have resulted in : (l)a proof that Boghaz-

Koi was the capital of the Hittite kingdom ; (2) tlie discovery of tlu^ state

archives, consisting of many laige complete tablets and over 2,000 frag-

mentary ones—correspondence from Hittite vassals and from Egypt. The

earliest arc of the same date as tlie Tol-el-Amarna letters, and contain
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skulls tell us that there A\ere in the Aegean lands before

any Northerners arrived on the scene two distinct races

—

a dark long-headed Aegean race yvith littoral habits, never

going far from the sea; and another dark short-skulled

Ai-menoid race, inhabiting the liighlands on both sides. Ho^^

far these races were conscious of their respective unities,

how far the ruUng Minoans were racially distinct from the

surrounding peoples, are questions which we need not at

present face. The Aegean world ^^as certainly divided into

many little tribes and communities, which no doubt fought

and hated one another as gladly as so many Celtic clans.

But tlie remains show that, generally speaking, they were

homogeneous in culture. And we shall, with this apology,

speak of them in future under one name as pre-Hellenic or

Aegean.^

And opposed to these aboriginal or quasi-aboriginal races

stand the invaders from the north, Professor Ridgeuays
• Achaeans '. The case is exactly similar. The Achaeans

formed one of the many innnigrant tribes ; but the name

spread beyond the bounds of the tribe and was used by the

Aegean peoples to denote the northern races in general.

In Homer it seems to include all the warriors, of whatever

blood, who have fallen under tlie lead of the northern chief-

tains. But we should not forget that there were many

branches of the invasion. From the forests of Central Europe,

guided by the valleys and mountain passes towards Dodona

and towards Thessaly, came divers Achaeans and Hellenes ;

notes for the AH«yro- Babylonian version of the treaty between Ramesets 11

and tho Hittite kini^', Chetaser. The writing ia cuneiform, but the language

in many cases Hittite. As Babylonian ideograms and detenniiiativos are

freely used, deciiiherment is hoped for. (It is to be remembered that Jensen,

IliUilir Hitd Ariiiiiiiir (IHitS), took Mittile to l)o an Indo-Kuropean language

and the prototype of Armenian.) See tiic note in O. Weber, £>(« Liknttur dcr

Jinhi/lnnifr iiiid .l.s^)/»(V/- { Krgiinzungsband ii of JJii Allc Oilinl). p. '21-).

[Se(> now Hognrtlis /diii'i and liis artiije HirrrrK.sin h'nrycl. Jirll. II : al^-o

Garstang's Luiidnflh' nillil<.f (\\)U)).\

' Tlio (|ues(i(iM i>\ Setniti"' and lOgypliaii inlhiriKjc or .-e(l Iniionl among

tlie!?e aborigines can be Irfl a--i(le : no whole nalion came in froni tlic soiilli

or cast as there di<l from ( In- noii h.

133.'. j;
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more to the east taiiir (libos ol' the same blood, afterwards

ealled Maeodoiiian and Thraeiau.^ One of these Tliraeiau

tribes, the Bhryges, crossed into Asia, like the Cinnnerii and

the Oauls after them, and drove a wedge of northern anil

Indo-Oermanic poi)ulation into the midst of the native

'Hittites". If any one is inclined to over-simplify his con-

ception of these racial movements, he nn'ght lind a useful

earning in a stud}' of Phrygia, or of one part of Phrygia, the

Troad. If we take the various invaders of the Troad in early

CJreek times, \\e lind tirst the ' Phiyges ' or ' Bryges '
: their

name seems to have kept the old Indo-Germanic hh which

the Greeks could not pronounce. Also the Troes or Trojans ;

also a branch of the Paiones, who gave their name to a part

of Northern Macedonia ; further, some northern neighbours

of the Paiones, the Dardanoi, led by a royal tribe called

Aeneadae ; some of their southern neighbours, the Mygdones ;

a tribe which disappeared early, called Phorkyntes or Bere-

kyntes ; some Tlmicians, not further specified, from the

Ghersonnese ; and lastly the Trares. Those are the northern

invaders only. The races already settled in the land seem

to have included a main body of Leleges, a race generally

known as aboriginal further south, in Caria ; some Pelasgi,

Mho had probably come from Thrace ; Gergithes and Teucri,

the latter being perhaps a royal tribe ; and, if we are to

believe the Iliad, Lycians and Oiliciaus as well. And how

many other tribes may there have been, whose names are not

preserved to us ? That is the sort of complex of races which

existed in one small piece of territory.

And meantime, further to the west of Greece, came the

pressure of other and more barbarous peoples, called by the

general name of Illyrians, who eventually occupied the regions

of Albania and Epirus, and resisted Greek civilization till

long after classical times.

' O. Hoffmanu, Die Muhedonm, Hire. Sprwhe uitd ihr Volkdhum (19U0),

eoiifirins Krctsclimcr's results. Tlic langusigc is a dialed of (heck, akin to

Tlicssalian, but iiifiuonccd by ' jiou-CJieck ' Pin ygo-Tluacian and lilyiian.

Tlio cliicf mark is, of course, Mac. H -/ d for Oreck <[> x ^- -t'lio oaslern wing

of tho Migralion.s Kcems to have bcon tlie earlier.
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But, to get rid of these names and come closer to reality,

what are wo to conceive these invasions to have been like ?

Very different, I think, iu different circumstances. It is

almost a rule in history, that before any definite invasion of

a new territory" there is a long period of peaceful penetration.

The whole process of the northern migrations must cover

a period of many centuries. h\ the beginnings it is not an

army that comes to invade. It is some adventurei's or traders

A\ho come and settle : some mercenaries who are invited in.

Or again, it is a few families who move a little furthci' up

a moimtain, or a little on the other side of a pass, breaking

up new land where it happens to be unoccupied. For a great

part of the process, on the mainland at least, these may
liave been the normal modes of advance : on the one hand,

a gradual increa.se of northern soldiers and northern officers

in the armies of the Aegean powers ; on tiie other, a slight

change in the po.ssession of farms and pastm-e grounds, in

\^hich the stronger race steadily got niore and the weaker

less. But violence certainly came in, and in the later stages

the ver}' extreme of violence. Wliile there was room for both

races there was perhaps little or no fighting. But a time

always came when there was no room. Of that later.

One thing seems clear. Wliilc the great masses of the

various northern peoples were steadily pushing downwards

on the mainland, small bodies of chiefs or adventurers seem

to have gone fmtli into tlic Aegean region to carve out fur

themselves little empires or lives of romance. They were

"invited in', as Thucydides puts it (i. 3), as allies or mer-

cenaries or condolticri in the various cities. And, like other

condoltieri, they had a way of marrying native princesses jiml

occupying vacant thrones.^ It is just what the Xoiinans ilir|

in their time. About the year 1035 Robert Ouiscartl .set out

' As wc "hall ^scc liitur, tliirc is <;muinl for sus|)(x'tiii;; tliat ilosccMit in

tlio-o cominuiiitics wrrnt l»y llic ffiiialo side, so tliiil to iiiariy tlio hucimi

or |»rincoM« was tlio norruHl way of brconiiri}^ u king. So Xuthiis = Croiiija,

<)c<iii)U^< — .loca>ita, I'ulops Hi|ii)oilamr,ia, .Mciicliiiis ati<l Aj^'iimriiiiioii —
llicdaiiijlttcirt of the iiali\c Uiiij: TymlarcuH, &c. (,'f. llic iuiiuciouh iustaiuus

ill Frazcr, A'l'nj/*////*, chap. viii.
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liom NoinuuHly, so (tibboii tolls us, as a pilgrim, with only one

i-oinpanioM. Ho went south, and ended by becoming King of

Calabria. ' Under his ooiumand the peasants of Calabria

assumed the character and the name of Normans.' Just ho

Atramcmnon's followers assumed the character and the name

(•f Achaeans.i in the eleventh and twelfth centuries A. D. you

could Jind httle l)antls of the Northmen established at various

points of the Mediterranean, as kings antl nobles among an

inferior population. ' The gradual association, incorporation,

or alliance of the Scandinavians with the nations they came

to plunder or destroy is perhaps the most decisive fact in the

storv of the Christian Middle Ages, and affords a basis or

starting-point for every subsecpient development." So writes

Professor Beazley of the mediaeval Normans.'^ And just the

same might be said of these other invading Northmen in Greece

in the thirteenth and fourteenth centuries before the Christian

era. Just so it seems to have been in the thirteenth

and fourteenth centuries B.C. with these other invading

Northmen.

The great citadel of Troy had a northern king, a Phrygian,

Similarly in all the other centres of Aegean power we seem to

find Northmen ruling. Minos indeed was aboriginal, and even

divine : but the ti-adition makes him first into a ' friend ', then

into a son, of the Achaean Zeus ^
; and Idomeneus, the Cretan

chief of the Iliad, is clearly counted among the Achaeans.

]M}cenae and Corinth are under the Achaean Agamemnon.

He is the very type and king of the Achaeans : but it is

interesting to notice that his family tree is derived from

' (Ubbon, cap. 1\ i. There is a good account of these sous of Tauciecl iu

Domolins, Comment la Roulu cree h Typr. Social, ii. pp. 313 fT. Just so with

tho Dorians : HaJicamassus was founded by ' loniaus from Trozen " with

Dorian leaders. It counts as Dorian. Hdt. \n. DS) : Strabo, p. 653, &c.

.So, too, Tarentum : Tapavra 5« a-nuicicrav fiiv AaKihaiti'n'ioi (Perioikoi and

Partheuioi) •olKiarrjs Si iyiftTo 'SirapTiaTtjs ^a\av9os, i'aus. x. ]0. 0. Tlic

dialect is Achaean = Perioikian, but the colony is called 'Dorian'. Ho

llic 'Spartan' army at Tliermopylac, 300 .Spartans in .">,(WU odd, besides

Helots. ]\loister, JJorer tntd Arhilcr, p. •2'2 jf.

- Dawn of Modern Geography, pt. ii, chap. i.

* See above. )).
'')3.
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Phrygia.'- Tf this is right. Agamemnon belonged to tho-se

same Northmen who had come eastward by way of Thrace

to oceui:>y Troy : and when he led an army against Priani

he fought in a specially close sense against his ovm kindred.

The later Greek imagination liked to think of Troy as an

Asiatic city, and to make the Ti'ojan War a tj'pe of the age-long

struggle of West and East, Aryan and Semite. There are abun-

dant sjTnptoms of this tendency in the Iliad (e.g. <t> 88, X 48).

But it is clear in the earliest records that the Trojan chiefs

are of the same race as the Achaeans. There is no difference

of language. The difference of language comes in between the

Trojans and their own allies, the ' Carians with barbarous

tongue ' and the various peoples in whom ' there was not one

language nor one voice '.- Their mode of fighting is exactly

the same as that of the Achaeans. Their gods are the same.

Nay, if we examine carefully into that question the result is

rather curious. According to Homer, a typical Achaean oath

is by the trinity, Zeus, Apollo, and Athena .-"^ And this trinity

' PeIop.s is nearly always a Phrygian (Soph. Ajax, 1292 ; Hdt. vii. 8 and

1 1 ; Bacchylides. vii. ."i3. &.C.). Pindar says a Lydian (OL i. 24, ix. ft). After-

wards the ideas are confused, and lie is merely Asiatic. (So Thuc. i. 9.)

Observe that his alleged ancestor. Tantalus, was not originally a son of

Zeus, hut an oapiTT'ijs like Minos ; i.e. not an Achaean, hut a native prince,

and Agamemnon's descent from him a fiction (Eur. Or. 9 ; Pind. 01. i. 4;$.

&c.). TantaluH also appears as the first husband of Clytemnestra, slain

by Agamemnon (Eur. I}>h. .\iil. 1150). His being non-Achaean explains

why Zeus sends him to Tartaros with Sisyphus. Salmoncus, Tityos, Ixioii.

(See J. E. Harrison, Prohgomena, pp. 330 if.) Henco I do not press the

connexion of Tantalus with llus, as meaning that the Pelopidae actually

came from Troy.

' B 807. A 437.

' The trinity does not occur outside Homer ; it possibly rejjrcsents some

ftxleration of .Achaean tribes, but it may also have an inner cohesion of its

own. On Zeus see note on p. 02. .\thena is on one side merely the Alhuuiin

kor< (see p. 97). on another, as Pallas, she is the ixiUndion, or divine thunder-

shield which falls from heaven ; as such she is a ' datighter'. almost a mere

attribute, of the Thundenir. .\i»ollo has some aboriginal characteristics,

e.g. ho is a stranger to the other Olympians, who lly before liim. in the

Homeric hymn. .A>i a Sun-god (I have lived to see this ol<l view, whicli is

based on firm ancient authority, re-emerge from the deplhs of unfasluonable-

ness) he i« closely associated with the Sky-god, Zous. See J. E. Harrison.

ProUqrtmfJUt, p. 40! f. ; Wilamowifz. 'Apollo' (Oxfonl. UM18); and in Ifermt.^,

HM^l3. p. 575. Also Tli. P.einach, Ilanon el I' invciilio smti, I{< t\ (/- ihi.iloin'
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in till' llomoric poems must liavc hciMi (iriiiiMalK' on llu^ side

of Ti'oy ! Apollo fights oponly tor the Ti'ojan.s. Zeus is con-

stantly i)rotoeting thcni, putting olT (heir evil day, and
,

rebuking tlieir enemies. Athena indeed appears in our present

Iliad as the enemy of Troy. Yet it is to lier that the Trojans

especially pray. She is tlie patrone^ss of their city, she the

regular Achaean ' City-liolder '
: and it is when the Palladion,

or image of the protecting Athena, is stolen away, that Troj''

eventually can ]>e taken. In Euripides' Trojan Wo^nen, one

may add, the treachery of Athena in turning against her own

citj^ is one of the main notes of the drama.

One great city, as we saw above, did not accept Achaean

rulers. In Thebes tlie Cadmeans, whoever they may have

been, lield out to tlie end. The war of The Seven has a

different look from the ordinary wars of one Achaean band

against another. The Minyai in Orchomenos were destroyed

more easily. Thebes seems to liave remained like an island

in the flood of Achaean invaders. She had them to the north

of her in Tliessaly and Phthia. to the west in Phocis and

Aetolia, to the east (probably) in Euboea, to the south-west

in Argos. And, if we are to believe tradition, it was from

tliis farthest southern point that they turned, determined

to tolerate no more the great fortress of the alien race.

But in the main, if we try to conceive the Aegean in, say,

the thirteenth century B.C., we must think of the ancient seats

of power as generally standing, but at each palace a northern

chief established as king with a band of northern followers

about him. Their power was based partly on sheer plunder,

]mrtly on the taxes yielded by a constantly decreasing trade.

It was an unstable condition. Some northern Agamemnon
might sit at Mycenae, a northern Idomeneus at Cnossos.

They might have imbibed a fair amount of civilization.

They were perhaps good rulers. No one could doubt their

des religions, 1909, p. ."iSl. The parallel between the patriarchal Zeus in

Greece and Olhin in Scandinavia is very striking : invading gods accepted

as supreme by the native populations and imperfectly assimilated to the old

system of gods. See Chadwick, Cult of Olhin.
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valour. But too many of their o\\ n kinsmeu were proA\ling the

adjacent world. It was only by memory that they knew the

Riches that Ilion held, the walled and beautiful city,

Of old in the passing of peace, ere came the sons of Achaia.

Fewer and fewer caravans of laden mules plodded up the stone

ways of the Argive mountains. Fewer and fewer fleets of

trading boats came to pay toll in the harbours of Southern

Crete.

In this state of weak equilibrium there came further shocks

from the north-west. Other tribes pressed down on the main-

land, through Thessaly down to Aetolia. over from Aetolia

to Boeotia, to the north of the Pelopomiese, to Elis : by sea

came the most dangerous of all enemies, hordes of dispossessed

men, who must plunder and slay, or else die. It w as possibly

with some view of saving his dynasty and consolidating the

various l)odies of chiefs who would otherwise be troubling

him, that the Agamemnon of the time gathered his expedition

of ' all Achaeans ' against Troy, and won—if he did win it

—

his more than Pyrrhic victory. Troy indeed fell, but all

Achaean Greece fell with it. A storm, says the tradition,

scattered the returning kings over the face of the deep,

Some came home to die, some w-ere lost, some settled in strange

lands. But for certain their glorj' was gone, their palaces

shaken, and the names of their sons are blotted out from

the page of history. Those old northern chiefs had among
them a peculiar title of honour, t!toXiiioj)Qos, ' Sacker of

Cities '. And well did they deserve the name. At first,

though they sacked a city, they could in a waj' rebuild it

or have it rebuilt. They assimilated enough of Aegean

civilization at least to live in the castles of those whom they

conquered. Jiut the same thing occurred here as in Rome
afterwards. As the nuler hordes and the vaster numbers

pressed down ; as tht- ))r(^-(Jreek races had sunk in numbers

and ill <Hsoouragenient ; there came at last tribes who could

destroy but not bin'M nor f\(ii k((|). " snckers-of-cities

'

who burned and shattered, and then <nuli| make no more
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(if ilu'ir iiiU(|iU'^l ihaii lo live Inuidlrd in wai-partii's among

(ho ruins.

One nuist jjiohaljly coiurivr two difTeront processes of

niigrntiun, by land and by sea respectively. By land, a

whole tribe or nation tended to ])ush on, carrying with it its

women, its normal possessions, its flocks and herds. Though

even on land there were many varieties in the intensity of

the struggle. In Boeotia, for instance, the conquering race,

pushing over from the west, seems to liave settled ^^ithout

much massacre and without any formal enslavement of the

resident ])o]nilati()n. One i-csult of this (•omi)arative clemency

was a subsc([ucnt liarshness. The oligarcliics in Boeotia

continued through several centuries peculiarly severe and

illiberal. The subject race liad been admitted to something

so nearlj^ approaching equality, that it needed—in the judge-

ment of its masters—continual thrashing. In most of

Thessaly, in Argos, Corinth, Sparta, the natives were reduced to

varying degrees of slavery. They became, like the Gibeonites,

heA\'ers of wood and drawers of \\ater : like the Messeuians,i

they Svalked as asses walk, \\eiglied dov n with heavy burdens'

.

In Attica the invaders seem to have been fow and weak.

They merely merged A\ith the old population. One cannot

even discern a definite ruling class. It is a fact worth noting

by those who study questions of race, that among both the

Greeks and the Hebrews the most prominent and charac-

teristic part of the nation was also the part most largely

mixed with the race of the despised aborigines. The tribe

of Judah had the largest Canaanite element. ^ As ^ for the

Athenians, they always claim to be children of the soil, and

Herodotus actually goes so far as to describe them as ' not

Greek but Pelasgian '.

But what of the migrations by sea ? The centre of Greece

is really not Athens nor Sparta nor any state of the mainland.

' TyitaeuH 6.

- See e. g. Driver on Gen. xxxviii ; f'lieyne also remarks on Edomite and

North Arabian elements in .ludali, Kiir. Rihl. s. v.
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The real centre Is the Aegean ; and the migratioiLs by sea are

both more characteristic and for after liistory, I venture to

suggest, more important. When a tribe moved by land it

took most of its belongings with it. When it had to cross

the sea a possession must needs be very precious indeed

before it could be allowed room in those small boats. Of

course there are cases where a deliberate invasion is planned,

as the Saxons, for instance, planned their invasion of Britain.

The fighting men go first and secure a foothold ; the rest

of the nation can foUow when things are safe. In historical

times, when tlie Athenians left Attica before tlie advance of

the Persian army, they took their wives and even their herds

across the narrow \\aters to Salamis and Aegina. When
the Phocaeans deserted their city and fled to the west, they

seem to have begun by taking their womankind at least

as far as Chios, where they miglit hope to find a breathing

I)lace.^ But tliese were more organized or at least less helpless

jieoples ; the movement wan well thought out beforehand,

and there was friendly land near. In the earlier migrations

of the Dark Age a tribe, or mass of people, seldom took to

the sea till driven by the fear of death. That was no time

to think of taking women or herds. You might desire greatly

to take your young wife—or your old ^ife, for tliat matter
;

but you would scarcely dare to make sucli a proposal to the

hungry fighters about you. You might wish to take your

little boy. But woukl the rest of us, tliink you, choose to

t)(' encumbered witli another consumer of bread who could

never lielp in a fight, wlio miglit delay us in charging or flying,

might cry from the pain of hunger or fatigue and betray us

all ? No, leave him on the beach, and come ! Put some

mark on him. Prf)bably some one will make him a slave,

anrl then, with good huk. you may some day knock up
against him and pay his ransom.

When we arc (tfT (iii llic sea. what is the j)rospcct before

us ? \\c liuve some ])rovisions, though no water. Instead,

' Hdt. i. 105. Cf. the paifor of UionyHiu** "f Phooaca aw a pirate, vi. IT ;

of tlio Saniinni, vi. 'JJ (T.
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wo tako guides \\li() know wlioio Wwrc arc springs near the

st'a-shoiv ill cliv(Ms islands and unfroqiu-nted promontories.

Wo can move by night and liide in caves during tlic day.

The guide probably kno\\s places where cattle may, with some

risk, be raided. Better still, ho kno\vs of some villages that

liavo been lately attacked by other pirates, where the men
are still weak witli their wounds. Not all their flocks have

been killed. Wo might well take the rest. If we stay at

sea, we die of thirst. K we are seen landing, we are for certain

massacred by any human beings \\ho find us. Piracy on

the high seas will not keep us alive. In the good old days,

V hen the Northmen first came, pirates could live like fighting-

cocks and be buried like princes. But the business has been

spoiled. There are too many men like ourselves, and too

few ships witli anything on them to steal. If we go back to

our old home, the invaders have by this time got our women
as slaves, and will either kill us or sell us in foreign countries.

Is there any\\'here an island to seize ? There are many little

desert rocks all studded over the Aegean, where doubtless

wo have rested often enough when the constrained position

of sitting everlastingly at the oars has been too much for

us ; rested and starved, and some of us gone mad with thirst

under that hot sun. A waterless rock will be no use. Can

we seize some inhabited island ? Alone Ave are too weak
;

but what if we combined with some other outlaws ? There

are some outcast Carians in like plight with ourselves in one

of the desert caves near. In our normal life we would not

touch a Carian. Their weapons are no gentleman's weapons.

Their voices make one sick. And their hair . . . ! But what

does it matter now ? . . . And with them are some Leleges,

who \\orship birds ; some unknown savages from the eastern

side, dark-bearded hook-nosed creatures answering to babyislv

names like ' Atta ' and ' Babba ' and ' Duda '
; and—good

omen !—some of our old enemies from near home, the tribe

that we were always fighting with and had learned to hate

in our cradles. A pleasure to meet them again ! One can

understand their speech. We swear an oath that makes us
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]n-otliers. We cut one anolher's arms, pour the blood into

a bowl and drink some all round. We swear by our gods :

to make things pleasanter, we swear by one another's gods,

so far as we can make out their outlandish names. And
then forth to attack our island.

After due fighting it is ours. The men who held it j'esterdaj^

are slain. Some few have got away in boats, and may some

day come back to worry us ; but not just yet, not for a

good long time. There is water to drink : there is bread

and curded milk and onions. There is flesh of sheep or

goats. There is wine, or, at the worst, some coarser liquor

of honey or grain, which will at least intoxicate. One needs

that, after such a day. . . . No more thirst, no more hunger,

no more of the cramped galley benches, no more terror of

the changes of wind and sea. The dead men are lying all

about us. We Avill fling them into the sea to-morroA\-. The

women are suitably tied up and guarded. The old one who

kept shrieking curses has been spiked with a lance and tossed

over the cliff. The wailing and sobbing of the rest will sto]i

in a day or two : if it torments you, you can easily move

a feS\' paces away out of the sound. If it still rings in j'our

ears, drink two more cups and you will not mind it. The

stars are above us, and the protecting sea round us, we have got

water and food and roofs over our heads. And we wTought it al 1

by our own wisdom and courage and the manifest help of Zeus

and Apollo. What good men we are, and valiant and pious
;

and our gods—what short work they make of other men's gods !

There is no trait in the above suggestion that is not drawn

from a real case. I have ])een iinagiiiiug the case of a quitt^

small island. More often not a wliole island was at stake,

})ut only a promontory or a footliold. Nor do we, of course,

ever hear the whole complications of a conquest. It is always

sim}>lified in the tradition.

In Chios, for in.stance, we hear that there were first Carians,

to whom a settlement of Al)antes from Euboea had joined

themselves. Then came an invasion of refugees from Crete

—



smvlv i\()l t>f |)urt' Ci-clan hlootl—wlu) liiinlually grow and

mostly tlrove o\it the Cariaiis and Abantos. From Strabo*

we hoar, significantly cnongh, of a quite different founder

of Chios, a man called Egertios, who brought with him

a mixed multitude ' {aufxixeiKTov 7r\7/6)os). It afterwards

counted as one of the chief Ionian cities. In Erythrae there

are Cretans, Lycians, and that mixed Graeco-barbaric race

called Pam])hylians. Later an addition of population from

all the Ionian cities. It was rather different at Colophon

and Ephesus on the mainland. In both cases there was

an ancient pre-Hellenic oracle or tem])le in the neighbour-

hood. In Colophon there came Greeks from Crete, from

Boeotia, from the west of the Peloponnese : if we may believe

the epic tradition, there were fragments of many other tribes

as well. They forced a settlement somehow on the land
;

living perhaps, as Wilamowitz suggests, in ' Blockhuts
'

on the shore, fighting for a permanent foothold in the bar-

barian city. In Colophon they are accepted as a ruling

caste, and get possession even of the oracle. In Ephesus

they are weaker ; they have a position rather as clients of the

great temple, and ' Diana of the Ephesians ' remains at heart

barbaric till she can break out into confessed monstrosity

in the Roman period. Round another sanctuary, the little

rock of Delos, there grows up a peculiar federation of people

from divers parts of the Aegean, a league whose business it

is to meet at Delos for certain festivals, to pay proper dues

to the holy place and to keep it sacred. They were called

' lawones ', lones, and the name spread gradually to a large

part of the Greek people.^

' xiv. p. 033. The main sources for these colonization traditions, outside

the epos, are Strabo and Paus. vii.

- For all this paragrajih see Wilamowitz' s illuminating lecture Die lonische

Wanderung (Sitzungsber. Berlin. Akad. 190G, iv). As to Ephesus, the

' multimamraia ' form of Artemis is of course barbaric, and belongs to the

regular Anatolian mother-goddess. It is most remarkable that the recent

excavations at Ephesus have unearthed nearly fifty figurines of the goddess,

'ranging from the eighth to the fourtli centuries B.C.,' in none of which

is there ' any approximation to the " muUimammia "' type rendered familiar

by statuettes of the Roman period '. Hogarth, in Times of Nov. 2, 1900.
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Nearly evervwliere on the mainland and in the isles there

are, as we have said, old place-names m a language not Greek,

but earlier than Greek. But there are exceptions. In Cos

we kno^^ of an invasion from Crete. And there all the place-

names are Greek. What does that mean ? Is it that in

this particular island, large and fertile as it is, if the Greek

invaders -wanted to ask the name of a mountain or a river,

there was no single native voice—not even a Avoman spared

for a concubine—to answer them, so that thev had to name

all the places anew ? I see no other plausible explanation

Different was the end in Lemnos. If tradition is to be belie\'ed

—and, in the one large point where it can be tested, the

tradition is confirmed by history—there was once done in

Leninos that act of vengeance for which one's unregenerate

instinct thirsts in thinking over the bloody and relentless

tale of these conquests. The men of Lemnos were duly

slain. The Momen were duly enslaved as concubines. But

they Mere trusted too soon : either they nursed the memory

of their wrongs longer than other women, or in some way

they had an opportunity denied to others. At any rate the

native women rose and murdered their invaders, and the

island was never completely possessed by the Greeks during

all the classical period. It Avas a hard task for an island

in that position to keep itself un-Hellenized. But somehow

Pelasgians gathered there. Later on, when a jsart of the

po})ulation showed some tincture of Greek manners and

claimed descent from the Argonauts, it was expelled. When
tile children l)orn of some captured CJreek Momen began to

show their Greek blood, they were murdered and their mothers

^^itll them. The "deeds of licniiios ' ring with an (uniuous

sound in early Greek proverb, the extreme of horror, n<i other

deed like them.^

' licit, vi. I:JH. 'J'lic >torv lit> in with known liist(iii<al facts : yot pcrliaps

it is not safe to trust it. It has t<io jnmli lh<- look of » inyti\ bnilt u))on

a relij:ions cult r)f soinc lunrl. l'ii>l th(! women of J^i'innos kill tho mkmi
;

then tli(! tnon kill the wonim (and chililrcn); lliiidly, w lion the Minyans

of Iveiunos arc in prison in S))arta. Ilifjr wives clian'je clolhcs with llicin

and save llwrn (IMt. i\. I Hi).
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This is tho sort of pii-turc tluit we can recover of the so-

rallod Dark Age. It is a time, as Diodorus say.s, of ' coiislaut

war-i)aths and ui)rootings of peoples ' ^
; a ehaos in -which

an oUl civilization is shattered into fragments, its laws set

at naught, and that intricate web of normal expectation which

forms the very essence of hinnan society torn so often and

so utterly by continued disappointment that at last there

ceases to be any normal expectation at all. For the fugitive

settlers on the shores that ^^'erc afterwards Ionia, and for

parts too of Doris and Aeolis, there were no tribal gods or

tribal obligations left, because there were no tribes. There

A\ere no old laws, because there was no one to administer

or even to remember them : only such compulsions as the

strongest po^^er of the moment chose to enforce. Household

and family life had disappeared, and all its innumerable

ties with it. A man was now not living with a wife of his

own race, but with a dangerous strange woman, of alien

lansuage and alien gods, a woman whose husband or father

he had perhaps murdered—or, at best, \\hom he had bought

as a slave from the murderer. The old Ai-yan husbandman,

as we shall see hereafter, had lived with his herds in a sort

of familiar connexion. He slew ' his brother the ox ' only

under special stress or for definite religious reasons, and he

expected his women to w^eep when the slaying was performed.

But now he had left his own herds far away. They had

been devoured by enemies. And he lived on the beasts of

strangers whom he robbed or held in servitude. He had

left the graves of his fathers, the kindly ghosts of his own

blood, who took food from his hand and loved him. He was

surrounded by the graves of alien dead, strange ghosts whose

names he knew- not and who were beyond his power to control,

whom he tried his best to placate with fear and aversion.

One only concrete thing existed for him to make henceforth

the centre of his allegiance, to supply the place of his old

' Tlvici'ai fiTpait'uu ical ^uTavaormtis. (.'f. of coiirsu all tluougli this

discussion tiie ' Arcliacologia " of Tliucydiclcs i. Also sec Appendix (', on

the List of Thalassocrats.
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family hearth, his gods, his tribal customs and sanctities. It

Mas a circuit wnW of stones, a Polls ^
; the wall Mliich he and

his fello\\s, men of diverse tongues and worships united bj^

a tremendous need, had built up to be the one barrier between

lliemselves and a Morld of enemies. Inside the wall he could

take breath. He could become for a time a man again,

instead of a terrified beast. The wall was built, Aristotle

tells us, that men might live, but its iinier cause was that

men might live Avell. It "was a ship in a great sea, says a

character in .Sophocles {A)i(. 191), whose straight sailhig is

the first condition of all faith or friendshi]> betAveen man
and man. The old Kore or earth-maiden changes her t}iJe, and

appears on coins ^\earing a cro\m made of a city-A\all. The

Polls had become itself the Mother-Goddess, binding together

all M ho lived "\\ ithui its circuit and superseding all more personal

worships. When this begins Ave have the germ of historical <.

Greece.

This religion of the Polls was, I think, in the later ages

of Greece, the best, and is to us the most helpful, of ancient

religions. It has this in common with, the others, that it

implies in each citizen the -willing .sacrifice of himself to some-

thing greater than himself. It has also to the full their

passionate narrowness. But it differs from all the others

in many things. It has its roots in knowledge and real

human need, not in ignorance and terror. Its rules of con-

fluct are based not on obedience to imaginary beings, but on

serving mankind ; not on observance of taboos, but on

doing good.

'A/>cTa TToKvfjLoxOe yertt fipoTUM, says Aristotle in the first line

of his one curious outbreak into lyrics, 'Arete much laboured

for by the race of man." It is one of the connnon burdcjis of

early Greek poetry, of Pindar, Hcsiod, Phokylides, Sinionides,

this thirst of men for Arete, the word that wc tianslato

' F IliinU tlui UM- of llie words tro\'i^w, voKta^ia. sliow.s llic iiicanin;.' of J'olis.

< >f rour.-(; in >*n(er liiiuis (Iw; cilicM hproud jukI far outgrew tin; ol<l I'olis. wliicli

wa- llifii iij)t to lio callo<l .\< lopolis—aw at AIIiciih. And soiiin wiirlikc (ril»cs

"(lit (111 living without a «all. icara Kwnai, as at S))arta.
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" N'irtuo '. It is more, oi" course, tliaii our N'ivtuc ; more even

than the Koniau Virtue, it is "goodness' in all the sense«

in which objects can be called good, the quality of a good sword,

a good horse, a good servant, or a good ruler. The religion

of the Polis did essentially make men strive to be more of

worth, to be " good men ". Think for a moment of the judge-

ments passed upon his characters by the Deuteronomic com-

piler of the Book of Kings. A sweeping judgement is passed

for good or evil on almost every king ; and on what is it based ?

First, on the question whether the king followed exactly

the precepts and taboos ascribed to the deity worshipped

by the writer ; and secondly, whether he duly prevented

even that deity behig worshipped anywhere except at the

wTiter's own temple. Great rulers like Jeroboam 11 or

even like Omri, A\ho is treated by the AssjTians as the very

founder of Israel, are passed over with scarcely more than

the mere statement that they ' did evil in the sight of Yahweh '.

Xow the Jews who wrote under the influence of Deuteronomy

represent a religion extraordinarily noble and enlightened.

Compared with the immense majority of ancient religions it

stands upon a mountain top. Yet contrast Avith these

distorted judgements of the Beuteronomist those passed by

riato in the Gorgias on the great democratic statesmen of

Athens. Plato was perhaps the most theologically-minded

of the great Greek writers ; he writes in the Goryias witli

great bitterness ; and I think his judgements extremely

prejudiced. Yet from beginning to end he bases his indict-

ments of the various statesmen on one question only, their

service to their fellow men. Have they made Athens better

and happier ? It looks as if they had ; but he denies it.

They have filled the city with docks and arsenals and tributes

and such trash, instead of Sophrosyne and righteousness.'

It is the difference between a soul in bondage and a free

soul. But to i-eacli that fj-eedom the Cireeks had to pass

first through Hi-c and then through a great darkness. That

is the subject which we will consider in detail in the next

of the.se lectures.
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CHAOS : AIDOS AND NEMESIS

I WISH in the present lecture to consider in detail some

of those sanctions of tribal custom and religion which were

exposed to change or destruction in the anarchy of the great

Migrations : and then, in the apparent ^\Teck of all, to study

the seed of regeneration which seems to have been left.

I do not know that we can begin better than by folloAving

a curious by-path of the decline of tribal religion, the history

of ' our ])rother, the ox '. Not that it is specially characteristic

of Greece. It occurred over most of Europe and Asia. But

it is one of a multitude of changes that must have befallen

with some intensity and sharpness of outline in the Dark

Age of Greece.

Professor Robertson Smith has shown with great skill the

position of the domestic animals in the early agricultural

tribes, both Aryan and Semitic. The tribe or kindred Mas

the whole moral world to its members. Things outside the

tribe were things Mitli which no reasonable man concerned

himself. So far as they forced themselves on the tribesmen's

attention, they were bad, unclean, hostile. And the tribe

consisted of what ? Of certain human beings, certain gods

—

one or more—and certain flocks of animals. Tlie tiling

tliat made them one was, according to Dr. Robertson Smith's

most suggestive explanation, that sacred thing in whicli Life

itself is, the common blood running in the veins of all. This

statement is no doubt a little too explicit. The oneness of

the tribe was a thing taken as obvious, not a thing reasoned

a Ix lilt . P.ut as far as there is any conscious analysis, the blood

seems to he taken as the ground of unity. It was in (lie

flocks as much as in flif iiu-ii. Nay, .sometimes rather m(jrc
;

1.130 J)'
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siiK'c the god liiinsflt was i)ftfii in some sense an ox, a sheep,

or a eaniel. It we are, say, the Sons of ISloab, tlien our (Jod

Chemosh is the god of .Nfoal) and our cattle are the flocks of

Moab. Tliey have shared our food and we have drunk of their

milk. The coninion blood runs in us all.

It would actually seem, from the evidence, thai certain

early agricultural folk never used their domestic animals for

ordinary food. They would not so shed the tribal blood.

They killed wild animals, or, if chance offered, the cattle of

strangers. Their own animals were not killed except for

the definite purpose of sacrifice.

Now, if anything ^\ent wTong with the tribe for any un-

known cause, if the harvest was bad, the cattle sick, the

water scarce, the neiglibouring tribes overbearing, the cause

was usually sought in the attitude of mind of the god.

f'hemosh was angry with his people, or had forgotten them.

His feeling for his kindred was l)ecoming faint. It must

be renewed. And the regular and almost universal method

of renewing it was to take some of the living blood of the

tribe, take it especially while warm and living and full of its

miraculous force, and share it between the god and the people.

You went where the god lived, or you called him to come

to a particular pit or stone or heap of stones—an altar—and

there, after due solemnities, you shed the sacred blood for

him to drink. Feeding the god caused no great diflficulty.

It was easy to pour the blood into the pit or upon the altar :

and that rite always remained. There was more awkward-

ness, and consequently more variety of usage, about pro-

viding for the tribesmen themselves. For men began earl}-

to shrink from consuming raw flesh and blood, and devised

other ways of appropriating the virtues of the miraculous

liquid.

There is only one criticism to pass on this. It is that

Robertson Smith's discovery was a little greater than he

realized. For he assumes a period in which there already exists

some definite personal god with A\hom to share the sacrifice,

and we know now that there was a previous period in which
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there was not yet a personal god. There was the tribal

blood ; there was also the live animal that bore in it the life

of the tribe, set apart and consecrated, till it became full of

magical vitality. The personal god seems to have been made

by abstraction and ' projection ' out of this magical mana,

out of the ritual dances, the desires and fears of the tribe.

The bull was not holy because the God had touched him
;

the god himself only existed because the bull was so charged

with holiness and creative power.^ Now, as you spared

the ox in ordinary life because he was your brother and

fellow labourer, so you slaughtered him on a great occasion

for the same reason. Had he not been your brother, the

sacrifice would have lacked half its power. If we consult

the collections of anthropologists, we shall find many various

ways in which this feeling of brotherhood with the domestic

animal is expressed. The Todas of South India, for instance

—that tribe to whom anthropologists owe so much—sacrifice

a buffalo once a year only. When the victim falls, men,

women, and children group themselves round its head, and

fondle, caress, and kiss its face, and then give way to wailing

and lamentation. In other cases you beg the animal's

forgiveness before slaying it, and explain to it the dire neces-

sity of the case, or the high honour 3'ou are really conferring

upon it. Or you arrange that it shall seem to desire to die.

You make an elaborate apparatus for self-deception, so that

the beast may seem to ask you to let it die for the tribe.-

You even arrange that it shall kill itself. I do not think

any clear distinction can be drawn here between the practices

of different races. The early Aryan peoples seem to have had

this conception, and therefore probably the Achaeans had it.

Whereas, on the other hand, the clearest instances surviving

in Greece in historical times evidently belong to the strata of

more primitive peoples. The word a])])licd to this slaughter

of the domestic, the familiar and friendly, animal, is regularly

^ovos, the legal word foi- ' murder '. And the locus classinis

' See note on [>. '21M.

' F^ Smith. TiiUiiion oj tin Hiinilfx, y. Wm.

!• 2
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on the .subject is Thro) )h vast us' ^ description of the Athenian

festival called Bouphonia, or Ox-murder, \vhicli contained

an elaborate ritual for ridding the various actors in the cere-

mony from the guilt of the murder of their friend. The slayer

flies for his life. Every one concerned in the ceremony is tried

for murder. Those who drew water for the sharpening of the

weapons are tried first : but they only drew the water, they

did not sharpen the axe and knife. The sharpeners are next

accused, and produce the men to A\'hom they gave the

weapons after they were sharpened. These produce another

man, who struck the victim do^vn with the axe : he another,

w ho cut its throat. This last man accuses the knife, which is

solemnly pronounced guilty and thro^vn into the sea. And

besides all this, it has been arranged that the ox shall have

gone up to the altar of his own free will and eaten of the

sacrificial grains, thereby showing that he w ished to be slain.

Further still, the dead ox is quickly stuffed, set on his feet,

and yoked to a plough as if he had never been killed at all
;

it had all been a bad dream.

Now what, in its ultimate element of human feeling, does

this mean ? When you have stripped off the hocus-pocus,

the theological make-believe of getting rid of pollution by

a number of dodges which can deceive no one, there remains at

the back a seed of simple human feeling that the act of slaying

your old kinsman and fellow worker is rather horrible : the

feeling that any honest man has about the killing of a pet

lamb for food. It was a thing, so Greek tradition tells us,

that man in the golden age did not do.-

The Bouphonia took place in Attica, where there was,

practically speaking, no \4olent migration, and where a large

element of the old population mingled gradually and peace-

' Cf. J. E. Harrison, Prohgomena, p. Ill, note 1, and atithorities there

cited. There is a similar <l>6i'os of a bear practised to-day in Saghalien. Cf.

the sacral Bear-slaying in the Kalewala. '
vtt^-L "Kik*^")

- R. Smith, Religion of Semites, p. 304, and Plat. Laws, 782 C 'O/xpiKoi

Tiva ^ioi. ' Plutarch ' in his brilliant essays nffji ^apico<payias takes just the

opposite view : the savage can be excused for flesh-eating, the civilized man

not. I suspect that his source was Dicaearchus's great book fiios 'EAXdSoy.
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fully AAith a small element of the ne^^. One finds traces of

the same spirit in the epics of the mainland. Hesiod, in this

respect representing a stationary society Mhich had either

recovered from the violence of the Migrations or had preserved

throughout them nmch of the peaceful agricultural tradition,

always speaks of the ox as a sort of kinsman and partner.

' A house, an ox, and a Avonian ' {Erga, 405) are what man needs -

for the facing of the world. Hesiod {Erga, 436 ff.) likes his

ox to be nine years old : his ploughman to be forty, and not

stinted of his due dinner of bread. You know one another's

ANays by that time, and feel comfortable together. Clearly a

nine-year-old ox is not kept for eating. Notice again how

Hesiod speaks {Erga, 452) of keeping the oxen indoors and

\\e\\ fed in the cold weather ; of the east wmds {Erga, 504)

in the month of Lenaion, ' evil days, they just skhi the ox, all

of them '

; of the cold dawn, how ' it puts yokes on many

oxen ' {Erga, 580). During the winter storms, too, you and

your little girls can sit inside by the fire and keep warm, but

the wind blows through the ox's hide, it cannot be kept out,

and through the fell of the shaggiest goat. But not the sheep.

Thdr wool is too thick, and they do not mind. Do }ou

observe the sentiment of it all ? How the ox is a friend,

a member of the family.

The name they kept for him tells the same story. You

will remember the regular phrase in the older poetry dXinohas-

t'AiKos ,3ov9, the two epithets of rather dim and unrealized

meaning that are habitually applied to cattle. VAXi-nohfs,

' rolling the feet,' is an antithesis to the word applied to

horses, afpaiirohfs, 'lifting the feet.' A horse steps high,

a cow's foot makes a more horizontal curve. And what of

the other word €AtKC9 ? The Greeks understood it as ' curly-

horned ', the opposite of /iowf upOoKpaipdMr, ' straight-horned

cattle.' There were the Uvo breeds in early Greece. But do you

notice this about the two adjectives : that they both belong

to the class of familiar naiiics or nicknames applied to well-

known animals— names like ' l)uss ' and ' hnnny '
'. Ilcsiod,

our earliest farm-yard ih.cI, is full <>i -ueli names: lir has
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a iiicknamo ovi-ii lor the aiit ami the snail and the oetopus,

' wise-wit ' (778) and ' liouseearrier ' and ' no-bones ' respec-

tively.—The hare is titw^, ' trembler,' and the goat /xr/xds,

' bleater,' the hog, ratlior less ])olitely, is aiaAos-, 'grease.'*

And this explains a little difhculty. "EAtKej means 'curly',

or ' crumpled '
; and Dr. Leaf, in his invaluable commentary

to the Jlia(L objects that it is scarcely possible language to

speak of a ' (•ium])led cow ' ^hen you mean a cow with

crumpled horns. True, if the Mord were still a simple adjec-

tive w ith no special connotations. But it is not : it is a name,

almost a pet-name. When Hesiod's forty-year-old plough-

man came doAvn as usual rather before dawn and met his

nine-year-old cow, I suppose he addressed her as Helix ;
he

said, in fact, ' Good morning. Crumple.'

And when for some grave occasion this cow or ox had to

be—\\hat shall we say ?
—

' murdered ' is the old Greek word

—

it Mas a solemn occasion. Take a case where the feeling is

already less keen, the sacrifice at Nestor's house at Pylos in

the third book of the Odyssey (415-50). Nestor is, of course,

a Homeric hero, but he is no\\' back at home, under the

jiormal influences of home life. The occasion is a special one.

There has been a visible appearance of Pallas Athena, and

it is necessary to honour her, perhaps to renew the tribal bond

with her, in an extraordinary way. ' Let some one go to the

field,' says Nestor, ' for a cow ; and the ox-herd is to come with

him. And bring also the goldsmith Laerkes, to put gold on

the horns of the cow. And everybody wait here. ' Then follow s

a solemn description of all the apparatus and the details :

the goldsmith's tools and work : the purification of every

person present to receive what may be called the sacrament

of the kindred blood : the suitable sacrificial vessels placed

' Unless indeed aia\os merely meant (1) hog, (2) hog's grease. Sheep

seem to have no nickname.—In general of. 530 ft'., where ' the horned and

hornless wood-sleepers ' in a snowstorm go with their tails between their

legs, like a lame man bent over his stick. It is the same spirit. There is

intimacy with animals in general, even tlic snake in the new fragments is

' No-liair," aT(j^\os. (H<il. h'lnysikcrlt.rlr, \. I. p. Ijti) ; Ijul «ilh the ox tiicrc

is iuuch more. v. oo'J 1. 1 do not undcislaiul.
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so that it may not be sjDilt upon the ground—where it might

pollute the earth or even cry for vengeance : the man ap-

pointed to strike, and the man appointed to cut the throat.

Then, as the cow is struck, ' the daughters and the daughters-

in-law and the august wife of Xestor all shrieked aloud.' It

was not a mere cry of sorrow, it was an olol/'ge, a special

religious cry for frightening a^^ay evil influences from the

stream of ' our brother's ' sacred life.* One would like to

know if there was originally something of that in the wail

of the Todas.

Contrast with this timid, religious, almost tender slaying

of the ox, the habitual sacrifices of the Iliad—and of those

parts of the Odyssey where the sacrificer is not in his own land.

Compared with Xestor's sacrifice, they seem like the massacres

of a slaughter-house, followed by the gorging of pirates. The

heroes make merry, ' Slaughtering sheep beyond number

and crook-horned swing-footed oxen.' They ' sit all day

long even to the setting sun feasting on measureless ox-flesh

and sweet strong wine ', The sacrificial terms are there,

but are somehow shortened and made brutal. The only

people in the Odyssey who behave like that arc, first, the

wicked suitors, who devour Odysseus' flocks ; and secondly,

Odysseus' own men when they are acting as pirates, and

slaughtering the herds of the Cicones. These exceptions

give us the clue. The heroes of the Iliad have crossed the

sea, and are no longer dealing with their own kindred. The

oxen they slaughter in droves are only strangers' oxen, not

' You uttered an oloU'uji wlien any one had a Kt to frighten away the bad
kir which had seized him ; in the case of Jason's princess {Medea, 1170-7),

it proves to be -oraothing much worse than a fit, and the ololiuji turns into

a wail of horror. For brotherly feeling toward the ox cf. Aelian, V. II. 5. 14 ;

an old law at Athens says, ' Slay not the ox accustomed to plough or waggon,
for this animal shares the labours of man.' Also Plut. itolon, 21 : Solon

forha^lo sacritice of ox at funerals. (Trobalily for religious rather than

sumptuary reasons.) f'f. Mollis, The Nandi, p. 20: 'They [the Nandi
tribes] love their beasts, as they say themselves, more tlian anytliing in tlie

world : tliey talk to, pet. and coax tliem, and llioir grief is great wlien

11 favourite sickens and dies' I owe this reference to Mr. W. W. Halliday.

—

1 know of two f'a]>uan> who committed a motiveless iiiiinlcr from pure giief

at the death of a fa\ouritc pig.
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their own familiar herds. They kill them as light-heartedly

as they would kill the strangers themselves. They think no

more of the ox as a memher of their tribe. The distinetion of

their hecatombs lies only in the general largeness and expen-

siveness of the whole proceeding.

It may be objected to my method here, that the difference

in question is merely that between peace and war, and is not

specially connected with the Migrations. My whole answer

to that VN'ill come gradually. But it is at least the difference

between peace and a prolonged and disorganized state of war

in which ordinary wont and use has been forgotten. And
t hat was just the state produced by the Migrations. Of course

Homer's picture is in a dozen ways idealized and removed

from history. Yet in the main, the chiefs of the Iliad,

adventurers who have forced a landing on a foreign shore

and live in huts on the beach, year out, year in, supporting

themselves by plunder and decimated by pestilences, never

({uite strong enough to capture the native city, nor weak

enough to be finally driven into the sea, are exactly in the

normal position of these outcasts of the Migrations. In their

minds, as Achilles expresses it, XijkttoI //h' yap re f-iots
—

' cattle can be got in raids '. But let us consider the other

influences that held these men before the Migrations, and sec

what became of them afterwards.

First, then, their definite gods.^ The Achacans, at least,

must have been organized in tribes, or federations of tribes,

and a tribe must naturally have a tribal god. The two

clearest gods of Homer's Achacans are perhaps the patriarchal

Zeus and his son Apollo ; next to them Athena. Though
of course Athena and Apollo have changed their characters

greatly in different places by taking on the cult or the per-

sonalit}' of divers local objects of worship. And even Zeus

' Some types of jiastoral and afiiicultuial gods and divine kings niiglit

be treated liorc, but the same argu merit can easily be applied to them.

See pp. 15.5 and iil IT. below, Lectures V and VJlt. Also above, note on
p. m.
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suffered some modification when, for purposes of theological

harmony, he was transformed into tlie um-ecognized and

long-lost son of his conquered enemy, ' Pelasgian ' Cronos.

Let us leave all these details aside for the present and consider

w hat ^\ ould happen to a migrant Achaean with, regard to his

tribal god. The business of that god was, of course, to fight

for and protect his tribe. His character, and his attributes,

so far as he had any, were, for the most part, simply the

character and attributes of the tribe. That is, to the tribe

themselves he had no noticeable character : he was just

what a reasonable god naturally Mould be. If they used

bows, so presumably did he : but they did not think the,

matter Morth mentioning. If they were characteristically'

bards, smiths, seafarers, spearmen, mine-workers, naturally

llieir god presided over all they did. Thus to a stranger

coming across the tribe the god would produce a definite

impression : he would be a smith, a ruler of the sea, a spear-

1

man. a god of mines, a singer. That is perhaps how, Mhenl

a federation of tribes was made, there arose departmental

gods, with special attributes and almost always special

geographical homes : a Lemnian Hephaistos, an Athenian

Pallas, an Argive Hera, a Cyprian or Cytlierean Aphrodite.

Now as long as the tribe remained ^\ hole, the god of course

was A\ith them. He had his definite dwelling-places : the

Pytho or Patara, the Bethel or Mamre, Mhere he could be

counted upon to appear. Even when the tribe moved, he,

in a slow and reluctant way, moved with them. He was

present wherever the tribe was, though on great occasions

it might be safer that the chiefs should send embassies back

to him, to make sacrifice at some Dodona, some Sinai, some

Carmel, where he had for certain been present to tlieir

fathers.

But in these sea-migrations the tribe was never whole.

The chieftains can still call oti tlioir Achaean Zeus, and he

hears or rejects their call : but there is a feeling that he is

iH)t presrnt as he once was. He has to be called l)y his old

iiami's, \^ith a fiilin;.' nf \]\i- distance Ihat lies between:
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'Zeus,' prays Acliillos at Troy, 'Lord, thou of l)odona,i

thou Pehisgian, dwelling far away.' The titles—whatever

' Pelasgian ' may mean—serve the purpose of sho\\ ing that

you really know wlio he is and belong to him. Our old

Thessalian Zeus seated on his throne at Dodona, why should he

listen to the erying of strange men in Asia ? ' There be veiy

many things between, shadows of mountains and noises of

the sea.' But each of these words Avill attract his attention.

It is as if Achilles said, ' Zeus, thou who art my own lord,

aaIio hast spoken to my fathers at Dodona.'

Zeus did, in a way, move from mountain to mountain, just

as the Muses did. The Muses were first at home in Pieria

and Olympus, and then moved south to Helicon and Par-

jiassus, doubtless accompanying then- worshippers. Zeus

w as actually established on Mount Ida in front of Troy w hen

Achilles prayed to him as Dodonaean. He had come there

with his Phrygians long since. But the Zeus of Mount Ida

was the god of Troy, and surely could not accept the prayer

of Troy's enemies. There is a painful embarrassment. Zeus

of Dodona is opposed to Zeus of Ida. The tribe is divided

against itself.-

Even in the Iliad, amid all its poetical refurbishment of

life, there remain tliese iniconscious marks of the breaking

up of the Achaeans. But it is clear from those cases which

we considered of the various Ionian colonies, that the real

Greek settlements of the migration consisted of the most

miscellaneous gatherings from various tribes, together, I

should imagine, with a leaven of broken men, whose tribal

belongings were forgotten. Now among such a (tvhiklktov

nXi]9os—such a ' mixed multitude ' as Strabo phrases it

—

the influence of the definite tribal gods would be reduced

almost to nothing. The common ' Wall ' has to supersede

them. Partly perhaps from some innate tendency of the

mind, but largely also from the force of circumstances, there

' Ziii dva, AaiSojvaU, TI^KauyiKL U 2'.i'.i. Zciiodotus, <^^/7c<JI'a^E : c\ idciilly

a aood and ancient variant : ' Uhhi of tlic Oak Troc'

- Cf. above, Lecture II, y. GD, about Atliena and Apollo.
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is a diametric opposition in this matter between Greeks and

Jews. The Jews seem to have found their kinsmen in Moab

\\ orshipping a tribal god, Chemosh, according to rites prac-

tically identical with their own. They, or at least the sacer-

dotal party \\ hich prevailed among them, immediately regarded

Chemosh as an enemy and a devil, and Avhere they observed

some small difference in the ritual, they magnified it and

regarded it ^\•ith loathing. The ordinary Greeks would have

said :
' The Moabites call Zeus Chemosh, though some say

he is Heracles rather than Zeus,'

Now when gods are refused or renamed like this, they must

needs become less living and definite. For one thing, the

taboos or sacred practices change. In Greece itself some

people \\ho would have died rather than eat a mouse seem to

have mingled with others who felt tlie same about lizards.

Their gods were both identified with Apollo.^ When an

avoider of mice found his friend eating mice freely near

Apollo's temple and meeting with no condign punishment,

lie must naturally liave been filled with religious anger.

For a generation or so tlie anger may have remained, latent

or visible. But eventually, it would seem, a time came

w hen botli parties ate what they liked, and both, on the other

hand, paid an easy toll to their gods by joining in solemn

sacrifices of the taboo animals on suitable days. The religion

had come into conflict w itli tlie common conveniences of life,

and been beaten.

A tribal god, as we have seen, could move. As long as

any fair number of liis tribe could keep together, he was

present among them. But other objects of worship were not

movable. Among the pre-Grcek populations the most pre-

vailing and important worship was that of the dead. All

Asia Minor is still strewn with the graves of innumerable

worthies, whom the course of liistory has turned into

Maliometan Walls or Christ iaii Saints. The old races called

' Apollo Smiiillicuh (.\ ;J'.t) : <f. Isiiiali l.wi. 17, and (In nri^tiiuil form <•!

Sauroflonos. Uii SiniiitliPus ncc i-uiig, Vuotoin 'ii,<l Myth. ]>\^. I":; Ji).
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thoiu ' Hoioes '. Tlioy wore iiukIi the same as the Komaii

Lares, ghosts of dead friends and ancestors, duly laid in the

earth and worshipped with a few simple eercnionies and

small regular otYerings of food and drink. ^ Good scholars

have written of this worship as if it consisted entirely in the

fear and placation of dangerous ghosts. In later writers,

like Plutarcli, there is evidence that points in this direction.

But originally and noi'nuilly it is clear that this was not the

spirit of ancestor-worship. The ghost of the friend who

loved you, loves you still, unless you in some way starve or

injure him. The dangerous ghost is the ghost of a strange

kin. This conception certainly affected the whole of Greece,

and was one of the strongest religious bonds regulating

private life. The gigantic tombs of the great kings of legend

tlominated the imagination of the mainland right on into the

tlassical period. Both Aegean and Northerner were bound to

their tombs by a thousand delicate and powerful ties.

But the men of the Migrations had left their fathers' graves

behind them. Tlie ghosts whom they ought to have fed

and cared for were waiting in the old lands helpless, with

parched lips, staring through the dark earth that lay above

them.2 And in the new lands where now they trod, they

were surrounded by strange graves where lay not their own

fathers, but the fathers of the men they had wronged and

slain, ghosts avIio hated them. All later Greece w^as full of

these unknowTi graves. They devised many ceremonies to

appease the ghosts. For one thing they were honestly

frightened. For another they knew that their own dead

were lying in the same condition, and they vaguely trusted

' Babrius (second century A. D. ?) says definitely (fab. G3) tliat the gods

are the cause of good, the heroes of evil. Similarly, the still later iSalustius

says that god causes good, and the daemon evil. This becomes the normal

4-eense of Saifuuv in post-Christian writing. But contrast Hesiod, Erya,

123 ff., where the Heroes are blessed guardian angels, Sainovts taOKoi.

The account in Paus. vi. 9. 8 of the mad Cleomedes of Astypalaea illustrates

the sinister kind of hero. But perhaps the best commentary on the whole

conception is the Oedipus Coloneus : Oedi|)us lies in tlic grave charged full

I'f curses and blessings. Vi. Harrison, I'nihjjvimsnu. p. !•. pp. 320 II.

- Cf. for instance, Eur. Tro. 1283.
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that perliaps at home also the strangers were doing well In'

them. But it is a timid uncertain lionour that they give.

They may at any time be bearing some particular pollution

which specially kindles the dead man's rage. They know

not his name, and cannot call him. He is only the Hero,

one of the sainted dead, the (v(ppov€i, the yjn-jaToi}-

One thing indeed they could contrive, in rare cases, by the

help of their best areteres, the medicine-men and makers of

charms. They could call the soul of theii- o^^ti dead hero

from his grave and keep it following their ships to the new

settlement, there to enter into an empty tomb which they

liad made for it. In this way Phrixus, who had died in

Colcliis at the farther end of the Black Sea, \\as brought back

to Thessaly. In this way ^Melanippus was brought from

his ancient grave in Thebes to Sikyon, in the hope that his

presence would cause his old enemy Adrastus to move to a

new grave further away. Achilles seems to have changed

his grave several times, from Phthia to Skyros, from Skyros

to Troy, from Troy to the happy island of Leuce. But there

were difficulties in this process. A people flying from a

conquering foe could never cany it out. And perhaps the

practice itself was not very old. It seems to have needed

the help of a doctrine about the soul rather less concrete and

material than that of the old Aegean races, a doctrine that

was wafted to them by contact with the Northerners. And

(jne doubts ^^hetller. ^hen all was done, the ritual always

carried conviction.

Ver}' often the tomb of the dead hero liad oracular powers.

His children in their perplexities could draw upon the wisdom

of their great ancestor, as the Persians in Aeschylus' tragedy

' Ah to these nameless or unknown ' lieroos ' the clearest evidence is

Diog. Laert. i. 10. 3, ' one finds even now Kara rois Srfttovi tuii> 'AOijvaiojv ffai/xoii':

Ayojvvftovf.' PerhajtH also (he frei|uont anonymous inscriptions

—

'Uiams

j'lpwi ivierjHf, ifipwi u vpoi, &c. Knr jiarticiilar cases cf. Paus. iii. i;{. 7

(^/xus Tit), X. ."IS. fl (fiwiuTTis dvTip): in x. 4. 10 llio unknown person

lias Ijocome ' fitlicr Xantliipp\is or Pliocus'. So i. !}.">. 7. ' lie is not really

(loryon, hut only Hylliis !
' vi. (i. 7 fT. lie is evil, hostile, and nameless, and

Ls at lastdriven out. Cf. also i. 43. 3 (Aisymnion at Megara). i. 34. 3. v. 15. lu'

(treneralizing the dead).
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seek (H)uns<l rmin lluir dcatl Darius. I'rubably llu*so oracles

foriuotl the greatest engine of divine authority in most of

the pre-Hellenii^ tribes. And, as far as one ean make out,

an oracle never moved. Wlien a clumgc of population took

place, either it was forgotten, as happened often and often
;

or else it was for some reason spared or partly annexed by

the new possessors of the land. Priests of the old race were

often left in charge, and the old worshippers, when a time of

safety came, could make pilgrimages back to it. Nearly

all the oracles of Greece w-ere taken over on terms by the

incoming Northmen. The holy place (v AeXc^oiv, among the

Delphians, which had once belonged in joint ownership to an

Earth-Mother and an underworld serpent, typical of some

departed hero, passed over, with or without battle, to the

Northern j)rophet, Apollo. Apollo took the oracle of the

Abantes at Abac : that of the Carian clan of tlie Branchidae

among the barbarians in the neighbourhood of Miletus. On

the other hand, for some reason or other he left the Lebadean

hero, Trophonios, in peace, and the dead man continued to

give oracular dreams in the old cave according to the old

rites. But our present concern is with the men of the Migra-

tions. Wliatever happened, they were cut off from their dead.

To those fugitive Abantes, for instance, who helped to settle

Chios, it mattered little whether their deserted oracle at Abae

still spoke or was silent for ever. They at any rate had no

guidance from it.

Nay : there was something \\orse. At times like these

of the Migrations it was best not to bury your dead, unless

indeed you could be sure of defending their graves. For you

liave all of you now done, and are doing, things which must

make men hate you as your fathers and grandfathers were

never hated in their ordinary intertribal wars. You are

taking from men everything that they live by, their land,

homes, wives, cattle, gods, and the graves of their fathers.

And the beaten remnant of those you have wronged, unable

to requite in due kind your many murders, are skulking
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round by niglit, as you well knoM', homeless and mad with

rage, to do you any chance harm they can. They may catch

some wounded men, some Avomen, or children. They may

sometimes cany off some dead from the field of battle. At

the worst they can dig up some of your fallen comrades from

their graves. And then Avill be repeated the well-known orgy

of helpless pitiful revenge, the lust of unhappy hate trying

in a hundred ways to find its peace. For however magnificent

you may be, you conquering races, you cannot make men

broken-hearted with entire impunity.

There is hardly anything in Greek antiquity which is so

surrounded with intense feeling as this matter of the mutila-

tion or dishonouring of the dead. Throughout all poetry,

through the Epos, tragedy, and the historians, it rings, a

Imshed and vibrating note, telling of something scarce to be

spoken, a thing which to see makes men mad. Scholars

are apt to apologize for this earnestness as a peculiarity of

ancient feeling whicli we have a difficulty in understanding.

}i\it I fancy tliat every one who has come across the reality

feels much the same as a Greek did ; English soldiers who

find tlieir dead comrades nmtilated in wars with savages, or

the combatants on both sides in the sempiternal strife in the

south-east of Europe, where Christian and Moslem still are

apt to dishonour infidel corpses.

There was one perfect way of saving your dead from all

outrage. You could burn them into their ultimate dust.^

The practice was the less painful to tiie feelings of the sur-

' Cf. 1 Sara. xxxi. 12, where the men of Jabesh-gilead burn the bodies of

Saul and his son, to save them from further outrage by the Philistines.

Biiriiing seems to liave been strongly against Israelite feeling ; many

commentators emend the text. Mr. Lang suggests to mo to compare

Amos vi. 10 (obscure). Jeremiah xxxiv. 5 (Zedokiali :
' with the burnings

of thy fathers'), 2 Chronicles xvi. 14 and xxi. 19 (Asa and .Tclioram). In

Scandinavia there U some evidence to show that cremation came in witii

the cult of Othin. Olliin's dead were burned and llioir souls went oft to

Valhall. In the older belief they were buried or ' howe-laid ', and stayed,

souls and all. in tlie howe. and ' exercised a beneficent influence on the for-

tunes of tlie family ', or defended tlie grave wlicn it was broken into. Tills

is curioiisly similar to I lie condition in Greece. See Chad wick, Cult ofOlhin,

p. .".8.
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Y Ivors, inasmuch as tho Northerners, who were now influential

among them, lunl used it in their old homes, in the forest

country from which they came. For cremation, like the other

Homeric custom of roasting meat, is a practice which demands

abundance of wood. But in Greece the other sj'-stem seems

generally to have held its own. Even at Mycenae, where

there were Northerners in possession, the dead are buried,

not burned. And Greek language about the other life is on

the whole far more affected by the conceptions dependent

on burial. The dead are always xOdvtoi, ' people of the earth '
;

their reahu is below. The ghosts are not thought of as so

much KvuTi], or vapour of burnt flesh. And the practice

of cremation might well have been forgotten entirely had not

this special time of unrest revived it. The grave was no

longer safe. And men burned their comrades to save them

from dogs, birds, and enemies. Sometimes we find that

instead of burning, they buried them in peculiarly sacred

places, or in unknown and secret graves, for the same reason

:

Lest angry men
Should find their bones and cast them out again

To evil.i

Tiiere was another form of worship which might have

been expected to persist, or at least ciuickly to recover itself.

Throughout the region that we are concerned with, from

Western Greece to the heart of Asia Minor, it seems as if

every little community in pre-Hellenic times had worshijDped

a certain almost uniform type of goddess.^ A Kore or Maiden

we generally name her, taking the Greek word, but the

Kore passes through the stages of Mother and sometimes of

Bride as well : the mother earth, the virgin corn, the tribe's

own land wedded and made fruitful. As we meet the fuU-

' Eur. Med. 1380.

- See J. E. Harrison, Prolegomena, pp. 257-322, 'The making of a

tioddess ' : W. M. Ramsay, Cities and Bishoprics of Phrycjia, i. 87 11'. :

Hastings, Dictionary of the Bible, extra vol., p. 135 f. : Frazor, Atlis, dc,

chap, iii, and Golden Bough : and A. Evans in J. II. 8. xxi. pp. 170-80, and

B.S. A. ix. p. 85 f.
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flown deities of classical Greece, the " Athenaia Kore ' has

become the virgin Pallas Athena ; the Argive Kore is Hera,

the wife of Zeus ; others are merged in Artemis or Aphrodite.

Others, especially all over Asia Minor, remain throughout the

centuries nameless and uncharactered, mere forms of the

Earth-Mother, mothers of fruit or mothers of wild beasts,

worshipped with ecstasy in seasons of death and new birth,

or of bereavement and reunion.^ Now, one set of agricul-

tural people driven over seas and taking refuge in the land of

another, would, as far as one can guess, generally find them-

selves in the midst of the worship of another Kore so close to

their own that they could at once accept her. Yet one must

remember, first, that the fugitives were as a rule cut oflf for

some time from agriculture : and secondly, that everj^ Kore

was apt to have certain secret rites and perhaps a secret name

to which the strangers would not be admitted. As a matter of

fact, there is something to be deduced from the geographical

names which remained in vogue for the various Korai. To

take one instance. If names like Paphia, Cypris, Cytherea,

I-]rycina, &c. persist throughout antiquity, it clearly means

that -even when a certain set of Korai were definitely merged

under the name of Aphrodite, still Our Lady of Paphos was

felt to be different from Our Lady of Cythera or of Eryx.

Ft is worth while remembering that even at the present day

in Spain the people of two neighbouring villages will insult yL

and throw stones at one another's Madonna. There was

perhaps not much moral guidance to be had from the Corn

Maiden or her mother : but such as there was must have

been rudely broken and destroyed for the generations of the

flight by sea.

In one respect this anti(iue worsliip <>\ the Kore was bound

up, if we may believe some of the ablest of modern investi-

gators, with the influences of daily domestic life. We must

distinguish two forms of the family in early Oreece, which

corresponded roughly, though not exactly, with a division

' Tlio Hoinorio Hymn to tlio ' .Motlior of Cods ' is fairly typical.

1335 U
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of races.^ The Achaeans had, as is abundantly proved, the

lobular Aryan institution of marriage and patriarchal rule.

Monojiann- \\as Hxed : the woman was, within limits, the

liroperty of her husband. Relationship was counted through

the male side, and the son succeeded to his father's estate.

If a woman attempted to bear a child to any man but her

special master, she was apt to be burned alive, or torn asunder

by horses. Monogamy was the rule, enforced on the woman

and admired in the man.

But among the pre-Hellenic races it was different. House

property belonged to the woman and descended from mother

to daughter. The father did not count—at least not primarily

—in the reckoning of relationship. He did count for some-

thing, since exogamy, not endogamy, was the rule. The

sons went ofif to foreign villages to serve and marry the women

in possession of the land there. Their sisters, we have reason

to believe, generally provided them with dowries.

Now, whichever of the two systems may have the more

glaring defects, it is probable that both of them led to a

sort of ordered and regular life, which one may call domestic ;

a life regulated by bonds of daily duties and affections. In

the case of patriarchal marriage this is clear. No one will

dispute its powerful effect in the ordering of conduct. Some

people may doubt the presence of any similar power in the

' matriarchal ' or ' matrilinear ' system. But I think that

they will be wTong. Certainly some matriarchal tribes of

the present day seem to possess a highly ordered and affec-

tionate home life.^

Of course, at the time we are considering, both these

systems were parts of a rough state of society, in which the

weaker part of the human race is not likely to have had a very

satisfactory life of it. But it is important to remember,

' Cf. the Auge (Heracles) and Aithia (Theseus) stories, and above, p. 67,

note.

* See especially Tylor in The Nineteenth Century, July, 1896 : A. B. Cook,

Classical Review, xx. 7 (' Who was the wife of Zeus ? ') : P'arnell, in Archiv

fur Beligionswissenschaft, 1904, vii (severely critical) : Frazer, Kingship,

Lecture VIII.
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when we glibly speak of the liigher conception of morals and

the purer family life of the patriarchal Aryans, that after all

the relation of mother to child is probably, even to our ideas,

the deepest, most influential, and, if I may use such a word,

the most holy of human relationships. And this relation

was not only preserved by the older system, but was preserved

in a clearer and more authoritative form. The influence of

the patriarchate on religion is, of course, overpoweringly great.

Protestant and Mahometan countries are entirely dominated

by it. Yet if one tries to think for a moment of the vast

volume of prayer that is steaming to heaven at any one hour

from all the corners of the world, or, shall we say, of Christen-

dom, I wonder if he will find any more intense, more human,

more likely to achieve its end, than the supplication which

rises from all parts of Southern and Eastern Europe to that

most ancient and many-named Madonna, who has sat throned

upon her rocks and been a mother of many erring children

from thousands of years before the coming of Christianity.

And further, if a man, who believes somehow in the reality

and ultimate worth of some religion of gentleness or unselfish-

ness, looks through the waste of nature to find support for

his faith, it is probably in the phenomena of motherhood

that he will find it first and most strikingly. Every living

animal preys ujion every other : true : yet a mother partridge

will fight a dog to save her chickens, and a tigress die in defence

of her cubs. The religious sj'stem connected with the matri-

archal household, based on the relation of mother to child and

no other, must be counted, I think, among the great civilizing

and elevating influences of mankind.

And, though this point is perhaps taking us too long,

I would ask you also to consider the extreme beauty of those

fragments or elements of the Greek saga in which the young

hero is befriended and counselled by a mother or a guardian

goddess. Think of Heracles ami Athena, Odysseus and

Athena, Perseus and Athena, Jason and Hera, Achille8|

and Thetis. Achilles, we are duly informed, was the son of

PeleuH. Peleus in liini.self is a great saga-Hgure ;
and it is

G 2
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a line story how lie caught and won his sea-goddess, how

she bore his son, and how, being divine, in the end she could

not dwell with him, but went back to her blue caverns under

the sea. Yet how little, as a rule, Peleus matters to his son !

When Achilles is in grief it is to his mother Thetis that he

prays, his mother Thetis that helps him. And few beings

even in the Iliad have the magic of that sea-spirit, so unearthly

land yet so tender.^

No. Do not let us condemn too carelessly the home of the

pre-Hellenic peoples wliich knew of mothers and children,

but not much of husbands. Both forms of home must have

acted as powerful moral influences in man's life before the time

of the migrations by sea, and both equally were destroyed

at that time, and their divers ties and tendernesses battered

out of existence. ' As for this trouble about Briseis,' says

Agamemnon to the envoys, ' tell Achilles that I will give

him seven Lesbian women down, and I promise him that,

when we take Troy, he can pick out twenty Trojan women

—

any twenty excluding Helen.' And Briseis herself has not

a proper name. The word Briseis is only an adjective derived

from the town of Brisa or Bresa in Lesbos. She is ' the girl

from Bresa '

.

So much for the respect of woman which forms a part of

the tradition of both forms of home. And what of the father ?

It is interesting, though not strange, how keenly this question

of the treatment of fathers is felt. It was the same in the

early Aryan household, and throughout historical Greece. It

is the same, I should imagine, in all societies except those

in which people, like the rich at the present day, live on

incomes derived from accumulated stores of wealth and are

consequently far removed from the groundwork of human

needs. In all poor or precarious societies there is an assump-

tion that the children owe the parents a definite debt for their

food and rearing. The parents fed and protected the child

when he was helpless. Now that the old man cannot fight,

the son must fight for him : when he cannot work, the son

* There is the same beauty in the Thetis of Euripides' Andromache.
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must support him. Yet when men are flying or fighting

for their lives, when every weak hand or slow foot brings

danger to the whole party, there must have been many old

men left by their sons to save themselves as best they might.

The conscience of the Greek Saga was stirred on the point.

Not without purpose does it tell us how Aeneas in the very

flames of Troy, when every delay might mean death, would

not move without ' father Anchises ', and, when Anchises'

strength failed, faced all the dangers of flight amid armed

enemies with the old man upon his back. That is what the

saga calls ' piety '
! It is the other side of Hesiod's complaint,

how the men of those days, the generations that came just

after the Trojan War, cursed and deserted their old parents.

For there is a passage in Hesiod which reads almost as if it

were a direct description of this period of the Migrations,

the time when all the old sanctions which guided life have

been broken by the stress of a too great trouble. The passage

comes with an effect of interruption in the midst of the story

of the Four Ages of Man, the Golden, Silver, Bronzen, and

Iron. Four they must of course have been : but as the poem

now stands, there comes a curious break after the Bronzen

Men. They are followed by the Heroes who fought at Thebes

and Troy, and they by the Iron race. This looks as if the

Heroes were a mere interpolation, and with the Iron Men

we returned to the original story. But the description of the

Iron Men is in a style different from that of the two earlier

races. The Iron Men are not creatures of mere idyllic badness.

Through the dimness of the half-childish story, through the

formality of the stiffly poeticized language, one feels some-

thing of the grit of real life. And it is a life very like that

which we have just Ix'on analysing ; the homeless, godless

struggle of the last migration. And i( is ascrilu'd (o just

the same point of history, the Dark .Vgc which followed

fjifra Ta Tf,<oiKd, after tiie fall of Thebes, Troy, and Mycenae

(Ergo, 156 ff.).^

» It iH almoHt impoH.Hil)Io to date the sulijoct-maltor of a «ivon part of
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liul when llio Earth had covered away this race also,

tluMi Zriis soil (»f Cronos made yet a fourtli iipoii llie land,

more righleous and valiant : the divine generation of

the Heroes, which are called ha If-gods of early times
over the boundless world. Bad war and awful battle

slew them all ; some at Seven-Cated Thebes, the land
of the Catlmeans, died battling about the flocks of

Oedipus : and some War took in shii)s over the great
gulf of the sea to Troy-land for the sake of fair-haired

Helen. Where verily tiie end of death clouded them
round.

And father Zeus, son of Cronos, gave them a life and
familiar places far away from men, settling them at the

ends of the world, far from the immortals, and Cronos
is king among them. And there they live with hearts

imtormcnted, in tlie Islands of the Blessed, beside deep
eddying ocean, ha]jpy Heroes, and the mother of corn
bears to them thrice in the year her honey-sweet harvests.

Then the Fifth Men—would that T had never been
among them, but either had died before or been born after !

For now is a race of iron. And never by day shall they
have rest from labour and anguish, nor by night from
the spoiler. The gods shall fill them with hard cares . . .

The father no more kind to his children, nor the children

to their father, nor the guest true to the host that shelters

him, nor comrade to comrade : the brother no more dear

to his brother, as in the old days. Parents shall grow
old quickly and be despised, and will turn on their children

with a noise of bitter words. Woe upon them : and they
hear no more the voice of their gods ! They will pay
not back to their parents in old age the guerdon of their

feeding in childhood. Their righteousness in their fists !

And a man shall sack his brother's walled city.

There shall no more joy be taken in the faithful man

the Enja. As we have them, they represent early material, Boeotian,

Phocian, and other, in a late Ionized form. 8oe on tliis point Lectures IV
and V below. The story of the Four Ages is probably of dateless antiquity ;

the addition of the Heroes and the re-sha])ing of the Iron Men may possibly

have been originally made in Ionia and afterwards taken over into the

poetry of the mainland. But the passing of the Arnaioi, Minyai, Lapithai,

fragments of Thracians and Phrygians, &c. through Bocotia would produce

equally well the condition here described ; and it is simplest to suppose

that the whole passage, re-shaping and all, is Boeotian or Phocian. The
Dark Age affected the whole of Greece.
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nor the righteous nor the good : they shall honour rather
the doer of evils and violence. . . . There shall be a spirit

of striving among miserable men, a spirit ugly-voiced,

glad of evil, with hateful eyes.

A spirit of striving, I have called it : the Greek is CijXos,

envy, competition, the struggle for life. But observe that the

end is not j^et ; though all normal sanctions have failed, the

men of the Fifth Age have still something to lose :

Then at the last, up to Olympus from the wide-
waved earth, the beautiful faces hidden in white raiment,
away to the tribe of the immortals, forsaking man, shall

depart Aidds and Nemesis}

How shall we attempt to translate the beautiful words ?

' Ruth,' perhaps, and ' Indignation '. But let that pass for

the moment. The time which the prophet feared never came.

Those two goddesses stayed with man in his loneliest and

worst hour, and provided, if I read the history aright, the

most vital force in the shaping of later Greek ethics and poetry.

A full understanding of the word Aidos would take one very far!

towards the understanding of all the hopes and creations of the)

Greek poets.

AtSws is usually translated ' Shame ' or ' Sense of Honour ',

and Ne'/xf o-is, by an awkward though correct phrase, ' Righteous

Indignation.' The great characteristic of both these prin-

ciples, as of Honour generally, is that they only come into

operation when a man is free : when there is no compulsion.

If you take people such as these of the Fifth Age, who have

' Thorc are interesting iniitation-s of tlii.s passage in Eur. Medta, 43!) ff. :

fi*0aKf 8' opKOJv x^P'^t <"^5' *'"' AiSis 'E^Ad5l Tai ^ifyaKai fiivn, alOfpla 5'

avfVTa. Also in the new (191 1) papyrus of tho Cynic poet Korkidas :

'Afuv 5« TIainv Kal fitr' AiSaij dyaOa fnXirai' 6fu^ yrip avrn Kal fJfutms Kara

yav. Tlie (lcrivatif)ns of liotli words are obscure. Nemesis, indeed, apj)ears

clHcwhere eh a form of Artemis and as tho Kore f)f RliamnuH, and Mr. A. H.

Cook makes the very interesting suggestion that Nf'/ifmt is (o vifim as

Adx'Tis to Adxos. Nemesis is thus like the Celtic X< iiitlnna, from iirwilo»i,

a Hacred wood, or the Latin Diana Nrvioren^iti. Her statue at Rhamnun
had stags in its crown and an apple-branch in its left liiuid. (Pans. i. X\. 3).

iSeo Appendix D.
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broken away from all their old sanctions, and select among

them some strong and turbulent chief who fears no one,

you will tirst think that such a man is free to do whatever

enters iiis heatl. And then, as a matter of fact, you find

that amid his lawlessness there will croj) up some possible

action which somehow makes liim feel uncomfortable. If

he has done it, he ' rues ' the deed and is haunted by it.

If he has not done it, he refrains from doing it. And this,

not because any one forces him, nor yet because any particular

result will accrue to him afterwards. But simply because he

feels aidos. No one can tell where the exact point of honour

will arise. Wlien Achilles fought against Eetion's city, ' he

sacked all the happy city of the Cilician men, high-gated

Thebe, and slew Eetion : but he spoiled him not of his armour.

He had aidos in his heart for that ; but he burned him there

as he lay in his rich-wrought armour, and heaped a mound
above him. And all around him there grew elm-trees, planted

by the Mountain Spirits, daughters of Aegis-bearing Zeus.' ^

That is aidos pure and clean, and the latter lines ring with

the peculiar tenderness of it. Achilles had nothing to gain,

nothing to lose. Nobody would have said a word if he had

taken Eetion's richly-wTought armour. It would have been

quite the natural thing to do. But he happened to feel

aidos about it.

Aidos is what you feel about an act of your own : Nemesis

is what you feel for the act of another. Or, most often,

it is w^hat j^ou imagine that others will feel about you. If

3^ou feel disposed to run away in battle, think of the ye/xeo-i?

avdp(oTT(ov ! People will put that act to your account. When
the elders of Troy look upon Helen, ' Well,' they say, '

if

men fight and die for such a woman as that, ov re/xefrts : none

can blame them ' (P 156). Helen herself when she is

expected—of course by a goddess : no human being would

be so shameless—to go to Paris and let him make love to her

immediately after he has emerged with doubtful honour

* Z 417. The word used is af0as, not alSws -. but in this connexion it

comes to the same.
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from his battle with Meuelaus, refuses roundly :
' I will

not go : i'€ixe(T(n]Tbv hi Kev etrj—it would be a tiling to feel

nemesis at ' (r 410). When Acliilles is justly angered with

Agamemnon, at first none can blame him (l 523) : but if he

persists after Agamemnon has sued for forgiveness, then there

will be nemesis : people will be indignant. He will know he

is doing A^Tong. (Observe, of course, that Nemesis does not

mean Retribution.)

Let us follow this spirit of Nemesis for a moment, and then

return afterwards to her still more interesting companion.

In the above instances the nemesis, the blame or righteous

indignation, has been that of definite witnesses or associates.

There are people who have seen your act, and know. But

suppose no one sees. The act, as you know well, remains

ve^fcn^Tov—a thing to feel nemesis about : only there is no

one there to feel it. Yet, if you yourself dislike what you

have done and feel aidos for it, j^ou inevitably are conscious

that somebody or something dislikes or disapproves of you.

You do not look at the sun and the earth with peace and

friendliness. Now, to an early Greek, the earth, water, and

air were full of living eyes : of theoi, of daimones, of keres.

One early poet ^ says emphatically that the air is so crowded

full of them that there is no room to put in the spike of an

ear of corn without touching one. Hesiod and Homer count

them by mjTiads. There is no escape from them. And it

is they who have seen you and dislike you for the thing which

you have done !

The word Nemesis very soon passes away from the sphere

of definite human blame. Coarser and more concrete words

are used for that : dviihfa, yj/oyoL. Nemesis is the haunting

impalpable blame of the Earth and Sun, the Air, the God.s,

the Dead. Observe, it is not the direct anger of the injured

I)erson : it is the blame of the third person who saw.

Now let us l>e clear about one point, ^'^^l will sometimes

' Beruk. fr. adcsp. 2, rca<litig dOtf/t, ah in hIiowii to bo riglit by tlic <iuola-

tion in Aeneas of Gaza (p. 399 E).—Sec J. E. HarriHon, Prulrgomcna, p. 170,

note.
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fiiul writoi-s who ought to know better expressing themselves

about these matters in a misleading way. They say, or

imply, tliat when a Greek spared an enemy, he did not do it

from mercifulness or honour as we understand the words, but

because it was a part of his religion that Zeus would have

a grudge against him and punish him if he did otherwise.

This may be true of a given superstitious individual. But

as regards the race it is putting the effect for the cause. It

was the emotion of the race that first created the religious

belief. If the early Greeks believed that Zeus hated the

man who wronged a suppliant, that belief was not based on

any observed behaviour on the part of Zeus. It was merely

that they themselves hated the man who did so, and felt

that their god must hate him.

There are, then, certain actions which cause the feelings

of aidos and nemesis, of shame or ruth when a man thinks

of doing them himself, of righteous indignation when he sees

them done by others. Let us notice more closely what these

actions generally are. How^ far, for instance, do they coincide

with the objects of our own, or the mediaeval, feeling of

' honour ' ? First and most obvious, there are the actions

that imply cowardice : they bring the simplest and crudest

shame :
' Aidos, ye Argives, will ye not stand ? ' ' Put in

your hearts aidos and nemesis, ... I would not rail against

one that was a weakling, for holding back in battle : but you

are chieftains ! . . . I have nemesis against you in my heart

'

(N 120 ff.).

Secondly, actions that imply falseness : lying and perjury.

I doubt if the w^ord ever occurs in this sense in Homer, but

that is because questions of false swearing never arise among

Homeric heroes. The false stories told by Odysseus in the

Odyssey are merely ruses of war. The treason of Pandaros

is something which that hero might have felt shame for had

he lived. The poet himself seems a little ashamed of mention-

ing such behaviour on the part of a hero, even a hostile hero,

and arranges as usual to lay the real guilt upon a god. Homeric

heroes do not need the aidos which prevents or ' rues ' false-
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ness. But it is common enough in Hesiod and Theognis and

in tragedy.

Thirdl}-, actions that imply what we may loosely term

impudence or lack of reverence. The cases are few : Helen's

words above quoted are in point. So no doubt would be the

boldness of Xiobe in boasting herself against the goddess

Leto [D. 602 ff.), or the impudence of Thersites in the second

book of the Iliad.

All these might be included as objects of an}- current

conception of ' Honour '
: but there is a fourth sense, by far

the most widespread and significant, \\hich reaches a good

deal beyond the ordinary mediaeval ideal. It is the horror

of cruelty or treachery towards the helpless. Any sympathetic

reader of early Greek poetry will have noticed the importance,

almost the sanctity, attached to three classes of human beings :

strangers, suppliants, and old people. What is there in

common between the three ? Nothing, I tliink, but their

helplessness. Realize what a stranger is, in a primitive

society. He is a man with no home, no friends, no one to

])rotect him from injury, no one to avenge him afterw-ards.

He has not even his own sanctuaries to shelter him, or his

own tribal god. And again, a suppliant : a suppliant is any

man or woman who formally casts away all means of self-

defence and throws himself upon your mercy. That is the

essential thing ; though of course, when he could, the help-

less man tried to influence your feelings in divers other ways.

He associated him.self with something that you held sacred.

He sat on the steps of an altar : he touched some sacred

object : he \ay on your door-step and threatened to starve

unless you took him in ; he contrived with his hand to touch

your face or your beard. But those are all accessories. The

essential is confessed helplessness. And all their literature

shows what horror the early Creeks felt at the notion of

definitely and formally rejecting a prayer made by the helpless,

a horror sometimes amounting to what we should (all moral

weakness. They expressed this generally in theological lan-

guage. ' The stranger and the suppliant come from Zeus.'
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Zeus is tlie watrher of stranger and suppliant' (i 270);

' The veiy Tliunderer follows the albolo'i Utr/jv '

(?j 164, 181) ;

liis own titles are 'iNeTJ/irtov and HeiVtos".^

And thirdly, old peo]>le. Hero there enters in, no doid)t,

some element of the ])atriarchal sanctity of a father; but

I think that the helplessness of age is again the main reason

for an old man or woman being alhoios. That explains

why they are, like beggars, strangers, suppliants, especially

under the guardianship of the gods, and in particular of Zeus.

It explains why the older they are the more is their claim on

Aidos : why the blind are classed with them.- It may be

objected that, if helplessness is the criterion, children also

would be aiholoi. The answer is interesting. Ordinary

children are not specially alhaloi, or charged with sanctity,

because they have their grown-up relations to protect them.

I^ut orphan children are.

There are some five deadly sins, says Hesiod in the Erga,

of which you cannot say that one is worse than another.

They are all beyond the pale [Erga, 327 ff.) :

It is all as one thing—the man ^^ho does evil to a
suppliant and to a stranger ; the man who goeth into his

brother's bed ; the man who in heartlessness sins against

orphan children ; the man who reviles his old father on
the bitter threshold of age, laying hold of him with

hurting words : with that man Zeus himself is wroth.

These sins consist of four offences against the helpless and

one breach of a fundamental family taboo. All adultery

was a most grave offence. But if this particular form of

it is chosen as the worst, that is the doing of Aidos. Your

brother trusts you, and is often at your mercy. That is what

makes him sacred.

For apart from any question of wrong acts done to them,

' On Zfi/y 'A</)i'/(Twp, see Lecture X, p. 291.

* Cf. Soph. 0. T. 374-7, where commentators, from not seeing this point,

have altered the text. Oed. ' Thou art a child of unbroken night, so that

neither I nor any other who sees the Hght would {hv) ever harm thee.'

Tir. ' It is not my doom to fall by thy hand,' &c. So MSS., and cf. 448

below, where Tiresias repeats the same statement.
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there are certain classes of people more aiboLoi, objects of

aidos, than others. There are people in whose presence a

man feels shame, self-consciousness, awe, a sense keener than

usual of the importance of behaving well. And what sort

of people chiefl}' excite this aidos ? Of course there are

kings, elders and sages, princes and ambassadors : alboloL

fta(n\r]€9, yipovres, and the like : all of them people for whom
you naturally feel reverence, and whose good or bad opinion

is important in the world. Yet, if you notice the language

of early Greek poetry, you will find that it is not these people,

but quite others, who are most deeply charged, as it were,

with aidos ; before whom you feel still more keenly conscious

of your unworthiness, and whose good or ill opinion weighs

somehow inexplicably more in the last account. The dis-

inlierited of the earth, the injured, the helpless, and among

them the most utterly helpless of all, the dead.^ All these,

the dead, the stranger, the beggar, the orphan, the merely

unhappy, are from the outset alholoi, ' charged with ai8ws.

Wrong them, and they become, ijpso facto and without any

word of their own, apaioi or -npoaTpo-aioi, incarnate curses,

things charged with the wrath of God.^

1 ' Do you feel aidos for the dead body of one that hated you ?
' the wise

Odysseus is asked in the Ajax ; 'His goodness is more to me than his

hate' is the answer, an answer full of aidos [Ajax, 1357). 'The stranger

and the beggar are charged with aidos,' says Eumaeus in the Odyssey,

and the adjective al^olos is a regular epithet of a stranger. But mere

uiiliappiness is enough :
' A miserable man must needs rouse aidos in you,'

says Oedipus (0. C. 247).

* Tlpoarpunaioi is not ^turning oneself towards \ as L. and S. say: it

is the adjective from npoarpoTri) wliicli is the opposite of dnoTpoirij,

'aversion.' A« you can by sacrifice, &c., try to 'avert' the Saifiovai

so you can ' bring them ujmn ' somebody. Thus an injured suppliant has

a y)Ower of npo(7TpoTtT] ; lie hrittr/s down Ike gods upon his injurer. A cTiniiiial

brings thom down on himself and those who are infected by his 0705.

Tlicso words are very often misundcirstood ; e.g. the i)>06-fyov tlpaim' utKoi^

of Iphigenia (.I7. 2.'}7) was not a spoken curse— wiiicii wiuild make the

l)assagc hideous—but the more crying of iv murdered daughter, which

neceisarily involves an dpa. So when Philoctelcs charges Neojitolcnuis

to look him in the face : rov vpoaTp6nai<w, toc iKirr^v, Sj a\i^K^^ ; lie

means :
' Mo, charged with the wrath of (iod ; me, who kneel befoio thee,

hard heart' (J'hil. O.'IO).— I lio not mean to dtMiy that you can say in

(Jroek rpaviuBai trri or np-ii iuTiau. Aesch. Clio. UKiH, Euin. '2U/».
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Tlie feoliiig seems to have been very strong. One must

bring it into connexion with the various stories of gods who

wen> (h'sguised as beggars, and went througli tlio world ill

or well entreated by difYerent men according to their dill'erent

natures. It is the counterpart of what we, in our modern

and st'ientitie prose, call ' a sense of social responsibility
'

or the like ; the feeling roused more or less in most people

by the existence of great misery in our wealthy societies.

To the Greek poet it was not scientific, and it was not prose.

It was an emotion, the keener because it was merely instinctive

and was felt by a peculiarly sensitive people ; an emotion

of shame and awe, and perhaps something like guilt, in

meeting the eyes of the oppressed of the earth ; a feeling

that a wrong done to these men is like no other wrong ; that

what these men report of you ultimately in the ear of Zeus

will outweigh all the acute comments of the world and the

gratifying reports of your official suj)eriors.i

If you look into the history of later Greek Etliics, it is

rather a surprise to find how small a place is occupied by

Aidos. Even to Plato and Aristotle it has become little

more than an amiable quality, the absence of which is par-

ticularly repulsive. It has quite ceased to be the guiding

force of men's moral life. These two philosophers, of course,

belong to a particular school : they are aristocratic and

intellectual ; both perhaps too much inclined to despise those

' I have sometimes wondered liow it liappens that slaves are never spoken

of as charged with aidos. A particular slave may be treated with aidos.

He may be protected and helped because he is a stranger or a beggar.

But the word is not regularly ap])lied to a slave. I t-hink the reason is, as

Euripides says, ' Whj' speak of rutli where ruthlessness is the law 'i ' The
wliole institution was a negation of Aidos ; a refusal to listen to the emotion

ill question. If you made a man your slave, tiiat showed you did not

regard him with aidos. 80 the less said about it the better. As the Ocean

Spirits in the Prometheus tell us—witli a diiTcrent meaning—the clank of the

riveting of a prisoner's fetters frightens Aidos away (Prom. 134). Of course

a wrong done to a slave was hated by the gods and, one might hope, duly

avenged. But that was the same with animals. Elal koI kwuv iptyvts—
there is vengeance in heaven for an injured dog. On the ramifications

and possible origin of Al5ws, ^ixr], "Opicos, &c., see Appendix D.
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emotions which appeal to man's simplest instincts and have

a touch of the animal in them. If we possessed any complete

books by the more democratic and less authoritarian pliilo-

sophers, by Protagoras especially and Democritus, our im-

pression might be different. Among the philosophers of the

Roman period Aidos has quite faded away. It plays no part

in Epictetus. It is barely mentioned by Sextus Empiricus.

Only Kerkidas the Cynic, rejector of all organization and

sj'stem and convention, falls back to primitive feelings and asks

that life shall be guided by Paian and Aidos. One can see

the reason for tliis ; indeed, the many reasons.

For one thing Aidos is a mere emotion, and therefore

incalculable, arbitrary, devoid of principle. A man may
happen not to feel the emotion, and then you have nothing^

to ajjpeal to. Or again, if he has the emotion, there is no way
of judging its strength. An emotion which is made the

whole moving principle of conduct grows with what it feeds

upon : it is never sated : it moves towards the infinite. That

way madness lies, as the lives of so many of the saints have

shown us. Besides, behind any morality based upon emotion

there is the question whether you ought or ought not in a

particular case to feel the emotion : and if not, why not ?

It is there that the real principle of Ethics comes in. The

later philosophers wanted to understand, not merely to feel..,>C

They had to build up conduct into a consistent rational

system. It would help them little if men said, ' Follow the

leading of Aidos.' ' Love your neighbour,' ' Pity humanity.'

Such rules will help the conduct of men. But they do not

provide an answer to a speculative problem. Perhaps the]

main thing which the philosophers got from Aidos wasj

Aristotle's doctrine of the Mean : the observation that in

any emotion or any movement there is a possible best point,

which you should strive to attain and shrink from passing.

An uninsj)iring doctrine, it may be, with the emotion all gone

from it. But that was what served Aristotle's ))urj)ose best.

Again, there is an historical reason for the decline in the

importance of Aidos. Aidos, like Honour, is essentially the
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virtue of a wikl and ill-governed society, where there is not

nuK-h elVeetive regulation of men's actions by the law. It is

essentially the thing that is left when all other sanctions fail

;

the last of the inunortals to leave a distracted world. In an

ordered society there are all the more concrete sanctions

to appeal to—the i)olice, the law, organized public opinion.

In a well-organized society large numbers of men, perhaps

the majority, are under compulsion to behave better than they

naturally would, if left to themselves. It often strikes me,

in certain parts of early Greek poetry, that one gets a glimpse

of a society in which, by the breaking up of ordered life,

men were compelled to be worse than nature intended ; where

good and merciful men had to do things which they hated

afterwards to remember. You recall the character in Hero-

dotus,^ who wished to be the most righteous man in the world,

but was not permitted by circumstances. As a rule in fiction

(where motives of flattery cannot come into play) rich men are

wicked. It is obviously more interesting, as well as more

gratifying to the reader's feelings, to make them so. But in

Homer the rich men are apt to be specially virtuous : d^i^etos

afxvixm', 'rich and blameless' (E 9). One is reminded of

the naive desire of the old poet Phokylides, first to acquire

a competence and then to practice virtue. The project is

amusing to us, as it was to Plato. We know so much of

the result of that scheme of life. Yet think of that son of

Teuthras in the Iliad, who ' dwelt behind the strong walls of

Arisbe, rich in all livelihood, and was beloved of men. For he

built his dwelling by the roadside and showed love to all who

passed.' ^ One might almost think he had made some vow,

so to spend his life in feeding the hungry and washing the

feet of strangers. But, ui any case, it is easy to imagine how,

in a time like that of the Migrations, a decent man who had

passed through the horrid necessities of the struggle forbare life,

and was at last safe and prosperous with a strong wall around

him, would become just like these rich men in Homer, thankful

to live at last blameless and gentle towards gods and men.

' Herodotas, iii. 142. ^ Z 15.
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The suggestion is little more than a fancy. But it occurs

to me in connexion with another. When we compare the

civilization and character of Greece and of Rome, we are

struck, among many other differences, with some broad general

divergence. The Roman seems to have all the faults and

the virtues of successful men. He is severe, strong, well-

disciplined, trustworthj', self-confident, self-righteous, un-

imagmative and harsh, a heav}^ feeder, a lover of gladiatorial

games. The Greek, less gregarious, less to be relied upon,

more swept by impulse ; now dying heroicall}^ for lost causes ;

now, at the verj^ edge of heroism, swept by panic and escaping

\\ ith disgrace ; capable of bitter hatreds and massacres in

iiot blood, of passionate desires and occasional orgies ; but

instinctively hating cruelty, revolting from the Roman shows,

frugal, simple and hardy to a degree which we can with diffi-

culty realize : above all possessed of an unusual power of seeing

beyond himself and of understanding his enemies ; caring for

intellect, imagination, freedom, beauty, more than for force

and organization, crjang aloud for orderliness and symmetry,

because he knew his own needs and his own dangers ; much

as Plato prayed to be delivered from poetry because poetry \
was to him a seducing fire. The causes of such a difference

are innumerable. There was no doubt a greater proportion

of pre-Aryan elements in Greek civilization. There were

important geographical differences. But one cause, I think,

is the early experience of the Greek race during the great

sea-migrations. The Romans had an almost steady history ^UfA-di.c'- b-fic

of stern discipline, of conquest and well-earned success : the

Greeks at the beginning of their history passed through the

very fires of hell. They knew, what Rome as a whole did not

know, the inward meaning and the reverse side of glory.

They knew the bitterness of lost battles, the sting of the

master's lash ; they knew self-judgement and self-contempt,

amazement and despair. Tliey nuist, I suppose, be counted,

even politically, among the successful races of mankind. But

in their highest successes, in the times both of Pericles and of

Alexander, there is always something dreamlike and transient.

133o H
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TluMi' Jinnies are always fighting against odds ; their little

eities trying by sheer energy and intellect to stem the strength

of great niilitary empires. It is a wondrous fabric held

together for an hour by some s])lendid gras]) of human genius,

not (uie based on strong material foundat ions by the gregarious

ami half-conscious elTorts of average men. They began their

life as a people, it would seem, in a world where palaces and

temples were shattered, armies overthrown, laws and familiar

gods brought to oblivion. Thus, like the prophet in Calli-

machus' great poem, they saw early the world that is behind

the ordinary world of human strivings, more real and more

intangible : and throughout their history somehow this ideal

haunted the race, a vision perturbing their sight, unfitting

them for continued empire, yet shedding strangely over their

defeat a splendour denied to their conquerors.



IV

AN ANCIENT TRADITIONAL BOOK

So far we have been considering the people : I wish now
to turn to the literature. For one of the clearest facts that

we know about these driven fragments of society Who form

the soil from which Hellenism sprang is that they must have ^
had a literature. The vast store of prehistoric tradition

preserved in the Greek heroic saga is evidence enough. The

Northerners can scarcely have known the art of writing before

some few of them learned it in Greece. But it is probable

that in very early times they possessed Epic lays, and that

these lays were in dactylic verse. So much we can conclude

from various formulae imbedded in the Homeric language.

On the other side, the Cretan script, coming on the top of

other evidence which was already sufficient, shows that long

before the Migrations there were scribes and ' aWsc men ' in the

Aegean who had the power of writing.

I am not proposing to discuss the Homeric Question, but

rather to put forward some general considerations preliminary

to the Homeric Question. If the men of the Migrations

possessed a literature, that literature was not in the least what

we mean by ' Homer ', viz. the Iliad and the Odyssey. It

w as much more nearly what the Greeks of the sixth and early

fifth centuries meant by ' Homer ', viz. the whole body of

heroic tradition as embodied in hexameter verse.^ It must

if-ally have been something far more primitive and less

ilifTerentiated, of which tlic didjictic epos, the lists of ancestors,

the Stesichorean l_\Tics, the local chronicles, the theological,

magical, and philosoj)hi(al writings, as well as the heroic

poems, are so many specialized developments. It has long

liccii clfar to students of early Greece that the Iliad and

' Soo my IliiUtr;/ of Ancient Greek Lilrralnre, chap. i. or. Iwdtcr. Wila-

mowitz, ff'iiiipri^rhe I'nlt'rsnrhun'jrn, pp. 32f>-8().

H 2
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0(/v,s>( // air not primitive poems. Not only tlioir art and

construct ion, l>iit their whole outlook on the world and the

gods is far removed from that of the most })rimitive Creeks

knoMn to ns. Both poems, indeed, contain a great deal of

t>.\tremely ancient matter : but both, as they stand, are the

})roducts of a long i)rocess of development. It is the pre-

Homeric literature that we are now considering.

Let us begin by trying to imagine the position and practice

in an early society of what the Greeks generally described as

a Ao'yios avijp, or ' man of words '.^ I say ' words ' because

I despair of an adequate translation of Logoi. The concep-

tion Lixjos, 'word' or 'speech', had, as we all know, a

peculiarly distinguished history among the Greeks. It was

the word spoken : it was the power of language ; it was

the word Avhich implies reason, persuasion, interj^retation,

and which settles differences instead of the armed hand ; it

was thus the word which mediates between the soul of man
and man, or, in theological language, between man and God ;

to the philosopher it w^as the silent but eternal word upon

the lips of Nature, the speech by which the Cosmos expressed

its inborn reason. But for our present purpose it is another

aspect of the Logos that comes into play. TJie Logios Aner,

or Man of Words, was the man who possessed the Things

Said, or traditions, which made up the main sum of man's

knowledge. He knew what Logoi really existed, and what

were mere inventions or mistakes. He could say Ao'yoj (cttiv,^

much as a Hebrew could say ' It is Avritten '. This implies,

what is of course the case, that Greek saga was mainly pre-

served by oral tradition.^ Yet it would be rash to assume

' See also Prof. Butcher's Lecture on ' The Written and the Spoken Word '

in Some Aspects of the Greek Genius.

' Ar. Frogs, 1052 :
' What I said about Phaedra, was it not an ww \6yos ''.

'

^ I see that Drerup has mistaken my meaning, Omcro, p. 08, note. I dis-

cuss the books because they are there to discuss ; the oral tradition in each

case was more important, as I explain, but it has vanished. The MSS. of the

Roland still exist, but no one living can hear ' Thorold' or Taillofer improvising.

See the excellent remarks of F. Bolte on Rhapsodische Vortragskunst in

Neue Jahrbiicher, 1907, I. Abt. xix. 8.
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that there were no \\Titings. The extant Cretan records

are far earlier than any possible Homer. The ancients them-

selves tell stories of the " books ' of the early minstrels. The

use of MSS. by the composers of our Iliad and Odyssey seems

almost as certain as such things can be, and, though those

composers themselves belong to a much later date, the frag-

ments of minute and, we may add, uninteresting history

preserved in the epic suggest the use of some surer and more

positive method than mere oral tradition. The Man of

Words, we may assume, would in many cases not trust

entirely to his memorj', but would make a permanent Logos

of his own in the shape of a book.^

A book in those days was not what it is now. It was not

a thing to be given to the public, not a thing to be read for

pleasure.- One can find parallels in the East or in the Middle

^Ir. Lang suggests to me the comparison of the Gaelic 'sennachie'.

' sean ' = old ;
' seanachas '= story, tradition; ' seanachaidh ' (pro-

nounced ' shen-ach-ay ') = a man of tales, historian. It seems quite clear

tliat the sennachies could tiot read or write.

- All through antiquity a book remained a thing to be iccited from, or

to be' read aloud to an audience by a skilled person. It is partly due to

facts like this that the oral repetition of stories contimied so extremely

late in human history to be the normal way of keeping alive the records

of the past, oven if the past was vitally important. In the case of the

(Jospels, for instance, where a modern wor.ld have considered it of abso-

hitcly overwhelming importance to liave a written record as soon as possible

of the exact deeds and sayings of the Master, we find, as a matter of fact,

that it was left for a considerable time to oral tradition. Compare the

well-known phrase of Pa])ias (died c. A. D. 1.3.'i), deliberately preferring a

tliini-hand oral re]jort to the written word :

—

' Whenever any person came my way, wlio had been a follower of the

EKlers, I would inijiiire about the discourses of (hose elders, what was said

l>y Andrew or by Teter or l)y riiili]> or by Thomas or .lames, or by .lohn

or Matthew or any other of tlie Lord's disciples, or what Aristion and the

Kl(l<-r .John, disciples of tiie Lord, say. For I did not tliiuk I could get so

imich jirofit from the contents of books as from the utlerings of a living

and abiding voicr«.' ( I cite from Estlin Carpenter's First Three Gospels, p. 4.

)

In tlie time of I'apias thi-rc wore libraries with books by the Imndred

thousand, yet a book is still to him a diiad and troul)lcsonie mode of com-

munication. He is said to have been rather a stupid man, nafv ofUKpus

Tiiv vovf. Hut a thousand years earlier than Papias this attitmlr of mind

was the normal one.
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Ages. There was the great book of Michael Scott, the inagi-

I'ian, wliich was read by no man but one, and was buried

in its master's grave. There was the book of Thoth,

carried oil" by Nefrekepta ; the Book of Catyllus, reported by

tlie Spanish Mandeville.^ There is the great list of Arabic

chronicles, the rule of which is that each chronicle was the

l)roperty of the author or of his heir, and could not be read

by others without his permission. There are the innumerable

and constantly varying JNISS. of stories like the Arabian

Nighls, each copy originally meant to be the private stock-

in-trade of a professional story-teller. In all these cases the

man lived by his book. It must be kept from the public
;

above all, it must be kept from the eyes of professional rivals.

It can be given or bequeathed to a son or a favourite disciple,

as in the Greek story one of Homer's scrolls, the ' Cypria ',

served as his daughter's dowry, another, the ' Taking of

Oechalia', was left to his heir, Creophylus.^ For the ancient

Man of Words was not exactly a story-teller, not exactly

a chronicler, not exactly a magician. He was all three, and

something more also. His Logos contained, with no distinc-

tion of subject, all that he specially wanted not to forget, or,

at least, all that was worth the immense trouble of writing

down, letter by letter.

There was an ancient Greek tradition, superseded in general

by the Cadmus story, which somehow connected the inven-

tion of WTiting with Orpheus and the Muses. Orpheus'

voice seems to have recorded itself in books in some mysterious

way.^ And the Greek bards always owe, not only what we
should call their inspiration, but their actual knowledge of

* (iriHith's Stories of the High PrieMa of Memphis ; Spanish Mandeville,

fol. 1370. (I owe this reference to Mr. W. R. HalHday.)
* Cf. the case of Jendeus de Brie, author of the Bataille Loquifer, cent,

xii : he ' wrote the poem, kept it carefully, taught it to no man, and made
much gain out of it in Sicily where lie sojourned, and left it to his son when
he died.' Similar statements are made about lluon de Villeneuve, who
would not part from his poem for horses or furs or for any price, and about

other poets. Gautier's Epopees Fran^aises, vol. i, p. 21.5, note 1, cited in

Lang, Homer and his A<je.

* 0/)7j<7(rais iv aaviaiv, rds
|
'Op<p('ta KaTifpa\pfv

|

yrjpvs, Eur. Ale. 9G7-9.
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facts, to the Muses. The Muses 'are present and knoAv all

things '. They are, to Hesiod at least, ' the daughters of

MemorJ^' ^ Hesiod professes, roughly speaking, to be able

to sing about everji^hing ; but he ah^ays explains that he

is dependent on the Muses for his knowledge. Other sources

of knowledge are indeed recognized. When giving the names

of all the rivers in the world, Hesiod stops at a certain point

and saj^s that for the names of the rest you had better consult

the peoj)le who live on their banks, and they will be able to

tell you {Theog. 370). But most often he consults the Muses

{Theog. 1 fif., 105 ff., 966, 1022, Catalogues). So does Homer
for such subjects as the Catalogue of the Greek army (cf. a 7,

B 486, 761, cf. M 176). One suspects that that consultation

was often carried out by the bard retiring to some lonely

place, or maybe barricading the door of his hut, bringing forth

a i^recious roll, and laboriously spelling out the difficult letter-

marks. F/ja/xjuara, the Greeks called them, or ' scratches '.

And right on in mid-classical and later times the name for

a scholar was ' grammatikos '. He was a ' man of grammata ',2

one who could deal with these strange ' scratches ' and read

them aloud, knowing where one word ended and another

began, and when to make big pauses and little pauses. For

things like that were not indicated in the grcumimta.

You will ha\'e noticed that a wise man in antiquity—and

the same is true of the Middle Ages—generally has a boy

or disciple attached to him. And the first thing which that

disciple learns when he begins to be ' wise ' himself is to

read in liis inaster's book. Not in any book, mark you.

They did not learn reading in that way. You \\ere not

expected to understand the grammata unless they were first

read aloud to you. The case is clearest with Semitic books,

where the vowels are not \vTitten at all, and in some cases

the meaning cannot possil^ly be made out for certain without

helj) from the writer of the book. But it was the same in

the Middle Ages : with Michael Scott's book, for instance. It

' Thei,<ini\y, ry\, (HC : for suhjcfts. 100-1').

' Seo RutlierfordH Srholiu Arifilojjitiinicd, vol. iii. cliap. i.
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was tlir saino with various dI the oKl Sanskrit books, the

moaning of wliich has in some j)hices been absohitely lost

beeause there was a breaeh in the series of diseiples to whom
tlie meaning was orally explained by the master. The thing

that most tangibly constitutetl a disciple was the power to

handle, or to read in, liis master's book. Of course a very

clever man would, if you gave him time, be able eventually

to make out other books too. ]iut that would be a special

undertaking.

This limitation, if you think of it, is inevitable. In the

first place there w ill probably be no other books in the neigh-

bourhood on which to practise. Then further, it must be

remembered, that as the man's book is a private thing, so

also is his method of making signs. Handwritings always

differ ; and the handwriting of a man who practically never

saw- any other person's handwriting and who used his own

merely to make notes for his own private use, not to be read

by others, would be sure—even apart from the writer's own

conscious wish for secrecy—to grow in a hundred little ways

specialized and abnormal. I have seen an Arabic book which

professes to give the special alphabets ^ used by the ancient

sages, Cleomenes, Plato, Pythagoras, Scalinus, Socrates, and

Aristotle, all of them different, ' in order that none should

know them but the sons of wisdom.'

Consider, then, the position of a man who possesses such

a book, and also can make granmiatu himself. Suppose he

hears news of strange events which he would like to record

aecuratel3^ Suppose he is lucky enough to hear another

wise man expounding new lore, or giving details on a subject

where his own book is vague. Suppose he finds, or borrows,

or inherits from a wise relation—wisdom runs in families

—

another book containing valuable information. In all these

' Ancient Alphabets, by Ahmad bin Abubekr bin Wahshih, translated by
Joseph Hammer, London, ISOfi. ' Every one of these kings invented,

according to his own genius and understanding, a particular alphabet in

order that none should know them but the sons of wisdom ' (p. 14). Are

the 'sons of wisdom' the disciples of the wise '! The book is said to have

been written An. Heg. *241. It is concerned with alchemy.
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cases he will want to make additions and changes in his own
book. Let us consider how he is likely to set about it.

It is a difficult process to conflate two or more accounts

of a transaction into one, difficult even for a modern ^vTiter,

with all the batterj^ of modern appliances at his command ;

clear print, numbered pages, indices to show you just where

and how often a subject is mentioned, paragraphs and chapters,

divisions of words and sentences, and abundance of cheap

paper for making notes and rough copies. Our ancient sage

had his book ^\'ritten on very expensive material, usually the

skins of beasts carefully prepared. He could not lightly

throw away a scroll and wTite it again. He had no facilities

for finding references ; no index, no pages, no chapters, no

stops between sentences, no divisions of any sort between one

word and another ; only one long undivided mass of grammata,

not by their nature well calculated to be legible. On the

other hand, he probably knew his own book by heart. It

was an advantage which sometimes betrayed him.

What he generally did was to add the new matter crudely

at the end of the old. He could wr'xte on the margin or

between the lines. At a pinch, he might cut the hide with

a knife and sew in a new strip at a particular place. He
had only to make the roll intelligible to himself. And any
one who has had experience of the difference between a MS.

fit to be sent to the printer and a MS. that w ill do to lecture

from will appreciate what that means.

No book has come down to us from antic^uity exactly in

this state. All the books that we possess have at some time

l>(!en published, and therefore prepared in some sense to be

intelligible to the reader. But many Greek books retain clear

marks of the time when they were not meant to be read by
strangers, but only to serve the professional needs of the

u riter. The later Homeric hymns, containing merely a number

of suitable openings and closes for recitations, point pretty

clearly to the handbook of the i)rofessional reciter. The
voluminous writings of the Peripatetic school which come to us

under the name of Aristotle bear innumerable traces of their
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composition for ])rivato use in the school. !So do tlic rcnuiiiis

of Hcsiod ; so do, as far as 1 know thcni, most of the hite

magical writings. In oriental literatures the instances are^

1 believe, even dearer.^

In imagining the jiroceedings of this old sage we have

taken one particular crisis, as it were, in the history of his

book. But all the ancient traditional books which have come

down to us have, without exception, passed through many-

such crises. The book a\ hich contained the whole Logos of

the wise man was apt to be long-lived. It was precious ; it

had been very difficult to Avrite ; it was made of expensive

and durable materials. It became an heirloom : and with

each successive owner, with each successive great event in

the history of the tribe or the community, the book was

changed, expanded, and expurgated. For the most jealously

guarded book had, of course, its relation to the public. It

was the source of stories and lays which must needs be

interesting ; of oracles and charms and moral injunctions

which must not seem ridiculous or immoral ; of statements

in history and geography which had better not be demon-

strably false. The book must needs grow as its people grew.

As it became a part of the people's tradition, a thing handed

down from antiquity and half sacred, it had a great normal

' Peculiarly instructive is the record of the first writing down of the

text of the Koran. Islam, being historically a late religion, has its

origins exceptionally well attested. Zaid Ibn Thabit was entrusted by

Abu-Bakr, the first Caliph, with the task of collecting the Prophet's revela-

tions—Surahs—preserved in part only in tlie breasts of the faitliful. He
made one official copy for the Caliph, being guided by his general knowledge

of the credibility of his witnesses. As the informants naturally varied in

dialect, a question arose as to the genuine dialect in whicli the revelations

came ; tliis was determined to be Korashite. The third Caliph made a

public edition, thus really establishing the Koran. Unoilicial copies proved

to be in existence. These were all destroyed, and official copies sent out to

the chief towns. The same editor was employed for this work of publishing,

perhaps because only he could read the first edition witli any certainty.

The official copies were, after all, not much more than memoriae technicae.

One who had read the text with a teaclier could afterwards recall what he had

read thereby ; one who saw tlie text for the first time would be confronted by

an enigma.—I take this from Prof. Margoliouth's Mohammedanism, chap. ii.
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claim on each new generation of hearers. They were ready

to accept it with admiration, with reverence, with enjoyment,

provided only that it continued to make some sort of tolerable

terms with their tastes, under ^hich general head we must

include their consciences and their common sense.

I am temjited to take instances from our own times to

illustrate A\"hat I mean by a traditional book. But the con-

ditions have changed too much. Our traditional books are

collections of mere information like Whitaker's Almanac and

the Statesman's Yearbook, or those strange prophetic Almanacs

and magic Herbals which continue, I suppose, to enjoy a

flourishing though subterranean existence in all European

nations. I found a magic herbal in a Welsh inn in the year

1884 which had reached something like its hundredth edition.

Or Me might take the various Guides to Navigation published

by various countries. The Pilot series, issued by the British

Admiralty, seems now to hold the field ; but M. Victor Berard ^

has traced its origin step by stej) from a remote past, through

French, ItaUan, Dutch, Spanish, Latin, Greek, and perhaps

Phoenician sources. An historical lawyer, again, could show

the same process of traditional growth in various legal

codes.

It may be objected that all these instances are in the

nature of handbooks, not of artistic literature. And hand-

liooks of course need bringing up to date. True. But the

fact is that we have only recently specialized the handbook

in this way, and exiled it from the Muses. The real Muses

did not recognize any generic difference between a handbook

and an epic poem. Think of the Catalogues in Hesiod. But,

aj)art fn^m that, there arc many cases to be quoted of Tradi-

tional Books in other styles of literature.

There is the series of Arabic chronicles mentioned above.

They reach over many centuries, and have been developed by

a regular process. A man who wished to write a chronicle

had first to approach the possessor of an existing chronicle and

ask for his igaza or authorization, li he gave it, he read

' Lea Phinicieiui et VOdytiHie, i. p. 52.
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his book aloud to the ajjpht'aiit, t»r allowed the ajtplieant

to read it aloud to hiiu. Then the new chronicle was made
up out of the ohl one on the following system. Where the

new scribe copies his text, he does so with almost verbal

accuracy, so much so that Arabic scholars can use the copy

to correct errors of text in MSS. of the original. But to

prevent the book becoming too huge, he leaves out masses

of early history or other less important matter and adds his

own more modern history, or more interesting matter, where

it comes in. Obviously the opportunities for falsification are

considerable. How far they are utilized I cannot say. But

the quality, it seems, that distinguishes these Arabic chronicles

from anything else of the kind kno\\n to me is the extra-

ordinary care with which each \sriter quotes not only his

immediate authority for a story or tradition, but the whole

chain of authorities from the origin downward. No tradition

is really complete that cannot produce its entire genealogy,

leading up eventually to an eyewitness.

Perhaps the best instance in Greek literature is the curious

work which comes to us under the name of Callisthenes' Life

of Alexander. It is the source of all the mediaeval romances

of Alexander, and old translations of it are extant in Latin

—

one made in the fourth century and one in the tenth—Syriac,

Armenian, Coptic, Ethiopic, Persian, Turkish, Malay, Siamese,

and doubtless other languages. The basis in each case is

a word-for-word translation, but in every language the sub-

stance varies ; for it was told in each country by jongleurs

and story-tellers who added, omitted, and altered with a view

to their audience. For instance, Alexander is usually—in

accordance with mediaeval taste—made the child of a secret

amour between his mother, Olympias, and the exiled wizard

king of . . . Of what ? Of whatever country is most

likely to please the audience. The earliest version was

written by an Egyptian Greek. Consequently Alexander

begins as a son of Nectanebos, king of Egypt. Then he is

a Persian, and so on. One version, in Ethiopic, leaves him the

son of his proper father, Philip, but makes Philip a Christian
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martyr, who committed suicide on hearing from a prophet

that some da}' the Creator of the world would be crucified.

But it is not only the different translations that vary.

Every copy of the book differs from everj^ other. As one

editor, Meusel, puts it :
' Like the MSS. of the Nihelun-

genlied, every MS. represents a different recension.' ' The

^Titers,' saj's Karl Miiller, ' combined the offices of scribe

and author.' That exactly expresses it. Each scribe who
earned his living by it made it as good, as edif3ing, as enter-

taining a history as he could. The book became a thing of

tradition, and grew with the ages.^

The oldest version seems to have been wTitten in Greek,

in Egypt, in the time of the Ptolemies. So much can be

made out. It professes to be the work of the philosopher

Callisthenes, a real person, who accompanied Alexander on

his campaigns, and whose real works have perished.'- We
can also trace with some probability an earlier stage of the

same story : viz . a series of imaginary letters, between Alex-

ander and his friends, composed by some sophist in Egypt

not long after Alexander's death.

I will not speak of the mediaeval epics, the Nibelungenlied,

the Arthur Legends, or the great French epics centring in the

Chanson de Roland. Each one of these subjects has its own
peculiarities and special difficulties ; but each one would

illustrate our main thesis equally well. Let me merely quote

some words of Gaston Paris to illustrate the nature of a

traditional book. He is speaking of the controversy whether
' the author of the SoTig of Roland ' had ever seen the valley

of Roncesvaux, where the scene of his battle is placed. The

great savant answers :

—

The Song of Roland is not a work composed in one effort

at a given moment. It comprises in itself elements of very
different date and origin. Some go back to the immediate
impression of the event which it celclnates : others have
been introduced in the course of centuries by proiessioiial

' iSce Appcnrlix K. The PHoudo-CalHsthencs.
' An interoHtirig fragment of CalliHthcncH has lately been discovered, cited

hy I>i(lymuH on Demosthenes. (Tcubncr. I!HI7. A papyrus.)
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poet«, wlio iuNt'iitcd wholesale oi)isodes calculated to increase

the inten>st (^f the ])()ein aiul develo]) its power of heroic

and national inspiration. . . . Tlu> name of the author of the

iSong of lioland is Legion. And among those who, from the

seventh to the eleventh century, would have the right to rise

and answer ajiv ajipeal addressed to that author, it would

be very rash to allirm that not one had ever passed by

Koncesvaux, at a period when so many people used that road.

How many controversies about Homer might be answered

in the same words !
^

Tiie best parallel for our i)resent purpose is, I think, that

of the Hebrew scriptures. I often wonder that the com-

parison has not been more widely used by (Jreek scholars.

The scientific study of the Old Testament has been carried

out with remarkable candour and ability by many Semitic

scholars of the last two generations. The results of their

researches are easily accessible ; the main results may be

said, in a sense, to be practically certain. You cannot, indeed,

say with certainty in any particular place of difficulty, ' This

is what happened '
; but you can very often say with cer-

tainty, ' This is the sort of thing that must have happened.'

The subject is one of great interest. I fear, however, that

I shall not in this lecture make it appear so. Interest depends

on details ; and I am compelled to content myself with the

merest bald outline of the main facts about the growth of the

Pentateuch. Some of you Avill have heard it all before. Others

will require much more detailed explanation. I must ask both

parties to grant me some indulgence in steering a middle course.

The central voice and the informing spirit of the Old Testa-

ment is the Book of Deuteronomy. We all know its main

characteristics : an insistence on a rigid and highly spiritual

monotheism, and an avoidance of all remains of idolatry :

a great system of law, governing in a theocratic spirit all

the details of life, and resulting in an ideal too strict, and

in some \vays too high, to have ever been carried out in

practice : lastly, for the sake of this purity of religion and

* Gaston Paris, Legendes du Moyen Age, p. 46 ff. See also Appendix F
on the Roland and tlie Vie de St. Alexis.
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morals, which was associated with the conception of the

Jews as Yahweh's peculiar people, and the Temple at

Jerusalem as the one seat of correct ritual and doctrine, an

intolerant condenmation of all other j)laces of worship, how-

ever sacred, and a ferocious dread of all foreign elements

which might corrupt the orthodoxy of the chosen race.

Deuteronomy ^^as found in the Temple by certain sacred

persons—we are not told who had put it there—in the eigh-

teenth year of Kang Josiah (b. c. 621 : 2 Kings xxii. 8 ff.)- It

was accepted at once as the standard of a great religious

reformation. Josiah supported the Deuteronomists, and the

reformation was successfully carried through. Now among

the other tasks which the reformers had before them was the

re-editing of the ancient traditional books of the people. They

needed reform in countless ways. Both of them, indeed, must

have been originally pagan, and polytheistic. I say ' both'

rather than ' all ', because in the main we can distinguish two

great documents, which have been welded by the Deuterono-

mists into the narrative of the Pentateuch. One of the most

obvious differences between them is that in one God is called

' Elohim '—the word translated ' God ' in our version, though

it is really a plural ; in the other he is called Yahweh, or

Jehovah, the special unspeakable name of the Hebrew God,

translated in our version ' The Lord '. The documents are

called ' Jahvist ' and ' Elohist ', or J and E respectively.

J seems to have been composed—that is, put together out

of more ancient material—in Judah in the ninth century
;

E in Israel in the eighth. They were very similar in general

contents. Each was an almost undifferentiated tribal Logos,

a sort of liistory of the world and all the things in it that

were worth writing down.

A copy of J or E before the Deuteronomists altered it

would he, for Semitic historians, the most valua})lc book in

the world, 'i'iie strange thing is that the reformers were able

to carry their project through. It was necessary for them

not only to alter their own versions at Jeru.salcm, but to

suppress all old copir-s that flifTcrcd from their own. Kad
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(li(> kiiigtloin of Israel still been staiuliiig the task would

scarcely have been possible. There must have been, one would

imagine, copies of the old books unexjwrgated in the sanc-

tuaries^ of the Northern Kingdom. But Israel was now in

captivity, and most of the extant copies of his old half-pagan

books had doubtless gone with him. There was little danger

of their idolatrous voices being heard from Halah and Habor

and the river of Gozan and the cities of the Medes. Yet

even so there were difficulties in Judah itself. There seems

to have been a regular military expedition against the rem-

nants of Paganism, a fornial destruction of the old High

Places, and a massacre of the priests at Bethel. At last

Jerusalem stood alone as the only sanctuary, and the reformers

had undisturbed control of the Book. One is reminded of

Greek stories about the interpolation of Homer, how Solon

or Pisistratus or another bolstered his city's claim to the

island of Salamis by interpolating a spurious line in the Iliad.

Evidently the teller of the story, and the ancients who

believed it, thought it quite natural that there should be no

other copies of the Iliad generally current by which the

forger could be refuted.

So far, then, we have found in the Pentateuch a document

compiled from three sources, the earliest written in the ninth

century, the latest about the year 621. But that is to leave

out of account, at any rate as regards Genesis, the greatest,

or at least the most formative and omnipresent, of all the

sources. The whole book was revised again, increased by

large stretches of narrative, and, roughly speaking, brought

into its present shape after the return from exile, between

the years 440 and 400 b. c. This reviser, known to critics

as P, was a member of the priestly caste. He wrote, among

other things, nearly the whole of Leviticus. That is to say, in

an average chapter of Genesis we may read a verse written

in the ninth century followed by one written in the fifth,

a gap of four hundred years. And sometimes the gap will

' ' But was there any connexion in Ancient Israel between the priestly

caste and literature ? The later Sopher was the literate man.' D. S. M.
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occur in the middle of a verse. Sometimes other sources, of

unknown date, will intervene.^

Of com-se, even apart from the wholesale excision of pagan-

ism from the most ancient books, the peculiar qualities of

these versions must have been much clearer when the books

existed as separate wholes. We knoAV them only in frag-

ments : and those fragments have all passed under the hands

both of revisers and of religious reformers, who must both

consciously and unconsciously have modified the more striking

discrepancies of style or statement between their various

sources. Still, the dififerences are even now pretty clear : 1

take a few points from Canon Driver's Introduction to Genesis."

J, or the Jahvist document, is a Logos of the most broadly

lunnan interest. It is full of poetry and drama. It delights

in exi^laining the origin of human institutions—A\hy men
wear clothes, why snakes crawl, why cliild-birth is painful :

who invented agriculture, pastoral life, music, metallurgy,

the drinking of wine : how men came to have different

languages : why Moabites, Ammonites, Canaanites, Edomites,

are what they are, the cause being generally some significant

first action, or some oracle spoken by a patriarch.

The writer is full of interest in the sacred sites of Palestine,

the altars, pillars, trees, and liigh jilaces, and the reasons wh}'

each one of them is sacred. He has no idea of condemning

any of them. They had not yet come into competition

with the Temple at Jerusalem. He calls God by the name
Vahweh ' from the begimiing, and supposes that the true

religion naturally belonged to the primaeval j^atriarchs. In

this, of course, the other prophetic book, E, differs from him.

In E the ancestors of Israel ' beyond the river ' were idolaters

(Joshua xxiv. 2, 14, 15), and the name Yahwch is not revealed

io man till Exod. iii. 14. Again the Yahweh of J is frankly

and naively anthropomorj)hic. Ho not only feels human
emotions, but he performs sensible acts ; he moulds man out

' o. g. Gen. ii. 4 i.s pfirlly J and puiily i'. .So is xiii. II, wliilo xiv is from

an unknown Hourco. (Abraham, Lot, and Amiaphol.)
' DKTcrcnccs of J, K, T.

133d I
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of cnrth. ho plants a troo, hr .s7/»/s' »/) Noah in tlic ark, ho

smclh burnt moat, urcitflcs w ith Jarob, ami /(/Acv,' o/Jlhc wheels

of llic Kjiyptiaii i-hariots.

Mow U't us contrast \\itli tliis the work of the latest writer

of all. I' takes no interest in I he origin of human institu-

tions, only in ritual : no interest in .sacred sites, only in the

Temple at Jerusalrin : his God is, practically speaking, never

anthropomorphic. His liistory of the world has been mapped

out in a scheme of genealogies and dates, and especially of

covenants between Vahwch and his cliosen people, Israel.

There are three stages of history marked by a gradually

tliminishing length of human life, and by the revelation of

(iod uiuler three distinct names : Elohim, El IShaddai—the

obscure name revealed to Abraham in Gen. xvii—and finally

Yahwch. The L'atriarchs raise no altars, perrorm no sacrifices.

' Xo act of w orship seems to be thought of till the appro-

priate place lias been constructed and the right persons

appointed for its performance. The first sacrifice recorded

is tiiat of Aaron and his sons in Lev. vii." The promises of

(iod are strictly limited to Israel itself, and the abiding

presence of Yahweh with his people is dependent on the

directions for the exact construction of the tabernacle (Exod.

XX ix). It is all sacerdotal through and through.

Tliat is to say, there is a period of four hundred years

between the earliest and latest of the large integral docu-

ments constituting the Book of Genesis. But the i^eriod of

growth was much longer than that. In the case of Genesis

the argument does not come out (piite so clearly ; we can

take our illu.stration more easily from the Books of Samuel.

As the earliest source in Samuel we have the so-called ' Court

narrative ' of David, attributed to the tenth century b. c.

At the other end there are considerable slices of narrative

which are found in the ordinary Hebrew text, but not in

the Septuagint translation, which was made about the year

2f)0 B. c. Of this fact two explanations are possible. Either,

and til is seems the simpler hyjjothesis, the narratives in

(iuesti(^n were not in the Hebrew text from which the
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Septuagint was translated ; or else they were in the Hebrew
text, and were dehberately left out by the translators. On either

hypothesis it is clear that the authorized text was not definitely

estabhshed. A traditional book of which large parts can be

left out or put in at discretion is still in the stage of gro\\ th.

The Book of Samuel, then, was in process of growth for

considerably more than seven hundred years. And that is

without reckoning the small corruptions or verbal changes

which seem to have occurred much later. In some books,

for instance, there are changes directed against tlie claims

of Christianity.

But, returning to the Pentateuch : wlien J or E was first

composed, it was not composed out of notliing. Eacli of

them was really put togetlier in tiie same way as tlie whole

composite Pentateuch of the Priest, by taking an older existing

book, copying it out, adding, omitting, and sometimes altering.

Many of these earlier sources are quoted by name, as the

Iliad quotes the older Argonautica. There is tlie Book of

Jasher. From it come the standing still of the Sun and
Moon (Joshua x. 12), David's lament over Saul and Jonathan

(2 Sam. i. 17), and perhaps some verses spoken by Solomon

when the Ark was brought to the Temple (1 Kings viii. 12).

The song in Num. xxi. 14, again, ' is it not written in the

Book of the Wars of the Lord ? ' In these cases the name
of the older book is explicitly given. Much more often it is

omitted. Sometimes a quotation betrays itself by being

in verse, like the Sword-Song of Lamcch, and the oracles

spoken over their respective children by Noah, Isaac, and

Jacob. But an insertion from a prose work would be hard

to detect : and even the verse was apt Uj Ijc uoi-ked back

into prose (see commentators on 1 Kings viii. 12).

Among other sources would l)e the mere tribal traditions,

such as we have in (Ik; Book of .Judges. Sometimes tlu'y

are full ami rlcar, and seem to de])eii(l oii wiittcn (locuiuciits.

Sometimes a li'aditi«Mi cfiiisisls incicly of a name and a l)iii'iai-

placc. 'After liiiii hlliui tlir Zi Imh.iiil r judged Israel: and

lie jiid;ie<l l>iail ten years. An<l VAow tlie Zelmlonile died

I 2
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ami was hurird iii Aijah.n in I lie land of Zebulon.'
j
Aijaloii

is probably the same word as Klon. Tlio chronology will not

work. And llic stoiy fcieenis merely to mean that there was

al Klon i>r Aijalon an unknown grave Avhich was regarded

with reverence.

There Mas more detaiUtl tiadition at the various ancient

sanctuaries, Hebron, Bethel, Gilgal, and the like, a source

l)artieularly prominent in J and E, but discountenanced by

the priestly editors. There were fragments of history or

learning adopted by hearsay or otherwise from more advanced

nations. This is a regular process in primitive races, and is

admirably illustrated in Professor Margoliouth's short Life of

Mohammed} That prophet was constantly picking up scraps

of Christian and Jewish lore, and incorporating them, with

inevitable mistakes, in his Koran. In the Hebrew scriptures

there seems to be an especially large debt to Babylon, such

as the stories of the Creation and the Flood ;
certain frag-

ments about Abraham, who perhaps had the honour of

meeting the great law-giver Hammurabi or Ann-aphel ; and

many elements in the Hebrew laws themselves.

Now I realize that all this description must remain rather

ineffective when unaccompanied by detailed illustrations.

But the detailed illustrations would clearly take us quite

beyond the limits of our present subject. And it is, of course,

not any part of my business to prove the truth of the analysis

of the Pentateucli. I merely take the results reached by

a consensus of the best Semitic scholars, in order to show

the sort of process which was normal in the formation of

an ancient Traditional Book, and the qualities which naturally

resulted therefrom. To produce such a composite work as

one of these books in its later stages without inconsistencies

and awkward joints would be difficult, as we said above,

even for a modern editor with all his mechanical acces-

sories and his opportunities of revision. To the ancient

editor the difficulties were insuperable. And, as a matter of

' Especially
]>i).

lOd II. He got Goliath' .s name as Galut ; tlie uamo of

yaul, D.ivid'b other onomy, he had forgottoii, so he made him Talut.
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fact, all ancient compilations betray themselves. I will not

dwell on the various doublets and inconsistencies which care-

ful reading discovers in the Pentateuch ; the two divergent

accounts of the Creation, and of the Flood, with traces of

a third in which there was no Flood ; the inaccuracies of

the chronology so laboriously inserted by the Priestly writer

—

ancient numbers, when at all complicated, seldom come out

quite right ; much less on the many small confusions, like

that of the two wives of Esau who are mentioned three times,

each time with different names ; nor yet on such curious

formal points as the case of the Twelve Tribes of Israel,

which are mentioned again and again as twelve, yet always

add up as thirteen. Such weaknesses as these are normal

things among primitive historians. If they serve to illustrate

the writer's lack of critical control over his complex material,

they also are often evidence of his good faith.^

* The Jahvist, very simple and anthropomorphic, narrated how Yahweh
' moulded ' a clay man and breathed life into him, and j)lantcd a garden

and put the man to keep it. Then as the man was lonely, Yahweh made

all sorts of beasts as companions for him, but none was quite satisfactory

till he made a woman out of one of tlio man's ribs, and tlien the man was

content. The Priestly Document, more advanced and scientific, gives the

other story of tlio six daj-s of creation, with a gradual process of development,

as it were, from the lowest forms of life up to the highest, culmuiating

eventually in man. We cannot be sure about the account of the Israelitisli

Elohlst ; for the Reviser, while combining the other two, omitted it alto-

gether. Similarly in tiie Flood, tlie .Jahvist tells how Noah took seven of

each clean animal and two of each unclean ; liow tlie flood lasted some ninety-

four days ; and how Noah came out at the end of the time and offered

sacrifice. The Priest tells how Noah took two of every animal, witii no

distinction of clean or unclean ; that distinction, lie apparently argues,

cannot have been known to Noah, because it was first revealed to Moses in

T/)v. xi and Dout. xiv. Ho tells how the flood lasted a year and Ion days,

and how at the end (Jod made a covenant with Noah and sot his bow in the

heavens for a sign thereof. There seems also to be a trace of a version

in which tlin first Man was not called .Adam, but Enosh—tlio oilier Hebrew

word for man. .-Vs to tho chronology so carefully ijitroduccd by (lie Priostly

writer. Canon Driver shows that .ludah ' marrio.s, has three children, and

after tho third of them has grown up. becomes a father again, and (hrouL'h

the child thus l)orn becomes a grandfather, all in tlio space of "22 years'.

(Thirty-five would seem to be about tho minimum possible.) The ago of

hhmael at tho time of his casting out varies between babyliood and adoles-

cence. So does Benjamin's. Tlie wives of Esau aro given in (Jon. xxvi as
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1 lii>i)<' lliat liy now I li.ivc suocCHMlcd in illustvalinL; two

points abmit lht>st> aiu-ient aulhorlcss books; first, tlio im-

mense jHTitHls of tiiiK- (luiiiijj; wliicli tlioy remain fluid and

szrowinti ; and second, the diftieulties wliieli they liave in

eoniV)inin«r tlieir multiplex sources. The object Avhich I liave

in view is. of eours(\ Homer. And 1 wish now to notice

Ijiielly some two or three more of the phenomena character-

i.stie of this kind of writing,', in order that \\c may know their

faces again wlieii they meet us in the Iliad.

First, there are the various disturbing influences that are

apt to att'ect the primitive historian. I will not lay stress

on mythology, such as we find in the story of Samson, the

Sun-man.^ or in the Babylonish part of the Creation : nor

on what I may call Romance, or the story-teller's instinct,

such as we find in the narratives of David and of Joseph.

These factors are enormously powerful in Greek legend;

Semitic scholars differ as to their influence in Hebrew. I will

not lay stress on the tribal spirit, with its ramifications of

patriotic devotion, party feeling, and odium theologicum,

forces at times responsible for the wildest misreadings and

misrenderings of history. We must remember that as a rule

an ancient writer only recorded what he wished to have

remembered : that his book was only read within his own

tribe or circle, and that his only business with his tribe's

enemies was to injure them. He thought tribally. He used

his book as he would use his sword. But consider, as one

significant point, the helplessness of language which generally

dogs these early writers as soon as they^ have anything com-

Juditl), daugliler of Bceri, and Basheniath d. PJlon : but in Hon. xxxvi

they arc Adah d. Elon and Basheniath d. Tshmae). And in chapter xxviii

the dauifliter of Ishniael is Mahalatli. One can see what sort of process

this implies. The compiler of the two, or the three, narratives, did not kcc])

constantly looking foiward and backward. He had no index to sliow him

all tlic places where lie liad mentioned Esau's wives, and liclj) hini to reduce

them to order. In the ease of the more important matters his memory
no doubt served him, and he arranged his story consistently. But in smaller

tilings, which were not of real gravity to him, lie co])ied his authorities

faithfully without noticing the occasional contradictions.

' }irCB' from l^'C'^' ' Sun ".
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plicated to express. Tlie writer of Gen. x. 15, for instance,

w ishing to express the relation of the Canaanites of the interior

to the Phoenician city of Sidon, can only say :
' And Canaan

begat Zidon his fu-st-born.' The relation of the Canaanites to

the Hittites, a great foreign nation which seems to have had

some settler.s in Canaan, was certainly different. But it is

expressed in the same way :
' Canaan begat Heth.' The tribe,

the alien city, the foreign nation, are all treated as individuals,

and their complicated relations reduced to that of father and

son.i Similarly Bethuel is mentioned as a person, the father

of Rebekah, but his brothers Huz and Buz are tribes. Maehir

in Gen. 1. 23 is a person : in Num. xxxii. 40 he is a clan : in

Num. xxvi. 29 he 'begets' Gilead, which is a district. That

district again ' begets ' the judge Jephthah—perhaps rather

a special case, since Jephthah had no legitimate father.

The disturbing influences hitherto considered are all, in the

main, unconscious. Let us consider for a few moments two

conscious influences. Then we can make an end of these

Semitic analogies and return to Greece. In the first place,

is there in such a book as Genesis, for example, any conscious

arcimism ? The answer is clear. The latest of all the writers

of the Pentateuch, P, is the one who is most particular to

give an archaic and primaeval colour to his narrative. He

has used his historical imagination, and constructed a remark-

able picture of the age of the patriarchs, quite unlike his

own age or even that of his immediate authorities. According

to him, the Patriarchs knew not the name of Yahwch, knew

nf) altars, no sacrifices, no difterence between clean and un-

clean meats. All tlicsc things were specially revealed to

them at later and definitely mentioned periods. The earlier

writers, J and Iv arc nuich less ])articiilar. Their writing

was centuries okler, but the ])icture wliicli Ihcy draw is aclually

' ThostfitciiKiiit in X. fi, ' Ham l)c;.'iU CfUiaan.' is (lillcrcnl. It is (Iclinilcly

untrue, and coiuch from triliul aniniof'ily. It suileil tlio Israelites' self-

rosppct to think as ill as possible of tlicir not very distant kinsmen, tlic

Canaanitc-M. ("()nsf(|uenlly tlioso undoubtedly Simitic tribes are assiyncd

to Ham, the accursed.
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nioiv mtulcrM. Thoy allow Abrani to conio to ' Bothol',

or pui-suo his imumuIos t(^ "Dan ', without boing troubled by

the rolloition that tiiosr juuncs were oiily the later repre-

sentatives of ' Lu/ ' and ' Laish '. The Jahvist tells us that

iu Seth's time " men began to call upon the name of Yahwch ',

without tliiukiup it necessary to revise his earlier narrative

in which both the name and the person of Yahweh seem to

l)e known to all. Probably, if we only knew it, they also

arehaized after their fashion, but, if they did, it was nothing

to the arehaizing of the Priest. It so happens that the

Hebrew priestly writers were not interested in such things

as the comparative antiquity of bronze and iron or the date

of the Dorian migration. But, if they had been, you may
be sure that they would never have allowed a mention of

iron nor a hint of the existence of Dorians to defile their

pages. These things are of importance for Homer.

The practice of archaism is closely related to something

far deeper and more wide-reaching, the practice of expurga-

tion. In the case of these ancient and traditional books,

which cany on the Logos of one age to grow into the Logos

of the next, there must always emerge points of belief or

feeling or conduct where the new age differs from the old.

In advanced states of society, where the books exist in large

numbers and the text cannot be tampered with, the usual

resort is allegory. All that is objectionable is interpreted

as meaning something else. But \\hile the books are still

growing, two courses are open to each new set of revisers.

The simplest is tacitly to alter the document, and cut out

from the venerable book all that seems unworthy of it.

This is expurgation. The other, more complex and more

dependent f)n an advanced historical sense, is to recognize

the difference in manners, and to try even in the new
writings to maintain the colour of the older age. That

is archaism. One may say that on the whole archaism

is the normal practice, in style, in vocabulary, and in the

selection of facts to relate. But wlien the writer is brought

face to face with something which he honestly liates or
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disapproves, then his archaism breaks do^^-n and he resorts to

expurgation.

Now the whole of the Pentateuch is permeated by a con-

scious didactic pui-pose, and therefore bj- the spirit of expurga-

tion. For one of the processes which have formed the

Pentateuch is the gradual conversion of the books of primitive

Semitic pagans into the great book of Jewish monotheism.

At what date the early sources ceased to be pagan is open

to doubt ; but that they were once pagan is practically

certain ; and probably the work of the Deuteronomists and

the Priests consisted almost as largely in their unseen ex-

cisions of objectionable matter as in the composition "of their

great codes, Deuteronomy and Leviticus, and the innumerable

small additions by which we now trace them. Of course, as

a rule, we have no means of knowing \\hat expurgations or

omissions have been made. The thing is cut out, and there

is an end of it. But sometimes the excision has not been

complete, or has in some way left traces. Let us take some

instances.

There is the curious set of cases in which the word Bosheth,

' Shame ' or ' Shameful Thing ', has taken the place, or dis-

torted the form, of some genuine but objectionable Mord.

For instance, the title Mdekh. King, was applied to Yaln\oli

as to other deities : and at one time in the seventh century

human sacrifices were offered to him under that name. This

was an abomination to the purer Jewish feeling. Wherever

the word McUkh occurred in descriptions of these rites, tlie

practice in the Synagogue was to avoid pronouncing it and

say instead Bosheth. To indicate this, though the consonants

of MLKH were not altered in the text, the vowels of Boslieth

were wTitten under them. Hence arose an imaginary word

' .Molekir—afterwards corrupted to ' Moloch '

—

wliic^li was then

taken U)v the name of some unkiiow n god of the Gentiles.

Again, the \\(jrd ' Ba'al '
: this word, meaning Lord, of

Ma.ster, was oiiginuliy a perfectly innocent tide, applied

to Yahweh as well as to the gods of Ganaan. Gonsequcntly

many If»'1>re\\ names in early times were formed from Ba'al.
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Uut to a lat.r auc llu-y sounded idolatrous, and tlioy have

nearly all been alti-red. Said's son Isliba'al (" Man of the

Lord") is turned into lsld)osheth, " man of sluinic' Jona-

than's son Meriba'al beeonies :Mephiboshetli. In the case of

.lerubba'al or (lideon a dilTerent line was taken. The name

must really have meant ' Ba'al founds or strengthens'; but

it is earefull.N- interpreted as a sort of calcmhour or play on

llie sound ol' the wordr, so as to mean 'Let Ba'al plead'.

This explanation then gives rise to one of the usual stories

of the eonfounding of the false God. Gideon defies Ba'al,

and Ba'al camiot plead, but remains dumb i (Judges vi. 2).

To take a different kind of expurgation, there seems to be

some omission in the story of Cain s sacrifice (Gen. iv. 5). No

reason is given for its rejection. Probably the point of the

story lay in the ritual which Gain followed. There must have

l)een—so at least many authorities believe—some description

of the two rituals. Cain performed his sacrifice in some way

that Avas considered unholy or savouring of the gentiles. The

older story mentioned Cain's ritual in order to condemn it,

the later editors declined to speak of it at all. There is

almost certainly a great omission just before the story of

the Flood, in the passage (Gen. vi. 1 ff.) which tells how 'the

sons of God saw the daughters of men that they were fair,

and took them a\ ives of all that they chose '. The next

two verses are confused and unintelligible, and the subject

is promptly changed.

These instances, few as they are, will perhaps suffice to

establish the mere fact that expurgations have occurred.

' Exactly tlie same process has given rise to the iiiystcrious ' Alioniination

of Desolation ' set up Viy Antiochus Epiphanes, in the well-known ])as.sages

of Daniel (ix. 21, xii. 11). The word for abomination, Heb. y^pl^. is vised

exactly like ntJ'Q to supply the place of the unmentionable name Ba'al.

What Antiocluis really 'set up' was Ba'al Shamninu the Lord of Heaven ;

an altar, that is. to Zeus Ouranios. In place of Ba'al we say ShiqqtK;.

abomination : and in place of Shamdim, heaven, which is here equally

unclean, inasmuch as it is part of the name of a heathen god. we put the

almost identical word Shomhn, from a word meaning to destroy or lay

waste. Ba'(d Sluimuim becomes shiqqn^ Shoniem ; the Lord of Heaven

l>ecomes the ' pollution ' of ' desolation '.
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They may also incidentally show hoM N'itally the stndy of

the expurgations in an ancient book helps towards the under-

standing of its whole spirit. The expurgations and the inter-

polations ; all that a man rejects from his traditional teaching

and all that he puts in its place ; a knowledge of those two

together v,i\\ surely contain the main secrets of all that is

most alive in the man's own character. And the same is

true of an age. The interpolations and expurgations, if we

follo^^'ed the subject up, A\'ould teach us much about the

age of the Deuteronomists and the later age of the Priests.''

' 1 have not attempted to analyse the expurgations of the Deuteionomi.sts

( D), or to find out what sort of thing they most objected to. The above ca.ses

are nearly all expurgations of idolatry or paganism, and that is evidently

and by far the greatest ])reoccupation of the revisers. There are also

some expurgations of immorality. As regards cruelty, liu-y were much

le.s-i particular tlian Homer, jtrovided that the cinaelty was directed against

suitable objects. They a])prove of the ferocity of Samuel (1 Sam. xv)

and the I/eiem generally : i. e. the extermination of all living things, beast

and human alike, in heathen countries. (See Ban in E)ir. Bibl., and com-

pare the Scandinavian custom of dedicating hostile armies to Othin by

throwing a spear over them.) They allow even such a sympathetic hero

as (lideon to ' thresh ' the elders of Succoth ' with thorns of the wilderness ',

without comment; the same may be said of David and others. In this

particular one may note that the very late book, Clironicles, expurgates

its sources : c. g. 2 Sam. viii. 2 :
' And he smote Moab (and measured them

with the line, making them to lie down on the ground : and he mcasmed

two lines to put to deatli, and one full line lo keep alive). And the Moabites

became servants to David and brouglit gifts.' This is repeated in 1 Chron.

xviii. 2, except that the Chronicler omiln ihe ivords in bracl:et.y.

Similarly the account of the taking of Kabbah, where David ' biouulit

fortli the jjcople that were Ihcrciii and put them under saws and undci

harrows of iron and under axes of iion. and lie made them pass through

the brick-kiln '

(2 Sam. xii. 31 ). is omitted altogether in rhroniclcs. (Driver

and others, however, think that torture is not inleiulcd lu-rc. but only

slavery.) On the other hand, when religious motives come in. the latest

writers can be very savage. See 1 Kings xiii. 2 and 2 Kings xxiii. 20. wliere

Josiah's wholesale sacrifice of the jmests of JJaal is descrii.ed willi exidta-

tion. (The end of chap, xxiii is ascribed to a very late source, but the

tone is really much the same in tlie rest of Ihc chn])tcr, wiiich is ])y .1.)

Not perhaps actual expurgation, l»ut somolhing very similar, seems to

have l)cen at work in those cases where we find (hat certain very old i)arts

of our extant composite narrative wore not included in llic Deuteronomic

revlHion. For instance, in the I?ook of .ludijres, J) is not responsil)]e for

chap, ix (Abimelech : a story posse<sing historical interest Inil no religious

value), nor for xvi-xxi. He. ended Samson at xv. 20, after the jaw-br.n(^
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Aii.l T wisli now to apply lliis moUiod, a( least in one of its

aspects, to Homer. I shall not attempt to face the question

of interpolation. It is to(» fomplieated a subject. But the

traces of expurgation in Homer have been very little studied,

and seem ea]inble of yielding some interesting results. We
will consider tluin iiv the next lecture.

victory, nt tlio words :
' Aiul ho judged Israel in the days of the Philistines

t wonty years.' Tiie part omitted consisted of Dalilah and the end of Samson

;

the stories of Jlieah, tl\o Oanites, the sin of tlie P.onjamitos, &c.—all some-

what unedifyintr. Similarly in Samuel, D has no hand in 1 Sam. xxviii. ."5

to end (Witoh of Endor), which breaks the continuity of his narrative;

nor in '2 Sam. ix-xx. whicii contains all the intimate Court stories, Balh-

shoba. I^ihl)ali. Tamar, &e. D ended his narrative of David with tlie

rtvMHic in 2 Sam. viii. 1.5 IT.,
' And David reigned over all Israel, &c.' Tiiese

stories are not later inventions. They come from the oldest material, and

must have lain before D. who deliberately rejected tliem. They were, however.

]u-eserved and eventually inserted into tlio composite narrative which we

now possess in an ago which was more open than that of 1) to historical.

ai\tiquarian, or merely human interests.



THE ILIAD AS A TRADITIONAL BOOK

I. THE EXPURGATIONS : THE HOMERIC
SPIRIT

' As for these passages and all others of the sort, we will beg Homer and

the other i)oets not to be angry if wc draw our pen through them.'

—

Plato,

licp. iii. 387 b.

In considering the subject of Homeric cxpiu'gations I m ill

take my instances chiefly from the Iliad, because I believe

the Iliad to be, in the ancient phrase, ' more Homeric ' than

the Odyssey, that is, both to have more of the definite Homeric

sph-it, and to have undergone a more thorough process of

revision and expurgation.

But first a word as to method. If only we had still two or

three versions of the Iliad belonging to different times, such

as we have of the lioland, the Alexis, or the Nihelungenlied, our

task would be plam. If even some of our fragmentary pre-

Aristarchean MSS. were complete ! As it is we are forced for

the most part to search in our present text for small things

that look suspicious and lead us to probabilities, not facts.

Yet there is some positive and definite evidence also. Our

knowledge of the text of the Iliad does, after all, just reach

back to the time when it was not yet absolutely fixed, when it

was still possible for a reader who greatly disliked sojuething

in his MS. of the Iliad to " obelize ' it or cut it out as unw orthy

of Homei'. If we study the passages deleted or condennied

Ijy the earliest critics known to us, it is impossible not to sec

that, though the text was by then almost fixed, the process

of exi)urgation was still active. Passage after passage is

condemned or criticized as a-ni>(.-nis, 'unseemly'. The only

cases that are perfectly demonstrable, of course, are those in

whicli two versions are preserved; where either our text

contains lines which some other authority condemns, or some
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oihvv autliority preserves lines Avliieh liavc been dropped out

of our text.

For instanee, tliere are lour lines in the I'liueiiix stoiy

(I, 4.')S-t)l) deseribing that hero's wish to murder his fathei-,

of whieh I'lulareh tells us that Aristarchus eut tlieni out

• in fear ', beeause ot tluii' l)ad morals. There is a lino just

above (453) where Phoenix, speaking of his mother's infamous

su""estion, says ' Her I obeyed and did ' (t>; ttlOcix^v koX ep^^") •

eertain aneient crities read the line, " Her I disobeyed and did

not "

(r// OX) T:id6}x^v ovb' epfa). In the Adultery of Ares in the

Odyssey, the scholia tell us of ten lines {0 333-43), which were

absent from some copies " because of the unseemly suggestion ',

while we know that some ancient critics rejected the wiiole

episode. There is an interesting deletion on (piite other

grounds in II 195-1). Aias is going forth to single combat

w ith Hector, and bids his companions to pray to Zeus ' silenlly

u'il/iin yourselves, so that the Trojans at any rate rnay not hear
'—

and so use counter-prayers. A little mean, that, especially for

Aias ; a little like mere witchcraft, such as the Norse heroes so

vehemently denounce and rei)udiate. It is follow ed by a heal-

ing line :
' Pray openly if you will ; I am not afraid.' But the

best critics, Zenodotus, Aristophanes, Aristarchus, all unite in

rejecting the whole passage. It was safest away.

It is instructive to look through the whole list of passages

rejected from the Iliad by the great critics. Our testimony is

miserably deficient, especially for Zenodotus, who matters

most. But there is enough to show that they rejected a great

(quantity of lines on pure grounds of expurgation : ^ passages

' Whether they had or liad not MS. authority for their deletions does not

aflcet the argument. If they had, then tlie pre-Alexandrian confusion was

even greater than our existing evidence proves. And we should then have

lo assume (I) that the attempt to expurgate these passages had been made

before Zenodotus (which is likely enough)
; (2) that in the turmoil of texts the

critics were largely decided by expurgatory motives. I append a rough list of

some typical ' unseemly ' passages which were condemned by ancient critics :

Unseemliness in the Gods : A 390-400 (gods frightened by Briareos)

;

H 111-lS (Agamemnon's blame of Zeus); B 157-08 (Hera to Athena);

r 3!iU-41S and 4'23-0 (Helen and Aphrodite) ; 35-40 (violent speech of

Zeus followed by apology) ; 385-7 (Athena jjuts on hoi- fatiiers tunic) ;
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AA-here the Gods misbehave more grossly than usual, passages

Avhich attribute to the heroes coarse language or unworthy

motives, above all, passages where the suspicious e^'e of a

moralist saw traces of the work of those infamous persons

who misinterpreted the relations of Achilles and Patroclus.^

This is the only part of the subject which is difficult to

discuss. It is too important to omit altogether. The evidence

is clear that there existed m early times, among both Aiyans

and Semites, and notably among the Dorians, who are generally

reckoned among the more primitive races of Greece, certain

forms of sexual irregularity which were in the end totally

condemned by the Jewish and the Athenian law , but were

a 4:iU-l (Iris repeats mcfisage and adds insults^of her own) ; A 7S-83 (Gods

angry with Zeus ; i^erhaps other reasons for excision) ; H 317-'27 (the

Lcporello-catalogue of Zeus's amours) ; O 5 a (decidedly unpfirh, and

dropped from our texts); O 18-31 (threats of Zeus to Hera); O '21-2-11

(threats of Poseidon) ; n 432-58 and 6(50-83 (discussion of gods about

Sarpedon and its setiuel ; probabl}' some religious objection at work to

reinforce critical reasons) ; 2 3 ")t>-()7 (Zeus to Hera) ; * 47 1 , 475-7 (Artemis

reviliiit; Apollo) ; n 20 f. (Apollo and the dead Hector ; religious expurga-

tion) ; n 23-30 and 71-3 (proposal that Hermes should steal the corpse,

and statement that he could not) ; 423 (cf. 20 f.).

Unseemluiess in Heroes : A 225-33 (' Drunkard with the eyes of a dog,'

&c.); B 193-7 (treacheiy imputed to Agamemnon); 164-G (abusive

language ?) ; 284 (' reared you in his own house, illegitimate as you

were ') ; I 458-01 (Phoenix and his lather) ; A 7U4 f. (suggestion of cowardice

in Achilles) : n 89-90 (mean motive in Achilles) ; T 77 (Agamemnon not

rising: dirpt^tj); T 180-0, 195-S, 205-9, 251-5 (all in the discourteous scene

between Achilles and Aeneas) ; M' 804-0, 810, 824 f. (the barbaric gladiatorial

combat); CI 550-7 and 594 f. (unworthy motives). One may add 189

(giving horses wine ; barbaric) ; and the abusive language of Thersites in

B 227 f. and 231-4.

' The primitive character of these practices is proved by the archaic inscrip-

tions of Thera and convincingly explained l)y IJethe in lilitiu. J/k-. X.F. Ixii.

438-75. tf. Preuss m Archiv Jiir IMuj. 1910. That the ' silence of Homer
'

is intentional is [iroved liy E 20() and T 231 (on tian3'medes). The clearest

text about expurgation is Schol. T on n 97 : vavT(\wi iKliKrjTtov rots 6'

arixovi, says Aristarchus with unusual emphasis; ' Zcnodotiis was right

in suspecting that tiiey were inserted iiiru twv dfiacinicovs if>wTa% th'ai

XtfiJUTojv nap' 'Ofirjfxui Koi vnovoovvraiv vaiOLna tivai '\\i\Kia TlarpuuKov.

Sc'hol. A agrees. Tlu^y ouglit also, while they were about it, to have expur-

gated the word irtp in fl 130. Tlio passage of Aoseli. Mynnidoius. U\ 1.35,

Nauck, lias been grossly misinterpreted by Athonaeus. Dlass has [loiulcd

out liiat the words are addressed to Ares ; his ' kisses ' arc the wounds.
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U)U<raloii in various parts of the Aogoan ami oven in sm-h

wcll-c'ondui-tccl coniniunities as Ci-ete. .Sodom and Ooniorrah,

according to tlic tradition, were consumed by fire from heaven.

The tribe of Benjamin was abnost blotted out. Laius, king

oi Tlicbcs, was involved in a fearful curse, together with his

wliole race. But eurly Greek traditions testify both to the

existence and the toleration of these practices. Now Homer

has swept this whole business, root and branch, out of his

conception of life. Exactly the same spirit is seen at work

when Me compare the rude ith^'phallic Hermae of ancient

Greek cults with the idealized messenger of the Gods in the

Odyssey. But that is merely one instance : for this kind of

expurgation really pervades the whole of our Homer.

Closely akin to this is the spirit in which our present text

of the Odyssey treats the marriage of Alcinoiis and Ai-ete,

the king and queen of the Phaeacians. ' Her name was

Arete, and she was born of the self-same parents that begat

khig Alcinoiis '

()? 54 ff.). Exactly ; Hesiod too, the scholia

tell us, made the royal pair brother and sister. There are

abundant instances of that sort of marriage in the houses of

the ancient divine kings. The royal blood was too super-

human to make it desirable for the king to wed any one

lower than his own sister. Hera herself was sister and spouse

of Zeus. The Pharaohs and the Ptolemies after them made

a practice of having their sisters for queens. In the first of

Griffith's Stories of the Priests of Memphis, the doctrine that

the only fit bride for Nefrekepta is his sister is explained and

insisted upon. Hesione was sister and wife to Prometheus,

though Aeschylus, gently expurgating, makes her only half-

sister by the father (Prom. 559). 8uch a queen was doubly

august. Arete, we are told, ' was honoured as no mortal

\\ Oman is honoured in these days, of all who hold their houses

under a husband's rule.' She was hailed like a god when she

Avent abroad (t; 66 ff.). This is the genuine language of the

Saga, and we know how to understand it. But in classical

Greece there had arisen a spirit to which such a union was

unholy ', incestum. And as A\e read on in the Odyssey we
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find a genealogj^ inserted, which in somewhat confused lan-

guage explains that when the Saga said ' parents '
(tok/icov)

it onlj^ meant ' ancestors ', and when it said that Alcinoiis'

brother, Rhexenor, died ' childless ' {ctKovpov) it onl}^ meant
' without male child '

! Ai-ete was really the daughter of the

said brother. It was only a marriage between uncle and niece.

Next, there has been a very careful expurgation of divers

cruel or barbarous practices, especially, I think, of those

which seemed characteristic of inferior races. The Iliad is

full of battles, and of battles fought with extraordinary fire.

Yet the spirit of them is not savage. It is chivalrous. No
enemy is ever tortured. No prisoners—with one exception

to be noticed later—are ever maltreated. Let us take two

special cases where signs of expurgation are visible.

We know that the dead body of Hector was dragged by

Achilles round the walls of Trov. That seems bad enough.

It seemed so to the poet ; and the repentance of Achilles is

the main theme of the last two books of the Iliad. But

a far worse story was really handed down by the tradition,

Tiiere are fragments of the rude unexpurgated saga still

extant, according to which Hector was still alive when his

enemy tied him to the chariot rail and proceeded to drag

him to death, Sophocles, always archaic in such matters,

explicitly follows this legend {Ajax, 1031). So does Euripides

(Androm. 399). Even so late a writer as Vergil seems to

adopt it.^ In fact, it may be said on the whole to dominate

the tradition. But Homer will have none of it (X 361-95).

Hector was dead—we are told so not only in explicit language,

but with rather peculiar repetition—before Achilles began the

a(iK(a (pyi, ' the shameful deeds.' ' And a dust cloud rose

about him as he was dragged, and the long dark hair spread

wide, and all the head lay in the dust, which bcfoie was

heautiful ; hut now Zeus gave him \\\) In thciu lliat haled

him, to be foully wronged in lii^ nwn t'a(hcil,iii(l.'

' Acncid ii. JT.J ' por^uo podos traiootus lora lumenlis.' Vorgil was

])rohal)ly c;opyiiit,' tho llin Perii/t in tliis pa'^sagn.

l.%3.-. K
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Again, there is, as we have f^aid, no tovturo in the Iliad.

Kut there is a passage A\here a ]iarticiilarl3' dreadful wound

is described with, possibly, a certain gusto. The writhing

man is compared to a bull struggling in a net, and his pain

is dwelt upon. !So far some older poet. But immediately

a saving line is added—a line of the sort that is technically

calletl
' inorganic ', that is, which can be added or left out

with no effect upon the grammar or continuity. It runs,

' So he struf^f^led quite a little while, not at all long ' {fXLPvi'Oa

iTip, ov Tt fxdXa h]i; N 573). Now in the Odyssey, which, as

I have said, is less rigorously cleaned up than the Iliad, there

is one scene of torture. It is where the treacherous hand-

maids and the goatherd are to be killed. It has been decreed

that the handmaids shall not ' die by a clean death '. They

are then hung up in a row with nooses round their necks, ' so

that they should die in grievous pain.' So far, I think, the older

poet. There follows instantly the same saving verse : ' Their

feet struggled for quite a little while, not at all long !
'

(x 473).

The torture of women was unpleasant even to an audience

which approved the cruelty to the goatherd.

Take another case, equally clear. The ordinary practice of

Homeric war allowed a warrior to take his dead enemy's

armour. This has, I suppose, been the case in all ages. But

there was a way of stripping the slain which added a sting

of outrage to the spoiling. The victor tore the dead man's

tunic and left him naked. This practice has been for the

most part expurgated out of the poems. Heroes are allowed

to speak of it as a possibility, or even to threaten it.^ But

they are not allowed actually to practise it. There are two

instructive passages. In N 439 Idomeneus has pierced a man

through the breast, and then ' rends his tunic about him '.

That is not pleasant : so the line is added, ' even the tunic

of bronze, which aforetime protected his body from death.'

The tunic becomes a tunic of bronze. It was only the man's

breastjilate that Idomeneus ' rent ' ! In another passage, too

' B 41(1, n 841, just as they speak of ahla to tlie dead as a possibility,

n .">4r». r..")f), and ofton.
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(A 100), there are signs of a confused effort to escape from this

])arbarity. Agamemnon has slain some men and taken their

armour ; then he leaves them ' with their breasts gleaming,

when he had stripped off their tunics '. So it must originally

have run. But in our present texts instead of ' tore ' or

' stripped ', there is a word which occurs nowhere else in

Homer, but which must by all analogy mean ' drew round

'

or ' put on '. Agamemnon has decentlj^ drawn the dead men's

tunics over them !
^ There are many struggles on the part of

commentators. There is a variant reading which settles the

matter by saying nothing about tunics at all. Perhaps

the most curious thing, linguistically, is that the force of the

context was too strong for the natural meaning of the ^^•ord

TTepibvo), and in later Greek it was normally taken, on the

strength of this passage, as meaning " to strip '. Of course,

this sort of thing breeds confusion, aitd the corrector is no

doubt prepared to face it. The audience may be puzzled for a

second. But that Avill pass. If you told them that Agamemnon,

their great king, did on the battle-field one of those revolt-

ing things that barljarians delight in and all decent Greeks

utterly abjure, the awkwardness would not pass so easily.

Another very interesting instance has been pointed out

to me by ^Ir. J. A. K. Thomson, of St. Andrews. All

through the poem the heroes threaten at times to cut off one

another's heads, and sometimes in hot blood actually do so

(e. g. A 147, N 202 ff.). In V 39 Euphorbus threatens to carry

off the ' armour and head ' of Menelaus ; at 125 Hector is

dragging Patroclus in order to ' cut the head off his shoulders

with sharp bronze '. In 2i; 177 Hector's heart urges him to

cut off Patroclus' head and fix it up on a post, like an African

king. .\nd in the same book, 334, Achilles, addressing the dead

' aTijOtfti vafi<pa!vot'rai, ind irtpiSvat
x'''''*"'''^' ^ '''"• '^•^'" various

inlorprotations ftiid straiii^o constructions in Amois, Anluiiij;. Povolson,

lli<! first of niodorn sclioiars to point out tiio proper lucauiii^; of ntpidiu,

actually tiiought that Agamomnon put on tlio sliirts liimsdf. Van Lceuwcn

and otliurs call tlic linns spurious or corrupt. Tho ancient v. 1. r(!forrcd to is

inu k\vti\ T(v\i' nnrjiifja. Aristarclius iiiij]s(;ir niado nn/x<^aii'o>'rav a^rco

witli x'T^vrts, an obvious makeshift.

K 2
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Patroclus. says, '

I will not Imiy I lice till I ln'inu' <o IticcluTc

Hoclor's armour and luMtl. Compart* \ .'US.

' Now 1 think,' writes Mr. Thomson, ' that in tlio original

story At'hillos i-arried out his threat. Look at the ])assago

w liere Aeliilles' tlealings with the body of Hector are described,

^ 24 IT.
" So spake he, and devised upon godlike Hector

hideous deeds: having stretched liim prone by the bier of

Patroclus ..." He did what ? Presumably deeds that deserved

to be called aeiKia (pya, but all that follows is : "in the dust ; and

the Myrmidons began to put off their armour and loosed their

steeds." I cannot get away from the impression that some-

thing objectionable has been left out after ravvaaai, and the

threat beforehand enables us to guesswhat that something was.'

It is interesting in this connexion to remember the story in

Herodotus ix. 78, how^ Lampon, son of Pytheas, proposed to

King Pausanias after the battle of Plataea, that he should

cut off the Persian Mardonios' head and fix it up on a pole,

and the rage with which Pausanias rejected such barbarity ;

or the horror with which Aeschylus speaks of ' lands where

men's heads are cut off and their eyes put out by process of

law ' {Eum. 186). Such deeds were un-Hellenic, and not

likely to be tolerated in Homer.

Again, there is the matter of poisoned arrows. There is

no doubt whatever that the primitive inhabitants of Greece

poisoned their arrow-heads. The very word for poison,^ to^i-

Kov, means ' belonging to an arrow^ '. And many myths tell of

the incurable and burning pains caused by arrows. The arrows

of Heracles in Hesiod [Aspis, 132) ' had on the front of them

death and trickling drops ' (cf. Scholia). Think of the w^ound

of Philoctetes. Think of the poisoned arrows of Apollo,

bringing pestilence. Think also of the peculiar word, so often

applied to arrows and arrow wounds, acfiVKTOf, ' From Avhich

there is no escape.' Does it not mean ' incurable ' much
' This has been questioned, but cf. Strabo, p. 105 d. 'IlirjpiKw di Kal

Tu (V (Oft irapariOfaOai to^iicov, t awTiOiaatv iK PornvTj^ aeKivwi Trpoffo/xotas.

Also Dioscorides, vi. 20 to^ikuv, (k tov ra ru^a juv Pappupajv in' avruv xpUaOai.

This puts the point exactly : poison was barbarous. Cf. also Luc. Niyrin.

37 and Paul. Aegin. 5. 53, where jo^ikov is a special poison.
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more than " unerrmg ' ? The same thought explains \Ahy

Eros is generally armed \\'ith arro\\'s, not ^ith a great spear.

He makes a \\ouud which looks slight, which perhaps hardly

shows : but there is in it a burning poison from which the

stricken man does not escape.

Now in the Iliad this poison has been completely cleaned

off from the arrow heads. Poison is treacherous, ungentle-

manly ; a \\'eapon for low barbarians, not for heroes. Yet

}-ou can see from a number of lines Mhat the arro\\'s origmally

were. Old phrases have been left unchanged : when Pandaros

shoots Diomedes in the shoulder he shouts in triumph that

he camiot long ' support the strong arrow ', that is, that he

camiot long survive (E 104). In A 139 the arrow only just

grazed Menelaus's skin ; but Agamemnon immediately thought

he would die.^ In v. 218, Machaon the leech attends to this

wound, and the first thing he does is to suck out the blood.

Why, unless it was poisoned ? In E 394 the story is told how-

Heracles once wounded Hera w ith an arrow, and ' the incurable

pain laid hold of her '. Archers in Homer chose out an arrow

unshot before ', whose poison has not been rubbed off (A 117,

«S:c.). An arrow is habitually described by epithets which gain

point as soon as Ave remember that arrows once were poisoned.

They are ' bitter ', ' charged with groans ', ' a foundation of

black anguish " .- The Odyssey, as before, being less expurgated,

is more explicit. In a 201 we are told how Odysseus once

went to Eph}Ta, to Ilos, son of Mermeros—an ominous name

—to seek a man-slaying drug to anoint his arrows withal.

J3ut Ilos would not give it him. He feared the nemesis of

the eternal gods. ' But my father,' the speaker continues,

' gave him some. For he loved him terribly.' The Odysseus

of the earliest legends must of course have used poison.^

' of course, in the present course of the wtory, Agamonuion is reassured

hy findinj? the wound slight.

-
ntKfi<)i UnrL<i ; ftiKta nTovinvra, ixt\tu\iaii' 'ipfi oSi/cc'cui (wluitcvcr tp^ia may

menu).
' C'f. Lnir.H of M 11)111, vii. !iO.

' In war no poisoned weapons are to l)0

iihcd, arul no iiLvnlls an; to he addressed (o a fallen oiu^niy.' 1 take tliis

nolo from .Mr. I'.nniaine I'aterson's elocpient hook, The Nimcsi/i of NalioM.
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^\'c lumc \\v\i to a inoie foniplifaled subject. \\'\{\\ one

i-\r(>|)ti()ii, ti> !)(' luiisidorcd later, both Iliad and Odyaacy arc

ei»ini)letely expurgated of the aboniiuation of Human Saerifieo.

Tlie llonierie spirit would have no dealings with such things.

J I had loo nuich humanity : it had too little intensity of

su})erstition. It did not denounce human sacrifice as Jere-

miah, for instance, denounced the rites of the Tophct outside

Jerusalem.^ It is not Homer's ^^'ay to denounce a thing

that he objects to. He merely sweeps it out of existence.

The early Greek myths arc full of human sacrifices. One

can tiiink at onee of Menoikeus, Athamas, Phrixus and Hello,

the children of Heracles, Macaria, Iphigenia, Polyxena, and

the junnerous virgin-martyrs of tragedy. If these stories

were mere fiction, it would be possible—though still diflticidt

—to hold that they were unknown to ' Homer '
: that they

Mcre the horrid inventions of later poets, trying to outbid

their predecessors. But they are not fiction. Nearly all of

them come straight from some ancient and disused religious

rite, or some relic of very primitive tradition. Iphigenia, for

instance, is a form of an ancient anthropoctonous goddess,

identified with Artemis.^ Polyxena is a queen of the Undcr-

ANorld, ' Poly-xeina,' ' She of the many Gluests,' the Avifc of

' Polydector ' or ' Polydegmon '. 8ome of these bloody tradi-

tions are doubtless Phoenician, and therefore later.^ But

others are pre-Hellenic. And even those due to Phoenician

influence were early enough for those middle and later genera-

tions of the Homeric poets, which were mainly responsible

for the work of expuj'gation. In the ease of Ijihigenia,

indeed, one can almost see the marks of the excision.^ Now
• .Jer. vii. .31, xix. 5 ff., xxxii. 35 ; Ezok. xvi. 20 f., 3G, xx. 2G, 31, xxiii.

37, 39. Cf. Mic. vi. 6-8, &c., and laws in Dent. xii. 31, xviii. 10, &c.

^ Artemis-Ipliigenia worshipped in Hermione, Paus. ii. 35. 1. Cf. Hesych.
'Uptyiviia- tj ""Aprffxn (r'arn^ll, Cults of Greek States, vol. ii, chap, xiii, note 34),

and Paj/xui Otas fioi nvfjfia rfji Aulj icuprj'i (Eur. I. A. 1444), i. e. Artemis'.s

altar was Iphigenia's tomb !

' On the date of the main period of Phoenician influence in Greece .see

Myres in C. R. x. pp. 350 fT., and my article ' Odysseus' in the Quarlerhj

Uivitw for April, 1905.

' (B 3UJ-2'J; cf. Aosou. Aij. 11.5-20, iuid the Cypria). In Aoscliylus
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Hoincr has cut out these stories for theii- revolt ingiiess, just as

he cuts out the cannibalism of Lj^caon and Pelops, or the

mutilations of the Hesiodic gods. That is a sufficient reason,

and, as regards the Odyssey, it may be the only one that

operates. But if we look closer into the old stories of human

sacrifice, we shall see that the subject has ramifications, and

that there were other causes contributing to this cleansing

of the Homeric atmosphere. With most of them we shall

sympathize, with one possibly not.

To take the latter first. The stories of human sacrifice

that have come down to us in myth are nearly all, for some

reason or other, sacrifices of vu-gins. One caimot be quite

sme whether this is due to history or to romance. The

stories generally occm* in the climax of a tragedy or some

similar place, where they are intended to produce an eft'ect

of romantic horror. So that natm-ally young virgins are

chosen as the victims, rather than, let us say, middle-aged

merchants. Yet, on the other hand, it is likely enough that

w hen such deeds were done it was more the practice to slay

a young gu-l than a man. The girl was more likely to be

ceremonially perfect : she was of less value to the tribe ; she

would be, at the best, more ready to die willingly, and, at

the worst, easier to kill.

Now the Odyssey stands on a different footing ; but I

suspect that these stories would have been rejected from the

Iliad, not only because human sacrifice was a barbarity, but also

because the stories involved too intense an interest in A\omen.

The Achaioi of the Iliad are habitually described by a

rather curious phrase, /<d/n/ KOjxuoii'Te*), not so much long-

haired ' as ' lotting the han on the head grow long '. As to

the original meaning of this plu'ase, I cannot help suspecting

that we may follow up a hint thrown out long smce by

and the Cypria, when tho bad oinua occuih, Calchas doclaroa tliat Artemis

is wroth with Aganiemnoa and demands tho sacriHco of Jphigonia. In B,

when tlie oafd -niXaipa invade tho hecatombs and tlio (ireoUs are silont

with horror, Calchas rises and declares—merely tliat they will take Troy

in the tenth year ! One cannot but suspect that originally there was a price

demanded for that victory.
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UolxTtsun Smith. It moans that tlic men were votaries.*

They haii made a vow—I'-TroVx^cns is tlic Homeric word 2_

to take Troy, and this implied a vow not to do certain specified

things \intil tliey had taken Troy. Like the warriors of the

Old Testament, they were consecrated.^ In modern hinguage

they were taboo while on the war-path, and the duty of never

eutting, combing, or washing the hair was the visible sign of

various other abstinences. The most important among these

was abstinence from the familiar society of women. 1 think

that the Iliad is quite consistent throughout in the recognition

of this taboo, a somewhat surprising fact. For the Poems

seldom care to be consistent about anything that docs not

occupy the front plane of a hearer's attention. The nearest

approach to a breach of it is perhaps the situation in A. It

seems odd that men under a vow of this sort should quarrel

about women-captives. But it only seems odd because we

think of the siege of Troy as a long j)eriod. The Greeks had

some hopes of taking Troy that very day (B 29, 66, 413), and

then the vow would be ' off '. Agamemnon's language is

strictly correct (vv. 31, 113). He always associates his

love of Qnyseis with 'home' and 'returning to Argos '.

True, Achilles and Patroclus do not observe the taboo in 1,

but that is because they have definitely renounced it, as they

have renounced their part in the war (I 665 ff.).* Agamem-

' Analogous cases in Belujion ojihe Sernites, p. 333, and Additional Note 1,

Tabooy incident to Pilgrimages and Vows.
' B 280 fl. lTr6uxf<^^^ of the Greeks. In B 349 it is Atus vnuaxc^'S ; in

B 33!) it is opKia. In T 84 Aeneas £/,7t'ox«To (had made a vow) to fight

Achilles. The Franks had similar practices.

* Cf. 2 Sam. xi. 11 (Uriah), 1 Sam. xxi. 4 f., and Wai: in Enc. Bihl.

Cf. also I'aus. i. 37. 3, viii. 41. 3 (hair kept for river worsliip).

' Cf. M' 144, where Achilles renounces, for specific reasons, the vow not

to cut his hair. This perhaps explains the breach of the taboo in n (JTO.

There seems to be a dim recognition of some such custom as I suggest in

Schol. AD on B 11, exjilaining the words icapjj Koixuwvri'i. ' The Greeks of

old used to let their hair grow long apiTrjs ical dvSpdai xapiv.' Where
was the ' courage and virtue ' unless it was in some vow of tlio war-path ?

—

Of course it is not suggested that everybody who was not keeping his vow
had his hair short ; e. g. Hector in X 402, Euphorbos, P 51 f., and of course

Paris, whose motives arc obvious.
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non seems to have observed it (I 133, 275). Nestor is too

old to be bound by it, and is Avaited upon by a handmaid,

Hecamede (A 624). I suspect that the peculiar woman-

ignoring atmosphere of the Iliad is due origmally to this

ancient taboo of A\arriors on the war-path ; and that later,

when the actual religious ground had been forgotten, there

remained a womanless atmosphere and a feeling that any

female interest was out of place in a high story of war. That

is \\hy there is no Brunhild or Guinevere among the motive

forces of the Iliad : only a Patroclus. Love for a friend and

fellow soldier is the only love austere enough for this strife

of heroes.

The exceptions to this ignoring of women are to be found

among the women of Troy, chiefly Helen and Andromache.

The Trojans were not under any such vow as the Acliaeans.

They would have been only too glad for the war to stop any

day. The}^ were not growing their hair long. In a Trojan

atmosphere women can be described and made interesting.

It is in a Trojan atmosphere, in the close neighbourhood of

the great parting of Hector and Andromache, that we have

the one mention in the Iliad of tragic or guilty love, the

story of Anteia's passion for Bellerophon. And how sternly

it is cut down to a bare resume of facts ! That whole subject,

which has formed the most fruitful spring of modern drama

and romance, occupies in the wliole Jliad six lines out of

some fifteen thousand ! (Z lGO-5). These Trojan princesses

in the Iliad and many beautiful passages in the Odyssey show-

how the Homeric poets could write about women if they

would. Jkit in the case of the Trojan A\omcn themselves

we may notice two points. In the first i)lace, s])lcn(lid as

their pictures are, there is no love interest about them. The

whole of that subject is steadily ignored. Secondly, the great

passages all occur in markedly late parts of the Iliad : and,

as we shall often have occasion to notice, the latci- [>arts of

Homer show in many ways a growth of the spirit of drama

or tragedy. To the mind of a poet who had bcgini to move

toward that great conception, the position of the women in
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a Itcsiegcd aiul clooiucd c-ily must have been in itsell a subject

of such compelling interest that he might well venture to the

ver\- verge of his traditional held in order to treat of it.

Anilromache, the loving and noble wife of the great enemy,

is a being made for tragedy.

But outside these two or perhaps, if we add Hecuba, three

Trojan Momen there is a steady suppression of female interest

in the Iliad. There is no sacrifice of Iphigenia ; no sacrifice

of l\)lyxena.^ The Amazons, firmly seated as they are in

cdvW Epic legend, are only mentioned in late and so-called

spurious passages (P 189, Z 18G). The crimes of the great

wicked heroines, Clytemnestra, Epicaste, Eriphyle, Procne,

Althaia, Skylla, and the like, are kept carefully away from

the Iliad, and allowed only a scanty mention in the Odyssey.

There is nothing about Creusa, Aeneas's wife, though she was

an important character in saga and received worship as a

goddess. There is nothing about the prophetess Cassandra.

The prophesying of Troy is done by a man, Helenus. Through

nearly all the Iliad there reigns that austere and unsympa-

thetic spirit which breathes in the words attributed to Pericles,

' that a woman's fame is to be as seldom as possible men-

tioned by men, either for praise or blame ' (Thuc. ii. 45).

This Thucydidean spirit is curiously different from that of

Aeschylus and Euripides or Plato. It is quite different even

from that of the Odyssey. It is a spirit so monstrously arrogant

that we are apt to overlook a certain grandeur wliich it

possesses. When one thinks of the part sometimes played by

women in historj^—for instance, in French liistory—one must

feel, to put it at the lowest, a certain perverted spiritual

dignity in the fact remarked upon by Wilamowitz, that in the

whole political liistory of Athens there is only one woman, but

she pervades everything : the mail-clad Virgin of the Acropolis.

The victims, then, in these stories of human sacrifice are

' Cf. Paus. i. 22. (> of Polyxena :
' Homer did well to omit so savage

a deed ; and he did well, J tliiiik, to represent Skyros as captured by

Achillex, therein diflering from tiiose who say that Achilles lived in the

company of the maidens at Scyros.' The case of Clytemnestra in the Odysaey

'v, peculiar, and needs separate treatment.
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in most cases virgins. But they have another characteristic.

They are all, Avithout exception, persons of royal blood. That

is to sa}', they all owe their original creation to that dark

and A\ide-reaching tract of early religion which has lately

been ilkuninated to us by the Avork of Dr. Frazer, At the

back of them stands that to us almost incomprehensible

being, which somehow commended itself to the mind of

primitive man, the divine king who personifies the life of

his tribe, and Avho must be put to death at fixed periods

lest that life sliould grow Aveak. He is generally called a

vegetation spirit, since the AA'elfare of the trees and crops is

the first need of an agricultural tribe. But he affects not

only the fruits of the soil, but also the flocks and the human

beings. So it is better to consider him as representing the

life, or the vital force, of the community. As such he is the

seed and origin of the tribal god. If the tribal god is a beast

or totem, as he may be, it is because at a pre-theistic stage

such a beast Avas the chosen vehicle of the tribal life.

I A\ill not spend more AA^ords in explaining tliis worship of

the divine king ; is it not AAritten in the Golden Bough, in

the History of the Early Kingship, and the lectures on Atlis,

Adonis, and Osiris ? in their origin the slaughtered king, the

god-king, and the beast-king belong to the same region .^ They

A\cie largely identical beings. In Greek mythology as Ave

' On tlic original (ireok lianiXfvi or dtos as nicdiciue-man, and tlio

Hparos teal $ia, or mana, that filled him, .see Anthropoloijy and the Classics,

p. 75 f. The history of this divine mana would well repay a monograph. It

is always, I think, associated with tlic power of the thinulcr. In llesiod, l<!iki

Kralox and Bi- are always at the hand of Zeus ; in Call. //. Jov. 07 it is they

who made him king ; in the Prometheus, of course, they are his nunistors.

The divine kings of the I'tolcmaic period regularly possess t''tKT]v Knl Kpdros

fk Tov diravra xp6vov, implied in their fiaaiXua (Dittonb. Orient. Or. 90, 35,

and note 102) ; or icpaToi alone, or awTTjpia icai icpdros, or (Twrijpia Kal vIktj,

or the like. The same with Roman emperors: Ditt. Or. Or. OU init. ;

f)25, .") ; 078 init. Id. Si/llm/e 757. 03"2, 5. Our own liturgy has fainiliarized

us with a (icvclo|nni-nt of lliis, r) liuniXua ica'i tj Siica/^is imi i) St/^a (h Toi/j

a/wi/fis. Jn cailii I iinicrH 'JyrlaeuH (4) says it is rigiil tlial the Kings,

honoured of (Jod, slK)nld li'a<l {apxai'), Bt/^ou 5t irKriOii vitnjv i<a\ Kaproi

incjOut, the real divine power should Inlong lo the ilciiios ! Solon (5) claims

that ho has given the Hpuros lo the Demus, ' as much us is sullioieut.'
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know it. tlu'so iKMiigs. like otlu-i' l)arb;insin.s, have been in

(livers ways transfornuHl ; l»ii( we can sec their traces.

In IMithiotis. in Tliebes, and in Athens we meet well-known

st(»ries of the usual type : the city is doomed to destruction

unless one ()l' the royal blood shall die for the people. In

Athens the last king, Codrus, sacrifices himself. In Thebes

the one remaining male of the royal line, Menoikeus, sheds

his life-blood into the dragon's den. In Phthiotis the stories

are more confused. Phrixus and Helle fly away, though

Helle ultimately dies ; the king Athamas is condemned to

die, but always escapes at the last moment. In some cases,

it w ould seem, the divine Idng was kwi^po'^. He M'as allowed

to live for ' nine seasons ', and then was removed before the

sacred force had time to abate. Nine seasons conipriscd

the life of the two vegetation-heroes, the sons of the Thrcshing-

tioor, Utus and Ephialtes, who tried to scale heaven and

were slain (A. 311). Nine seasons also, strangely enough,

formed the limit of each incarnation of the divine Minos,

the perpetual king of Crete (r
179).

i Mi\ A. B. Cook has

' As to h'Viwpi.s, the first thing to notice is that the word moans ' of nine

seasons ', and leaves us to tind out what the ' season ' is. And as a matter

of fact it varied in successive ages. First, in the time of the primitive Moon

Calendar it was a month or a quarter (Eustath. ic 390) ; at another stage

it was a half-year, a summer or a winter, a mode of reckoning which lias left

its traces even in Thucydides. I^ast, when the Solar Year was well established,

it was a year. We shall find traces of all three uses ; for the present the

second is the most important. What, then, is the meaning and the special

relevance of nine Juilf-years ? In the first place, let us realize that when

the Greeks said ' every nine half-years ' they did not mean ' every four-

and-a-half years ' as we should ; they meant every four years. Just as,

when reckoning m whole years they called the same period a Pentelerin, ' a

five-yearly period.' 'Evftaipos means the same as ' penteteric '. The special

importance of the four-year period is, of course, that it enables the Solar

and Lunar years to coincide. Hence the great four-yearly games and festivals.

Jklinos, we learn, ewewpos ^aaiKfvt, Aios /xeydKov uapiarTjs (r 179).

I cannot help suspecting that Minos was a divine king, periodically passed

tlirough some ordeal or deposed or murdered; i.e. the Bull-King was

regularly every nine horai driven into the Bull-God's cave and there, really

or ostensibly, sacrificed. Compare a coin of Magnesia, a great centre of

Bull-worship, in which the Bull is kneeling at the entrance to a cave, which

it seomtj about to enter. It kneels, of course, as a sign of willingness.

(Bril. Mas. Ionia, xix. 9 ; I owo this reforoncc to Aiiss Harrison.)
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showTi how Minos was a bull-god as well as a ldng,iand estab-

lished liis connexion with other periodic kings, such as the

Olympian victors. It is jsretty clear from various evidence

—

The evidence is : (1) he ruled for nine horai, therefore presumably he

somehow ceased to rule at the end of thai period. (2) We have the definite

tradition that he went up into the Cave ' every nine years ' to converse with

Zeus, to receive new commandments (npoaTayftaTa or vofxavs) and give an

account of his stewardship (Plato, Minos, 319 d, Laics, 024 b, 630 d, 632 d ;

Strabo, pp. 470, 482, 762, citing Ephorus and Plato). ' Zeus ' is merely

the Greek way of naming the Cretan Bull-God. The word ' years ' has crept

in with the change of custom in reckoning. (3) This going into the cave of

the Bull-God can hardly be separated from going into the Labyrinth to be

slain by Mino-tauros. And the bloody tribute of seven youths and maidens

was, according to Plutarch, sent to the Minotaur ' every nine years'. {Vit.

Theseus, xv). Did tliey conceivably at some stage die with the king or for

him ? It is noteworthy that the said divine Bull was originally ' made

angry' {i^-q-^piwerj) against Jlinos by the special wrath of Poseidon [Apld.

iii. 1. 1, 3), which looks as if originally it was Minos himself who was supposed

to be killed by it. (4) It bears out these suspicions that we have no saga-

tradition of :Minos's death. (The first is Hdt. vii. 170, how a Minos was

killed in Siciiy and his tomb worshipped.) That is, perhaps, he did not

die, or his death was a secret. He went into the holy cave and came out

rejuvenated after his converse with God.—There is, or was a few j^ears ago,

an ordeal in Lower Nigeria, by which people go up a sacred road to the cave

of the 'Long Juju', and, if condemned, never come out again. Minos's

mother, Europa, who, as a young girl (I carmot find if she was nine years

old), was carried off by the Bull-Zeus, was also the wife of Asterios, which

was the name of the Minotaur. Minos himself pursued Dictynna-Brito-

martis ' for nine months ' ; at the end of which time she threw herself into

the sea (Schol., Eur. Hip. 1 130). Has the proverbial ' nme-j'ear-old ox ' of

Hesiod {Ergn, 436) any bearing on this subject ? Aristotle, Hist. An. 07') b,

says that an ox is at his prime when TrevTfrijiOV fvfiojpos :
' which is the same

tiling.' In view of the connexions between Crete and Sparta, it is interesting

to find that the Epliors ' every nine years ' watched for falling stars and then

sent to Delphi to ask if the kings should continue to reign or not (Pint.

A(jis, 11). Cf. also Actia Graecn. 12 (Charila sacrifice), and Paus. viii. 2. 6

(the werc-wolves resume human shape after nine years). The way in

which these rituals stuck to the letter of nine horai while freely varying

the meaning of hor<' is instructive to a student of human nature.

I subjoin the other passages where tlio woid iwiwpos occurs in Homer :

xwkV.) the mystic bag given by the King of the Winds is aOKos fiolJi ivvfwpoto :

ib. 300. Kirke'rt enehanteii victims are ataKaiaiv ioncorc; ivvfwpotaiv

:

cf. Eustath. ad loc. : in 2 3.")! Patrocliis' wounds are filled aKtUliaTos ivvtwpoio.

which iiad some magic jiowcm-. w^ >l>npfiaii(jj5i] rrjy huvapuv txovToi says Schol. A.

' See .Mr. Cook's remarkable articles in C'/rm. liev., HH)3. or jicrhaiis I may

refer (o his forthfoniinu irfiok on Z( «.i. See also T?etlie on .Minos as the

Bnll-god of llie Kefli (Kgypdan for ' CrctanH") in M. .l/i'". N.K. Ixv. Tlic!

saga reflects the fights of the Keffi in Altica.
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tlio MiiidtiUir itscir would he ciiouuh

—

llial Minos on oortain

occasions wore the bull-inask whicli assorted iiis divine nature.

It was the same with that other perpetual king, Pharaoh.

At the perioihcal feast of the royal marriage Pharaoh was

masked as Osiris and Pharaohs wife as Isis, the deities whoso

incarnation they Mere. I will not multiply instances from

the daemonic masks of tragedy, the apotropaic masks of

coinedy, tlie totem masks of Red Indian tribes, the hull-

headed and snake-headed maidens and youths in the Mithras

ritual. I will not dwell upon /^owttis irfnvta "Up?/ and the

yXavKcoTTiha Kovpi]v. There can be no doubt that these names

reach back ultimately to a cow-goddess and an owl-goddess.i

And we shall see in a later lecture how real is the historical con-

nexion between such saga-figures as Agamemnon, Diomedes,

Achilles, and these part-human, part-animal, part-divine

tribal kings. But it is just this sort of barbaric bestial hazi-

ness that Homer will least of all things tolerate. For Homer
there are no cow-goddesses nor yet cow-headed goddesses, no

owl-goddesses nor yet owl-headed goddesses ; only a goddess

in supremely beautiful form who takes a blameless interest in

cows or is attended by a faithful owl.

And in just the same spirit Homer has drawn sharp and

clear the dividing line between men and gods. There are no

persons in the Iliad or Odyssey, as there are in the rest of

Greek tradition, who appear now as one and now as the other.

There is a definite avoidance of the makeshift bridge w^hich

satisfied Hesiod ;
' the divine race of heroes, who are called

' See also Cook on 'Animal Worship in the Mycenaean Age,' J. II. 8., 1894.
' The custom of wearing a mask of the deity worshipped is common in the

religions of animal worship, in Egypt, Mexico, the South Seas, and elsewhere.

Lang, Myth, Ritual, and Religion, ii. 284 ; ib. 130. Cf. also Moret, Caractere

Religieux de la Monarchie Egyplienne ; Dieterich, Milhraslilurgie. The
main Greek text for Pharaoh is Diod. i. G2. The fabled metamorphoses of

Proteus into various animals or a tree or fire are explained by the priests :

(V iOd yap (ivat rots hut' AiyvTrrou Swaarats irtpiTiQeaOai ntpl Tjjv Kt<pa\T)v

XfovTup Kal ravpuv ical SpaxuvTcuy nporo/jias, arjixeia rrjs dpx^':' xat TTort /xh'

SivSpa TtoTi 5{ irvp, (an 5' vt( kuI Ov/xiafiaTCDV (vuhwv (xuv knl t^? Kf<pa\rji ovic

0X170, /fat 5id TovTOJV dfxa fxiv iavroiii fh (virpfireiav KoapLfiv, ap.a di rois dXKov-;

tU KardirKrj^tv aytiv icai dfnTioaiptofa 5td$iaiv. Tiio trees and tlie fire arr

perhaps invented for the sake of Proteus, but I do not feel sure.
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demi-gods.' (See Leaf on M 23, and Schol. BL, ibid.) Kings

may be descended from gods, and specially favoured by parti-

cular gods. But that is all. The peasants of the Peloponnese

continued long after Homer's time to worship at the altars of

a being called Zeus-Agamemnon.^ They may have been far

from clear as to the distinction between the God Cronos and

his son Pelops at Olympia.^ But in the Iliad Zeus, son of

Cronos, is quite definitely a Idng of gods ; Agamemnon, son

of Pelops, definitely a king of men. There is no shade of

confusion between them.

It was a remarkable achievement of the Hellenic intellect,

this clear realization that a man was not a god, and that it

was no use calling him so. It needed such clearness of sight,

such daring, such humanity.^ We can see how hard the step

was when we reflect how small a part of the human race

rose to the height of following it. Think of the divine honours

paid ages after this to the Roman emperors. Think of the

senate agreeing to Caligula's claim of such honours for him-

self and his horse.* No doubt there were mitigating circum-

stances in Caesar-worship. The divine horse was an admitted

' I see that Dr. Farnell doubts this ; in deference to so high an authority

I cite my grounds for the statement at greater length : Lycophron, 1123 tt'.

(where Cassandra prophesies ifius 5' uKohrjs Zeiis . . . ^irapTiarais . . . KXr}9r]a(rai),

also .335, 1359 ff., and Scholia. Also Clem. Al. Prolrept. pp. 11, 18, cites

Staphylus for the worship of 'Ayaixiixvova nva Aia iv ^ndprri. Usenev

has pointed out what looks like an early trace of the same worship in Aesch.

Ohoeph. 255 «a« rod OvTrjpos Kai ae TifiuivTos fitya (cf. also ibid. 358,

TTpuTToXos 7( Twv fifflcfTcuv
|

x^o^'o;!' (Kft Tvpcii'vajv). Tliis may be a case

of the well-known sort, where two gods clash until one is made the priest

or vputroXo^ or kKti^ovxos of the other. Agamemnon was King of Sparta

(Stesich. 39, Simon. 20), and died at Amyclae (Find. P. xi. 32), wiicre

I'ausanias saw his tomb.
* See Mayer in Jioscher's Lexicon, ' Kronos ' : especially ii. 1507 If.

Olwervo that Pelops is Kronios, and tliat lie also conquered Kronios. Pans,

vi. 21. 11.

* Of course the making of the god in the Krst instance may have involved

a confusion of lliouglit ; the god may be only a projection of the ' maiia'

of tli(! rnedicino-king or tlio medicine- Ix^ast, or civon simply ' lo ric'-sir colloctil

persoiinifie'. See IkjIow, p. 291, nolo. But the advance remaikcd in llie

t(ixt was nevertheless enormous.
' Caligida also was an Ciapt'iT,)^ of Jupiter Capitolinus, exactly like Minos.

Stiet. Califj. 22.
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oceoiitri(it\-. StMisihlc dumi woiv conscious tliat tho worship

was in sonio sense n\(>tMphorical. Politicians found it- useful

for testing and iinprcssinsi; (ho loyalty of a distant oriental

]iopulation. Hut Iho fundamental fact of the matter is that

sucli tlcilication of kings did not seem to educated Romans

a lliing unfamiliar or absurd. The old Roman kings them-

selves, as Dr. Frazer has shown, had been in their time

personifications of gods. The various kings whom they had

conquered were all gods, the kings of Egypt, of Syria, of

Parthia. The old Hellenic spirit was not then alive to testify.

The half-Greek Alexander and his generals had walked up

and down in barbaric places, where the old unpurified swamp

was still lying in the sun, and had caught tho contagion of

savage ideas. La nostalgie de la boue laid hold upon them.

Alexander, who destroyed classical Greece, insisted that he

was a god, and the son of a divine snake. Demetrius received

a semblance of divine honour even in Athens. That is just

the atmosphere which Homer and the spirit of early Hellen-

ism had cleared away—one might have hoped, for ever.

Like other morbid growths of the primitive human mind,

these deifications of living kings have had some particular

developments that were beneficent and even splendid. But

the verdict of sane thought is against them. It is not only

that their history is written in blood. It is that they are

in their very essence degrading to humanity. And their

abolition during the few centuries in which the Hellenic

power stood unbroken might of itself be taken as a fair

measure of the importance of Greece to human progress.

So far, then, the cases which we have taken are instances

of successful expurgation. The reforming Homeric spirit has

ultimately, with what difficulties and against what opposition

we know not, executed its will. Let us now consider a place

where it was baffled. Such passages were sure to occur in

a traditional book. For the first business of all these ancient

poets was to record history : and at times it happened that

objectionable facts were clearly and ineradicably fixed in the
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history. Tho panegyrist of David who compiled our Book of

Samuel could not ignore David's treatment of Uriah. The
poet of Achilles cannot ignore the savagerj^ of his hero's

triumph. The origin of the Uriah story in the midst of

a tradition so greatly modified for the glorification of David

is in many waj's difficult to explain. ^ But in the case of

Acliilles, we may take it as certain that in some early form

of the poem the ferocit}' of his revenge was part of his glory.

Hector did, it is true, by miserable treachery, contrive to

kill Achilles' dearest friend. But what a revenge our great

Achilles took ! He tied Hector by the heels to his chariot,

and dragged him to death : all his friends looked on and

dared not interfere. Then he maltreated the body in all sorts

of ingenious ways day by day, till there was nothing left of

it. Much the Trojans could do to stop him! And as for

Patroclus, a round dozen of Trojan nobles were slaughtered

over his grave. That was how Achilles treated his enemies.

That kept the dogs in their place.

Xow what was to be done with such an incident as this 'i

To Homer—if we may use that name to denote the authors

of the prevailing tone of the Ili(ul—it was all odious and
ugly. But it was too firmly fixed in the tradition to be

flenied. A part of the story, indeed, could be modified.

Hector was saved from torture. As we saw earlier, he was

killed first, and dragged behind the chariot afterwards. But
what of the sacrifice of the twelve Trojans ? Any sacrifice

was an impoitant and lengthy act. The ordinary sacrifice

of a bull in the Iliad has fiv^e lines allotted to it, or ten, if

we count in the roasting operations (A 458-67, B 421-30).

V'ou would expect this sacrifice to have at the very least

twenty. As a matter of fact it is crowded into a shame-

faced line and a half ! (4^ 175). And that line and a half is

iiHTciy [)art of another .sentence : it has not a whole verb

to itself. And it is fcdlowcd \>y uiial certainly looks ljk<'

one of the c.xt rcnu-ly ran- phrases of moral condenniatidii in

' Thoiii^h sec note at cihI of I>()ctuio l\'. 'I'lio Diiiteioiioinists did

omit it.
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tlio l\>cnis : \'t'a. liis Ihmu'I devised evil deeds." ' You could

scarcely Imve a clearer case of n poet recording a fact against

his will. It is in a very different tone tliat the Book of Kings

records the human sacrifices of the pious Josiah, when ' lie

slew all the jn-iesls of the High Places that were there, upon

the altars, and burned men's bones upon them ' (2 Kings

xxiii. 20 ; cf. 1 Kings xiii. 2, where the word used is ' sacrifice ').

Even so, however, the fact stands recorded, and so does

tiie maltreating of Hector's corpse. No other corpse is so

treated in the Iliad. It is a difficulty like this that brings

out the real greatness of Homer. The whole of the last two

books of the Iliod is occupied with the psychological tragedy

of this foul action of Achilles.

Now in the first place there is not the faintest doubt of

the general sympathy of the narrative. The gods, the reader,

the poet, are all at one. There is no exultation in the bar-

barity : there is only bitter shame and regret. I will go

further. Of all the thousands of fei'ocious young soldiers,

Greek, Roman, mediaeval, and modern, who in their various

days have read the Iliad and been ordered by their teachers

to admire it, it is hard to imagine a single one rising from

the.se last two books with a feeling that it was a fine feat

to do as Achilles did, and mutilate your dead enemies. But

the wonderful thing that Homer does is to make you under-

stand Achilles' state of mind. The cruelties which he prac-

tises are those of a man mad with grief, a man starving and

sleepless, who, when he yields at last, jnelds in a burst of

helpless tears. And it makes some difference, also, that

Achilles is deliberately giving up his own life. He has the

special supernatural knowledge that his revenge will be

followed immediately by his death. He heaps all that he

has, as it were, upon the pjTc of the friend whom his own
petulance and pride has caused to die.^

* Some commentatofR, objecting a jyriori to any moral judgement in

Homer, take ' evil ' to mean merely ' evil to the victims '.

' Starving and Hleeple.ss for twelve days, fl .31 ; tears, fl 510 ff. His own
death, 2 90 ff. : cf. liis wonderful words to Lycaon, * 106-13: 'Nay,
friend, die like another ! What wouldst thou vainly weeping ? Patroclus
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Homer, with his vibrating sympathj% his amazing language,

and that fiery splendour of narrative which seems to have

died out of the world when the Iliad was complete, can

carry off thes^e deeds of horror, and leave Achilles a hero.

Yet, even so, Achilles as a subject for poetry, like the actual

Achilles of legend, paid for these savageries with an early

death. It is curious how little the Greek poets cared for

him. He was the uncontested hero of their greatest epic
;

yet Greek literature as a whole tends to pass him by. There

is one lost Achillean trilog}'- by Aesch3^1us, of which it would

be rash to speak : there is one poignant and clever study of

Achilles in Euripides' Iphigenia in Aulis. Late philosophers

and pedagogues idealized or allegorized liim at their pleasure.

But he inspired little great poetry, and roused little imagina-

tive interest compared with lowlier heroes. He was associated

with one of the sins that Greece most hated, and he hadf

not enough depth and variety of character to make him

fascinating in spite of it. Even the man of many wiles, J

whose record in so many ways was far from stainless—for

instance, in that little matter of the arrows—speaks much
more in accordance with normal Greek feeling. When his

great victory is accomplished and his wife and house delivered

from outrage, and the old Xur.se is about to shriek for joy, he

bids her keep her joy in her heart, and refrain and make no cry :

Unholy is the voice

Of loud thanksgiving over slaughtered men ()( 412).

One cannot help remembering in this connexion that the

Iliad in the fifth century occupied a central place in Greek

education. All well-born youths were trained upon it. And
later Attic writers speak with enthusiasm of the moral superi-

ority of Homer—anrj wlicn they say * Homer ' they chiefly

mean the Iliad—over the other ancient poets. Whether this

ilind, wlio was far letter tlian thou. l..ook npoii uu- ! Am i iml Ijiuiutil'iil

iiiid tall, and Hpniiig of a good fatlior, and a goddosH tho inolher tliat baro

nif '.' ^'fit, lo. Doatli standotli over mo and tlio miglily hand of Doom.
'I'here conioth a dawn of day. a noon or an ovoning, and a hand tliat I know
not shall lay mo dea«l,' &r.
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»>(liicati()]ial iis(> of lh(> Iliad hc^nn in Ionia as early as the

sevonlh crnturv, wliitli is likoly enough, or whether it onl}'

l)egan in Attica in the sixth and liftli, we can liardly help

sujiposiiig tliat it liad some share in tliese j)rocesse.s of purifica-

tion witli wliich we have been dealing. The hand of the school-

master certainly seems to have been at work—though of course

by diiTerent methods—in the case of another poet much used

in education, Theognis. Such parts of his poetry as are

obviously unedifying are relegated to a sort of appendix at the

end of the book, and in many MSS. are omitted altogether.

^

But our evidence fails us. The use of the Iliad and Odyssey

in education in classical times is a knoAvn fact, and a fact

which must have operated in the way required. It is a vera

causa. Yet it is quite likely that the educational use itself

is also a result of some original moral superiority in the poems.^

Further consideration of this subject would lead us too far

afield. I am content for the present moment if I have shown

the mere fact that there was in the formation of the Iliad,

and to a less extent in that of the Odyssey, a strong element

of reform and expurgation. The epic tradition of Greece,

vast and tangled in its wealth of varied beauty and ugliness

as some South American forest, was left by the Homeric

poets a much cleaner and colder thing than they foimd it.

In this result two influences chiefly were at work. First,

a general humanizing of the imagination, the progress of

a spirit which, as it loved beauty, hated cruelty and un-

cleanness. Secondly, the remnants of a race prejudice. The

relations of the Northern and the aboriginal elements in the

Homeric poems are involved, when you come to details, in

inextricable confusion. But in general the ' Homeric ' con-

vention seems to represent some far off idealized image of

the Achaean or northern spirit ; the spirit of those scattered

strong men, \\'ho in their various settlements were leading

' Edifying passages from the old Ionic hortatory writers seem to have
been introduced into Homer. See Miilder, as cited ))elow, Lecture VII,

p. 208. Also Breal, Pour mieux connaUre Homere, pp. J 4 f.

' See note on p. 277 f.
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aud shaping the Aegean world. The special myths, beliefs,

and rites that were characteristic of the conquered races

are pruned away or ignored, the hero-worship, the oracles,

the magic and witchcraft, the hocus-pocus of purification :

all that savours of ' the monstrous regiment of women ',

the uncanny powers of dead men, and the baleful confusion

between man and god.

Yet race prejudice is not quite the word. It is a race

ideal, and more than a race ideal. For it finds its main

impulse not in any maintenance of actual Northern tribes,

past or existing, but in the building up of something yet

unborn. The earlier bards had perhaps no name for this

thing ; it was only a quality which one felt in true Achaioi,

Danaoi, or Argeioi. The later poets knew it as Hellenism.

True, the great division between Hellenes and harhawi is

never in so many words expressed in the conventional lan-

guage of the Epos. The words are, no doubt, too modern. They

would break the convention, and are deliberately excluded.

But the feeling is there so strongly that eventually the name

cannot be kept out, and it enters, when it does enter, in a

strengthened and more un-Epic form :
' Pan-Hellenes ' or,

rather more disguised, ' Pan-Achaioi '.

Hellenism, as has often been remarked, denotes really not!

a unity of race, but a unity of culture. Through all antic^uity !

the sons of Hellen were reckoned according to the spirit, not

ihe fiesh. And the word ' Pan-Hellenes ' expresses just this.,'

It implies a readiness to extend the great name to all ^^•ho

are willing to bear its burden, all who will live as Hellenes

and take sides with Hellas.

Students of early Greek tradition arc constantly brought up

against a certain broad contrast, between what is Homeric

and what is local. The local religion, the local legend, the

local hatred of (ircck to (Jreek—these are things for which

Homer has in general no place. The Pan-Hellenism of Homer

strikes a reader even at first sight : but it strikes him iniuli

inorc keenly when he reflects in what a network of feuds

and fears an<l mutual abhorrences the life (if |)iimitive com-
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immitios is involved. ''I'hou shall iu)( al)l»or an Edomitc ;
thou

shall nol abhor an Egyptian,' says the Deutcrononii.sl, break-

ing do\\n the wall of hatred at particular points by deKnite

injuj\etions. The Homeric bards issue no such connnands.

They strike unnoticed at the root of the whole system. They

draw into the gi'cat oil)it of the Epos the ancestral heroes

of the most diverse tribes. They show ' all Greeks ' labouring

l(»gether, all of them suitably idealized, all good men and true.

'J'hey ignore everything that is really tribal and exclusive,

all the i)cculiar local rites, the taboo tombs and secret names,

which formed the very core of each little village worship.

They will deal only with such gods as can stand publicly in

[he eyes of all Greece. It was a great attemi)t, and involved

a great—i)erhaps ultimately a disastrous—sacrifice. But

meantime Greece came into being and found its Book.i

' For an instance of the extension of (liis spiiil to tlic ' Homeric' Hymns

^^ce Appendix L>.
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THE ILIAD AS A TRADITIONAL BOOK

II. EVIDENX'ES

Bl't let U8 Uuu to a (|ue.stioii of evidence. 1 have been

arguing on general grounds that what Me should expect to

Hnd in the Homeric poems is some form of Traditional Book,

which, like the Somj of Eoland, or the Nibelungenlied, or even

the Pentateuch, has reached its present form by a process of

gradual growth and constant rehandling. That is what ^e

should expect. And our study of the expurgations confirms

our expectation. But is there in the poems themselves detinito

evidence to show that this is actually what happened ? There

is : and I will ask you to spend some time in considering

it. At this point, unfortunately, the air begins to thicken

M'ith controversy, and controversy generally obscures under-

standing. J propose to argue as little as possible, but merely

to make a re-statement of some of the evidence already

observed by various Homeric critics. My case will be by

no means complete. The evidence of language, for instance,

to my mind the most fundamental of all, is not suitable for

tUscussion in these lectures. But niy o])ject all through is

illustration rather than argument.

What we require for our purpose will be a series of cases

in which we already have reason to believe that a change of

custom took place between the Mycenaean and the Classical

ages, that is, roughly speaking, between the thirteenth century

B.C. and the sixth. If (he Ilidd is, as we have argued,

a traditional Ixiok, modilied by succeeding generations, wo

shall expect to discover some traces of this process. Probably

Mc shall lind, roughly sjjcaking, that on the surface the poem
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foinplii's with tlu" later eii.stomjs, while cleei»ef (.lown Uiei'c arc

marks of the uliler. For it is, by our hypothesis, an ancient

poem worked over from time to time to suit various new

generations. Let me say at once that we shall find nothing

amounting to demonstration. There is no possibility of

demonstration in the case. We shall only find a number of

et)mparatively small and inconspicuous phenomena which are

quite simple and normal if the Iliad is a traditional book,

and extremely puzzling if it is not.

Perhaps the clearest case is the change of armour. The
(Jreek of Classical times was a conspicuous figure in his Ionian

])anoply. He was clad in solid metal from head to foot :

helmet, breastplate and backplate, small round shield, and

greaves, all of metal. When Psammetichus, king of Egypt,

was driven from his throne, he was told by the oracle at

Buto to find hronzen men who \\ould restore him. He found

them in the shape of Ionian and Carian mercenaries (Hdt.

ii.
152).i

' In view of criticism, let me correct some false impressions. Jt is not
part of my case to deny that tliei-e may have been breastplates in Ciete or

Egypt in Minoan times : tlie evidence is doubtful ; it depends on tiie Zakro
seal-i, whicii are difticult to interpret. The seal [B.H.A. xii. p. 241) selected

by Mr. Lang (p. 73) as most conclusive seems to me to represent a person
of uncertain sex carrying, not wearing, a ritual cope like tliat worn by the

leader of tlie Harvest Procession on tlie well-known steatite vase from
Hagia Triada. At any rate it covers the arms, and therefore can hardly
be a breastplate. But in any case Minoan is not Homeric, ovbi « 771;? ; it

is pre-Mycenaean, and Mycenaean is pre-Homeric.—My case is that we know
of a big-leather-shield-and-no-breastplate period both from the remains
and tlu' definite statements of Herodotus ; and we know of a classical period
with small round shields and complete motal body-armour. And both tlieso

periods can be traced in Homer. So far the argument is arcliaeologieal

;

then comes the philological confirmation, the fact that wherever the thorex
occurs in the poems it is always ' inorganic ' and generally troublesome.
G. Lippold {Milnchener (trchfteologinche Stiidien. 1!)00, pp. 400-.')04) ably
argues that 'Mycenaean' is a misnomer. The big hanging leather shield
of Homer is tlie Dij)ylon sliiold, which ho separates from the Mycenaean
and connects with the Boeotian. Dipylon shield -bearers often apj^ear on
cliariots, Mycenaean sliicld-bearors never.

Mr. Lang, Jjcsides liis valuable argument about the date of tlie Homeric
breastplate, raises interesting questions about tiic chiton, and why Homer
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Now the waiTior of an earlier generation—we \a ill call liiin

for convenience " Mycenaean' ; but the type lasted much later,

and Herodotus conceives it as still normal about 650 B. c.

—

\vent to battle in a very different state. He was not in the

least a ' bronzen man '. He had a leather helmet, sometimes

perhaps adorned Avith bits of metal. He may have had some-

times a thick waistcoat or jerkin of linen to serve for a breast-

plate, and soft leather leggings in place of greaves. But

normally he wore only a loin-cloth ^ and a linen tunic, while

instead of any corselet or body-armour he used the loose

skins of beasts, treated in one of two main ways. The common

man got the best beast-skin he could, the fell of a wolf, a goat,

a pard, or, if he could afford it, an ox ; he tied this skin by

the paws round his neck and let it hang. Then in battle

he caught the lower flapping edge with his left hand and held

the skin tight in front of him. It would keep off stones

and an'ows and i)erhaps sword cuts, and would give him at

least one extra chance of dodging the cast of a spear. For

he could whisk the skin aside as the spear pierced it.

- The chieftain or rich man improved upon this simple defence.

He had his ox-hide dried and made stiff and held in position

by cross staves of wood. As to the shape, the hide might

be left roughly in its natural condition, a sort of oblong ;

a shield, as Homer says, ' like a tower.' Such a shield

covered the man admirably from head to foot. But un-

fortunately it was a little weak. It could be pierced by

a spear-thrust. To meet that difficulty you could of course

increase the thickness. You could have two, three, or four

hides instead of one. But that increased the weight very

seriously. Aias is said to have had a shield ' like a tower
'

consisting of seven ox-hides and a layer of metal. If so, it

(loeH not mention tlm nviranats or archaio l)alliing-clrawerM. 1 will not

iittcm{)t to dual with tliat (|iicstion now. Imt I wclrfiiu; it, as also tlio ((iicstion

he raiHOM alx<iit womoiiN <lif>8. 'J'ho general result of .snch in(iniries will lie,

in my judgement, that our Hind, on the Hurfacc at least, is merely claHHical

—

it rojirescnts the noininl e.\|n^etHtions of an audieneu in Atheti.s in the liflli

euntiiry. (S<'e on Cretan armour, J'mf. Jturrow^. Cnli, jip. 'M. "JOT).

' iSoc also Mackenzie in IJ. S. A. xii (l!K»."»-(>).
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must have \\(>iglnHl latlu-r iiioic than Iwonty slonc ; \vc need

nt)t be surprisrd that it was ianiou«, nor yet tlmt no one

else would luivc anytliing to <h) with it. But you could

stirngthen the yliield without atltling to tlic weight by another

device.^ It can easil}' be practised on a half-sheet of note-})aper.

'Jake a piece of the rim of the ox-hide about the middle on

l)t>tli sides, a piece about a foot long, pinch the ends of each

piece together and at the same time draw both pieces inwards.

That will make the shiekl bulge out, both vertically and

horizontally, till it projects into a boss or point in the centre.

Jt will so be stronger in itself; it can easily be coated in

the centre with a piece of metal ; and, thirdly, weapons will

glance off from it. The price you pay for these advantages

is, of course, that you make your shield narrow in the middle.

'J'his is one reason, says Prof. Myres, why so many people in

Homer get wounded in the thigli or flank.

Now this shield was not regularly fixed on the arm like

th(^ later small shields. It was supported by a strap which

passed over the left shoulder and under the right arm. The

cross-staves perhaps formed a kind of handle by which you

.ould move it to and fro at need

—

steer your dry cow, as Hector

expresses it.^ But you could, if necessary, let the shield

c

^ This rcmaik i owo to Prof. J. L. Myrcs, who also suggests that Iho

shields on the 'warrior Vase' are very likely Mycenaean shields with

the staves taken out, folded up for carrying on the march. They do

Jiot fold fiat, of course, hence the concave lino at the bottom. The

Dipylon shield is so badly drawn that it is hard to be sure about it, but

it is Mycenaean in general character—large, leathern, suspended by

a tehtmon. (But sec p. 108, note 1.) Protesilaos in the legend was buried

in liis shield ; it was therefore Mycenaean. Amphiaraus when ho drove

down to Hades was flying from the battle, and liad his Mycenaean sliield

hung on his back ; a vase painter of the fifth century ( Wiener Vorlege-

llalter, 1889, xi. 8), not understanding this, makes him—very awkwardly

—hold a small round metal shield behind his back (see Reichel, Waffen,

p. 64). The shield in Eur. Eleclra, 430-80, shows Mycenaean tradition.

In Tyrtaeus I think one can show a clash or blending, much as in Homer

;

this is natural enough ; see Wilamowitz, Die Textgeschichle der gr.

Lyriker, in Alh. der G'OUinger Gesellschaft der Wiss., fhilol.-hiat. Klasse,

N.F. iv. 3 (ItKKJ).

^ vwfifjcni 0WV
I

d(,aX€'j/i/, H 238. Herodotus uses the metaphor more

blrongly of the pre-Carian, i. c. Dipylon or Mycenaean, shield TtXafMiai
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simply s\\ing. and advauce on your euemy holding a great

fspear in both hands, or two smaller spears, one in each hand.

The shield was so hea^y that the wan'ior usually ^\ent in

a chariot to the place ^^here he wished to fight. Arrived

there, he dismounted and stood uith the shield 'like a tower'

in front of him, or ' edged himself step by step forward
'

{v-aaTTLbia 7rpo7ro8tXoor) into striking distance, being careful to

keep alwaj's under cover. Dangerous moments were those of

getting down from the chariot, or getting up again, or turnuig

to retreat. There was also some danger of tripping, both

when you turned and when you moved forward. For your

shield-rim was close upon the ground, and you could not

safely look so far over the top as to see the earth close in

front of you. When once you were in position, however, th(^

cover was excellent, and there ensued what Homer calls a

stadie husmine, a ' standing battle '. If no vital part of

your enemy showed round the edge anywhere, you entered

into conversation with him. A happily directed insult might

make him start, lift his head too high, or expose a piece of

liis Hank. Then you speared him. If you were a very strong

man, you could try to drive your spear clean through all his

layers of ox-hide and reach his unarmed body. Or you

could even, as Hector and Aias sometimes did, by a blow

with a huge stone, knock his shield riglit back upon him and

send liim flat on the ground beneath it.

Peculiar and special tactics, as any one can see ; and quite

different from those of men armed with a small shield and

a breastplate. But now let us observe one particular piece of

wliat I may call the normal defensive drill. Suppose an enemy

threw his spear with al! his force against your shield, tin-

j)roper plan, since you could not move the heavy ' ox ' swiftly

about, was to edge it as best you could in one direction and

yourself twist rai)idly in the otlier. Then even if tlie spear

came right through your shield, it piohably missed you or

only grazed your side.

TttptKiifuvvi (i. 171 ).
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Nt)\\ wluit sort of arnumr. and w luit sort of tactics, do tho

Homeric poems describe ? It ought to be (luitc easy to say,

considering how much close description of fighting they con-

tain. As a matter of fact, if you consult Dr. Reichel, the

discoverer of this whole series of facts, he will tell you that

the Homeric heroes all fight in Mycenaean armour with the

large shield and no breastplate, except for some few late

interpolated passages. If you turn to Dr. Ridgeway, he will

explain that the heroes all have metal breastplates and round

sliields, except some few individuals with Pelasgian ante-

ledents. Neither of these admirable writers has, I think, faced

tlie fact of the gradual growth of the poems.^ Each tries to

make the poems square with one style of figiiting or the other,

and when they refuse to do so, proceeds to casuistry or

violence. That is not a fair way to behave. We must take the

poems as they stand. And, as they stand, the main impression

is pretty clear. The surface speaks of tlie late Ionian or

Athenian lighting, the heart of the narrative is something

diti'ercnt and more primitive.

By 'the surface' of the poems 1 mean such parts as the

fornmlae of introduction and transition, the general descrip-

tive phrases, the inorganic lines and some of the perpetual

epithets : all these are full of the Men of Bronze. We hear

countless times of the ' greaved Greeks ',^ of ' the bronze-clad

Greeks', of 'the clash of men in bronzen breastplates'

(A 448 =0 62), of 'the whole plain blazing with bronze'

(T 156), of how ' men's eyes were blinded by the glitter of

' iSeo Rohort, Stud it' n zur Ilias, who makes this same criticism on Rcichel

(cliap. i). Also Lippold, 1. c.

^ (VKvr)fxt5fi, only once x''^''<''"''7A"^*5, so that Reichel says the word
only means 'with good gaiters'. But gaiters, even when not hidden

behind a big shield, are not conspicuous or exciting objects, whereas tho

bronze greaves of a line of men marching would be botli, as the legs moved
and the bronze glittered. An epithet of this sort must be taken from

something striking. I am informed by tlie Hon. Oliver Howard that among
the Suras, a triVjc whicli lie fouglit with in Nortliern Nigeria in 1907, the

cavalry wore permanent iron greaves fastened on by a blacksmith so that

they could never be taken oil, and fitted witli a blunt sjjiir on the inside of

the calf. They wore notliing else, except perhaps a loin-cloth. 1 know
of nothing like this in antiquity, however.
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bronze from blaziiio; liobns and breastplates new-burnished

and gleaming shields * (\ 341), of a warrior \\hose ' ^^hole

body shone with bronze, like the lightning of aegis-bearing

Zeus ' (A 66), or who 'gleams with the bronze wherein his

body is clad ' (M 463, cf. N 191, X 32, 134, &c., &c.). It is the

Men of Bronze everywhere. The gods who watch the battle

look down upon the ' flashing of bronze, men slaying and

men slain ' (A 83). And not only is it ' men of bronze ' that

we find in this sort of passage, but it is the tactics of ' men

of bronze ', the movement of ordered regiments of infantry

in line, obeying their officers and making concerted move-

ments, like the classical Greek hoplitae. ' The Trojans came

on, like lines of waves on the sea, line behind line, flashing

in bronze, together with their commanders ' (N 801). The

Greeks ' advanced in silence and in order, fearing their com-

manders, their hearts set upon supporting one another

'

(r 1-9, A 427-32). That is tlie way in which Nestor from

time to time exhorts the Greeks to fight, ' so that clan shall

support clan, and tribe tribe ' (B 362 f.). It is the way

\\hich, we are told, the god Ares, as a professional, especially

commended ; that men should advance in 'phalanxes, or lines,

in close array, shield touching shield, an impenetrable wall

(N 126, 130 ff., 145). It is in this way that people are said

to be going to fight before each great battle begins. But

strangely enough it is not at all in this way that they really

fight when the battle is fairly joined, in the heart of the

poem. In the heart of the poem, when the real fighting

comes, it is as a rule purely Mycenaean. It is essentially

a battle of prrrmachoi, or champions. Usually each champion

drives forward on his cliariot. dismounts and stands forth

alone behind his liig sliicld. to engage in a series of duels.

At most two or three occasionally form together in a small

group to check a lout or an advance.^ At certain rare

' This iH perhaps the movomont indiealetl on lln^ Miiftll vase from Hii),'ia

Triada, doHcrilwd by BurrowH (p. ."JK) from I'ariliciii in licndiconti, Arr.

Line. xii. ]». .^-4. Sf^e A. .Mohso, lCi*rHrsii)n>- tnl Midikiruino, \'"\^k. Xi. 'M.

In any cane the chariotH present some dillicnltios ; hco Cauor, Onuidjraijiti,

P, p. -idH f. Why is the chief epithet of (ho cliiof hero ' swift -of-fool "
? Wliy.
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luonituts \]\vy (irivc their cliarlots into the thick of a yic'ldiiip:

loo.

We havo illustiatcil cuou^'li already tHo tactics of these

>[yeenaeaii proumclun or ' cliaiupions in the forefront '. But

the baekj:;round of the Mycenaean battle deserves a word in

passing. Behind the great shielded champions there seem to

have lurked, in the real Mycenaean battle—first, individual

distinguisiied archers, sometimes crouching behind the shield

or a promachos in the very front, sometimes taking cover

w lierever it offered ; and secondly, an almost unarmed rabble,

shooting arrows and little darts and stones from the sling or

the bare hand, making as terrible a noise as they could, and

defending tliemselves with their flapping laiseia. Now the

distingui.slied arcliers are of course present in the Iliad} but

on the M'hole the bow is some\\hat fallen in repute, and, as

one might expect, little is said of the rabble. We can dis-

cern its existence clearly enough. We hear how the Trojans

in one place come on like flocks of birds, screeching as they

come (r 2). We have a good many mentions of the stones

and arrows coming from no specified hand.^ But in the main

those undignified adjuncts of the ancient battle have tended to

after the elaborate chariot-scene at his going forth in T 392 ff. does he never

use the chariot in pursuing the Trojans all through the next three books ?

It is only once mentioned, and then in repeated lines in a simile (T 499-503

= A 534-7 and 169). The only real chariot-battle, in the full sense, is in the
' horseman' Nestor's reminiscence, A 711-01 ; cf. his advice about chariot-

tactics in A 297-309, advice which seems never to bo followed in the Iliad.

Diomedes also uses his chariot eflfectivoly.—I suspect that we have a com-

bination of sources; for instance, tiadition always gives chariots to the

heroes of tlio Thebais, Adrastus, Amphiaraus, &c., which might account for

Diomedes (Miilder, Quellen, p. 72)—whereas the heroes of the Achilleis,

raiding the coast of Asia from si.ips, probably fought on foot. But the

problem is not yet solved. Mr. Lang
(
World of Homer, p. 58) thinks Ne iter's

style of chariot-fighting is deliberately meant to be out of date. An attrac-

t ive suggestion ; but it is hard to apply to the advice.

' See Lang, Homer and his Age, 136 ff.

* Arrows, r 79, A 191, * 1 13, O 313, &c. stones, M 1.54, n 774 : but in

general scarcely a \(pixahiov is mentioned in the Iliad but has its definite

tlirower. I suspect that every big stone lying on tlie plain of Troy had
its legend. It was thrown there by Aias or Hector or Aoncas or Diomedes,
as similar stones in Cornwall have generally been thrown by St. Paul, or

else by the Devil.
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be forgotten or omitted. The later poets wei'e full of the pride

of Broiizen Men and the tough liand-to-hand death-shock of

spear and shield, as we hear of it in classical Greek history.

Let us sta\' a moment at tliis point. ' What,' it may be

objected, ' is this going to prov^e ? Why should you expect

a mixed army, collected from all parts of Greece, to be uni-

form in its accoutrement ? The army of Xerxes contained

Persian, Median, and Assyrian soldiers, with the best weapons

that the centuiy could produce, together with Ethiopians clad

in lion and leopard skins, and armed with stone-pointed

an-ows, and Sagartians who carried daggers and lassos. The

Chinese army in tlie late war against Japan contained some

soldiers armed with the newest rifles, and some Mith bows

and arrows. Early vases combine Boeotian shields with

round shields.'

The variety in the armour would not prove much. But

the fact that the poets are not conscious of the variety proves

a great deal.^ Tlieie is a confusion of thought. The men
are, so to speak, advertised as fighting in one way, and then

they proceed to fight in anotlier. The fact is that in all parts

of the poems it is understood that, unless otherwise stated, eacli

hero is clad in the normal armour of a Greek warrior. Only

in different parts of the poems that normal armour is different

.

As a general rule this difference was either not noticed by

the successive poets or was allowed to pass ; but in one or

two points an actual coiTection of the text has been made.

There must have come a time—after Mr. Lang's arguments

we must not put it earlier than the age of Pisistratus—when

the whole conception of high warfare was ^u'apped up in

these hand-to-hand battles of Bronzen Men in full armour.

Probably some reciter or editor of the Iliad found among

his sources lays describing both kinds of figliling, and had

to blend them together. Of course some slight editing was

' Wlion tlie jjoot is conscioiiH f)f a vnrit^ty of arnio\ir lio (loHoril)OK i(

with obvious iiiteroMl. Cf. N 7IJ )T. : Iho Lfxrians ' lind no lnoiizo liohiicts

nor round Hliiflrls and aHbon spoarw ; tlioy camo witli bows, you know (<iV"i)>

and cords of Hheop-gut !

'
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nt'cossnrv ; many uinissious ol' lines no doultt, a IVw snnplo

anil rather nieihanioal additions. For one thing, tlio heroes,

nearly all, find themselves sununarily provided with corslets,

6u),>i]K(s'. 'riu- notion gives one something of a shock : it

is so hanl, in the atmosphere of modern print, to understand

the simple artifices of a Traditional Book. Yet the fact is

there. If \\e knew nothing of archaeology, if we could

suggest no explanation at all of such a proceeding, we

should have to suspect that the thorex had been put into

the poem by a later hand. For, often as it occurs, it is

almost always in \\hat is called an ' inorganic ' line. That

is. the phrasing is such that it can be dropped straight out

\\ithout any injury to grammar, sense, or metre. This is

too extraordinary a state of things to be the result of mere

coincidence.^

To illustrate what is meant by ' inorganic ', let us take a

fairly innocent example. There is a passage twice repeated

describing the first clash of battle :

—

Together they dashed their ox-hides, together spears and

rages of men
[Clad in bronzen corslets, and bossy shields]

Came one against another, and a great turmoil arose.

A 447 ff. = 61 ff.

The line in brackets is inorganic. It does no great harm,

except that one does not quite see the difference between the

' ox-hides ' and the ' shields '. But drop it out, and sense,

grammar, and metre are as complete as before. There are

many such lines scattered about the poems, now here, nowthere,

and the fragments of MS. which have come down to us from

' A curious obstacle in the way of further analysis is the fact that we do

not know the derivative or original meaning of the words Odupt)^, Owp-qaataOai.

The verb is fairly coramon in the poems and was taken in classical times to

mean ' to put on a corslet ', though that is hardly its original meaning, and

there are many passages it does not suit (B 526, 587, 818 ; n 218, cf. 133, &c. ;

see exx. in Ebeling). Reichel thought 0aipj?f was a general word meaning
' protection, clothing', afterwards specialized to a particular kind of protec-

tion. Another suggestion is that the verb means ' to make oneself bold ',

and so ' to prepare for battle ' ; this suits most of the Homeric passages, and

accoimts for the fifth-contury meaning, ' to get drunk '.
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the second and third centuries B. c. often show such lines

in places where our texts omit them, and sometimes omit

them where our texts have them.

Sometimes the inorganic breastplate-line docs actual harm.

There are two identical passages wliere a man performs the

sleight mentioned above.^ An enemy's spear comes through

his shield, but, standing well back from the shield, he t^^ists

aside and the weapon grazes past him. I translate line by

line :

—

Right through the shining shield the strong spear came
[And drove heavily '^ through the richly-wrought corslet]

And straight on beside his flank it cut through his tunic,

That spear did : but he tM isted aside and escaped black

death.

\Vithout the bracketed line the sense is clear. But ^^ith

it ? Does not every reader feel some difficulty ? You can

1 w ist aside from a spear that is coming through your sliield

,

but not from one that has ' driven heavily ' through j^our

breastplate. Doubtless the audience understood it as a

})iu perfect :
' he had twisted aside.' That is quite possible

(rreek. He had twisted just before the spear struck, so

the spear struck the very edge of his corslet and, strange

to say, instead of glancing oflf 'drove' through. Sit

down with a good will and you can imagine ways in Mhich,

with exactly the right kind of corslet, such a thing miglit

conceivably happen : for of course the poets ^\ho recited

tlie Iliad would never leave a stark naked impossibility.

Only the thorex can never be the real metal breastplate of

a.vhpS>v yj^XKeoBuipi]K(iiv. But how much simi)lcr it would

bo whli that tliorex-linc away! It occurs thus, making

fiiways tlic same kind of difUcuIty, four times.

There isan arrow in A J 'M iV'.w lioseperfornuuices aredcscribed

at great length, and very pu/zling they are. J'andarus had

' r :t.".H, I'ari. ; M J.VJ, llritor : cf. A i:!(>, SOko.s ; mid A VM\,

MoncliiiiN.

' V^'jj^ffTT". ' was jtro.sHcd,' or ' clrivoii willi \Mi|:lit ', tu ti'wiov rijf vKiifrjt

nnpnSrjXoi tw Tfin-^u rov /i»7/«"T<i5, Scliol. I>L.

I.TI.-I M
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^hot ;»t Monolaus and Athoiia was prolocling him. Slio

brushocl tlir arrow aside

And herself directed it where the ehisps of his girdle

All-golden joined and a double i)roteetion met it.

Down dropped the bhter arrow on the fixed girdle,

And on througli tlie eunning girdle it Hew,

[And it drove heavily throufjh the richly-wrought corskt]

And through the mitre whieli he wore to protect his ticsh,

a fence against darts,

Which wa^ his greatest defence ; right on through that it went,

And just grazed the man's flesh, &c.

Read this without the bracketed line and it is fairly clear.

W'c may at worst be a little puzzled by the exact relation

between the mitre, or waistbelt, and the zoster or girdle.

Later on (185 ff.) Menelaus is reassuring his brother about

the wound :

The keen bolt did not fix in a vital spot ; the flasliing

girdle warded it off, and lower down the loin-cloth and
mitre wrought by smiths.

He makes no mention of any breastplate, but says it ^^as

the gu'dle that saved him ; he is able to say this because

he has just (v. 151) looked—apparently by pushing back the

belt

—

and seen that the string and barbs of the arrow are

outside his flesh. All is reasonably clear.

But now read the passage with the thorex-line in, and all

is confusion. The arrow went right through his breastplate.

What did the clasps of the girdle matter if there was a solid

metal cor.slct there ? How could Menelaus see the wound ?

A\'hy is there so much talk about the piercing of the girdle,

and ' the mitre which was his greatest defence ', and not a word

about the much more remarkable piercing of the breastplate ?
^

' Mr. Lang bravely tackles the difficiiltids of this passage, and olTcrs tlie

explanation that the arrow went, not tlirougli the thorix, but between the

two parts of the thorex in the narrow open space in front. Athena had,

in fact, by mistake, directed it to the one dangerous spot ! ( World of Homer,

p. 7C.)

I cannot lielp suspecting that tlic ^iVpj/ also is interpolated here, or

rather, tliat there has been a contamination of two sources, in one of which
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Other awkwardnesses occur as one studies the passage : and

lliey all disappear «ith the removal of one inorganic line.

These supei-positions of armour upon armour are not

infrequent in our MSS. of early Greek poctiy, though we must

always remember that, if a bard liked to have two versions

of a description or a metaphor in his private book, it does

not follow that he used both when he was reciting. One

small case was noticed by the Alexandrians. We are told of

the archer Paris in F 17 that he ' fought in fi'ont, with a pard-

skin on his shoulders and a bending bow ', the natural accoutre-

ment for an archer, who needs both his hands. Then follow

the lines

And a sword : and brandishing two spears tipped with

Bronze he was challenging all the Argives to battle.

Zcnodotus, and perhaps Aristarchus too, deleted lines 18-21.

Xo doubt rightly. The two spears destroy the picture and

would prevent Paris from using his bow. It is interesting,

too, to see what happens later when Paris has to fight a

duel in full armour with Menelaus. He borrows the necessary

breastplate from Lycaon (F 330-8) and ' takes ' a sw ord

and a s])ear. The lines are, as usual, carefully arranged so

as to avoid a direct contradiction with the previous jjassagc,

but Zcnodotus was not quite satisfied and made another

deletion. We do not know his reasons : possibly he only

it was the liiTprj, ill tlic other tlie double tiiickne.ss of tlie girdle that saved

liiiu. Tiiere mast have been intervening stages between the Myeenaeans

and the Bronze Men. It is worth observuig that tlie 6uipt]( Vine makes a

slight grammatical awkwardness wherever it occurs : it brings in a xai

clause between ^tV and St. Possible language : but odd that it should

occur always ! Apart from the above passages the making of the Ih6n.i:,

plays a curiously small part in the Armour-Alaking, 2 478-013 ; 134 linos

arc gi\cn to tiio shield, one to tlie Ihonx, one io tiic greaves, two to (ho

helmet. That is, the shield was originally all that mattered much. .\iid

in T 2'}'.) Achilles docs seem rather to forget that ho has a breast pin! i>.

.\gain, in n KOI If., Apollo, by a ijlow with the Hat of his hand, ni.ikos

Patroclus stagger, so that his helmet falls olf and Ik^ drops his shield. 'I'lial

originally loft him iinarnii'.<l ; but the l>ai(l « lio arint^l iuru wi(h a breast-

plate has iiad to a<ld tlio disastrous lino KOI :
' And the Lord, the son of

Zeus, Ajiollo, also unbuckled his breastplate !
' (Kvat ii oi OwpijKa &va^ Aios

wos 'KifukKwv).
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mranl to delete the .sword and spear in one place ov lli(> other.

JMit \\ e see hi.s method, and ean nuvke out from it liow an ancient

l>ard or editor avoided contradict ions.

A very dear superposition can l)e seen in Hesiotl's 8hield of

Jli-racles (.•In/;/^, 13l>-320). The shield gives its name to the

])i>em, and has 180 lines of description, the rest of the aeeoutrc-

mentsixleen. But thisisnot all. Apparentlyin the groundwoik

of the poem the hero had a Mycenaean shield for practically hi.s

\\ hole defence. Then, as in Achilles' case (see note, p. 170),

other armour is added. But Heracles in tradition was repre-

sented not only as a hoplite ; he was also an archer, also a

konmetes or club-bearer. Consequently in Hesiod {As'pis,

122-38) he weai-s, all at the same time, greaves, breastplate,

and helmet ; an iron club ; a quiver and arrows ; a spear, and

a M}'cenaean shield

!

Before leaving this subject, there are t^o points ^\c should

notice for the sake of their historical significance. In the

lirst place, ^hile the breastplate and shield have been inserted

almost all through the Iliad, there is no clear trace of them

in the Doloneia (K) nor yet in the Odyssey. K, wa have

reason to believe, was a separate poem and not inserted in

t he y //«(/ till a late date ; how late we shall discuss in chapter xi.

The breastplate-inserter A\ould seem to have done his work

before K was incorporated. In the Odyssey, there was of

course less reason to revise the armour, as the military interest

is much slighter than in the Iliad. But this absence of the

breastplate is another instance of the fact we have noticed

before, that the Odyssey seems to have been altogether less

worked over, expurgated, and elaborated than what many

books still persist in calling without qualification ' the older

poem'.

The second point is an observation on the epic style. The

introduction of the breastplate, on almost any conceiv-

able theory, makes, not indeed an absurdity, but at least some

awkwardness, some bluning of the presentation. The confu-

sion of two styles of Jigliting docs the same. W'liat wc have

to realize is that, like most ancient poetry, the Iliad produces
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its effect not by accuracy of detail l)iit by a broad emotional

sweep. It does not stimulate our powers of close attention

as, for instance, the battle-scenes of Tolstoy do: it rather hypno-

tizes them by its rush and splendour and stately music. We
shall dwell on this characteristic more in detail in chapter ix

;

for the present we may note one further instance of it. A
mark of the epic style is, as we all know, the conventional

epithet. All objects of interest have descriptive adjectives

liabitually attached to them, and among such objects are,

of course, shields. Now you would expect, if the poet had

a clear conception of what he was describing, that the epithets

would show at once whether a particular shield was conceived

as the great Mycenaean tower of ox-hide or the small round

juetal targe of later Greece. But in fact it is not so.

When indeed a shield is called xaAKeor, 'bronzen,' there is

a strong presumption tliat it is of the later type : \Ahen

it is (i[x(f)LfSiwT)} or 7ro8»jreK>y9, ' man-enveloping ' or ' reaching

to the feet ', it is of the earlier. But as regards the greater

]iart of the epithets, scholars differ. Reichel and Leaf try

to make as many as possible suit the Mycenaean shield.

Ridgeway does the opposite. What is clear is that shields

which must from the tactics have been Mycenaean, \\hich

are, for inf^tance, large enough to cover a man from liead

lo foot, are called 'round' or 'even in every direction ' or

' orbed ' or ' bossy '—words A\hich at first sight seem to ap])ly

much more naturally to the later shield.^ This seems to show

that the poets tended to use these purely traditional epithets

without reflecting exactly what sort of a siiicld they wore

describing. That is the usual way of traditional poetiy.-

Lct us briefly run tlirough some other cases where tiie

rhanging customs of different ages have left their marks u])()n

tiie poems. There is the eliange from hrctiv/.e to irmi. The

excavations have ])ro(luee(l mi iion at Mycenae, and only two

Utile lumps at 'I'rov. X<i weiipons of iron have l)een foinul

' Soo Tiocturp TX on tluH point.
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ill the j)!!' Hellenic remains aiiywliere. And on tills subject

the e])ie tradition is veiy eleaf and vigorous. Bronze is the

]no])er metal of \\ar : Ares himself is ^d\K(os, ' bronzen,*

and 'the bron/.e ' ])roverbially means Mlie sword'. Iron is

known as a rare and very liard material, difHeult to work,

but suitable for ploughsliare.s, for clubs, for arrow-heads, for

axes.i It is only now and then l)v accident that a later

poet drops into using ' iron ' for a sword or spear, as we

should use ' steel '. Antilochos is afraid lest Achilles should

* cut his throat with the iron' (^ 34). Slaughtered oxen

writhe about the iron ' {+ 30) : most strikingly of all, in a

proverbial phrase, ' iron itself draws a man on '—a weapon is

a temptation (tt 294, t 13). Of course, though these mentions

of iron show clearly that the writers kne\\' of iron ^\eapons,

the general use of 'bronze' and 'bronzen' is no sign that

the writers still used bronze weapons. The memory of a

bronze age happens to have stamped itself on the language

of poetry. That is all. All Greek poetry was archaistic

in language because it was permeated by a sense of style.

It felt that modern words and phrases were out of tone

with the heroic past. Swords are spoken of as 'bronze'

down to the latest times of the Greek epic, when such

a thing as a bronze sword had perhaps not been seen for

centuries.

Less vigorous was the memory of antique funeral customs.

The Mycenaean and Minoan dead were of course buried : it

is practically certain that the rich \vere also embalmed in

honey.- The Homeric dead, for reasons that we discussed

al)ove, are burned. But a faint memory of the old custom

lingers on. Hector was not burned till the twenty-second day

' Hesiod also thinks of iron in connexion witli work rather than fighting.

Erga 150 x°^f 9^ S' i pya^ovro. //«Xas 5' ovk iaue a't^rjpo^.

^ On the gradual change from bronze to iron and burial to burning in

Crete—which, however, occurred mainly at the end of Late Minoan III

—

Ree Burrows, pp. J(X) f. As to the faintness of the memory, it is interesting

to note that in Scandinavia the general testimony of early writers put
burning Ijefore burial—the reverse of the truth. See above, p. 9r», note-

I»rpfeld Ijelieves in a combination of the two, Compies retidus du Congrea

ArcUol. (t AtUnen, 190.5, p. IGl.
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after his death. Achilles himself was not burned till the

eighteenth (.Q 31. 413. 665, 785 : w 65). Surely tliose facts

come from a time when embalming was practised. The actual

word which meant ' preserve ' or ' embalm ' {rapxveiv) i8

used in Homer to denote the ordinary buiying of burned

ashes. This is a clear case of survival, though sometimes,

from its very inappositeness to mere burial, the word gathered

to itself a metaphorical suggestion of ' preserving ' the dead

man's memory. " His brethren and kindred will preserve

him with a mound and a pillar : for that is the honour of

the dead ' (FI 456. 674). The honey once used for embalming

is still vaguely associated Avith the last rites, though its

meaning has been forgotten. When Patroclus was burned

upon a pyre they set leaning against the bier two great jars

of honey and unguents (4^ 170). And Achilles himself was

burned ' in raiment of the gods and plenteous unguents and

sweet honey ' (oj 67). The honey and unguents were useless :

but man was reluctant to stint his beloved dead of any

honour that he had once given him.

There is a very interesting development in the forms of

worship. The oldest Greek worship, like the Semitic, seems

to have had no temples and no graven images. You did not

make a god, at least not consciously. You found him : found

him dwelling in some strange rock, some ancient tree, in the

water that came from unknown depths and made the earth

fertile. You found him in the pillar that supported your

dwelling, but miglit fall, if angered ; in the battle-axe that

fougiit for you so bravely, but might at any moment w ilfully

break or miss its aim or turn in ycnir hand and betray you.^

And where you found him you worshipjied, and gave him

sacrifice. Hence come the 'pillars and high places', the

Hebrew Mmoth, and CIreek bomoi. At later stages you marked

off a little space around tlic divine object as specially sacred

' See fxix'fiHlly Kvann, Myrenaenn Tree und Fillnr Cull, in ./. //. S. xxi ;

R. Smith, Ueli'jioii oj Semilet, \^\>. t(7, llliJ, &c. ; W. M. llnnisay t»ii Aiintolinn

Religion in Dirt. liihl., extra vohimo. Of course tho conil)inatiou of ' ani-

conic ' and ' iconic ' forniH is oommon in later (!rcck religion : I'mletjomena,

]pp. IS fT.. and A''i1kr ur in Ennjr. llihl.
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or luumiril : this was a VV wf«oa\ a Pivc.inct. Later still, as

the faithful i)ri)i'ec'cleil to make olYerings to the god nt this

preciiut, you must needs have a resident priest to act as

caretaker ; and eventually, since, in spite of all the most

appalling curses on sacrilege which society could devise, the

offerings, hung on the tree or set in the crannies of the rock,

became too great a temptation to passers-by, it was best in

the end to build a properly walled house for the god and his

belongings to dwell in. How the images of the god arose it

is not clear. Dr. Reichel * believed that in general thrones

came before images. You found on some rock or higli place

some sign of the god's habitation, a place >\here he sat or

stei^ped or the like. You improved the seat for him ; in your

temple j'ou made a still better seat, and eventually you put

an image of the god himself to sit there. The image w ould

always serve an important purpose. For the very simplest

way of getting a god to do something was to have an image

of him and make the image do it. The chief difficulty lies

perhaps in the transition from the real fetish to the mere

imitation or image. I find it difficult to see how a purely

artificial image can originally have been worshipped except

as an imitation of something already known or supposed

to exist. Our early Greeks, driven out and cut off from their

natural holy places, would be reduced to making with their

own hands imitations of the god whom they had left

behind.

Now it is clear that during the greater x>art of the Iliad

and Odyssey Avorship is carried on at High Places or altars

in the open air. ' We were gathered round a spring by the

holy altars, under a beautiful plane-tree, where bright water

ran ' : so says the Iliad of the sacrifice at Aulis, where appeared

the wonder of the birds and the snake (B 305, cf. 238 f.).

So in the Odyssey (( 162) the sight of Nausicaa reminds

Odysseus of the young palm-tree which he saw ' growing

beside Apollo's altar ' at Delos. It did not grow indoors. You
hear normally not of the Temple of any god, but of the ' very

' Vorhelknisclie OiiUeraiite.
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])eautiful oak of aegis-beariug Zeus ' (E 693, II 60, $ 328, r 297):

of ' Athene's grove beside the way, all of poplars ; and spring

water runs through it, and meadow-land is aU around '

{( 291) :

of a grove of Poseidon, a grove and altars of the Nymphs

(B 506, t 200, p 210 : of. v 278).

Tlien occasionally Me hear of a temenos, a precinct fenced

off from common life. We hear t^-ice of the ' marble

threshold of the Archer Apollo in rocky Pytho ' (I 404. 80) :

and lastly, some seven times in all, we hear of definite temx^les.

in Z there is a full description not only of a temple and the

worship therein, but of a definite seated statue of the goddess

Athena, on ^hose knees a robe is to be laid, as Mas done at

the Panathenaea. Is not that a ritual centuries later, one

asks, than the sacrifice by the spring at Aulis ? And observe

a curious point. Chiyses, in the first book of the Iliad, is

a very antique figure, not exactly a priest, but rather a pro-

fessional ' cursing-man ', or areter, like Balaam, son of Beor,

in the Book of Numbers. And naturally, Mhen he performs

liis sacrifice, he does so (A 446 ff.) at an altar in the open

air. Yet in the introductory prologue he is made to cry to

liis Mouse-God with the appeal, ' If ever I roofed for thee

a gracious temple ' (A 39). It is the same phenomenon

wliich we noticed in tlie case of the armour. The writer

of that line did not observe that in his original there had

l)((u no temijle, only an altar. To him an altar implied a

temple, so he took the temple for granted.

It is the same with anotlier social change, aftecting marriage

customs. In the ])rimitive ages of Greece, as Aristotle has

remarked {Pol. 1208 b), ' men carried weapons and l^ought

their women from one another.' That is, the suitor i)ai(l

a price, normally calculated in oxen, to the fatliti ol' tin-

bride, wlio thus became her huslmnd's property. In classical

Greece the custom was just tlic oi)i)osite. Tlie father gave

a sum of money with liis daughter to induce tlic suitor to

marry her. Speaking very broadly, this means that in the

early times there were not enough women for the marriage

market, in tlie later times too many. It would seem that the
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tirst custom aroso in an a^v whon. owing to dive poverty and

(ontinunl wars, men hositatod a good deal abont rearing their

I hildren at all. antl especially were reluctant to burden them-

selves with daughters. There is sometiiing touching in the

frequency \\ith which during the heroic times you find names

of women compounded from hous, an ox. Oxen were the

gold currency of the time, and these names seem perhaps to

express the excuse which the parents made to themselves for

venturing to rear the useless female child. The real reason

was simply that they could not bear to kill it. But they

would never allege that. It is not the way with the human
race to avow such motives. We are much too shy. No
doubt their neighbours and the less agreeable of their elder

lelatives considered it extravagant of them, foolishly senti-

mental or ostentatious. Well, maybe it was : but after all

perhaps the girl would bring in a good price some day : so

they called her Alphesiboia, winner of kine, Phereboia, bringer-

in-of-kine, Potyboia, worth many kine, or Stheneboia, Periboia,

Eeriboia, Meliboia, and the rest of the names.

Now the poems as a rule maintain this older conception

of the marriage bargain. Hector bore his bride ' out from

the halls of Eetion, when he had paid countless bride-gifts
'

(X 472). Iphidamas was slain before he brought home his

bride, and ' had no joy of her, though he gave a great price
'

(A 243). Othryoneus, the suitor of Cassandra, gave his

services in the war instead of a bride-gift (N 366 : cf. A 289).

Hephaistos in the Odyssey, when Aphrodite is false to him,

vows that he will keep her in prison till her father returns

all the bride-gifts, ' yea, all that I put in his hand for the

.'^ake of his dog-faced maiden ' {6 310). There are special

cases where the opposite practice is mentioned. Old Altes

gave a great dower to his daughter Laothoe when she married

(X 51). Agamemnon, among the gorgeous gifts with which he

vainly sues Achilles, offers to give him one of his daughters,

not only without exacting a bride-gift, but giving her a dowrj'

as well (i 146 ff.). There is also an intermediate stage in

which the gifts are paid, not to the bride's father, but to
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the bride herself.^ They seem not so much a real gift as

a proof of the suitor's power to maintain a wife.

Now, so far, the evidence might be interpreted in either

of two ways. It miglit denote a long progress of time during

which customs changed, or it might point merely to an age

of transition in \\ hich all three customs existed simultaneously.

Two passages in a late part of the Odyssey decide the question

(/3 194, a 278). ' Let Telemachus bid his mother go back to

her father's house. And the folk there shall make a marriage-

feast and furnish eedna in plenty, such as are meet to go

with a dear daughter.' A doA\Ty is meant ; but the wovd

used is hhva, ' bride-gift.' The writer of the lines was accus-

tomed to the later practice of <\>€pvr\ or vpoi^, ' do\\Ty,'

and mistook the meaning of hhva because he had forgotten

the custom (cf. also ^i 53).

It is the same with the question of the Homeric house.

One reason for the divergent theories of scholars about that

elusive object has been that they tried to work with only

one form of house, and there are really at least three. The

house of Odysseus at the end in the Battle \\ith the Suitors

stands by itself. It is a Mycenaean palace, not unlike Tiryns,

as Prof. MjTes has shown.- But the normal house of both

the Iliad and Odyssey is quite different. There seem to have

been two types of house in the Aegean in early times, the

Cretan or Southern palace and the Hellenic or Northern one-

roomed Megaron '. The Ci'etan palace consists of countless

rooms leading one out of the other, and a whole structure so

com])licated that it has perhaps given rise to the story of the

labyrinth. Its main rooms tended to have the entrance door

or doors on the h^ig wall of the room so that the southoiii

sun came in through the broad opening. Con.'^equently they

'

f 159: cf. Scliol. n I7H: also cf. Aesdi. Prum. ").")!) tSroiy a-fnyti

'IXrjiovav Ttiewv. Tim code of Hainmuruhi lia.s marks of an iiilermcdiate

Htage, practically equivalent to thin. The Hiiitor ])ai(l a bride-price to the

father, and the father also fiavc a dowry whidi normally included tlie

return of the hride-price. hut did not. alwayn do so. See Ham. lOU,

\i\\\. IG4.

» ./. //. .S'., vol. XX, and Monro's Odyssey, Appendix VI.
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luul no firoplair.' Tlic llclltMiir house was liko a modern

sluil or a Greek teini)lo //( antis, an oblong building with

a iloor at the narrow end, a |>oreli in front, and a iireplace

in the centre of the big hall, which was called megaron or

ihahmos. In the palaces of Creece proper, Mycenae, Tiryns,

and Arne in Lake Copais, this northern megaron has been

combined w ith the ' lab^Tinthine ' scheme of the Cretan

])alaces. But in the Iliad and Odyssey the houses are nor-

mally one-room halls. The master and mistress live in the

megaron in the da>^Jme and sleep there at night ; strangers

arc invariably given a bed in the porch just outside the front

door. That is where Telemachus is put when staying with

Nestor and with Menelaus (y 305-406, I 296-307) ;
Odysseus

with Alcinous (?? 228-347), and when he is a stranger in his

own house (v 1) ; Priam with Achilles (12 643-50). Grown-

u]i sons and daughters have separate ' halls ' or ilialmnoi built

for them close by (y 413, /3 2-5). When Hector goes to find

Paris in his thalamos (Z 321 ff.), he finds Paris cleaning his

armour, and Helen with her handmaids spinning, all in the

same room ; and the room is certainly the place where Helen

a)id Paris slept. When the gods are summoned to Hephae-

stus' house, they stand in the porch and see from there his

bed with chains like spider-webs drawn round it {Q 304, 325).

And Alcinous speaks of the night being long ;
' it is not yet

lime to sleep in the hall ' (A. 373).

That is the normal Homeric practice. But there are other

passages wheve the master and mistress have a separate bed-

room away from the hall ; Penelope, in particular, and certain

young girls dwell in ' well-wrought upper-chambers '. And

here, as before, the poet who brings in the later use does

not notice that he is contradicting an earlier use. So Helen

and ^Menelaus go to rest in the usual way ' in the inward

]iart of the lofty hall
'

; but in the morning Helen comes out

of her ' fragrant high-roofed bower ' (o 304, 310, 121). In the

case where Achilles puts the aged Priam to sleep in the porch,

' There is a central hearth in the second city at Troy—perhaps owing to the

climate, perhai)s to some exceedingly early influx of Northerners.
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the later poet seems to be troubled at such apparent lack of

hospitalit}', and invents a reason, which no commentator has

ever succeeded in understanding, for not asking him to sleep

properly inside (<2 G43-76). Apparently he did not under-

stand the custom which he found implied in his book.

Other evidence could be added to this :
^ evidence from the

treatment of the gods, a most curious subject ; from the law

about guardianship of a \\ido\\ ; from land tenure, govern-

ment, and, most important of all, from the changes and mis-

understandings of linguistic forms. All are involved in a

network of small but ever-thickening difficulties as long as

we try to regard the poems as the work of one man or one

age. All begin to clear and become intelligible as soon as

we recognize ^hat the Poems really are. They represent not

the independent invention of one man, but the ever-moving

tiadition of many generations of men. They are wholes built

up out of a great mass of legendary poetry, re-treated and

re-created by successive poets in successive ages, the histories

knitted together and made more interesting to an audience by

the instinctive processes of fiction.

' Cases of conscious avoidance by Homer of ' modern ' .subjects are given

by Brcal, Pour mieux conna'tre Homere, pp. 7-11 : e.g. writing, statues,

paintingK, money.

Note.—My discussion of the armour i.s based chiefly on Reidiel, Homerisrlic

W'dffen, Leaf's Appendices to liis edition of the llind, and Robert's Slinlipn

zur Hiu« ; Lipi)oid's valuable article (see p. 108 note) lias only come to nic

while this second edition was in the press. The passages about funeral

customs, bronze and iron, temples and dowries, are taken chiclly from

I*. Cauer's admirable O'ruiidfracjen der Humcrkrilik (second edition, lUl(t).

Some remarks also are due to Finsler's Homer, and of course Holbig

[lldiaeriHrhp. J'J/Hji aux den Dcnkmi'ilcrn trkliirl) and Tsounlas and Manalt.

From the 'unitarian' side the best discussion of the arnuuir is that (>{

Andrew Lttng in 77/'' World of Homer and Homer and hii .tj/r. On houses

1 would specially refer to Xoack, Homerinche Pah'iMe and Onilhuus mid

I'lildxl in Kniii, and the four articles l»y .Mackeii/ie on CnUin I'lilnns in

\\\i' .\nnual of tiic 15. S. A., .\i-.\iv. C'f. also Hidgeway in the AUkmunm for

.\''i\. Jl, IWH. (The gabli- and pediment arc norlhorn ; tin- Hat roof and

hic/.c .My<onu(!an.)

In the I'calm of language inuch work has l)cen done lately, and (wo goneial

results seem to nie to emerge with incroasing cleariiosK ; (I) the niixinre <»1

old and new is provdl to the hilt ; (-') liio task of separating tiie strata is
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sl((i\M> (o Ik- niiicli inoriMlilVuHilt tl\iin llir last j^oiieration of scholars imajjiiiod:

you cannot siiniily cut out ' lato parts ' and loavo llio rest uniform (soo above,

p. 5). 1 would montion particularly tlio foliowin}; studios :

Vr. Bochtcl, tlic cclcl)ratcd j)liiIologi8t, luis puMishod a valuable book on

Die Vvcdlcoiilnirlioi'. Ini Hoiinr ; it supports the general results of criticism,

especially those of Robert. Dr. Hontze. in several articles (Ucilr. zur Kundc

dcr la Spiaclu; x.xix. ]). '-'Sd IT.. rhilahi/it.s; N. F., xix. '2. p. KM ff., Zcilschr.

f.
vciijhirh. Spmchfor.-icliKiig, N. F., xli, p. ;J5() fl'.), has treated f he dilVerent

sta<'cs in Homeric syntax, ospocially in conditional and Knal sentences.

Signor Delia Seta, in the Jlendicouli dcUa R. Accad. del Lined (Vlasse di nc.

iitorali, etc.), serio v, vol. xvi, pp. 134-210, shows some very interesting

results about the comparative age of the words 'Axaio/, 'ApytTot, Aavaoi

;

'A^^it;, 'AOrpati], and 'lAior, Tpoiij. The ago comes out in the above order ;

tl\o oUlor books mostly have the older forms, l)ut the exceptions are instruc-

tive. For instance, the old form ^AOtjvt] is commoner than 'ASr;>'m'j; in tiio

Odif!<sc!/, though the Odijssei/ is generally later, because in the Odtj/sstij Athene

is of tlio essence of the story and belongs to the oldest parts. The late and

periiaps Attic form 'AeTjraii) occurs oftenest in tlie Converse of Hector and

Andromache, Z (10 'AS^m/?;. 4 'Ae-qvr^), a very significant suggestion, i'rof.

<1. A. Scott of IWmoiti, \nCla.ssic<dPhUoh(jy (Chicago), iv. 3, v. 1, and Vlmxiad

liet'icu; xxiv. 1, has ably sliown that some of tlie commonly received dilfer-

ences of language between the Iliad and the Odyssey, as wholes, are fallacious.

Miss Stawcll(//o//(f ;•««</ Ihc //m'/,Dent, 1910) has extended the criticism much

fmtlier, and attempted a new division of the poems into parts written by

Homer and parts added later. Meantime the old unitarians have, somewhat

strangely, liailcd tliese criticisms as a defeat for ' dissectors and separatists
'

(c. g. Mr. Slicwan in C. Q., April and October, 1910). I may add that the

great problem of the mixture of dialects in Homer receives much light from

Thumb's admirable IJandbiich der griechi.'ichen Dialekte (Heidelberg, 1909).

In tlie domain of metre, the enormous importance of which for Homeric

Language was demonstrated in Schulze's Quaestiones Epicae, an article by

Mi. .J. A. J. Drewitt on Scansion in Homeric Verse {C. Q., April, 1908) is

remarkable, both for its fine observation and its curious results. Mr. Drewitt

proves tlie existence of several clear differences of treatment between

the narrative and the speeches, as well as, incidentally, between certain

books and others. It is impossible to summarize the conclusions to whicii

his researches point, but one seems to be that an early epic style consisting

cliiefly of narrative and simile was followed by a style which revelled in

dramatic speech and used simile sparingly. Mr. Drewitt has in preparation

an elaborate paper on the uses of the augment which will probably appear

in the C. Q.



VII

THE ILIAD AS A TRADITIONAL BOOK

111. PECULIARITIES

While I «as trying in my fourth lecture to draw a general

comparison between the Hebrew traditional history and the

Ureck epic as regards their manner of gi'owth, an objection

may have occurred to some of my hearers. The objects

compared are too unlike. The Book of Genesis or of Judges

is essentially a chronicle, a prose record of traditional history,

narrated as far as possible in order of time, ye&v after year,

generation after generation. The Iliad is a definite poem,

composed with great artistic elaboration for an artistic end,

^beginning in the middle of the action, and leading u[) to

a skilfully prepared climax. Its methods are the methods not

of conscientious pillar-to-post chronicle, but of artistic fiction.

The time of its main action amounts to some four days.^

This is true ; and before going further ^\e should try

to realize how the difference has come about. Both books,

1 believe, are made fiom the same raw material, but they

iiave develoiKid it in different waj's. In the simplest form of

the saga there were probably elements of both prose and

poetry—poetry where you happened to find it, in lyrics or

Ijallads, and prose to fill in the facts. We find tiiat style of

composition in the Book of Judges and some Icelandic sagas.

lint Hebrew poetry, as it developed afterwards, is too im-

patient and emotional to narrate history. And in a hook

like Judges poetry has been conquered by prose. The saga

lias been dcvelo|)(>d, to the Ix-st of the writer's ])ower, into

a sy.stematic prose liistcjiy, i-jironologically anangcd mihI

' More exactly, (our dttyh of liylitiiij^ followod l>y lwoiily-(\Mi of IiiiktuI.
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cilitod \Nith a view (o icligious iii.stniciioii. la the Greek

saga, oil tilt' otlu-r hai\(l, poetry had things its own way.

(h-ook portry clevclopcd special forms for telling continuously

I he deeds of the past. And it told them as it pleased. The

\ersitied chronicle became more and more of a poem and less of

a history. It meant no harm ; but it had in it from the first

a dangerous and unprincipled element, the poet's sense of

l)eauty, A\hich in that particular soil grew, and overpowered

in numberless elusive ways the honest spirit of chronicle.

The early French epics were mostly knoM n by the name of

C/iansom de Geste, that is, apparently, Songs of Geski or

yjef(/.s\ This plural Geda was often used in the title of historical

books, like Gesla Francorum, which w^as interpreted to mean

Hii>lorij of the Franks, as though ' Gesta ' as a feminine singular

A> as equivalent to ' History '. The Epics were Songs of History.

The poet found his material sometimes in traditions and

l)opular songs, sometimes in the direct prompting of monks

who read or showed him their chronicles.^ Probably some

similar origin should be assumed for most of our Greek epic

remains ; but, here as elsewhere, the great difficulty is that

our record begins so late. We have none of the raw materials

left ; we have only finished poems or fragments of finished

poems. But it is Avorth \\ hile spending a few minutes in trying

to think out something of the processes of manufacture.

Suppose, for instance, that some early editor of the Book

of Judges had been not a scribe or priest, but a Homejic

bard or rhapsode, how might he have treated his material ?
^

Our Book of Judges consists mainly of the exploits of four

.Judges or Heroes who delivered Israel from oppression

:

J<]hud of Benjamin, who slew Eglon, King of Moab ; Barak,

of the northern tribe of Najjlitali, who defeated Sisera, the

general of Jabin, King of Hazor, and whose story contains the

' Sco Les Legendes epiques, Becherches ^ar la formulion des Chansons de

Gcde, par J. Bedicr. Taris, 1U08. Also La Nolssance de la Chanmn de GvM<; hy

J. Flacli, Joiuiinltirs Haranh,^l\[\\W^).--\yv\i\\Q\^hr^AHQ ' ronim <,'c.stanim

Mfiptoi- ' == ' writer of chioiii<-lch ', lielp in Uic uliangc of Jiieaning of ' gostos ' 'I

If I icmcmlx5r lighlly, tlio old scholar Jo.shua Barnes did actually

make a Latin epic out of tlic Book of .Judges.
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splendid song of Deborah ; Gideon of Abiezer in Manasseh,

who overthrew the Midianites ; and Jephthah of Gilead,

who smote Ammon and sacrificed his daughter. There is

added to these an account of Samson, who did not exactly

deliver his people, and was rather a ' strong man ' of folk-lore

than a judge ; and an appendix on the sins and destruction

of the tribe of Benjamin. There are also brief mentions of

seven other Judges who are little more than names. This

raw material is worked up into an appearance of continuous

history with fixed, though fictitious, dates and a special

religious moral.

Now what would a Homeric bard have done with it ?

He would, we may suppose, select a hero and a centre for his

poem. The choice would lie between three heroes : Gideon,

who has tliree chapters devoted to him, besides a long account

of the doings of his son ; Jephthah, who has two chapters

and a fine tragic story ; and Samson, who has four chapters.

Xow my instinct tells me that he ^^ould not choose Samson :

and to choose Jephthah would lead at once to a human

sacrifice in the front plane of the story. It follows that he

would probabl}' choose Gideon. Then he would consider

how to draw into his poem as much as possible of the rest of

the book. He certainly must not lose the Song of Deborah,

for in.stance. Looking through the record, he would find that

at a certain point (vi. 34 f.) ' Gideon blew a trumpet and

Abiezer was gathered together after him. And he sent

messengers throughout all Manasseh . . . and unto Asher and

unto Zebulun and unto Naphtali ; and they came up to

meet him.' There is an opening. When the herald went to

Naphtali, w(^ should bo told, ho spoke to the men of Naphtali,

and the men of Naphtali wavered, and did not wish to join

the war. They feasted and bade their minstrel sing to them.

And an old minstrel— in Greek saga ho would bo a blind

minstrel—came and smote his harp and sang tiio Song of

Deborah, how Jabin tiie Syrian had ti|)[)ressed Israel ; how

l>arak awoke and led his captivity captive ;
how Deborah

arose, a mofhor in [siaol : how Iho rivor Kishon h\\v]A Ihoni
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a\\a\ . tli»> aiuiciit livi^r, tlio ri\(M- Kislioii. So the ])rinces of

Naphtnli wore voinindcd of the great deeds of tlieir forefathers

and came in then- strength to fight for Cideon. All the Song

of Deborah will eonie straight in.

The story of Ehud, again ; it is easy to get that told by

some Benjaniite. Then the great story of Jephthah must

not be omitted. It only needs a little boldness. When the

embassy comes to the men of Oilead, we shall be told, their

aged chieftain, Jei^hthah, is bowed with grief and cannot

join Gideon himself, because he is not yet purified from

the slaying of his daughter. He or another Gileadite tells

the story, and he sends his folloAvers with a blessing. The

only real difficulty lies in the dates. Very unfortunately,

Jephthah seems to have been later than Gideon. If the

chronology is firmly established, our bard will have to bring

in a jwophet who can foretell Jephthah's story. But if the

chronology is not bej'ond dispute, or if our poet feels that,

be the facts as they may, the poem will be much the better

for the change, he Avill ignore the dates and let the Muse have

her way.

And Samson ? Well, one of two things must be done.

Either we will leave Samson entirely aside, to be celebrated in

separate lays of his own, or, if we must cover that piece of

history too, we may have some character like Nestor in the

Cypria and Iliad, like Menelaus in the Odyssey, who can make

a digression and tell the whole story. Gideon's father, Joash,

might do, or his armour-bearer, Purah. Joash can regret that

men are not noAV as they once were, when he w^as young

and was entertained at Zorah by Samson ; Samson, son of

^lanoah, who ... Or he can warn some young man to be

pnident, lest he should fall like Samson, ^ho . . .

And for the rest of the Judges, I believe that a Greek bard,

such as the authors of the Cypria, would have got them all

in. The wise Joash would denounce the weakness of the

present race of men, how unlike to Shamgar, the son of Anath,

who smote Avith an ox-goad six hundred Philistines ! Or
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Gideon, in a great speech refusing to bow down to Baal, would

explain that nothing would induce him to do so, not all the

riches of Jair the Gileadite, m ho gave to his thirty sons thirty

cities and set them to ride upon thirty asses : not all the still

vaster wealth of Abdon the son of Hillel. And so on.

As a characteristic of the Hellenic races, in contrast Mith

the Hebrew, this tendency to work up tradition into an
artistic and poetical form is of great significance. And it

does add one more to the already numerous forces which

turn all legendary history away from the path of truth.

^

If you take up the Iliad as a record of history, you will soon

put it down as so much mere poetry. But if you read it

as fiction, you will at every page be pulled up by the feeling

that it is not free fiction. The poet does not invent whatever

he likes. He believes himself to be dealing with real events

and real people, to be recording and explaining things that

have value only, or primarily, because they are supposed to be

true. And again, Mhen j'ou come to the passages that do

not represent real tradition but merely serve to join or to

introduce parts that originally did not belong together, you

will inevitablj^ be .struck by the extreme reluctance of the

Homeric poets to trust long to their oaau invention. It is

one of the things that most irritates an ordinary modern

reader in the analysis of the Iliad or Odyssey, to be forced

to observe how the later poets or editors, those responsible

for a or 0, for exaraj)le, w ill go to any lengths in patching

up centos of old lines, taken from the mo.st varying places,

rather than invent new lines. It was not the business of a bard

to invent. It was his business to know, by information from

the Muses or elsewhere, the history of the past, and to tell it

to his new audience accurately, word for word, as the Muses

had told it to him. Even in the case of new songs, which

naturally had their attraction, the poet's praise is that he

knows them and tells them accurately. ' Accurately* i

'

Well, (Ta(\)ujs iKcurra ; each detail vividly and clearly, so that

' Of. nolo (III ]>. JHl, bolow.

N 2
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yoii feci it miisl (•(unc straiiil'i Irmii ilic Muses. 'I'lic imagina-

tion which ho ]iuls \u\o ij is inoioly <>nr of his l)os< moans of

l>orsv.ading pcojilo tlial it is true.

I suspect that the ekMuent of conscious fiction comes in

tirst of all in the formulae of transition and introduction.

The ^\Titer of Z, for instance, makes Glaucus tell to Diomcc^es

during a battle the whole story of Bellerophon. That is

merely his way of getting the history of Bellerophon told.

He does mean that the story is true ; hut he does not in

the least mean to assert that Glaucus actually told it on such

an occasion,^ It Mould probably be a very complicated

business to unravel in the Iliad what the reader is meant to

take as history, and what is merely the device of the poet for

convenience in narrative or for dramatic effect. And I

fancy that the instinct of most readers Avill generally lead them

right without any rules. The important tiling is that there

are real masses of supposed historical truth, somehow con-

nected together, and beautified as they pass, by the processes

of fiction. The main basis is not fiction, but traditional

history. A clear proof of this lies, I think, in the general

agreement as to statements of important fact bet\A'een all our

different sources of tradition ; the wide range of epic or quasi-

epic poems ascribed to Homer, Hesiod, Stesichorus, and others,

and even, where we can get them, the local legends attached

to temples and oracles. The differences between these

various gources are of course large and numerous ; but the

underlying consensus of statement quite unmistakable. And

its significance can only be minimized by adopting a theory

which was universally prevalent a few decades ago, but

which in our present knowledge can only be described as

desperately improbable. According to this theory, there is

really in Greece no traditional history at all : the Iliad and

Odyssey are two primaeval works of fiction, preserved as it

were by miracle from pre-historic times ; and all the other

epic tradition is made up out of these two books by the

' We happen to know tliat some ancient critics said the whole incident

J)elong6d to another place ; presumably they were following their MSS.
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deductions, imitations, and inventions of ingenious commen-

tators.

In some cases this process has no doubt occurred. In

others it may have occurred. For instance, there existed in

the sixth eeutur\- a tradition of a marriage between Telemachus

and the youngest daughter of Nestor, Polycaste. Now, in the

Odyssey, \\hen Telemachus goes to Nestor's house, Polycaste

is put in charge of him and, after the custom of the age,

gives him a batli. Did the poet of the Odyssey know the

tradition i Did he perhaps know people who claimed descent

from Telemachus and Polycaste ? Or, on the other hand,

did the poet of the Odyssey mean nothing at all %\lien he

mentioned this one daughter by name, and put Telemachus

in her charge, and is the suj)posed tradition a mere embroidery

worked up from that accidental mention I In that case

I hesitate to decide. But in the great mass of cases one camiot

hesitate. The existence of a real saga behind any particular

treatment of it forces itself upon almost every reader. As

a matter of fact, the Iliad and Odyssey not only refer to other

legends as ah-eady existing and treated by other poets ; that

every one admits ;
^ but they often in their digressions tell

stories in a form which clearly suggests recapitulation or

allusion. They imply the existence elsewhere of a completer

poetical treatment of the same subject. Take, for instance,

the story of Bellerophon in Iliad Z. The queen, Anteia, her

love being rejected, falsely accuses Bellerophon to her

husband. (Z 1(55.)

So she spoke, and fury seized the king for the thing he
heard. Slay him he would not : he had aidos of that

in his heart. But he would send him to Lycia, and gave
to him grisly signs, \\hich he wrote inside a folded tablet,

many life-destroying things, and bade him show them to

his wife's father, that he might ])('rish. And he went to

Lycia under the blameless yuidiiKj of the (jods. And when
he came to Lycia and the Uowing Xanllais, the king ol

broad Lycia honoured him with open heart : tor nine

du3'H he feasted him, and ninr' oxen he slew. I>nt when

' Muuiu, Udynety, Appoudi.\, p. -'Jl.
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tlu- louth ro8V-lingorod ilawii a|)])oaiv(l, tlioii he qiics-

tioiiod him aiul ayked to see the sign that he brought
^\ith him from Proitos his son-in-ki%\. Then, ^^hen he

had received the evil sign, first he bade Bellerophon

shiy tlie raging Chimaera (She-goat). Now she Avas of

birth divuie, and not of men : in front a lion, behind

a serpent, and in the midst a She-goat, breathing out

a fearful force of burning fire. A7id her he slew, follow-

ing the signs of the gods.

So on and so on. Bellcroi)hon surmounts all his trials ; the

king of L}'cia repents and gives him his daughter in marriage.

He seems to be on the point of living happil}' ever after.

But when he also was Jutted of all the gods, then verily

along the Plain of Wandering alone he wandered, eating

his own heart, avoiding the footfall of man.

What does it all mean ? Is that the way to tell a new

storj^ unknoA\n to your hearers ? One Avants more explana-

tion all through. What ' blameless guiding of the gods ' led

Bellerophon to Lycia ? What ' signs of the gods ' showed

him hoA\ to slay the Chimaera ? ^ Above all, how did he

become ' hated of all the gods ', and go wandering ? And
\\ hy the phrase ' A\hen he also '

'i Is it not plain that the

poet of Z is in the first place referring to an existing legend,

and secondl}^ one may almost say, quoting from an existing

poem ? And what can that poem have been ? Bellerophon

Avas a Corinthian hero. So that Avhen we find that there did

exist an ancient mass of poetry vaguely called ' Corinthiaca ',

and attributed to one Eumelus of Corinth, Avhich is on general

grounds the obvious source for any Corinthian traditions,

A\e naturally conjecture that this is probably the source of

our particular digression.

Let us folloAv this conjecture further. Shortly before this

Bellerophon passage there comes in the Iliad (Z 130 ff.)

another digression, telling hoAv Lycurgus, King of Thrace,

' Pegasu-s is omitted by Homer as a monster : he occurs Hes. Theog. 325
T^i/ fxiv rirjya/jos dKt Kal ea^Aoj Bt\Ktpo<puvTrjs, and is mythologically very
ancient. (Tlic Chimaera, a 8avage monster in remote lands, is obviously

less hicrodiblo than the tame I'egabus in a stable in Corinth.)
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came to an evil end because he " fought with the gods '

in

resisting Dionysus, and the gods hated him. The passage

troubles commentators because Homer usually ignores

Dionysus. As Dr. Leaf says, ' Dionysus is an absolute

stranger to the Homeric pantheon.' If we look into the

scholia we find that the story of Lycui'gus resisting the god

Dionysus was told by Eumelus of Corinth in the ' Eiu'opia '.

The Europia, or ' Verses about Europa ', are presumably the

parts of the Corinthiaca or general Corinthian traditions

which dealt with Europa. The same source which we sus-

pected for Bellerophon ! Evidently Homer—if we may so

name the poet of Z—since he was using the Europia for the

story' of Bellerophon, took the Dionysus-Lycurgus story

from them at the same time. And he speaks, you remember,

of Bellerophon cdso being hated of all the gods. That aho

has no meaning where it stands in the Iliad. Apparently

in the original Bellerophon came in a list of such people,

following upon Lycuigus. Lycurgus was hated of the gods

and went blind :
' Bellerophon also ' was hated of the gods,

and went mad. It is all clear. If anything were needed to

make it clearer still, it would be that the Verses of Eumelus

are quoted as the earliest known authority for the story of the

Argo and Medea ^, and the composer of our Odyssey speaks of

the Ai'go as a subject of which ' all minds are full '.

' e.g. by Schol. Piiid. 01. xiii. 74; Schol. Ap. Rhod. iii. 1372 (isix lines

directly borrowed from Eumelus); Paus. ii. 3. 10. That is, the mo.st

authoritative form of the Medea-Argo epic iii Alexandrian times and later

was the Corinthian epic of ' Eumelus '. Jt is tlic habit of tlic (Irannnalici to

(|Uote the earliest autliority thoy can llnd. ' Eumelus ' is, so to speak, the
' Homer ' of the Corinthian-argonautic traditions. So far au we can guess at

the date of any pti soiial ' Eumelus ' ho would seem to bo a Homer according

to Nitzsch, not a Homer according to Hermann— i. e. not the original

inventor but the late perfector of a floating epic tradition. The Corintliiaca

had a most interesting liistory and well deserve a new monograpli. One can

trace in them (1) old mythical material; (2) the fables generated by tiio

earliest exploring voyages to the NE. ; (3) a gathcring-up and development

of these legends in Corinth as a centre ; (1) late re-editing and abridgement,

such as occurred to the poems that were made into an ' ei)ic cycle '. Clement

of Alexandria [Strom, vi, p. 207, Sylb.) tliinkM of Knmelus as tlie man
who made the prose epitome tiien extant of certain epic traditions. See

Appendix H.
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There has been an extraordinary rehielancc among seholars

to look facts like these in the face, or even to understand the

possibility of their occiuTing. This conies from two causes.

First, criticism is still beset by the unfortunate phrase ' Cyclic

poets ', and all the false ideas it connotes. When the Iliad

and Odysisey had become canonical some scholar unknown

made a complete ' cycle ' of epic history based i)rimarily

upon these t^o poems and, where they failed, on the remains

of the various old traditional ejDics.i The phrase ' Cj'clic

poets ' some\\hat absurdly suggests that it was the original

poets themselves who made this ' cycle ', deliberately com-

l»leting the Iliad and Odyssey. And secondly, Greek scholar-

ship is not yet familiar, as Hebre\\' is, with the idea of a

traditional book. The truth, as we have already seen, is that

all these poems or masses of tradition in verse form were

grov\ing up side by side for centuries. Either could quote

or be quoted by the other as easily as the Book of Judges

could refer to Samuel or Samuel to Judges. Both these books,

if we are to believe the most careful Biblical scholars, had

begun to exist by 900 b. c. ; but Judges was only finished

a little before 200 b. c, and Samuel not quite finished then.

Or, to take a much stronger concrete instance, to show how

complicated this process of mutual quotation may be. Isaiah,

chap, xxxvi-xxxix, is quite full of quotations, sometimes

complete, sometimes abridged, from the Second Book of

Kings. (Driver, L. 0. T., p. 227.) On the other hand, the

Second Book of Kings quotes not merely Isaiah but the

much later ^\Titer, Jeremiah ; and quotes him not directly

but by way of Deuteronomy. That is, it takes from Deutero-

nomy passages which Deuteronomy has already taken from

Jeremiah. (lb. p. 203.) All the great books were growing

up together, and passages could be repeated from any one to

any other.

' Hfp-novrai o tTHKus kvk\o^, (k Siatpupaiv tioitjtujv avfXTrXrjpovfJKVos

ixixpi T^s a-nofiaaius 'OSvaaiws t^s ei's 'Waicqy, iv ift xat i/ird rod vatSds

Tj/At/xixou AyvoovvTos KriiueTat, Pioclus upud Phol. Bibl. 310 A. iScc

Appendix H, ' Tlic Epic Cycle'
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These facts should guard us against two possible uiiscou-

ceptious. They show that the Iliad is not an iudepeudeut

'

work of fiction, but a Traditional Book, dependent on a living

saga or tradition. It \\as meant to be liistor}', or what then

stood for history. And secondl}', that it is not alone among
such books, a great original cojjied by a few late and obscure

imitators, but one among a great number, each embodying

the traditions specially prominent in their own circles of

influence, and all of them freely overlapping and intercom-

municating as the enterprise of a bard or the interest of his

audience suggested.

1 have jotted in the margin of my Iliad notes of the prob-

able sources of the various bits of legend which seem foreign

to the main story of the lliail or alien to their immediate

context. Many of them have been in ancient times or modern

marked as " spurious ' or as ' interpolated '—a phrase wliich

seems often merely to mean that the critic wishes a line were

not there when it plainly is. One finds in the first few

books of the Iliad : first, the Catalogue of sliijDs, belonging

originally to some Boeotian source, the school of genealogies

and catalogues. This was known even in antiquity. The

ancient title of the whole passage was ' Boeotia ', and it is

omitted in many MS8.^ But we can see that there was an

intermediate source before the Catalogue came into the Iliad.

The tenses of the verbs and other points of language show

that the heroes are described, not as already disembarked

at Troy, but as in the act of assembling at Aulis. And we

happen, by the luck of a quotation, to luiow that there was

an old chronicle poem, the Cyprian Verses, which narrated at

length the as.sembling of the Greeks at Aulis and al.so contained

a Catalogue. True, our authority only speaks of a ' Catalogue

of the Trojans ', such as forms the second part of our Catalogue

in B. But to any one who has grasi)ed at all wiiat literature

was in the days before the book trade and the reading public,

it will seem a strained hypothesis to suggest that a Greek

' ill D, T, U, and imji. J!, uuiung (hu butt uiiuh (Leaf). .Mr. Alluii, in his

gro.it uullutiuu, cilcs an uvuii luugor li-^t.
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li;ii(l. reciting to (irooks, would give a catalogue of the

ciKMuy and leave out his own ]iooi)le.^ \\v may fairly suppose

tiuit our Catalogue stood originally in the Cypria.

In any ease, the Catalogue provides us with an instruetive

exanii)le oi method. Whatever the source from which the

Catalogue comes, the poet of the Iliad, in taking it over,

has taken over not only the facts but the actual words, even

when the}^ did not quite suit their new context. The imper-

fect tenses are certainly not natural as they stand. They are

left standing because the bard did not think it worth while

—

or perhaps did not think it right—to rewrite the lines. It is

exactly like that ' also ' in the Bellerophon passage.

It is of course hard to get clear instances of this process of

\erbal borrow ing because the poems which served as sources

are not extant. But sometimes we get a glimpse of one.

For instance, in the fifth book (E 385 ff.) tliere is a list of the

injuries done to gods by men, especially by Heracles, which

seems to be taken from the Heracleia (cf. especially 403 f ., with

Leafs note). We happen to have a quotation from the

Heracleia, as composed and re-formed in the sixth century by

Panyassis, the uncle of Herodotus, and the quotation has

* See Wilamowitz, Homcrische Untersuchungen, p. 374. Was this catalogue

materially different from ours ? It would appear not, because it is never

to my knowledge cited by tlio ancients against our Catalogue. That is, it

was roughly identical with our Catalogue, and the Alexandrians, on their

usual theory, assumed that ol I'twrtpoi had taken it from the Iliad. The
Catalogue in Eur. Iph. Axil. 164-302 is, of course, abbreviated from some

older source, and that source seems to be the Cypria rather than B. First,

the ships are there described at Aulis ; Protesilaus is alive and so is Palamedes

(195-9) ; there is a reference to the Judgement of Paris (181) ; all these

points would come straight from the Cypria, they would imply conscious

change if the source was B. Also, it is very interesting that the problem

how to harmonize the positions of Adrastus and Agamemnon—one being,

as iliilder puts it (p. 00 ff.), the great king of Argos in the Thcbais, the other

in the Iliad or Achilleis—is solved in a different way from that followed by

B. In B Agamemnon leads his forces from Mycenae and ' Sicyon where in

the berjinniny Adrastus had been king ' (B 570) ; in Iph. Aul. 269 Agamem-
non leads the ships of Mycenae, ' and with him was Adrastiis, as a friend with

a friend.' (The emendation d5fA</)us is a wilful refusal of light.) The
question we cannot answer is how far the MSS. of the Catalogue may have

variwl in Euripides' day. (This is independent of the problem raised in

(.haptcr xi, p. 314.)
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a startling verbal and rhythmical similarity with this passage

in E. If the passage in E could be original there, then

Panyassis might have been merely imitating E ; but the

passage evidently is not original in E. Presumably Panyassis

and the author of E are both adapting the same passage in

an older form of the Ileracleia}

Another interesting reference to the Heracleia is in The

Tricking of Zeus (H 249-69), where Sleep mentions how Hera

once before, in the matter of Heracles, bribed him to put his

spell uj)on Zeus and how he suffered for it ; another, very

clear, in T 95-136. Similarly a passage in A 370-400 about

the doings of T^'deus in Thebes during the war of The Seven

is clearly, one may almost say undisguisedlj'^, abbreviated from

the Theban epic tradition. We hear of it, or of different parts

of it, under the names of Thebais, Oedii)odeia and Epigonoi.-

(See Leaf on E 392.) in the sixth book we have the large

and beautiful passages already spoken of, derived from the

Corinlhiaca. Other passages seem to be derived from the

Cyjma, the Little Iliad, and the Sack of Ilion, the so-called

Aethioi^is, the Argonautica, the Buttles of the Gods and Titans,

• The linos are, in tho Iliad, 385, 392, 395 :

tXtj f.i(v "Aprji, ure fxiv 'firoj icpartpui r' 'E(l>td\Ti]s . . .

tA^ 6' "Upr], ort (Xiv KpaTipiis wais 'Aix<piTpvckivos . . .

rKfj 5' 'Aidrjs iv Totat irtKwpios wkw uiaruf, ,

(VTf fllV WVTOS dvfjp kt\.

iu Tauyassis, fr. 10 :

rXf) fjiiu AT]fiT]T7]p, T\rj 5( K\vTds d/x((>iyvTiets,

t\^ Si TloaaSawv, rKfj S' apyvporo^os 'AnoWwi',

avbpl itapd 6vr]Tuii OjjTivefXfv (U ttnavTvi'.

tKtj 5e Kal u8ptfiu6vfi<js 'Aptjs i/rro narpoi dvayieri.

' Siuce my firat edition this subject has boon brilliantly treated by Miildor,

Quellen dcr Ilias, ItK)!). He tliinks the inllucnco of tho Thibai.s very mucli

greater than 1 have HUggostod ; Uioniodes is a rejjlica of Tydcus, and tliat

is why he suddenly becomes protagonist of the Greeks in E—because the

uccount of Tydcus, tlic normal protagonist of tho ThihutK, is bodily trans-

ferred to him. .Miildcr ovon thinks that his 'Homer' took all ids sioge-

conception from the great Tiioban .Siego-poom, and combined it with an

o\(\ Achilldi in whidi there was no siego. Jlonco tin; (J recks in Homer are

lK>th ' Argoioi ' and ' Achaioi ' ; Achaioi, because that is the name of Achilles'

men, tho (Jrcck^ of tho Adtillci.t ; Argoioi because it was tho Argeioi who

bu.iioged Thebco. 1 will nut horu criticize those suggosliouu.
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tlie Kaupactiu or Aetoliaii versos, ami a rather obscure set

of poems about Pylos, apparently ' Heracloiac '. Tliese, then,

are all ]iieces of supposed histoiy taken over from one

traditional epic into another.

On the other liand there arc books, and very iine books,

whieli seem to be pure original fiction. The most brilliant

is 1, narrating the embassy to Achilles and his rejection of all

overtures, though even here there are fragments of what look

like real tradition, for instance, the story of Phoenix. There

is also K, describing a midnight raid by Odysseus and Dio-

medes, in w Inch they catch a Trojan spy with a fictitious name

—Dolon, Crajty—and through him succeed in killing Rhesus,

chief of the Thracians. This looks like a piece of fiction

made up out of two separate traditional sources : a tradition

of the slaying of Rhesus by Diomedes, ])resumably in Thrace,^

and another about the midnight expedition of Odysseus and

Diomedes into TYoy to carry off the Palladium.- Of course

that is only conjecture. But it serves to illustrate the kind

of material that we are dealing with in the Iliad.

In its actual working uj), however, our Ilkul has reached

a further stage of development than the ordinary run of

poetic chronicles, if I may use the term. The imaginary

epicizing of the Book of Judges which we discussed some

time ago would land us not in a poem like the Iliad, but in

one like the Cypria or the Corinthiaca, in one of those author-

less chronicle-poems of which we hear so much in Greek

literature, and know, at first hand, so little. It was their

fate, first, to be superseded bji- the Iliad and Odyssey, and

then, in a later age, to be strung together in what was called

an ' Epic Cycle ' by some scholar or historian. Here again

' See below, Lecture VIII, pp. 228 f.

* K of course occupies a peculiar position. The Townley Scholia have

a very ancient note :
' They say that this rhapsody was " drawn up by

itself " {(5('o T(TdxOai) by Homer, and is not part of the Iliad, but was

put into the poem by Pisistratus.' The language of K is also in many
ways divergent from that of the rest of the Iliad. Sec Leaf's Introductory

note lo K, and Monro, H. it., p. 2.'34. It is a brilliantly written book.
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the Odyssey sho^^-s itself a stage nearer to the raw material.

And, curiously enough, there is one quite late poet who, partly

by conscious archaism and partly from the peculiar cliild-

like nature of his genius, has returned to a type of epic chronicle

earlier than either the Iliad or the Odyssey. I mean the

Alexandrian poet of the Argonaut legend, Apollonius Rhodius.

Let us consider this point more closely. What is the

meaning of the name Iliad, in Greek // 'lAtair ttoSjo-ij ? Ilias

is an adjective meaning ' about Ilion '. Poesis means ' verse-

UTiting '
: that is, first, it denotes the process of ' making '

verses, and secondly, the result of the process, a mass of verse-

wTiting. Not, you will observe, a thing quite so definite as

a Poema. It is ' poetry ', not a ' poem '. The name 'lAtaj

77o'rjrTt?, then, means ' the poetry about Troy '. That is the

traditional name, and it is generally felt to be pretty satis-

factory. But how does the Iliad itself begin ? Does it begin,

for instance.

T sing of Tlion and Dardania of the swift horses, for

whose sake tlic Danaans, servants of Ares, suffered many
things.! '!

That would be the natural sort of beginning for an Ilias

Poesis. And the lines did, as a matter of fact, form the

l)eginning of one of the old chronicle epics ; the poem which

afterwards supported a mutilated and obscure existence under

the name of the Little Iliad.

Our Iliad begins with quite a different appeal

:

Sing of the Wrath, O Goddess, of Peleus' son, the

wrath accursed which laid many pains upon the Achaeans.

That is, it professes to tell the story of a fatal quarrel between

Achilles and Agamemnon, which took place in the tenth

year of the war, and lasted for a very few days. Nay, it

does not tell even the whole of the Wrath quite exhaustively.

Tf might have inclufled the cai)tuic <>f Hie tw(» canses of it,

' Ph. Hdt. I'il'i llomeri, § H»

;

'IKiov utifia) ica'i AapSaviiji' ivnuKni'

^1 vipi iroKKa rrcifloi' Aarnoi Ofp<'tnt.vT(s ''A/>t;(.v.
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llic inaiiU'Hs i»t liicsa and ol'
( 'lirysc. Tlu^ poet api)oals to

tlie Mus(> to 'sing ot llir Wrath, hci/itiiiim/ l/nre where first

there was ,^trije and siinderith/ hohvocii AganuMmion King of

men. and divine Achilles '.

Now, we can understand this hmguago. It is the phrase

of a bard selecting for purposes of recitation some special

episode out of a longer history. It is the same in the opening

of the Odyssey :
' From somewhere mnid those tales, Muse,

begin to us also.' It is the same with the bards who are

spoken of in the Odyssey.

And Demodocus called upon the god and made min-

strels}', heginning where the Greeks had gone upon their

benched ships, and were sailing the sea, but Odysseus

and his comrades lay hidden in the market of the Trojans

{0 500).

That is how the Phaeacian bard is described ; and his lay

seems to have lasted for a few hundred lines at most. That

is as much as people will willingly endure to listen to. The

poet proposes to select out of a mass of legend the particular

episode of the Wrath, an episode just large enough to make

a good ' Lay '.

The incidents of the Wrath are these : Agamemnon, pro-

voked by the free-speaking of Achilles, puts a dishonour

upon him. Achilles withdraws from the war. Agamemnon
fights without him and is defeated by the Trojans. The Greek

ships are in danger. Achilles is implored to save them.

He still will not fight himself, but sends his bosom friend,

Patroclus. Patroclus is killed by Hector. Achilles, furious

with remorse, joins in the battle himself, slays Hector, and

gives Patroclus a splendid funeral. The subject, as here

aimounced, is not Ilion as a whole, not even the last war of

Ilion ; it is merely a four-days' incident in the tenth year of

the war. And yet the poem is called 'lAiaj -noijcris, the

' poetry about Ilion ',

And not unsuitably. For no sooner has the poet explained

in the first book the origin of the Wrath than he leaves that

subject, and, roughly speaking, does not return to it until
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the eleveutii book. He goes b<u-k in tlie second to a catalogue

of all the Greek host, describing the fleet, not as it was in

Troy after nine years of lighting, but as it was in Aulis before

it started for Troy. After the catalogue come various

battles, including a duel or ordeal by combat between the two

principals in the international quarrel, Paris and Menelaus :

battles which are rather curious as the^^ now stand, but fall into

place at once if you realize that they properly belong to the very

beginning of the Avar. The ordeal by battle was tried first

:

owing to some Trojan's treachery it failed, and the two nations

sat down to a ten years' conflict. Then follow further battles
;

in A an obscure duel between two other heroes :
^ in 1] a

whole brilliant poem about Diomedes,^ which not only upsets

the balance of the Iliad by completely dwarfing all the

exploits, both past and future, of Achilles, but also shows

in itself a definite connexion with another context. Next,

a fine stretch of poetry in Z, which tells of Troy from the

inside, and treats Hector as a sympathetic hero, not a hated

enemy. Every line of it is noble : but how is it introduced ?

How is Hector brought into Troy ? In the thick of a desperate

battle, when Diomedes is slaughtering the Trojans and Hector

is the only man at all capable of resisting him. Hector leaves

the field to take a message, not in the least of a confidential

nature, to his mother, and to converse with his wife !

I am touching on all these points very lightly. The proof

of each one depends for its validity on detailed and accurate

examination of the words of the poem. I am using them

merely to indicate the sort of process by which the short

Lay of the Wrath of Achilles has been made into the great

' Poetry about Troy '
: or, to put the case from a different

point of view, how the most diverse traditions of heroic

fighting, some with Achilles present and some without him,

.some exalting him as the greatest of all the Greeks and some

ignoring his existence, have been juincfl together and made

' Vory likely ijoiiiliiig, an Uotlio HutiK«nt.s, lo u form of lliu k-gund in wliirh

Aias waH tbo chief lioro. Tlioro aro many traces of such a form.

' See note on p. 202. Cf. Miildor, Qudlen der llias, I'.UO.
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fairly oonsistont by this iii^«Miions dpvicc ol I ho ' Wrntli ".

T cannot think that tho Wralli was niero fiction. It was an

old traditional motive. But it was cliosen, T suspect, for its

fictional convenience. The Wrath motive enables you to

include the great deeds of various other chieftains without

damage to Achilles. One after another can bo the greatest

of the Greeks while he is away from the field.^ If another

is expressly asserted to be the best, or swiftest, or handsomest,

of all A\arriors, even that statement can be retained by the

additi(ni of an inorganic line, like

or

Tcor akXcav Aava^v fxer a\j.vii.ova Y\i]\i'i(avay

o0/)' 'Axi^ei's' jx^vuv o yap ttoAu (fi^praTOs yev

of all the Greeks, else, after the blameless son of Peleus ', or

' while Achilles was in wrath. For he was the strongest far '.

The composer, as a matter of fact, has reached out on every

side and collected the most diverse masses of heroic tradition

to insert between the joints of his Wrath-Lay.

The result of this process is that the Iliad is really a Lay

which has utterly outgrown its natural boundaries. Tt pro-

fesses to be a Lay, but is so no longer. There are other in-

stances of this kind of growth in Greek literature. The

Homeric Hymns give themselves out to be ITpooi/ata, 'Preludes ';

that is, mere addresses to a god, preparatory to beginning a

real poem ; the sort of prelude that Demodocus used, when he

' began from a god '. But these preludes have grown in

interest and beauty and length, till now the first five of them

run to some hundreds of lines apiece. They have become,

not Preludes to a Lay, but complete Lays in themselves.

Again, the Victory Songs performed by Pindar's choruses

> See Mulder, Homer unci die aUionische Elegie, jjp. 10 11'. Also Wecklein,

Sludien zur Ilias. Cf. N 321 ff., B 673 f., 768 f., H 111 ff., 22611., con-

trasted with r 227, 220 ; Z 08 IT. ; H 280. These last are perhaps tlie

only passages where a superlative is applied to another hero without the

addition of some qualifying clause about Achilles. Mulder's arguments are

attacked by Rothe {lUm ah Dichlung, pp. 31-8), but not, T lliink, success-

fully.
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geueraliy contain less than fifty lines ;
but one of them is

over four hundi'ed lines, bursting all its natural bounds. That

particular l>Tic, the Fourth Pythian, was composed to be

a great gift and peace-oliering laid at the feet of the King

of CyvewQ by an exiled noble. It was to be a gift such as

no other noble had ever given, no king ever received.

But now comes a difhculty. Every work of art that was

ever created was intended in some way to be used. No

picture was painted for bhnd men ; no ship built where there

\\as no water. What was to be the use of the Iliad 'i What

audience Avould listen to the recitation of such a poem ? It

contains over fifteen thousand verses. It would occupy

twenty to twenty-four hours of steady declamation. Xo

audience could endure it, no bard could perform it, in one

stretch. And it is specially constructed so as not to fall

apart into lengths. It is all one—at least, as far as its com-

posers could make it so. A smgle lay could be recited at

one sitting. A chi'onicle poem, falling easily apart into

separate stories, could bo recited evening after evening in

several sittings. The Cypria, from ^^•hat ^\& know of them,

^\ ould fall apart excellently into separate episodes ;
so would

a good deal of the Odyssey. It has the 'plots of many

tragedies in it ', as Aristotle has ob.served, and as we have

noticed before. But the Iliad has been deliberately elaborated

on a plan which puts it out of use for ordinary purposes of

recitation. Yet recited it must certainly have been.^

The late F. A. Paley was so much impressed by this

(litUculty that he actually came to the conclusion that the

Iliad was a poem composed for reading, not for recitation,

and that conseciuently it was not an early epic at all, but

a learned poem composed in Athens at some time between

lOuripides aiid Plato, when there existed a reading public.

This view, as it stands, is opposed to much that wc regard as

certain about early Greek literature ; I-nt Paloy's arguinoiits

' Of. 13ioal, 1. c, pp. 13 If., wlio liiys nUw^ on tlio iulluoixn of I'ublic tlunics

nil llio Hind. His guiiorul uoiiclusioii ugroon aliuu»t cxiully willi miiic

laao U
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have iic\er bcou aiisNMTod, ami tlic clillicuU} is a real

Now. as ii happens, when anc lirst meet the Iliad and

Oili/^Sii/ in clear history wo find them pubUel}' recited upon

an occasion which exactly meets most of our requirements.

They wore recited not by one bard, but b}' relays of bards,

in lixcd order at the Panathenaea, the greatest of all the

festivals of Athens, recurring once in four years and lasting

several days. The recitation was established about the end

of the sixth century, and formed one step in a movement
on the part of Athens to establish herself as head and mother-

city of all the lonians.

These festivals meant nmch more in ancient life than any

corresponding ceremony at the present day. At the back of

them there ^^as a living religious effort ; there was the ancient

w armth of patriotic feeling towards a city which formed for

each man his one earthly protector and his intimate home,

and which, for a further claim upon emotion, was never for

long quite out of mortal danger. The Panathenaea in especial

formed the great occasion for the gathering of all Ionian

cities under the wing of the great ' Metropolis ', their champion

and leader against the barbarian.

This fact may suggest to us a question. What, after all,

is the meaning of the name ' Panathenaea ' ? Who are the

' All-Athenaioi ' for whom the feast is made ? Not the

Athenians themselves ; that would give no meaning to the

' Pan '. The answer occurs innnediately. Who can the ' All-

Athenians ' be but the very people whom Athens was then

shei^herding, and whose universal character was that they

' My own view will come out iu chapter xi. Roughly speaking, I thiiik

Paley erred becaiise he still operated with a single poet, who created the whole

Iliad about 415 b. c. If ho had grasped the conception of a Traditional Book,

and argued that work was still being done upon tlic Iliad, that it was Jjcing

edited with a view to readers, instead of audiences, as late as 415 and even

later, 1 think he would have proved his case. See Paley, Hemarks on Prof.

Malmffys account oj the rine and progress of Epic Poetry (Bell, 1881), Post-

Epic or imitative words in Homer (Norgate), Ilomeri quae nunc exstant an

reliquis Cycli carminibus anliquiora jure habita sinl (Norgate). Also Sayce's

Appendix to vol. i of Mahalfy's Classical Greek Lilerulure.
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were ' all tspruiig from Athens '
'i Twelve cities in especial

called themselves loiiians, and had their great meeting at

the feast of the Panionia at Cape Mycale. But they were

not more Ionian than man\- other cities, says Herodotus ;

* In reahty all are loniaus who are sprung from Athens and

keep the Apaturia
"—au Athenian festival (i. 147). Onl^', he

observes, many of them, and especially the Athenians (143),

avoid the name, and do not wish to be called [ lonians '.

Exactly ; the name " Athenaioi ' was more honourable, it was

also wider in range. For it included those various cities that

did not belong to the Ionian Twelve, but admitted that they

were " sprung from Athens ' } The informal league of which

Athens w as chief, at a time when " the Ionian race was of

lowest account, and had no city of weight, except only

Athens ' (Hdt. i. 143), could have chosen no better name than

All-Athenians ' when it gathered for its great festival every

fourth year, exactly at the same time when the great Dorian

gatherings met for the Pythian games at Delphi.

And, to return to the Iliad, what after all is the essential

story of the Iliad '. Is it not the story of the battle of All-

Greeks against the barbarian of Asia '/ ' All-Greeks '
; the

w onderful word rings out again and again in the poems—what

though it comes chietiy in later parts, and against the tradi-

tion of the Epic style ".' It is a modern formation, markedly

out of tone ; forcing itself in just because it so exactly- ex-

presses the meaning for which the older language had no

word, Panachaioi,' you will say, or " Panhcllcncs "

; not

* Paniones '. True, Homer uses generally the okler antl more

dignified term, ' Achaioi,' to denote the whole race whom

the Italians called " Graeci ', the Asiatics ' luones ', the Greeks

them.selves in later days 'Hellenes'. The lonians knew this,

and even claimed themselves to \)v not only ' lones "
;iii(l

'Athenaioi ', but also " Acliaidi . To justify the claim lliey

brought their founders from Achaia. in later times, at any

rate, they had tlie legend that, while (•oiniiii/ ultimately fioiu

' Tlio tlicoiy tliat Liii; loiii.iii-. wuro all siiiuiig lioiu Allious hail iiul. ut

cuut'HC, mucli liiMturical louudaliun.

O 2
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Atheusi. llirir aiRi-siurs liail guar ([uiU' out ul their wiiy and

.stayed for a time in the little di«triet ol' the Peloponuese whieh

Avas called by that name (Hdt. i. 145).^ Paniones, Panhel-

lencs, Panaehaioi. and at last Panathenaioi ; there is the

same concei)tion Ijehiiul all these names, only some minor

differences of time or of local centre. ]t is a union of men
of Hellenic civilization against the multitudes of ea.stern

Ijarbarism.

In many A\'ays the Pisistratean festival of ' All-Athenians
'

forms cxactlv the occasion for which our Iliad might have been

composed. The poem is not Athenian in the ordinary sense,

but All-Athenian ' in the sense just explained is exactly what

it is. It is Pan-Ionic ; from the point of view of Ionia it is

Pan-Hellenic. If it breathes the spirit of any single city it

is that mother-city Ashich was claiming to be the champion

and the centre of all who stood as Greeks against the barbarians

of Asia. We know of no city excej^t Athens M'hich could

have fostered a Hellenism so broad, so utterly un-jjarochial.

Besides this, if we are to believe some recent researchers, the

ordinary armour of the j)oems, the ordinary men's dress, the

^\omen's dress, the conception of the apjoearance of the gods

and much of the actual religion of the two poems, seem to

suit exactly with Athens of the sixth or fifth century, and do

not suit any earlier period of which we have historical know-

ledge. These broad facts are so strong and far-reaching that

^\G need not lay stress on the so-called Athenian interpolations

•^on the statement that the almost unknown Athenian,

Meuestheus, was the greatest ' marshaller of men and horse
'

( B 554) in the army, that Orestes came home ' from Athens '

(y 307) and not from Phocis, or that Athena, when seeking her

natural abode, w ent into the ' House of Erechtheus on the

Athenian acrojjolis' (?; 81) : Ave need not debate whether the

fact that Xestor's sou in the Odyissey (y, 8, o) bears the fictional

name " Pisistratus ' is based u^jon a compliment, or the verse

' Multitude of iiuisters is no good thing ; let there he one master
'

(B 204) is a manifesto, undetected and unexpurgated, in favour

' Ua this poiiU cf. Wilamowitz, Dit lonischc Wandeiuntj aud Panionion.
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of the mild T\Tant of Athens. Beyond all doubt the influence

of the Panathenaic recitation upon our poems was immense.

Yet this specific Athenian colouring, though visible all over

the poems, is not a thing that goes deep. The body of the

Iliad is clearly Ionian ; the ultimate sources lie in something

pre-Ionian, something older and more northern.

Beliind the recorded Panathenaic recitation there must lie

long years of unrecorded recitation at various great Ionian

gatherings. Pisistratus, or whoever he was, must have taken

over to Athens an institution already existing in Ionia. One

thinks first of the Panionia, the great gathering feast oi the

Twelve Cities at Cape jVfycale. That is the obvious cor-

relative to the Panathenaea. And there is some confirma-

tory evidence. It has been remarked long since that, among

the Homeric gods, there stand out three who are never jeered

at or made ridiculous : two of them really grand figures,

Poseidon and Apollo ; the third, at least a very ancient

and formidable, though not a sj-mpathetic, person, Pallas

Athena, who is especially prominent in the very latest addi-

tions to the Odyssey. Athena Avas the patroness of Athens in

general, and in particular the visible champion of Pisistratus.

Poseidon and Apollo were the two patron gods of the Panionia

at Cape Mycale.

Or one might tliink of the great four-j^early fe.stival at

Delos, at which the Homeric hymn to Apollo was sung by

' the blind rain.strel of craggy Chios ' to a gathering of all the

' long-robed lonians '. The gods would suit almost equally

well.^ About this festival there is a curious passage in Thucy-

dides (iii. 104). In narrating how the Atheiuans in 42(3 B.C.

'purified' the i.sland of Dolos, ho mentions that Pisistratus

had purified it before, though not completely. He luul moved

only tho.se pollutions that were in sight of Ai)<)llo's temple.

He continues his narrative of the doings of 42<) :

And the Fniir-yrorfy festival was then celehrakd by the,

Athmian.H Jar the fuM time sinfa {or, after) the. -purification.

There u.sed to bo in (piito ancient days a gathering of

' Quostioiu would ari«e alx)»t Ixito and ArteniiH.
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tho loninns and llio noijzlilxniring islMiidors to Delos.

Thoy cixmo to Iho cnmos willi llioir wives and children,

as the lonians still go to the festival at Eiihesus. There

was a gymnastic contest and a contest of minstrels, and

the various cities sent dances to the gods.

If only one could he sure of the particular reference of

Thucydides* crowded adverbs ! Does he only mean that this

was the first time that the Athenians celebrated the feast,

and that they did so after their own purification of Delos ?

Or does he mean, as the order of the words suggests, that

the Athenians in 420 celebrated the feast for the first time

since the cleansing of the island by Pisistratus ? If so,

much would become clear. We could suppose that, when

Pisistratus cleansed the island and made the old fair or

gatliering-place sacred and ' untreadable ' (aftaTov), the Delia

naturally came to an end, and the contest of minstrels

was transferred to the new festival of the Panathenaea at

Athens.

Of course there were other Ionian festivals. One might

think of Chalcis, where, according to a pleasant fifth-century

fiction, Homer himself was defeated by Hesiod in a contest

at certain funeral games of a king, the poet of war being set

below the -rn'ser poet of peace. It is noteworthy, however,

that the Old Oligarch who wrote the treatise on the Con-

stitution of Athens did not know of any great political union

of lonians {Bep. Ath. ii. 2). It may be that during the Lydian

dangers, when Croesus (560-546 B.C.) was sweeping with Avar

all the Ionian coast, but could not yet cross the sea, Athens

took over the national festival from Delos or Mycale, just as she

afterwards took over the federal treasure from Delos. It may

])e, again, that there were great gatherings of bards at the

divers four-yearly festivals all over the Ionian seas, at Chalcis,

Ephesus, Miletus, Chios, los, SmjTna, and elsewhere ; and

that Pisistratus merely added to the list of such places one

other, which happened in the course of history to obliterate

all the rest.

Some public gathering earlier than the Panathenaea, but
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othenvise very like the Panathenaea,^ that is the kind of

occasion for which I can best conceive a great Ilias Poesis,

not, of course, quite the same as our poem, but recognizable

as its ancestor, having been put together to be recited as a

whole. There is in the Iliad much of the spirit of these great

Ionian festivals, where men gathered from their various but

kindred cities in one act to worship their common gods and

to make holiday, to feel their union of race as lones or Hellenes

or Achaioi, and to encourage one another in the age-long war

against the barbarian. One feels in the Iliad the high tension

and lift of a great occasion—a public occasion, which insists

on a tone of dignity and correctness in the poems, banishing

all that is furtive or imseemly, all that could move derision

in strangers or hurt the feelings of other Ionian states ; inevit-

ably, at the same time, somewhat blighting that profounder

and more intimate venturesomeness of poetry which cannot

quite utter itself l)efore a crowd. There is war somewhere in

the atmosphere ; but it is war not of neigld)our against

neighbour in the common way of the mainland ; it is a great

war of All-Hellenes against the powers of Asia, and at the

same time a war in which the Dorian nobles, the mihtary

aristocracy of Greece, can ])e markedly ignored. There is

prosperity in the world in general ; there is sadness, of course,

but only the inevitable sadness of thoughtful men, no rage

or bitterness, no arraignment of the gods. There is a spirit

of joy, the natural high spirits of the festival reinforced by

that solemn religious eti2:>he7nia, or avoidance of evil speech,

to fail in which would be an offence against the god, and

which keeps the poems up to their extraordinary standard of

brave living, .suppressing all notes of horror or ghastliness. and

holding in much restraint even tho iii(\ i1;il)lr (>ntrance of

tragedy. There is the pride of race, t he broadness of patriotism,

the friendshi)) to all fJreeks, which hcsooms a sacred truce and

a gathering of many clans.

' Tho French Epic, Le Pelerivnyr. de Charlrnntqw, wan composo<l for tlm

Fair at Sf. Donyn known an T/Kndit. Bi'<li<T, 0]>. cK.. lliinkn Ihat rori-

tafion at (lif rnixfd tfatlioriiiKH f»f llm groat j)ilgiirn ccntnw <'xj)Iiiins tlit>

convontional rnix<'<l dialoct of tlio ChariKonH do (JoHto,
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Wliat a ilillVroncc. alter all. thoro is belwooii the (Jreek

and the Hebrew traditional l)Ook ! The general process at

work was much the same in both, but a great divergence

must have begun early. The Hebrew reviser, except where

religious motives came into play, tampered so little with his

wording. He took his raw material just as it was, and copied

it out. merely inserting his introductory and connecting

iormulae, smoothing out contradictions, and correcting the

orthodoxy of his authorities where thej^ needed it. A Homeric

scholar cannot but be surprised at the extreme ease with

which interpolations in the Hebrew writings often betray

themselves. They are made quite undisguisedly, with no

artitice and sometimes no regard for grannnar.^ No Creek

editor ever dreams of doing his business like that. For every

Son of Homer was himself a poet, and kept modifying and

working w]) into poetry everything that he touched.

Consider the ultimate purpose to Mhich the literature was

destined in either case, and most of the differences in form

and spirit Mill follow. The Hebrew scriptures became, to use

the rather strange technical term, ' books that defile the

hands.' That is, they Avere holy : after touching them you

must wash your hands before touching any mundane thing.

They were kept sacred and apart. Their purpose was to be

read aloud accurately letter by letter in the synagogue for

the instruction of the people. If a member of the audience

was not interested, more shame to him. No one dreamed of

imputing any blame to the writings.

But the Greek traditions from the very outset were made
into Lays to be recited bj'- bards for the delectation of the

' For instance, the older phrase ' the Ark ' was expanded by later editors

into ' the Ark of the Covenant', or ' the Ark of the Covenant of Yahweh '.

Now an elementary rule of Hebrew grammar is that a noun in the con-

struct case (i.e. in our terminology, followed by another noun in the

genitive) cannot have tlie definite article. Yet these pious correctors did

not venture to delete the article before ' Ark'. They prefer to leave the

utterly ungrammatical phrase n"'")3n pIXH (Josh. iii. 14) or (ih. 17)

; nin^ n*1!l ji"lNn.—On the general comparison of the Greek and the

Hebrew I need hardly refer my readers to Prof. Butcher's Harvard Lechires.
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camp or the hall. Tf mon were not interested, it was the

fault of the bard and his poems. And in the very earliest

times of Greece we meet with that characteristic and onl}^

half praiseworthy- Greek institution, the public competitive

recitation. The poems became in the Greek phrase, cTrt-

oeLKTLKa, things of display'. The bards who knew the tradi-

tions came to recite at the great games and gatherings. Each

recited his own poems—i. e. those that he ' possessed ', not

necessarily those that he had composed—and tried to make

them more attractive than other people's. He was bound,

of course, not to violate history too grossty ; not to be xf/evhrji,

or ' false-speaking ', above all not to be ignorant. But he

might, by the help of the Muses, tell his audience a great

deal more about the heroes than by any human means lie

was likely to know. He might transfer incidents from one

legend to another, he might alter names or disregard times

and places, provided the change really made his poem better

and did not stir liis hearers to contradiction. He could \\ork

up the known incidents till they became more and more

moving, more edifj'ing oi- more pleasing. An element was

thus admitted which leavened the whole lump, an element

u hieh. in the liands of a less wonderfully gifted people, mu.st,

one would think, have led to bombast and \Tilgarity, but which

was somehow stopped when it had done its maximum of good

and was only just well started on its career of evil ; I mean

that strange mixed passion known to all artists, which consists,

at its higher end, in the pure love of beautiful or noble creation,

and, at its lower end, in conscious strain for the admiration of

an audience.



VIIT

THE IIISTORICAI. CONTENT OF THE
ILIAD AND THE lURTH OF HOMER

Early peoples used sometimes to record a great deed or

disaster by planting on the spot a pillar or a branchless tree,

and carving on the surface some legend of the things done.

Tn the case of the Homeric Epos, one might play with the

fanc}^ that they had planted a tree full of life, which had

put forth new branches and grown till the letters upon the

trunk were riven apart and made illegible. Then worshippers

hung garlands and ornaments upon the boughs, and ]ilanted

about it flowering creepers brought from many different soils

and climates, so that the first trunk was almost hidden and

the letters themselves long ago obliterated. Till at last people

forgot the original purpose of the graven trunk, and pro-

ceeded to worship it, not as a record of great events, but

for irrelevant qualities of beauty and majesty and imme-

morial age.

I want in this lecture to attempt the deciphering of some

fragments of the legend thus inscribed on the original trunk :

but I must admit at once the results will be disappointing.

We can no longer work in the naive spirit of Schliemann, who,

after his triumphant discoveries of the great ruined cities at

Troy and Mycenae, proceeded to identify the graves and

bodies of Agamemnon and Clj'temnestra, and remark upon

the irregularities of the former's burial.

In most traditional poems there are three fairly distinct

elements. There are masses of mere fiction, that is, stories

and personages deliberately invented by the poet out of his

head. There are, secondly, the shapes of myth and folklore,

which the poet narrates in good faith, as he received them,
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with at least n modicum of belief in their reality. And,

thirdly, there are fragments of definite history. Take the

Nihelungenlied, for instance. There the whole web of the

story is woven on lines of romantic fiction. But many of

the characters, the Niblungs and Odin and apparently Sigurd

himself, belong to the region of myth. Again, we have his-

torical persons in Atli, who is the Hunnish King Attila, and

Dieterich of Berne, who is the real Theodoric.

In Homer we maj^ make the same sort of division. There

is, in the first place, a good deal of mere fiction. The whole

framework into which the incidents are fitted, the wanderings

of Telemachus in tlie Odyssey, the Embassy to Achilles in

Iliad I. are evidently mere inventions of the poets. On the

other hand, such beings as Zeus, Hephaestus, Bellerophon,

T\'phoeus, the Chimaera, clearly belong to the realm of myth.

And, thirdly, the excavations have proved the historical

reality of the great toAMis of Troj' and Mycenae. As to the

]iersons, it is a different matter. If there are any Attilas and

Theodorics hidden among the various gods and tribal heroes,

there is unfortunately no independent historical document by

which to identify them.

Now as to the fictional parts of Homer, I do not wish to

dwell upon the value of fiction as indirect history. One

might point out that fiction, to adopt a phrase of Aristotle's,

if it does not tell j^ou what did take place on a given occasion,

constantly shows you what might well take place. And even

where the main subject of the fiction is romantic or mar-

vellous, the background or setting in which it is placed is

very likely to be drawn from normal life. The Cyclops, for

instance, is a fictitious monster ; l)ut iiis processes of dairy-

farming are real anfl hi.storical. And that kind of informa-

tion is .sometimes what helps us most toward the understanding

of a far-off state of society. If the Iliad and Odyssey \\ere all

fiction we shoukl still learn from lliom a great deal about

early fJreek customs, about practices of war and of govern-

ment, about marriage, land-tenure, worship, farming, com-

merce, and. abrtv(> all. the methods of seafaring. Let any
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uiu> ivncl tlioughtfiiUy the story \vhicli iMunainis tlio swinoherd

tells of his life in Odi/ssci/ o, and then consider how much

history of the life of the Aegean, al)ont the seventh century

B.C., he lias learnt from three pages of poetical fiction.

This study of the historj- implied in fiction might be quite

a fruitful subject. But I wish at present to deal with a

different question. Is it possible to extract any original

historical meaning from the various Homeric traditions, and

reach, as it were, the nucleus of true fact round which this

vast nebula of legend is floating ? I believe that great advance

is attainable in this direction ; and that it may be attained

very soon. But at present the subject presents great diffi-

culties. Eor one thing, the metaphor which we have just

used is not really accurate. There is not a nucleus of fact

in tlie midst of a nebula of fiction or fancy. There are many

nuclei and many nebulae. And often it is not the truth but

the fiction which forms the real centre. The imperious desire

for telling a story or making a poem has come first, and has

then drawn into the orbit of its revolution any chance frag-

ment of history that happened to be floating near. And,

worse still for our present puq)oses, the various nuclei have

not remained separate in their own systems ; they have

attracted and repelled one another, have collided and broken

up and re-formed, so that what once was solid is now utterly

nebulous. Atli in the Nibelungenlied is not a whit more flesh

and blood than the cloud-spirits who suiTOimd him. Or, to take

an instance from another cj'cle of legend, the persecution of

the Albigenses by the Dominicans was a brute fact enough.

But it became entangled with the Arthur and Sangraal legends.

And when we meet it in the High History of the Holy Orail

it has lost its hold on time and place, and become rather

mistier and more unreal than most of its surroundings.^

Now, first, let us take a character of pure fiction.- Many

' Sebastiaa Evans's tlieory ; as given in his introduction to the High

History of thp Holy Grail.

* For the following, cf. E. Bethe, Homer und die Heldensage, from
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might be cited : the herald 'HTruraS)/?, the bard ^rnxio^

T^pTTidh]^', many of the Phaeacians in ^ 11 ff. and the Nereids

in }i; 39 ft'., with their transparent names. The most striking,

perhaps, is Briseis, the maiden who is taken by Agamemnon

from Achilles, and thus becomes the passive heroine of the

Wrath. She has no father or mother : no history apart from

the one incident for Avhich she is invented ; as before men-

tioned, she has not even a real name. For Koure Briseis

only means ' Maiden of Brisa '} the Aeolic form of Bresa,

a to\\n in Lesbos, taken b}^ Achilles in the course of the

•WAV. It is worth noticing, indeed, that, like other characters

in good fiction, Briseis eventually acquired independent

legendary life, and even rose to some importance in the

Middle Ages, under the name of Cressida. (Cressida is the

accusative ' Briseida ' slightly corrupted, and confused with

the name of the other maiden, Chryseis.)

But in the Iliad Briseis is a shadow, a figment of the poet.

Contrast her, for instance, with a real saga-heroine, Helen.

Helen appears in the Troy legend, but ^^as certainly not

created for it. She dominates other legends as well. She

has a definite personal existence. We know her parents and

her home. She is a daughter of Tyndareus and Leda, or of

Zeus and Leda. She has her well-known temple at Amyclae

in Lacedaemon, and sometimes appeared there in historical

times to answer the prayers of her votaries. At Therapnae,

too, worship Mas paid to Helen and Menelaus. ovx wv ijiiwa-u-

dX/V wv OeoXs aix(j)OT(i>oi^- ov<nv, ' not as heroes but as gods
'

(Isocr. x. 72).

Passing from Briseis. the character ol fiction, \\lii(.li can

yield us no history, let us turn to Achilles. He is typically

and almost without (pialiiication a pure tribal hero.

Apart fnim the i).syciy)logical working up of his character

Stuc JaUrhiirhii Kla«'i. Alt., liMiJ ; F. Diimuilei, IhkUji, Aiiliui\g ii to

Studiiiczka'b Kijnnf, ISIMI. ANu liotlio'b M'urhin. Mi/lhu-i mid Sikjc

' Wilainowitz, //'*//('/ iV/(< / n/i ;>.. p. |()!i ; aiulfor liro.sa, hoc K. 'riii)i|Ml.

LmOiaku, y. I'lCt.
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ill I lie la^il books; of the Iliad, lliore is almost nothing in tho

Aohillcs li'gond but tribal histoiy. The Acliaiun Hellenes of

«outh Thessaly iliil all that Achilles did. They left their

honic on the mainland : they stayed first at Skyros, till they

\Ncre groun strong : they conquered and occupied Lesbos.

They fought on the Thracian coast. Tliey eventually waiit

through the Hellespont and Bosphorus up to the Black Sea,

ami made settlements which bore the name of Achilles in

later ages. But there is something to be learned from study-

ing the various places where Achilles was vvorshi})ped. The

\\orship in Thessaly was, we are told, ordered from Dodona

(Pliilostr. lieroicus, p. 741, quoting an interesting hymn
to Thetis). This agrees well with Achilles' prayer to Zeus

of Dodona (FI 233). it is natural enough, too, that he should

be worshipped at Sigeum, at Skyros, at Mytilene, in the

island of Leuce, and that inscriptions should be found at

Ulbia and Odessos calling him Pontarches, ' Lord of the

Pontus.' But he had worship in other parts of Greece too.

He was worshipped in Laconia, says the scholiast to Apol-

lonius (iv. 815), citing Anaxagoras. Pausanias saw a great

Achilleion, or shrine to Achilles, on the road from Sparta to

Arcadia. There was Avorship at Brasiai ; in Elis ; in the

island of Astypalaea
;
probably in Cos, since the Aeacidae in

general had a shrine there. And in Tarentum there were

shrines both to the Aeacidae in general and to Acliilles.

What does this mean '. Does it not destroy our conception

of Achilles as a special tribal hero 't No : it only serves to

illustrate a point of cardinal importance for the understanding

of prehistoric Greece, the extreme mobility and the frequent

scattering of the various tribes. It is the natural result of

that time when all Hellas was dz/aoraros-, ' driven from its

home ;
' the time of the ' constant war-paths and uproptings

of peoples '. There were fragments of tribes cast away in

the most diverse parts, and where they were strong enough

they carried their tribal gods with them. The Achaioi, who

settled in the Peloj)onncsc and migrated again beyond it,

naturally took with them the worship of Achilles.
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If auy oue would have a conception of the way in \\hich

tribes and races can be scattered, ^\hen in a mobile condition

of life, I recommend him to look at some map of the Ihiguistig

stocks of the North American Indians.^ If the Iroquoian or

Siouan or, still more, if the Athapascan-speaking races had

been in the habit of building shrines to then" tribal heroes,

in A\hat extraordinarily diverse parts of the vast continent we

should hnd the heroa ! And the irotiuoians would have made

the Algonquins worship him too. The result would com-

ijletelv dwarf anv strangeness ^hich we niav at hrst feel in

the scattering of the shrines of Achilles from Tarentum to

Udessos. He remams the tribal hero of his particular people

in Thessaly, of ^hom we can only say in Homer's words that

Mvrmidones were thev called and Hellenes and Achaioi '.

The case of Agamemnon is more complicated. That he is

a tribal hero or divinity admits of little doubt. He seems

to have belonged to some Achaean tribe which enjoyed at

some period a recognized authority over various others, and

wliich also stood in close relation to Zeus. But whereas

AchiUes has in the traditions a fixed home and a most simple

ancestry, being descended straight from the local mountain

Pelion and the sea that cashes it, Agamemnon's home is

hard to make out, and his ancestry bristles \\ ith difficulties.

He has in the Iliad a special rekition to Zeus ; apparently

one of a rather official sort, ow ing to his royal position. He

is a sovereign among men as Zeus among gods. At S^iarta

the relation was so close that we find him worshipped under

the title of Zeus-Aganienuion. This reuunds one of the altar

of Zeus-Pelops at Olympia, but it is hard to be sure in either

case of the meaning of the conjoint worship. It is common

enough to find I he cult of tlie invading Northern Zeus, simply

superimpo.sed on that of an old ab(jrigiual hero.- And that

' 0. g. fili^re Uoclus, Otoyr. Univ. Ainuici, ii. p. Mi. Or, ttj tako a less

romoto parallel, the (Jormaiiic triljo called Eiuli ' aro liist iiioiilumcd in (he

third century A. D., at which time thoy appear almost Kimultaucously on the

IJlack Sea and the frontier of (iaul '. Cliadwirk, Olhiii, ]>. '.i'\.

' I'rok'jijiiuna, pp. ilJl f., ;W3 f., &c., and note on Lecture ii, p. li'.l.
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would seoiu the natural exi)laiiation licro, if i'elops and Aga-

MUMUUou had hi other respects tlie look of aboriginals. But

Agamemnon is a most tj^ical Achaean. He is fair-haired,

a conqueror, a great ruler ; he has no roots in the soil. He
is even murdered at last by the native princess Clytem-

nestra, daughter of Tyndareus and Leda. She had been the

wife of Tantalus, but Agamennion slew Tantalus and married

her agahist her w ill. And Pelops, too, is always represented

as comhig from foreign lands to the Felopoiniese, and marrying

the daughter of the native prince Oenomaus. I say nothing

of his being the grandfather of Agamennion, because that

genealogy itself may be merely tribal history. It looks as if

the Pelops tribe Avas the first to establish itself in the Pelo-

ponnese ; it was Phrygian, and had come apparently from

somewhere over the sea : and that it was followed and super-

seded by the Agamemnon tribe, which then claimed the

hegemoii}' of the Achaeans, and either identified or closely

connected its tribal god Avith the sovran god of all the

Achaeans. But all that is mere conjecture.

One is not sm'prised after this to find some difiiculty in

determining Agamemnon's home. In the Iliad he is the head

of the chief Pclopomiesian empire, the lord of Mycenae, rich

in gold. It need not surprise us that the actual name of

Mycenae occurs but seldom in this connexion. We have seen

before that Mycenae was probably not so important a place

as its ruins would make us suppose. Agamemnon's kingdom

in the Catalogue covers Corinth and Sikyon, and he generally

refers to his home as Argos. This seems satisfactory, but

fresh difficulties occur immediatel3^ Ai-gos proper, in Homer,

is the realm of Diomedes. And the word Argos itself has in

Homer at least three meanings. It is the Argos of Thessaly,

the Argos of the Peloponnese, and it is also a general name

for Greece, especially when combined with Hellas

—

av 'EA\aoa

(cat /jie'croy "Apyos. And it has long been observed by

scholars that in some passages the Argos of Agamemnon

seems to be in Thessaly, Presumably the tribe which Aga-

memnon represents passed in the course of its wanderings
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a long time in Thessaly before it sailed—Agamemnon was a

great lord of ships—to its eventual home in the Peloponnese.

In the Pelopomiese Agamemnon was the t\^ical Great King,

and his seat changed, it would seem, with the seat of effective

power. In Homer we hear of Mycenae and Corinth ; out-

side Homer we hear by far the most of Sparta. Agamemnon
is simply King of Sparta to Stesichorus (39) and Simonides

(20). He died in the Spartan town of Amyclae, according to

Pindar {Pyth. xi. 32), and it was there that Pausanias saw

his tomb. It is in Sparta, too, that we hear of the god Zeus-

Agamemnon.^"o^

To turn to another type, let us consider one of Achilles'

particular enemies ; to wit, Thersites. Every reader of the

Iliad remembers his brief and inglorious appearance in B,

where he rails at Agamemnon with uiLseemly words, and is

tlirashed Avith a staff by Odysseus. He was the ugliest man
in the Greek army, bald, and hump-backed, with one leg

longer than the other. Let us remember that ; and then

notice what Odysseus threatens to do with him. He wUl

strip him naked and drive him away from the company of

men {ayopijOn-) with blows. Does it not remind one at once

of the pharmakos or scapegoat, the ugliest man in the com-

munity, who was made into a sin-offering and driven out from

1 lie city ? But let us look further.

The name Thersites has all the appearance of a fiction.

It is derived from Thersos, the Aeolie form of Oapa-o^, ' cour-

age ' or ' impudence '. And the poet of B evidently meant

the name to have this latter meaning. It is rather a surprise

to find that Thersites is really an independent saga-figure

with a life of his own and very distinguished relations. Ho
was a .son of Agrios, the savage Aetolian king, and first

cousin once removed of the great Diomedes. His mother was

Dia, a palpable goddess. Returning to Homer, we lind tliMi

Thersites was (H 220) ' lo two of the Greeks eHpecially most

hateful, Odysseus and Achilles'. Odysseus' enmity ikmmIs iki

' Sc'o nf)t<i on I><!CtMr() V, p. I ")'.t.
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fun her explanation : Odysseus beat him. But why should

Achilles be his enemy ? Because Achilles, in the ordinary

story, killed him. It happened in this way. When Achilles

was lighting with Penthesilea the Amazon, and had given

her a mortal wound, he was suddenly struck with remorse

and love as he looked upon her dying face. Thcrsites saw

this and grossly jeered, so Achilles very properly slew him,

some say by a spear-thrust, others, by a heroic box on the

ear. He was purified for this manslaughter by Odysseus.

Diomedes, ho\\ever, Thcrsites' kinsman, took up a feud against

Achilles in consequence.^

Another story is given in the old chronicle writer Phere-

kj^des (fr. 82) and the poet Euphorion (fr. 131). Thersites

took part in the hunt of the Calydonian boar, and, for showing

cowardice, was throw^n by his cousin Meleager over a rock.

(He is made to recover, much injured, in order to be slain

by Achilles.) Throwing from a rock, it may be remembered,

was one of the regular modes of getting rid of a phannakos.

The evidence so far points to\\'ards some connexion with

a human sacrifice of the pharmakos t3'pe, that is, a purgative

sacrifice to cleanse the community ; also to some special

connexion with Achilles. Can we take it a step further ?

Professor Usener, the author of that illuminating book,

Gotternamen, points out a more strange coincidence.^ Ther-

sites is found as a name elsewhere in Greece : and derivatives

of the same stem are common, Thersias, Therson, and the like.

Now in the Lacedaemonian ^ dialect this w ord would probably

take the form Theritas, &ripiTas : as U€p(T€(f)6v€ta becomes in

Laconian, Ui]p((f)6v(La. And Theritas in Lacedaemon is a god

' So the Aithiopis : followed by Chairemon's tragedy, Achilles Thersito-

ctonos. Hence Apollodorus, &c. The feud of Diomedes in Lycophr. 999,

Tzetz., Quint. Smyrn. i. 767 ; Schol. Soph. Phil. 445, Dictys Cret. iv. 3.

This late Latin book goes back to ancient sources. An earlier Greek

version of Dictys has lately been discovered, dating probably from the

second century a.d. Tebtunis Pajiyri.

^ Der Staff des gr. Epos, in Sitzungsber. Wiener Akad., phil.-hisl. Kl. 1898,

p. 47.

" In strict Spartan 'Xrjp'na^. 0T]piTas would be the Doricised ' Achaian

'

dialect of the Perioikoi, if Moister in right. See his Dorer und AcMer, pp. 24 fiF.
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of whom we know something. Pausanias saw his temple

between Amyelae and Therapnae. Pausanias says that he

\^as the same as Ares ; Hesychius, perhaps more accurateh',

says he was EnyaHos—another war-god. He had a nurse

—

or mother—called Thero.

Now the old sacrifice of the human scapegoat had in Sparta

died down to a curious form, to which, however, there are

many parallels elsewhere. It became an annual fight in a

plane grove between two bodies of Ephebi, or Spartan 3'ouths.

They fought with no weapons ; only fists and feet. The

plane grove was surrounded by a moat, and they threw the

defeated, if the}' could manage it, into the water—another

regular way of disposing of the phannakos} And before this

annual battle the Ephebi performed a sacrifice to Enyalios at

a place called the Phoibeion, and a sacrifice to Achilles at his

temple on the road to Arcadia (Pans. iii. 19. 7 ; 20. 2 ; 20. 8 ;

battle of Ephebi, 14. 8). If Enj-alios is Theritas, as Hesychius

tells us, we have here the ritual form of the old battle of

Achilles and Thersites. What that battle in its i^rimitive

religious significance really was lies beyond our scope. Usener

thinks of the common annual rites of the slaying of Winter

by Summer, or of one vegetation god by another.

Different, again, is a hero like Telamonian Aias. He has

no tribe, no home, no belongings. Only a shield which no

one else can bear, and a father whose name is Telamon,

' Shield-strap.' - The lines connecting him with the island

of Salamis are of the latest description. P>ut he has another

characteristic. Himself an immense man and fabulously

' In the Thorsites-PontheHilea story in DictyH, Diomedes has Penthosilea

thrown, Htill li\ irij.', into the water.

^ I^ lias been .su^j,'«»te(l hy V. riirurti, licv. de-s t^lmlis Gnrques, xviii.

(ItKJij), 1)1). 1-75, that 1'(\n^Jwf (' Supporter'), as tiio father of Aias, is

originally not a Mhield-Htrap, l»iit a door-post or pillar. This is ^ood in

point of rclitrion, and would suit dxcolhiiitly will: tlm conception of Ihi'

Aianto as twins ; and an inscription (lifth cent.) from tlie Ar^;iv«» lleruc-um

uaos rtXafiwf as = 'pillar'. It w also a Roman use
—'TelamoneH', like

' Carj'atiileH*. See Ucrwcrdfin. Lfx. Siipphl. To the writers of the Iliatl

Aias is obviously a shiold-horo.

r2
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strong, \\o constantly goes al)oul with a companion, as brave

as himself but small. The two together are called ' Aiante ',

' the two Aiases.' The nan\e of the other varies. As the

Iliad now stands, this companion is generally Aias's half-

brother, by name Teiikros : sometimes he is Alas the Less,

a Loerian and son of Oileus.^ These persons require, of course,

separate study. One of them at least, Teukros, seems to be

a real saga-figure. But, like the more shadowy son of Oileus,

he has been pressed into service as the Great Aias's lesser

twin. The Aiante are figures of folklore, and no doubt of

primitive Avorship, parallel to the other sets of divine twins,

the Tyndaridae, the Aphareidae, the Dioscuri, the Anake, the

Leucopolo, the Aktorione INIolione. It is worth noticing that

Fick considers this twin-worship as characteristic of the

Leleges : Salamis and Locris are both Lelegian centres. And

the name Oileus is referred to the Lelegian language.

Take again the case of Diomedes. He seems to be a tribal

cod or hero, connected M'ith Aetolia and the Aetolian settle-

ments on the north coast of the Peloponnese, though in the

Catalogue he belongs to Argos and Epidaurus. Originally

perhaps an Achaean, he has been affected by association with

these wild Aetolian tribes, who came from Illyria and expelled

the Achaeans, reducing Aetolia in historical times to savagery.

His kinsman is ' Agrios ', ' Savage '. His father Tj'deus would

have been made immortal, ow'ing to his many merits, had not

his own tribal war-goddess, Athena, seen him eating an enemy's

head on the battle-field, and after that preferred to let him

die. However that may be, we find in Greek tradition two

ostensibly distinct persons bearing the name of Diomedes.

There is this hero, mentioned in the Iliad and Odyssey, the

Epigoni and the Alkmaeonis, by birth an Argive, but a traveller

to Aetolia, Troy, Italy, and Cj'prus. He is a fierce and fiery

young warrior, much associated with horses, but decidedly,

if I may l)orrow a convenient phrase from the language of

* This suggestion was first made by Wackernagel, //. TI. 247 ". Cf. Eur.

I. A. 192 xaTtJ^v 5i dii' A'iafTf avvtSpai, tov OlKfOui IfXafiujvus t( y6vov.
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the theatre, ' sympathetic' That is to say, we are wont to

l3e on his side, not on that of his enemies. But there is also

another ' unsympathetic ' Diomedes, a ruffian and a savage ;

a son of the Thracian A\ar-god Ai'es, and king of Abdera

in Thrace. This Diomedes, who fed his fierce white hoi-ses

with human flesh—an evident trace of human sacrifices—was

.suitably destroyed by Heracles, and his horses taken away.

Now, as Eric Bethe has pointed out, these two heroes are

evidently the same. As soon as you scratch the Argive

Diomedes you find under his Hellenic surface the mark of

the Tlu-acian. In the most diverse localities we find him

connected with the same horses and the same uncamiy sacri-

fices. In Cyprus to the far south-east he was worshipped

\wth human victims. To the far north-west the Venetians

sacrificed to him white horses. In the Iliad Diomedes has

been cleared of his cannibal tendencies, and is left one of

the most attractive figures in the poem, peculiarly brave and

modest and Avise in counsel. Yet incidentally we are con-

stantly coming across his Thracian connexions. In K he

.slays the King of the Thracians, Rhesus, and carries off his

famous white horses. In E also, 1 would suggest, he fights

and routs the god of the Thracian aborigines. Ares ; Ares

flies to heaven, leaving no horses behind. But we find that,

just before, Diomedes has fought Aeneas and his mother

Aphrodite, and carried off Aeneas's matchless horses. Aeneas

is the son of Aphrodite, and Aplu'odite is the goddess belonging

to Ares. Originally, it would seem, a war-goddess and wife

of the war-god, she has passed througii the crucibles of Greek

mythology, and emerges identified with a half-oriental love-

goddess, a creature who has no business in battles, and is

merely the paramour of the wan-ior god (see Schol. on <!> 41G).

Also her son in this ca.se has Anciiises for his fatiicr, not

Ares. This i)robal;ly is the result of mythological changes

and fal.se identilications. One suspects that originally the

hero conquered by Diomedes, and robbed of iiis horses, and

immediat<'ly afterwards succoured by both Aphrodite and

Arcs, was a true son of Ares. Thus the story of Diouiedes
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in K becomes an exact parallel to that ot" Diomedcs the

Thracian tyrant. For, in the processes of ancient mythology,

io concpier a son of the Thracian Ares and despoil him of

his matcliless horses is exactly the same thing as to be a son

of tlie Thracian Ares who is so concpiered and despoiled. In

the one story Diomedes has the passive part, in the other

the active. It is like Dionysus the Bull-81ayer, and Dionysus

the slain bull ; Apollo the Avolf, and Apollo the averter of

wolves.

So many and various are the elements of saga and tribal

history \\hich have taken shape in the heroes of the Iliad.

Of course ^\e ma}' admit freely the possibility that in any

particular hero there may be traces of a real individual. The

legends of the Middle Ages are full of historical names. And
the names Paris or Hector or even Agamemnon may have

belonged originally to as definite a person as those of Charle-

magne or ' Virgil the magician ', Attila or Dieterich of Berne.

Professor Bury has remarked that the name and personality

of a great foeman are apt to remain fixed in a nation's

memory. Had nineteenth-century England been still in the

saga-making stage, she would certainly have mingled ' Boney '

with her ancestral demi-gods. But, if any of the persons are

historical, we cannot identify them. And if the names are

real, it does not follow that any part of the story really

happened to the bearer of the particular name. None of the

mediaeval magician-stories ha^Dpened to the real Vergil.

But let us turn to somewhat surer ground. Consider the

historical background of a case like the following. There is

a fine passage of some seventy lines in Iliad E 627-98 which

narrates the slaying of Tlepolemus of Rhodes, a son of

Heracles, by the Lycian Sarpedon. The passage interrupts

the context. It is never referred to afterwards. The Hera-

cleidae are nowhere else mentioned in Homer. And for divers

reasons editors have marked the passage as a foreign inser-

tion. But where does the insertion come from ? The Hera-

cleid of Rhodes has uo place in the Trojan circle of legends.
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When one sees that his adversary is a Lycian, that is, a

chieftain of the mainland just opposite Rhodes, where the

Rhodians were constantly attempting to force a settlement,

one can guess \\hat has happened. A local legend of battle

between the Rhodian and the Lycian has been torn up from

its natural context and inserted into the midst of the fighting

about Troy. The song is a fragment of the history of Rhodes

and Lycia.^

In searching for fragments of real history, like this, in the

Homeric poems, it is probable that our best hunting-grounds

will be in the little backwaters of narrative, where the plot

interest is weakest and the details least important. That is

to say, the poet will have left the history most unchanged

in those places where he had the least motive to falsify it
;

and converselv. In the case of Diomedes which we have just

considered, for instance, the narrative is in the front plane

' The Sarpedou passages generally bear tlie marks of being in some

sense foreign matter, either invented later or transferred from a different

context. For instance, the Sarpedon wlio was buried in the famous grave-

mound in Lycia must have been slain in Lycia, not in Troy. This was

'remarketl in anticniity. The passage (n 008 ff.) where iSarpedon's body

is carried from Troy to Lycia by Sleep and Death was considered ' spurious
'

by Zenodotas, with whom Didymus agreed (Schol. ad loc). Eustathius

also (p. 10(39, 29) makes the very plausible surmise that Homer, knowing

of the historical grave-mound in Lycia, invented these lines in order to

combine it with his own story that Sarpedon was killed at Troy. The

influence exerted on the Iliad by the princes of Lycia, who derived their

descent from Sarpedon and (Jlaucus, has long been recognized.

Sarjjedon, however, seems to have Thracian connexions as well as Lycian

even if the latter are not entirely an invention of the said ])rincos. who

may well have identified a native ancestor of tiicir own with the famous

Sarpedon. A i)romontory near Ainos in Thrace was called Sarpedon

(Strabo, p. 331, fr. 52; cf. p. 319), and Ainos is the home of Sarijcdon in

one of the Heracles legends. Ainos was an Acolio settlement among

Thracians ; hence Sarpedon is the blood-foe of Patroclus. His chosen

comrade, Asteropaios (M 102 f.) is a Paeonian, son of the river Axios

(Botho, 1. c). His other comrade. Maris, is otherwise unknown, but suggests

Maron. (Jlaucus himself, one may oljserve, is guest-friend of tiic Tliracian

Diomedes : but (Jiaucus is a figure with many ramilications.

One may notice, as a fiutluT mark of something unusual, tluit the

Lycian genealogy given in Z 199 does not agree with tiie one ordinarily

given, from Europa-Minos. And DiodoruH says that Sarpedon fouglil on

the Hide of Agamemnon against Troy ! (v. 7'J). I'erliap-i a more slip.
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of inteie«t. C'onsoquontly the original story—if wc were right

in our suggest ions—is lucklcn jiway under a mass of ornament

and addition. Xot only has the plaee of Diomedes' battle

with tlie war-god and his spouse been moved from Thrace

to Trov, but tlu^ name of Aeneas has been substituted for

some other name. When a story is mere baekground, and

does not need to be made interesting, it is less tampered

witli.

In the same book (43 ff.) we have the follow ing passage :

—

Then Idomeneus despoiled Phaestus, son of the Maeo-
nian, even of Boms who had come from deep-soiled

Tarne. Him spear-famed Idomeneus stabbed with his

long lance as he was about to mount upon his chariot,

through the right shoulder. And down from the chariot

he crashed and a hoiTor of darkness laid hold on him.

Idomeneus is the King of Cnossos in Crete, and Phaestus

is otherwise only known to history as the next most famous

town in the same island. That is to say, Phaestus is the town,

or the eponymous hero of the town. So that we have in

this passage a record of a local battle or conquest in Crete,

torn up from its surroundings and used by the poet to fill in

some details of slaughter in a great battle before Troy.

And what sort of a conquest was it ? Idomeneus, if wc

inquire into his antecedents, appears pretty clearly as a

northern invader of Crete. He is a son of Deucalion, which

points to Thessaly. He is a great founder of cities in the

north-west, like Diomedes and Odysseus. The men he fights

fall into two groups :
^ Oinomaiis and Alkathoiis—who is in

some legends one of the suitors slain by Oinomaiis, in others

a son of Pelops the slayer of Oinomaiis—^these two take us

to the Pclops-group of invaders in the Pelopoimese. The

others are what we may call Creto-Asiatic ; Asius, from the

Asian plain in Lydia, this Phaestus, son of the Maeonian from

' i omit Aeneas and Ueipliobus. They arc obviously not inoonHisteiit

with the above grouping, but I hesitate to offer an explanation of their

meaning in this context. Or.'silochos, Idomeneus' supposed .son in v 2G0,

looks like a hction.
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Lydia, and Othryoneus, a name derived from the Cretan word

for a hill {odpvs, see Fiek-Bechtel, p. 421).

Is there not histoiy here, real history, however fragmentary

and adrift from all its moorings '! I think, follo^^mg a hint

of Bet he's, that there is a good deal of historical fact con-

tained in certain passages which look at first sight like mere

strings of meaningless names, I mean, the avbpoKTaaiai, or

' Manslayings ', ^\hicll constantly fill up the background of

a Homeric battle picture. For instance, at the end of Dio-

medes' great battle we have (Z 29 ff.) this passage :

—

Then Polypoites, firm in battle, slew Astyalus, and
Odysseus smote with his bronzen spear Pidutes of Per-

cote, and Teucros godlike Aretaon. And Antilochus,

son of Xestor, smote Ablerus \\ith his shining spear, and
Agamemnon, king of men, slew Elatus. (He dwelt by
the banks of fair-flowing Satnioeis, in lofty Pedasus.)

And Euiypylus despoiled Melantliius. And Menelaus

caught Adrastus alive.

And so on.

There may be fiction, and the emptiest kind of fiction,

mixed up in this. And probably most of the history is at

present untraceable. I w ill take one case in detail presentlj'.

But, first, I uould ask you to reflect \\hat constituted a man's

cliief claim to public; honour among these primitive northern

tribes. The greatest thing, perhaps, was to be Ftollporthos,

a Sacker of Cities.^ Short of that, a hero was chiefly kno\\ii

by the enemies \\ hom he had slain. Think of Sigurd Fafnirs-

bane, Hogni Sigurdsbane, and the rest. Think of the stories

of Heracles, Achilles, Diomedcs. In each case the main

groundwork is a list of the enemies wliom the liero slew.

Ill more civilized times we put on the tomb of a general

a list of the victories which he won. in cailit r times these

victories were all represented as personal duels, luan-to-man,

and \Nere commemorated, at any rate in times of migration,

not by ins<riptions on tombs, but by jjaeans or verses current

among the tribe. Ow- ninfiiibers liow the Myrmidons in

' Cf. Acicli. .I'j. ITJ ami tic. Eji. ud Fum. \. 13. 'J.
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IHod X march back to the ships singing their paean :
' We

liavo won us great gloiy, we have slain godlike Hector, to

\\ iioni the Trojans in their city prayed as to a god.'

The emotion connected witli these various victories would

of course generally become dim with time, but the verses

recording the bare facts \\ould be remembered carefully by

the tribal bard. Indeed their preservation would be the chief

part of his business. And I strongly suspect that the lists

of men slain by the various tribal heroes in the Iliad are,

in their origin, these same tribal records, condensed into mere

lists of names and, of course, transferred from their original

contexts. In detail fiction may have entered in, and some

names may be pure inventions. But in general, if we only

intei'pret the language riglitly, I incline to believe that

' Odysseus ' did slay ' Pidutes of Percote ', and that some

people claiming connexion with Agamemnon did take the

town of Pedasus in the valley of the Satnioeis. This last

point, indeed, we actually know from history.

But let us follow the story of the last victim in this ' Man-

slaying ', Adrastus, who was taken by Menelaus alive and

eventually slain by Agamemnon. He appears suddenly, M'ith

no name of father or country. But his fate is told at length.

His horses took fright, ran into a tamarisk bush, broke the

pole of his chariot, and flung him out upon his face. So

Menelaus took him, but would have spared his life had not

Agamemnon run up and himself stabbed Adrastus in the

flank with his spear.

Who is this Adrastus, and where was this battle really

fought ? He would seem like a mere name, a fiction of the

moment, but for two things. Pausanias saAv a place near

Thebes which was called Harma, Chariot ; and when he

inquired the origin of tlie name, he was informed that Adrastus,

the celebrated King of Sikyon, was there cast out of his chariot,

which was entangled in a tamarisk bush, when he was flying

from the battle at Thebes. This cannot be entirely a fabrica-

tion based on the Iliad. It is, in part at least, an indepen-

dent tradition, and we can make a shrewd guess at its
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source. Adiastus Mas the leader of the Argives in the

Thebais, and his defeat and flight one of its crooning inci-

dents. We have found the Iliad using the Thebais before.

(See p. 203.) And again, when Agamemnon's kingdom is

described in the Catalogue (B 572) it includes ' Sikyon, where

aforetime Adrastus was king '. That is, this fatherless and

floating Adrastus seems—though the reciters of the Iliad as

a iiile did not suspect it—to be really the great Adrastus of

the Theban War. And what of his slaying by Agamemnon ?

Does it represent some misty tradition of a real tribal victory ?

One would think so ; but there is still the likelihood that it

may be a mere fiction, invented originally to save some part

from the awkwardness of having two kings of all the Ai-gives.

(See note on p. 202.) In any case, if there is any real history

behind it, that histoiy did not take place at Troy.

Few of these battles of the Iliad did. A line of research

indicated by Eric Bethe in a brilliant essay on Die Trojanischen

Sagenkreise tends to establish clearly what many of us had

suspected before, that much of the lighting which Homer

locates at Troy, in Asia Minor, on the south-eastern shore

of the HeUespont, is really a reminiscence of old tribal wars on

the mainland of Greece, notably in Thessaly, Bocotia, and the

Pelopomiese. Dr. Bethe's method is this. Those heroes

who have a real existence in the tradition, apart from the

Iliad, can in many cases be traced to their diverse homes or

settlements by three trains of evidence : fii'st, their graves

and places of worship ; secondly, their blood-feuds, for a

tribe's blood-feud is usually against a close nciglibour ;
and

tliirdly, their wives, kinsmen, and tlie like.

Take the ease of Adiillcs. It i.s quite clear. Achilles is

lirmly located in I'litliia, in the country between the tdwn

of PharsaloH and the Spercheios rivir. All his kiiidntl arc

al)out liiiii. The temjjlc of Thetis, his mother, is close to

i'harsalos. His father Peleus is associated with Mt. IVlion.

His sister was married to the river Spercheios. And in the

same neighbourhood we lind hi.s blood-foes. Two heroes,
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rrlcbratcd in dIIici' oontoxls, but in llu> Iliad voducod to

nuMv iKiin('> for filling up an ' andvoUtasia ',^ Dryops and

JKnu-alion, boK>ng Id this region. So does his bettcv-known

iMUMiiv (Venus, the S\\an-horo. Moic than that, tluMc is

([luttod from th(> third-cent urv liistorian Istros a statement

whieh puzzles riutareh and direetly eonflicts Avith all the

Homeric tradition, that Alexandros or Paris was slain by

Achilles and Patroclus upon the banks of the Spercheios.

In Homer, of course, Alexandros is a Trojan prince who

perhaps never went to Thessaly in his life, and he is not killed

by Achilles, but on the contrary kills him some time after

Patroclus is dead. It is startling to find him fighting in

Thessaly. Yet an inquiry into the origin of Alexandros-Paris

gives him also a home in the same region as his enemy,

Achilles. His close sister, who like himself has a double

name, Alexandra or Cassandra, was worshipped in historical

times in Locris. (The Locrians had some strange connexion

\\ith Ilion. As late as the fourth century B.C. they supplied

periodically two highly taboo priestesses to the temple there.

The natives always tried to prevent them coming in, and once

killed one of them.)- The heroes with whom Paris fights in the

Iliad, especially those who have no importance in the story,

and are therefore not inserted for a fictional purpose, are

almost all Thessalians, such as Machaon, Eurypylos, Mene-

sthios.^ He is killed at last by the Malian Philoctetes.

Andromache, the wife of Hector, comes from Thebe, a town

which is described as 'TTroTrAaM'//, or in words whicli explain

that epithet, ' beneath wooded Placos.' No one in antiquity

knew what or where Placos was, though it was presumed to

be a mountain. Was it not the mountain above that l^hebe

which lies between Pharsalus and Mt. Pelion, at the northern

boundary of Achilles' realm ? Andromache in one passage of

the Iliad (Z 397 ff .) is made a Cilician ; but in the saga generally

she is connected not with any place in Asia, but with the

north and north-west of Greece. She is the mother of

' T 455, 478.

* Timacus ap. (Suhol. Lycophr. ll.jo, II.jU: Aciicas Tacticu.s 31, 24.

* Cf. A 500 ; A 580, B 73G ; II U.
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Molossus, the epom'mous hero of a tribe in Epiriis called

Molossi. In another legend she is the motlier of Kestrinos,

eponymous hero of the Epirot territory Kestrine. This seems

to be the real tradition. It is then united witli the Troy-

poems by making some one bring the Trojan queen back to

Greece after the capture of her city. In one legend it is

Neoptolemus, the son of Achilles, who so brings lier. In

another it is Hclenus, her brother-in-law.

And what of Hector himself, the great defender of Troy ?

He seems to belong to Boeotia. As Diimmler has observed,

he was worshipped as a hero in Boeotian Thebes. And if

we examine the list of people whom he kills or fights in the

Iliad, their cults and graves and legends crowd round the

neighbourhood of Boeotia. Lei'tos (P 601) had a tomb in

plataea : Oresbios (E 707) lived in Hyle : Arkesilaos (O 329)

w as buried in Lebadeia. As for Hector's comrade, Melanippos

(O 547-83), we know that a hero Melanippos was, like Hector

himself, worshipped in Thebes. Hector was a great ' slayer

of men ', and his victims in the Iliad make a sort or road

from Thebes upward to the bounds of Achilles' region.

Dr. Bethe mentions Scliedios the Phocian, whose tomb Strabo

saw at Daphnus on the Euboean gulf (O 515, and again

P 306 ; Strabo, ix. 424) ; Autonoos, worshipped as a hero

at Delphi (A 301) ; Orestes, connected in saga with Phocis

(K 705) ; Trechos the Aetolian, who must be tlie eponymous

hero of Trechis (E 706). Trechis lies at the moutli of the

Spercheios on the borders of the realm of Achilles. Patroclus,

Hector's greatest victim, belongs to tlie heart of that countiy.

Further north he slew Helenos, son of Oinops (E 707), Epei-

geus from the town of Boudcion [U 571), and in some legends

also Protesilaos. The road has led us even beyond the l)l()od-

foe Achilles, up to Thebe, the city of Hector's wife Aiuho-

iiiache. 'In other words,' says Bethe, 'Hector, or rather

the tribe wliich honoured Hector as tlu-ir hero, migrated by

this road. .More accurately, the tribe gradually, in liow many

centuries none can tell, moved in a soulh-easterly direction,

driven by a pressure w hich was no doubt exerted by the Aeoli<'

tribe representi'd in the I4J0S by Achilles.'
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Allot hfi uioiii) 111 closely imitcil ciu'imes—m these con-

nexions neighhour and enemy are almost interchangeable

t(.rms—is to be ft)und in Lacedaemon. If the above was the

Acliillcs-llector-Alexandros gvou|), tliis is the Helen group.

It consists of Helen, Againeiiiiioii, Menelaus, Alexandros the

ravislier of Helen, ;uid l)eT|tliol)iis her Ihiid husband. The

Alexandros tribe, it will be seen, appears in both groups.

Since it seems to have left no traces in Central Greece, and

since Alexandros is always in the legend a builder of ships,

tlie tribe perhaps came from Thessaly to the Peloponnese

by sea.i Helen of course lived in Sparta. She was wor-

shipped as a goddess in Sparta : her grave was shown at

Therapnae, just north of Sparta. Her husband Menelaus had

a grave and a temple at Therapnae : and at the same place,

according to the statement of a late though well-informed

authority ,2 both Alexandros and Deiphobus received divine

honours. Perhaps in this statement Therapnae is a mistake

for Amyclae, which suits the geography slightly better. Also

Amyclae is the home of a Deiphobus in the Heracles legend

(Apollod. ii. 6. 2 ; Diod. iv. 31 ; Jahn, Bilderchronik, p. 70) :

and in Amyclae also lay the sanctuary of Alexandros's sister

Alexandra-Cassandra, and beside it her tomb, together with

that of Agamemnon.

I will not pursue the subject further. One may well be

surprised at the tenacity with which these ancient local

worships held their ground through almost the whole life-

ti-ne of Greece as a nation. The tribes which instituted them,

and through which alone they had reality, had long since

passed away both from those particular neighbourhoods and

from the face of the earth. They Avere often in flat contra-

diction with that other stream of history popularized and

made canonical by the Iliad and Odyssey. Ages after people

had forgotten that Alexandros or Paris represented a tribe
;

' Cf. Agamemnon, of whom the same is true, except that he sailed

definitely from Aulis.

^ The dialogue ' Theophrastus ' on the immortality of the Soul, by

Aeneas of Gaza (fifth century a. d.), cited in S. Wide, Lakonische Kulte,

p. 351 ; Bethe, 1. c, p. 16.
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when all educated people knew him from then- childhood as

a wicked Trojan prince who was killed and buried in Troy

beyond the Hellespont ; old peasants and pietists and anti-

quaries continued to worship his grave at Therapnae in

Laconia or by the river Spercheios in South Thessaly. Some-

times the two streams of legend, that of the Iliad and that

of the local worship, ran on without mingling ; more often,

of course, ways were invented for harmonizing the two. That

is why, for instance, Cassandra is brought from Troy by

Agamemnon, to be buried beside him at Therapnae ;
why

a Locrian hero is made to commit a sin against Cassandra,

to be expiated ever afterwards by the Locrians worshipping

at her sanctuary.

No precise summing-up of these results is, I believe, at

present practicable. We can at most suggest the sort of

framework into which the eventual results of research will

probably fit. Two general facts seem to be clear :

—

1. Apart from later accretions, the various battles of heroes

which appear in the Iliad as part of the Trojan War represent

for the most part veiy ancient warfare among the wandering

tribes of the mainland, earlier than that expansion of Greece

over the Aegean which we know as the Aeolian and Ionian

colonizations.

2. This warfare is connected for the most part not with the

names of individual men who distinguished themselves—and

wliose names may perhaps survive in some of the local prose

clironicles and foundation-stories—but with the names of

tribal gods or heroes.

There is something in tliis second jwint tlial to our

minds requires exj)lanatioi). Professor Usenor remarks

thai tlic Frcucti epics, coming (comparatively laic revolve

mostly round (Icfinite liislorical cliaractcrs like Cliarlc-

riiagnc and lioland : tiic Nihdam/rnlictL bcloiij^in;.!; to a

more primitive sociicty, is mostly about tribal and elemental

gods, with a good many liistorical characters such as Atli

and Dietericii drawn in tin- Greek, more primitive still,
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seems to l)t> aliiu>sl ojitirely about tliose (livinc or imaginary

beings.

When tlie Greeks in the full light of history defeated the

Pei'sian, their general's comment Avas : 'It is not wo who
have done this, but the gods and the heroes ' (Hdt. viii. 109).

Tliat seems to be the spirit. After all, that is the psycho-

logical condition which we often find in primitive peoples.

Think how it pervades the Old Testament. Think of the

many stories in books of anthropology telling how a savage

who has succeeded or failed in catching his prey explains

that his spirit, his orenda, his totem, has been on that par-

ticular occasion strong or weak. There is an early inscription

extant in which the people of Selinus celebrate a successful

battle, in which presumably various individuals liad in the

normal ways distinguished themselves. We moderns Avould

have mentioned their names. But the inscription of the

Selinuntians runs thus :
' 'J'hanks to the following gods we of

Selinus have conquered : Zeus Nikator, Phobos, Heracles,

Apollo, Poseidon, the Tyndaridae, Athena, Malophoros,

Pasikrateia, and the others, but especially thanks to Zeus '

{/. G. A. 515). We know how the Tyndaridae fought for Rome
at the battle of Lake Regillus, and for the Locrians against

Croton. We know how the Greeks before the battle of Salamis

sent a ship to Aegina to fetch ' Aias and Telamon and the other

Aeacidae ', including Peleus and Achilles, to lead them against

the Persians (Hdt. viii. 64). They are doubtless included, if

not specially meant, in Themistocles' words, attributing the

victory to ' the gods and heroes '. The same Aeacidae had

been lent by Aegina to Thebes on a previous occasion, about

which the less said the better. For the Thebans were de-

feated, Aeacidae and all (Hdt. v. 80), and told the Aeginetans

that next time tliey would prefer a regiment of men. Now,

suppose the battle of Salamis had been fought, not in the full

liglit of Greek history, but in the misty dawn of tlie Epos,

what sort of a story should we have had ? Would it have

been all about Themistocles and Eurybiades and the Corin-

thians ? I suspect it would have been Aias and Telamon
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and Peleus aiid Achilles who defeated Xerxes. That, at least,

is the way iu which the earliest epic battles seem to have

been recorded.

These considerations perhaps explain sufficiently why the

Homeric battles, in their last analysis, are so largely the

work of tribal heroes and gods. It remains to consider

another point. Why do they all refer not to any warfare that

was going on at the time of their composition, but to war-

fare of forgotten people under forgotten conditions in the

past ? The fact is certain. Even if the analysis made in

this essay be all wrong, there \\ill remain just the same

problem. For the poems were certainly for many centuries

in the hands of Ionian and Attic bards, who are shown by

all the evidence to have largely added to them. Yet, with all

their additions, they never brought in any celebration of their

o^\^l immediate present. Tliere is no mention of the Asiatic

colonies, of the great Ionian cities, of the later groupings of

tribes. The few exceptions to this rule are mere accidents.

There is all througli the poems a distinct refusal to cheapen

epic poetry by the celebration of contemporary things. If

men wanted to celebrate the present, tliey did so in other

forms of literature.

What shall one say of this ? Merely that there is no cause

for surprise. It seems to be the normal instinct of a poet,

at least of an epic poet. The carHest version of the Song of

Roland which \\c possess was written by an Anglo-Norman

scribe some thirty years after the conquest of England. If

the Normans of that age wanted an epic sung to them, surely

a good subject lay ready to hand. "S'ct as a matter of fact

their great epic is all about I'vulaiid, dead three huuclrcd

years before, not about William tlic (.'onqucror. The fugitive

Britons of Wales made no epic to tell of their contiucst by

the Saxons ; they turned to a dim-siiining Arthur belonging

to the vaguest past. Neither did tlic Saxons uh(t were con-

quering them make epics alxmt that concjuest. They sang

how at sonif unkncnvn liiin- a Icgcinlary and mythical

Beowulf had conquered a legendary Grendel.

1335 Q
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"\(t this past o\ winch epic poet« make their sonj^s, \\hat

exactly is it ? It i.s not tlu- j)hiin historical past. It is the

past trausfoiiiicd into something ideal, something that shall

bo more insi)iving or more isignilicant. In the ease of the

Iliad the old tradhional lighting is all concentrated into one

great war. and that a A\ar for the possession of the very

land Mhich the professed descendants of Agamennion and

Achilles were lighting for in historical times. Dates are mis-

leading because these movements seem to have been so slow.

Tradition says that the Aeolian settlements in Asia began in

the eleventh century, but Acolians were not firmly established

in the Troad till the seventh or sixth.

It looks as if the epic conception of the Tale of Troy con-

sisted in outline of four main elements : (1) A tradition of

a great city at Ilion in the Troad, and its destruction by

war. (2) A reflection into the past of the long wars of

the Aeolian tribes to establish themselves in Asia. (3) An

historical meeting of the Achilles tribes and the Agamemnon

tribes, their common warfare against Asia and the occasional

friction between them. (4) The myth of Helen, the ever-

ravished and re-won, who is carried away in this story by

Alexandros-Paris, prince of Troy—as in other contexts she

has been carried away by Theseus and Perithoiis, by Hermes,

and probably by Achilles—and triumphantly recovered by

her kinsfolk.i We may neglect for the present a fifth element,

the resistance of Ionia and Athens against Persia.

If we now put the question, Where did these four elements

tirst come together ? we ought to receive some light upon

that question which so vexed antiquity, the birthplace of

Homer. Ilion is a fixed and know n place ; the Aeolian tribes

also belong on the whole to a definite area. They were driven

from South Thessaly across the North Aegean by a direct

' Stesichorus' famous 'Palinode', making out that Helen never went

to Troy, but stayed innocently in Egj-pt, is not, 1 think, an invention, but

another form of the same ancient myth. She is carried off by Hermes

himself to Egypt. This carrying oti of the goddess by a dolinite god seems

very old. Eur. Helen. 44 (Kaliwv 6e /i' 'Ep/xiji iv irrvxaiffi" aldipos htK.). See

Usenor, Sloff dts Ejjqs.
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bridge of islands : Ikos, Skyros, Lesbos—and there is the

south-A\est extremity of the Troad immediately in front. The
meeting of Achilles and Agamennion is more conclusive still.

Achilles, though he had \\ orship in the Peloponnese, is mosth-

Thessalian : Agamemnon, though he had Thessalian con-

nexions, is mostly Peloponnesian : and if we look for some
great traditional meeting-place of the descendants of Aga-

memnon from the south, and the descendants of Achilles

from Thessaly, the first place to suggest itself is the island

of Lesbos. It was also about a ' girl of Brisa ' in Lesbos

that the chiefs quarrelled. The fourth point is hardly needed,

but it points to the same result. If the ravishment of Helen

now takes a new direction towards the Troad, that fits in

\sith a movement of Helen's Peloponnesian worshippers to-

wards the same place. The time and place at which the

main strands of the framework of the Iliad must have come
together are fairly clear. The time is the Aeolian migration,

the place is Lesbos or some early settlement on the shore of

Asia. If we take Homer as the author of the Iliad, the area

known as Aeolis is his first birthplace.

This historical argument fits exactly with the argument

from language. True, the Iliad and Odyssey, as given in all

our M8S., appear in an Ionic dialect. But it is beyond ques-

tion that the dialect has been in some way changed. The

greater part of the poems has been worked over into its

present Ionic from some other speech. What that speech

exactly was is open to dispute.

Professor Fick, in his epoch-making editions of the two

poems, argued boldly that it was ordinary Lesl)ian Aeolic,

and that both ])oenis had been definitely translated into

Ionic by tlie rhapsode Kynaithos of Chios about the year

540 B.C. He showed that the poems were full of 'Aeolic'

forms in the midst of tlir loiiic, and these Aeolic forms jiad

the peculiarity, nearly always, of being metrically different

from the conesponding Ionic forms. Tliat is : the poems

were wrought over into Ionic simply word f<n word, and

when the proper Ionic word did not scan, the older Ac<jlic
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form \\a8 loft. The practice is coninion, one may almost say

regular, in traditional books. Many English ballads occur in

northern and southern forms, many old French poems in

French of Paris, Norman-French, and Picard. And this

general conception of an ' Aeolic ' stage of the Homeric

poems has been accepted by almost all advanced critics.

Yet it needs an important correction. Fick's full theory,

\\ ith Kynaithos and the sixth century included, has had few

supporters. And if we abandon that definite date and person,

the linguistic arguments rather change their character. For

the two most characteristic distinctions of the Ionian speech,

the loss of w-sounds and the turning of d into rj, can be

shown to have occun-ed later, and perhaps considerably later,

than the first foundations of the cities in Asia Minor. So

that the iv and the long a sounds of Homer were as much

the property of Proto-Ionic, if we may use the term—omitting

for the moment the numerous false forms and modernisms of

our present texts—as of Aeolic. The language of Homer is

markedly based upon an older stage of the Greek language

than either the Ionic of Herodotus or the Lesbian of Sappho.

^

This is illustrated, among other facts, by the curious affinities

between the Epic dialect and two so-called Aeolic dialects

utterly out of the range of epic influence, Arcadian and

Cyprian.

What can there be in common between Arcadia, the central

highlands of the Peloponnese, and Cyprus, the remote Greek

island in the gates of the Semite ? Nothing, one would say,

but their isolation. They were both so cut off from the

normal currents of progressive Greek civilization that they

retained more than other communities of their original speech,

as the French in Canada retain peculiar elements of the

language of Louis XIV. And consequently they show curious

agreements with Homer, whose dialect, for reasons easily

intelligible, clung to the oldest form of speech that was capable

of being comfortably understood. It is not, therefore, accurate

' Soo the valuable Appendix to Monro's edition of Odyssey xiii-xxiv,

pp. 455-88. He seems to me to underrate tlie Aeolic element.
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to say that Homer has been translated from Aeolic into Ionic,

if by Aeolic we mean sixth-century Lesbian, or the group of

which Lesbian is the type, Lesbian-The.ssalian-Boeotian. It

is, I think, accurate if we mean that Homer has been worked

over from an ancient dialect, much more closely akin to the

Aeolic of Lesbos and South Thessaly than to the language

of the mixed multitudes of the Ionian cities.

There is certainly a strong Lesbian element, as was recog-

nized in antiquity. There are certain forms of words which

are definitely Lesbian, and not primitive, dialectical peculi-

arities which first originated in the Lesbian-Aeolic dialects ;

falsely formed datives in -fo-o-t, falsely formed perfect parti-

ciples in -KMv, -KovTOi, a preference for k^v over av, and various

forms like aXXvbn, n'fxcpa, &c. The Lesbian form uypuo

is generally altered to alpeoo, but \u the imperative, where it

was not recognized, it is left. .Still, the main texture of the

earlier Homeric language is not Lesbian-Aeolic, but some

earlier and more \\idely diffused speech. What does this

mean in history ?

It is just what we should have expected from our analysis

of the raw material of the poems. It is the speech of these

immensely old tribal traditions which, as we have seen, form

the ultimate historical content of the Iliad. What took place

in Aeolia or Lesbos was the first collecting of them into

a Trojan setting. It is interesting in this connexion to notice

that the scenery of the similes is apt to be Thessalian and

not Asiatic : that the Muses come from Olympus and the

vale of Pieria in Thessaly, and the gods, wherever they may

wander, still keep their ' Olympian houses '.^

What can this epic material have been like before it tixtk

its Trojau or Homeric shape ? Here we are getting beyond

our evidence. Perha))s originally, as Professor U.sener sug-

' Tlif) .Myniun OlympuH may have \iOon rogardod locally an tho scat of tlio

gO(lH : i)nt tlio ' Homeric' (^ods ovidcntly dwell in tim Tliossnliaii Olymiiiis.

Tho ' Twolvo (Jodn' Hcom to liavo bwii a TliosNiiliiin inhlituliori ; tin- tirst

altar to them was built by Dmicalion (Schol. ap. Klioii. iii. 1085. Cf. ii. G.'J'J

with Schol.).
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geiits, it may have consisted of llu' praises of the ' heroes

'

or ancestors, sung in religious worship at the Hearth. The

Bard was a necessary part of a noble house, and his chief

business was the i-eiebratiou of the ' heroes '.^ At some

moment or other these sacred commemorations of each

separate tribal hearth began to pass beyond the limit of the

house. The story or the song became more interesting than

the particular ' hero ' of whom it was told. Strangers liked

to hear them. There must have been some great deed or

experience in common, some impulse to history writing,

some breaking down of family and tribal barriers. It is

possible that many such crises occurred before the Aeolic

migration; it is possible that that migration was itself the

crisis.

A raw material consisting of various disconnected religious

songs and lays and prose stories in praise of particular tribal

ancestors or gods ; a process of weaving these materials into

a coimected framework bj' the bards of the Aeolian migration :

these seem to be the conditions of what we may call the first

birth of Homer, if we mean by Homer the author of the Iliad.

The case would be a little different for the other cycles of Epic

Saga, the Boeotian, Phocian, and Argive Epics, the Odyssey,

Cypria, and Argonautica. Some of these never passed through

Aeolis at all. But some corresponding stage, helped out by

mutual imitation, must have occurred in all the longer tradi-

tional Epics. And there is this to observe : that however loosely

the various masses of legend floated, there was in veiy early

times some feeling that they formed a whole, or at least

a series of wholes. There was some conception of a con-

secutive chronicle or history. Each bard is understood to

begin his lay

—

^v6iv eAwi-, or rwr a[j.6dev yi—at some par-

ticular point in the great story .^

* Usener, 1. c. cites Beowulf and tlie Welsh laws settling the piecedencc

of the bards : the chief bard comes next after the head of the house.

' One would like to know when these lays became (1 ) continuously metrical

and (-1) hoxametric. The liexameter as it stands in Homer has been thought

to show traces of having originated in two dactylic trimeters with anacrusis,

what the Greek metrlsts call Paroimiacs (see VaTi Jjceuwen, Enchiridion,
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The next birth of Homer was certainly in Ionia. We have

seen that the colonists of Lesbos had some pretensions to

unity of race. The place from which the exodus came was
so close. The bridge from Mt. Pelion to Aeolis, by Skyros

and Lesbos, is so straight and complete. And, since the

peoples are the same, the name Aioleis may well be a by-

form of the well-known Ach-aioi. Similar!}', the Paiones

include Siropaiones and Paioplai ; the Pelag-ones seem to be

a by-form of the Pelagones, and even of the Pelag-skoi or

Pelasgoi. There may also have been some unity of race in the

extreme south of Asia Elinor, where the group called itself

' Doris '. The Dorian tribes, perhaps coming on from Crete,

were at any rate the leaders of their communities. But all

along the great stretch of coast bet^\een these two little

groups there seems to have been no definite unity or common
descent. Every city wall contained a rrv^/xeiKTor TrXrjdo^,

a ' iiiixed multitude '. They could merely be classed together

as lawones ', Sons of Javan, and even that name is given

them by foreigners.

It looks as if these ancestors of the lonians had in the

extreme stress of their migrations lost hold upon their Achaean

traditions. At any rate, it was only in later times, and only

by turning to their northern neighbours, that the lonians

obtained, or recovered, their heritage in the Epos. It came
to them then as part of a regular process. For it is just

these central settlements, these most tribeless and fugitive of

the Sons of Javan, that built up the greatest achievements

of Greek civilization before the rise of Athens. In historical

times the Ionian Greek is always prevailing over the Aeolian,

ousting him, outstripping him, annexing his cities and his

possessions. The Ionian poet Mimuermus, carlj' in the

seventh century, narrates how a party of lonians from

pp. 1-24), and it in curious (hat tlio extant Aeolic poots hardly hho tlio

hexameter at all. (Sa]»pho U'.\, !(4, *.)'), arc instanoos.) The Stoniclioroan

metro, sotfl of dactylio IrimctorH mixed with (rooliaio (or iainhic) moira

—\j\^~'^\j . —

w

), JH perhapH older than the liniHhod hnxanioter.

If tliore were ovidcmre to hhow tlmt the hexaniotor was specifically Ionic,

Home clear conduaionH could Imj drawn.
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C"oK)l)hoii and Pylos sot fortli and captured Aeolian JSniyrna.^

The same Ihinsx can l)e shown to liavc happened in Chios,

thougli there the memory of the conflict was forgotten, and

the island ctnints as simply Ionian. And these cases may be

taken as typical. The Aeolic settlements belong to an earlier,

ruder, and more chivalric stage of cultiu'e, and were super-

seded by the higher intelligence and practical adaptability of

the lonians. And besides their walled cities, the Aeolians

were robbed also of their Homer.

How did this process take place ? There may eonceiva])ly

at some time have been a definite authoritative change of

dialect ; but it seems more likely that the Epic dialect gradu-

ally changed as the spoken language changed. As more and

more Greek cities, and those the richer and larger ones, began

to drop the letter Vau and to pronounce Eta instead of long

Alpha, the bards who recited Homer in those cities naturally

changed their pronunciation too. Such a change would be

as unconscious as the modern English change in the pro-

nunciation of tea or room. But there was another and a

decisive motive of change. We have seen already that,

though a short lay may be recited round a camp fire or

a banquet board, a poem at all approaching the length of

the Iliad or Odyssey can only be recited on some great public

occasion, lasting over several days, and consequently can only

have been created with that sort of occasion in view. Now
though our information is imperfect, it seems certain that

the greatest gatherings in the Aegean were Ionian. Bards

who wished to compete at the Panegureis at Delos, at Pani-

onion, at Ephesus, must almost of necessity recite in Ionic

' Miran. 9. He makes no apology ; but we have beside his verses a more
defen.sive Ionian account of the aflair, explaining that they wore not the
aggressors. Strabo, xiv. ().34. The town first belonged to the Leleges

;

they were driven out by ' Smyrnaeans ' from Ionic Ephesus : they were
expelled by Aeolians, but returned wilh lielp from Ionic Colophon, and
' regained their own land '. The story illustrates first the tendency of

Ionia to outstrip and thrust aside Aeolis ; and secondly, the existence of

a certain feeling of shame in thus expelling a city of brother Greeks. To
drive out I^loges was of course fair liunling. Cf. Wilamowitz, Payiionion,

in Sitzungsber. Berlin. Akad. lOOG, iii.
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Greek, and cliange their method of pronunciation as the
spoken pronunciation changed. The Ol3'mpian Muses, if

their ambition insisted upon a great poem and a great
audience, must perforce abandon their native accent.

Aeolis was left in a backwater. And \^•hen it emerged, it

spoke in tones as different from those of its old Homer as
can weU be conceived. Poetry- in Lesbos became Traditional
Poetrj- no more. We must leave it aside and return to the
development of Homer in Ionia.
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THE ILIAD AS A GREAT POEM

THE HOMERIC SPIRIT AND THE GREATNESS
OF THE ILIAD

We still stand under the spell of the Iliad. Amid the deepest

strands that are woven in the thread of our Western civiliza-

tion there is more than one which is di'awn originally from

Greece and Greek literature. And at the fountain-head of

Greek literature there stands, naturally enough, the dateless

traditional book, not indeed sacred as in other lands, but

still unapproachable, and far removed from the possibilities

of human competition. This was the position of the Iliad in

Alexandrian Greece. Rome took over the conception, and it

has passed on, for the most part, to be part of the intellectual

heritage of the Western world.

Criticism has, of course, in some respects, shattered the

Alexandrian view to pieces. Instead of the primaeval and

all-wise poet. Homer, we are left with a kind of saga-figure,

similar to those of Achilles or Agamemnon, or the mighty

flashing-helmeted Son of a Shield-Belt. The name Homeros

may conceivably be a name once borne by a living person.

But if so, we know nothing of him, except indeed that he

did not, in any complete sense, vrr'iie the Iliad and Odyssey.

There is in North India a god called Nikal Seyn, whose name

we know to have been originally John Nicholson. But I

suspect that it Avould be difficult to detect much of the

character or history of General Nicholson in the legends now

current a})out the god. It seems on the whole safest to

regard Homeros as the name of an imaginary ancestor wor-

shipped by the schools of bards called '0/x?;pi8at or 'Ofxij^ov
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TToibii, a name parallel to Ion. or Doros, or Hellen, or even

Amphictvon, The exact form of theory which we accept is

of little moment. There is a broad general agreement between

most of the followers and coirectors of Wolff and Lachmann.
I wish in the present lecture to advance no theory of my own,

but merely to consider what effect this scientific analysis has,

or should have, upon our general enjoyment and under-

standing of the Iliad as a great poem.

Mr. Mackail, in his Life of William Morris, remarks in

passing that in the Iliad we have a second-rate subject made
into a first-rate and indeed incomparable poem by the genius

of a great i)oet. I think this view would probably be widely

accejited. Many scholars would agree, with a pang, that the

subject of the Wrath was not quite in the first rank of noble-

ness. The Wrath against Hector after Patroclus' death may
be a great subject. But the Wrath with Agamemnon about

a personal slight is not. The fact that in the loss of Briseis

it is almost entirely the personal slight, not the loss of a

beloved being, that matters to Achilles, puts all the emotion

several degrees lower. So nmch many scholars would admit,

and then console themselves by asserting the splendid per-

fection of the poem and the genius of the incomparable poet.

Now over this incomparable poet there is much high feeling

and, in my opinion, some confusion of thought. He certainly

did not write the whole Iliad : so much T may take as generally

admitted. (Though if even that were denied, one might ask

what is meant b}- ' the whole Iliad '. Is it the Oxford text V

Or is it the text of our earliest papyri, jjrobably some thousands

of lines longer, or is it the text of Zcnodotiis or .Aristarchus,

some thousands of lines shorter ?) What thru exactly did

he write that is so vastly better than the work of his collabo-

rators and followers ?

The Alexandrians ])roceeded by the method of ' ol»cli/.ing
'

certain lines, passages, or whole books. These were ' spurious '
:

all the rest was the work of tlic one lloiiu-r. Is this n snlis-

factorv method .'
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No ont> would now analyse tlu^ IVntatoucii by cutting out

as " spurious ' the parts that oaiuiot have been written by Moses,

and leaving Moses autlior of all the rest. No one would

cut out all tlie psalms that cannot have been written by

David, and leave David author of all the rest. One cannot

even a])ply such a method to Isaiah, where it would be much

more legitimate. Isaiah is a definite historical figure. We
know when and where lie liveil. We know his circumstances

and his policy. We have some criterion for telling what he wrote.

Yet even in his case this method has completely broken down.

The processes through which the Book of Isaiah has passed

are far too complex for a mere division into ' genuine ' and

spurious '} Yet this method at its crudest is still apt to be

applied to the Iliad.

As soon as one has grasped the idea of a Traditional Book,

it is clear beforehand that mere ' obelizing ' will lead to no good

result. It means stripping off one by one the contributions

of all the poets who have worked at the Iliad. It is like the

old attempts at restoring the original language of the original

kernel, only far, far more desperate. And in practice, too,

it refuses to work. For as you analyse the poem back towards

its source, it proves not to have one source but many. The

Catalogue and the Doloneia are almost universally recognized

as coming into the Iliad from elsewhere ; the Embassy, the

book of all others which is most quoted in antiquity and seems

most to have impressed the imagination of Greece, is also one

of the parts most markedly foreign to its present framework.

I will not multiply instances. Very little reflection is needed

to convince us that a mere process of stripping off the ' non-

original ' will not automatically leave us with the pure work

of the incomparable poet. If we want to discover him we must

search for him.

And how shall we search ? What criteria have we ? In

the case of Isaiah we have that prophet's date, his residence,

his recorded political activity. What have we for Homer ?

' See, for instance, Prof. Kennett's Compositio7i of the Book of Isaiah

(British Academy), 1910; or Box's Isaiah (1908).
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The tradition supplies us with plenty of competing birthplaces,

with a date which fluctuates between the twelfth century and

the sixth, and half a dozen confessedly mytliical lives. It

is hard to make much use of these. If we try to discover

criteria of our own, well, Fick considers that Homer was an

Aeolian, and only those parts which will turn back into

Aeolic are his genuine work. Some old English scholars thought

he lived in Thessaly, and got a criterion out of that. Neither

criterion has been successful, for reasons wliich we need not

go into here. One reason was that they chose as their field

of operation the supposed first origin of the poems, where our

knowledge is almost nil. Obviously that is not a sound method.

Beginning at the later end, where there is more hope of a safe

result, Wilamowitz has forcibly suggested that one definite

individual can be discovered in 0. He wrote 0, the Broken

Battle, in order to make room in the Iliad for the Embassy

and the Doloneia, I and K. If we accept that result, we have

at any rate one poet whom we can isolate. Bethe, again, has

come near to persuading us that the man who wrote the Con-

verse (Z) also ^\Tote the Ransoming (12), and did a great deal

towards the general shaping and arranging of the Iliad.

Such a view would perhaps come near to satisfying Miss

Stawell ; and such a poet, if one felt sure about him, might

almost deserve the name of ' Homer '. Yet not quite. Ho

would be a magnificent poet : of that there is no question.

But would he be incomparal^ly better than various others 't

Than the author of the Embassy, for instance ? Or can

we confidently say that the man who put the Bcllerophon

pa.s.sages—or the Sarpcdon passages, or the Shield-making

—

into our Iliad was incomparably better than the unknown

persons who seeni to liave originally written tiiem for dilferent

contexts ? Can we say tliat tiir ///'"/ owes iii(iiiii|Mial»ly nioit-

to him than lo thcni '.'
I confess that in the present state ol

our knowledge all such conlideiit language about the I'ocit

seems to me unwarranted. We have got the roeni, ami uc

can puzzle out a good deal aliout its prol)al)le maimer ol

formation. We liave not (li.scoverefj any one hi.storieal poet.
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He is al bc.sl oiilv a li\ [)(»tlict>is. Tlu'iv may ol cuiu'jsc have

boon a man calhMl Hoiucros, as there doubtless was a man
ealled Davitl. Uut we know iiothhig about him, not his

date nor his l)irthj)laee not' what he wrote. And the Homer

of oui- imaginations is not he, but a projection of our own

feelings, a result ol our habit of always thinking in terms

oi piusons, a mythical Maker to aeeount for the thing made.

What we really know is not a man but a poem ; let us focus

our thoughts upon that and try to understand its greatness.

i believe we shall find among the causes of that greatness

something nobler and moie august than the genius of any

individual man.^

i wish first to consider j)atiently tliis difficulty, it is,

i suppose, quite clear that the Iliad is a good poem. Most

people have only to read it to feel quite sure of the fact

:

and if any particular reader does not feel sure by his own

instinct, there is enough authority on the subject to convince

any but the most self-confident that his doubts are ill-grounded.

Now why is it that the Iliad is a good poem when it has so

many of the characteristics of a bad one ?

* Compare the case of the //c;ac/c/a. There were evidently many versions

of that epic, and their Homer is sometimes referred to as ' he who made',

sometimes as 'they who made' the Heracleia. (Eratostlienes ap. Strab.,

]). (iSS 01 TTjv 'iipaic\elai' noirjaavTfs. It means, I suppose, ' the various

j)cople\vho put the Heracles-saga into verse. Cf. Schol. V on tt 57 oi twi/

Kvirpiwv TtonjTai.) But the interesting thing is that among them wo know
of three distinct individuals : Pisander of Rhodes, Peisinoos of Rhodes, and

Panyasbis of Halicarnassus. There were doubtless otliers as well. Now
Paul l\iedlaender {Phiblofjische Uiilersuchungen, vol. xix) has made a

brilliant study of the Heracleia problem. By analysis of the myth and the

local data he succeeds in tracing several stages in the development of

tlio Heracles-saga : an epic poem, the Dodecathlos, made not in Argos nor

yet in Boeotia, but in Rhodes, with the Rhodian goddess Aloktroua-

Electryone as the hero's mother ; an expanded Rhodian form ; and a

later Samian and Coan re-shaping. These three stages correspond fairly

well with the three authors, two Rhodian and one from Halicarnassus ;

and if the Heracleia were extant we could probably separate and appraise

their respective contributions. We have no such data for the Iliad and

Odyssey. A good attempt at finding personal qualities in the poems in

Caucr, Orundfr., p. 432 fT. Also, though with too much reaction against

llumerolatry, in Miilder, paa-iim.
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In the first jjlace, as we noticed above, the subject is

secoud-ratc. The horrid phrase which describes Acliilies as

' sulking ill liis tent ' is not very far from the truth. And

sulking is not a noble, nor yet a poetical, state of mind.

Achilles, again, is not a very sympathetic hero. His eloquence

is amazing, and we are ready to believe in his dauntless

courage and prowess and swiftness of foot. But, if it were

not for his mere misery and repentance at the end of the

poem, 1 think that most readers would actually dislike liim

for his crude pride and self-absorption, his cruelty and lack

of love. Even his love for Patroclus never impresses one as

having unselfishness about it : it is not like the love of Orestes

and Pylades.
Again, there is a test which most people apply instinctively

to a modern work of fiction, and which is most po^^'erful in

separating the good from the bad. I mean the amount of

finish and conscientiousness in the more liidden parts. What

we call ' sho\\y ' or ' flashy ' work is generally work in which

the momentary effect of particular scenes is strong, but

\\hich will not bear looking into. If you look close you find

\\ eaknesses, inconsistencies, contradictions. Now, notoriously^,

this is the case with the Iliad. The wall round the Greek

camp alone, though the writing about it is always good and

stirring, will provide half a dozen glaring instances of this

sort of inner flaw. It is built at the end of H in the tenth

year of the war. Yet a phrase in the description of the camp

later(H 31) implies that it was built—as it naturally would be

—

in the first. In M 10-33 it remains ' steadfast ' {e[j.TT(buv) till

the end of the war and is then destroyed by floods ; but in

( ) 3(31, before the death of Patroclus, it is swept away by Apollo

like a child's castle of sand on the sea-shore, its towers had

been broken in M 399. In M and N the wall is sometimes

present and sometimes absent. Also two se[)arate heroes,

Hector and Sarpedon, arc mentioned in (lin'rrcnl places, and

in exactly the same words, as being the lirst to get over it

(.\1 438, n 558). There is a fearful figlil \\li( ii the Trojans are

attacking the wall (o <ir\ (o ihc ,sliij).s ; when they retreat in
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panic tluMv is uoiu'rally no wall llu>ro. All this is oxi)laiacd

in detail in Dr. Leafs eonunentary.' it is pretty clear that

there were two versions of the lighting extant, one in which

the camp was unt'ortilied, and one in which it was provided

with a wall and moat. And brilliant episodes are borrowed

from one or the other as the minstrels pleased.

Again, there is the cardinal instance of the contradiction

between Books FT and 1. In Book II, Achilles, as he sees the

routed Greeks, breaks into a splendid complaint that if only

Agamenuion would seek his friendship and offer him amends

the Trojans would soon tly and ' choke the trenches with

their dead '. He sends Fatroclus forth to help the Greeks,

but warns him not to go too far in pursuit, lest Agamemnon

should feel too secure and should fail to offer atonement.

Obviously, then, Agamemnon has not offered atonement.

Yet there is a book before this which is occupied from first

to last entirely with Agamemnon's offers of princely atone-

ment ! One sees what has happened. Both passages lay

before some compiler of the Iliad. They were not consistent,

but each was too good to lose. He put both in, sacrificing,

like a bad artist, the whole to the part.

Thirdly, there is the same sort of fault running through

many of the descriptions. Even the battle scenes, vivid as

they are, will sometimes not bear thinking out. As we saw

in the case of the breastplate, the poet has not fully thought

out the words he was using. It sounds well. It is exciting.

But it is not real. It is like a battle composed by some

romantic poet, who furnishes his warriors with gleaming

morions and resounding culverins, but is not quite sure what

things they are.

Apply the same test even to the language, the miraculous

heaven-sent language which has been the wonder and the

awe of all poets afterward. Is it not full of such ' morions
'

and ' culverins '
V Do you not find upon every page fair-

' The late Professor Earle—anticipated, I find, by Hermann—sliows

reason to suspect that Thucydidcs used an Iliad which did not contain the

account of the Wall-building in II. Earle, Colltcttd Esaays, pp. 142 If. See

chapter xi, p. 312.
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sounding words, whose meaning seems to have been far from

clear to the poets themselves who used them ? Of course it

is rare to find a definite substantive of which the meaning
is quite unknown, though even such occur : for instance, in

the case of epithets of the gods. 'Ep/xa'as aKaK-qra, biaKTopos

apyii(p6vTi]i, not one of the epithets is understood. There

are also a few words which are used in two senses, of which
we can fairly say that one is a mistake.^ But it is more
often the form of the word or sentence that shows a lack of

understanding. There are crowds of words which, as they

stand, are no words but only mistakes, old forms first mis-

written and then wrongly re-corrected so as to fill up the

metre. There are words first MTongly divided, like vrihviios,

and then wTongly explained.

Now, of course, a great deal of tliis is mere ' surface corrup-

tion '. Many mistakes are only due to the latest rhapsodes,

A\lio recited the Ionic poem in Attica, and thus inevitably

introduced Attic elements into the language, and even mis-

understood the older Ionic forms. You can largely remove

the Atticisms and obvious errors. Editors like Van Leeuwen
and Piatt and Rzach have corrected them by the hundred,

with most useful and instructive results. But the process of

correction is never complete. Clear away the Attic surface

and there rises beneath another surface with another set of

corruptions, where Ionic rhapsodes have introduced just the

' For example, ^ovrtfiaai means 'to make a noise' ( = ^o^^(rou say the

Lexica), but owing to the phrase toinn^irtv S< iT(aijv, ' he crashed as he fell,'

tiio old Glossographi, who explained the hard words in Homer in pre-

Alexandrian times, interpreted it as simply ' to die'. Aristarchus has to

correct them [ol yXwaaoypatpoi to Sovirrjaai iv dv6' tfoy di/Tt tov dTroOav(?i').

But the writer of H' 079 uses tlio phrase 5«5oi/7roToy Oi'5i7ro5ao for ' when the

son of Oo<lipu9 (?) was slain ', TtOvrjuoros. That is, he misunderstood the old

usage, just as the (Jlossographi did. (See I^hrs, Ari.itnrrhu.'i, p. 10.3 f. ; of

course there are ways of escape suggested by tlio grammarians.) Again,

the word aTtirai, (tt(vto, looks as if it meant ' stands, stood,' but really

meant ' intended ', or perhaps ' boasted '. So Aristarchus (I>eiirs, p. 9S f.).

But in A .')H4 it is used as ' stood ', aTfvro h\ ^t\pdajv, minv 5' ovk tlx^^ iKtaOai.

And Aristarchus can only condemn the lines : IVtoto vdu M noiuiv'

"fXPV''^' '^
'''V ^*(*' " SiairKtvarTTj)^ irapd. Ti}v rov rtniijTov awrjOaav is

Aristonicus's note. Those are not isolated plienomcna.

1336 R
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snnio oleinoiits df ('(infusion into an Aeolie, or at k^ast a pre-

loni(.', languagt\ Tlu' confusion of tongues is deep down in

the heart of the Homeric dialect, and no surgery in the world

can cut beneath it.

Of course one must not judge a poet as one would a gram-

marian. Yet this confusion of tongues has a certain weight

as evidence. It seems to be part of a general vagueness of

treatment . a lack of precision and of grip.

We often find, too, that descriptive phrases are not used

so as accurately to fit the thing described. They are caught

up ready-made from a store of such things : perpetual epithets,

front halves of lines, back halves of lines, whole lines, if need

be, and long formulae. The stores of the poets were full

and brimming. A bard need only put in his hand and choose

out a well-sounding phrase. Even the similes are ready-

made. There must have been originally some poet who saw

the spring of some warrior in battle, and was struck by its

likeness to the leap of a lion. But that was long before our

Iliad. The poets of our Iliad scarcely need to have seen

a lion. They have their stores of traditional similes taken

from almost every moment in a lion's life : when he is hungry,

when he is full, when he attacks the fold, when he retires

from the fold, when he is wounded, when he is triumphant,

Avhen he is scared with torches, when he walks ravening in

the wind and rain. Every simile is fine, vivid, and lifelike
;

but a good many of them are not apposite to the case for

Avhich they are used, and all have the same ready-made air.

Consider in detail this fine simile (M 41) :

As in the midst of hounds and men that are hunters,

a boar or a lion wheels, glaring in his strength ; and they

set them like a wall {'nvpy)]h6v) and stand against him,

and the spears fly fast from their hands
;
yet his proud

heart trembles not nor flees, till his daring is his death,

but swiftly he turns and turns, making trial of the lines

of men ; and wheresoever he charges, the lines of men
give way.

The description of the boar or lion is splendid : but what

situation does it seem to describe ? A hero left alone, hard
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pressed by enemies but refusing to retreat ? That is what

one thinks of. That is probably the situation for which it

was originally ^mtten. But, as the passage stands, the Greeks

are flying and Hector pursuing them back beyond their Avall.

The passage continues :
' Even so Hector, going up and down

the throng, besought his comrades, urging them to cross the

trench.' Hector, urging on his conquering comrades, is really

not particularly like this surrounded and baffled lion, ' whose

daring is his death.'

Now at a point of the action immediately ]>cfore this

—

there is a digression between—in A 551, there is a hero very

like indeed to this boar or lion, to wit, Aias, who has been

up to the last moment standing alone against the advance

of the Trojans and protecting the Greek retreat. At the end

Zeus sent into him also a spirit of flight.

He moved backward, searching with his eyes as a wild

beast searches, back toward the throng of his comrades,

halt turning again and again, slowly changing knee for

knee. Even as a red lion draws back from a yard of

oxen, frighted by hounds and husbandmen keeping vigil

all night long, who suffer him not to take out the fat

of the oxen ; and hungering for flesh, he charges but

wins nothing ; so fast fly spears from brave hands to

meet him, and flaming torches, which he shrinks from

for all his fury ; and at dawn he goes away alone with

misery in his heart : so then did Aias go back from

the Trojans, unwilling and with misery in his heart. For

he feared for the ships of the Achaeans.

There follows instantly another simile, slightly strange

perhaps to our conventional taste, but very vivid and good.

Even as an ass going beside a field overpowers the

boys who drive him, a dull ass al)out whose back many
a .staff is broken ; and he enters the standing corn and

ravages it, and the boys smite him with sticks, but their

strength is feeble, and scarcely do they drive him out

when he has had his fill of the corn. So then about

Aias the tall, son of Tclamon, high-hearted Trojans and

allies famed afar followed thrusting. &C., &c.

Now think f)f our first simile, tlu^ lion or boar surrounded

R 2
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and confronted by a wall of nu>n and hounds, hut refusing

to retire. Does it not seem to helong here rather than to

its present context ? Did it not perhaps describe the state

of Aias just a moment earlier, while he still stood alone and

Zeus had not yet sent into him that ' fear for the Achaean

ships '
? 1 think, agreeing with Leaf and others, that this

must have been the original place for which the simile was

^\Titten. The rhapsode who was composing our eleventh and

twelfth book found in various MSS., that came somehow into

his hands, no less than three different similes applied to Aias

covering the Greek retreat. He put two of them straight in

together, the midnight lion and the ass in the corn. The

other was far too good to lose, so he kept it by him to use

at the first opportunity. Early in the next book came the

mention of a wall, which checks for a time the rush of the

Trojans ; it so happens that the hounds and hunters of

the simile were said to be like a wall. That place will do.

The incongruity will be decently masked. So he puts it in

there; and at present the triumphant advance of Hector is

compared to the stubbornness of a baffled boar or lion refusing

to retreat.

Does this explanation fail to carry conviction ? Demon-

stration is, of course, impossible in these questions of criti-

cism. But take another case in the same book. When the

Trojans (M 131 ff.) are charging at the gate of the Greek

wall, they find there standing in front of the gate two heroes

of the race of the Lapithae, Polypoites and Leonteus.

They two in front of the high gate were standing like

hiah-crested oaks on a mountain, which abide the wind

and the rain through all days, firm in their long roots

that reach deep into the earth.

A moment after we are told of these same two men :

—

Out then they charged and fought in front of the

gates, like wild boars on a mountain, who abide the

oncoming throng of men and hounds, and charging side-

long break the underwood about them, tearing it root-

wise up, and through all else comes the noise of gnashing
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tusks. ... So came through all else the noise of the bright

bronze upon their bodies, smitten with shafts in front.

People who stand firm in front of a gate, like oaks, are not

very like wild boars that rush out and tear up the under-

gro^^i;h, making a noise with their tusks. This may sound

captious : but the difficulty is quite real, and was felt in

ancient times. Different solutions are offered, for instance,

by Porphyry and Hephaestion. Did not the last compiler

of M find in two different books tM'o different accounts of

this fight at the gate ? In one the two Lapithae alone stood

like oaks. In another a mass of Greeks charged out, led

very possibly, but not certainly, by the two Lapithae. Both

similes were too good to lose. He followed the story of the

oaks, yet he was reluctant to lose the wild boars. So observe

his mode of procedure. He puts in the wild boars, and then,

at the end, soothes the imagination of any hearer who is

puzzled at the lack of resemblance, by explaining that the

point of similarity lies in the noise. The contradiction is

masked. Boars' tusLs make a noise, and so do shields struck

with spears !
^

Another simile, fifteen lines later, makes of this hypothesis

almost what in this atmosphere of conjectures may be called

a certainty. Asius, who is leading the Trojan attack, cries

out that ' the.se men are like a swarm of bees or wasps who

have built their nests beside a rocky path, and pour out to

fight with hunters to protect their young '. That comparison

can scarcely have been invented to describe two solitary

heroes standing in front of a gate. It may well have de-

' An idiom by which ' a nicro detail in tlio original sclionic of tho simile

is made tho base of a frosh similo ' (Loaf) has many paraliols in Homer,

but liardly in Huch an extremo degree as tins. Tlio passage O ()23 IT. ia

very Himilar, and pnjbably has a similar liistory. Hector's onset is com-

pared (I ) to waves fiiliing on a rock, whicli stands immovable ; (2) to a wave

crashing down upon a ship, wiiicli is badly shaken; then comes v. (i'ilt,

' ovon 80 was tho spirit of the Aciiaeans shaken within tiieir breasts.' I sus-

pect that tlieso two similes come from se|>arate sources ; tlie minstrel felt

them to be not (juito consistent, so lie added v. C>2\). Jt is wortli remarking

that tho five lines just preceding are inconsistent with tli<ir present context,

and were condemned by Zonodotus and Aristarchus.
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scribed a great mass of Creeks ]K)uring out tln-ough the gate.

liut that was part of the rejected story. It belonged to the

same version as the rushing wild boars.^

These are mere ilhistrations. Tlie force of the argument,

of course, dei)ends upon tlie number of such cases.

The conclusion is hard to resist, and it is one that seems

to detract enormously from the high value of the poems as

oi'iginal poetry. Even the similes, the very breath of life of

the poetry of Homer, are in many cases, indeed usually,

adopted readj^-made. Their vividness, their closeness of

observation, their air of freshness and spontaneity, are all

deceptive. Nearly all of them are taken over from older

books, and man}' of them were originally wTitten to describe

some quite different occasion.

All these qualities, which we have arrayed in a catalogue,

have one common characteristic, and that one which is

generally considered fatal to any art which claims to be what

we call ' original ' or ' individual ', a thing created by a

particular man. I do not say that Homer has no other flaws.

But as to these already mentioned, I venture to think that

we only find them vicious because A\'e are judging by wrong

standards. We are apjilying to a traditional poem, the

creation of whole generations of men, poets and hearers,

working through many ages, canons which only apply to

the works to M'hich we are accustomed in modern literature,

original poems, made at a definite date by a definite self-

conscious author.

The subject is a difficult one, and I am not sure that I see

clearly through it. But I will try to give the result of my
thoughts.

First of all, I think that w^e are apt to confuse originality

with a much less important thing, novelty. A story about

motor-cars or wireless telegraphy possesses, or once possessed,

V Breal, I.e., p. 115, traces the double names in the languages of gods

and of men to the same multiplicity of sources. One source said Bpiaptws

another Alyaiuv (A 404). So also Miilder, Quellen, pp. 65, 139, 223.
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novelty ; but whether it ever possessed originality depended

entirely on qualities in the author's mind.

Of course, there was originality in conceiving the notion of

bringing the motor-car or the wireless telegraph into the realm

of art. A very small modicum of originality, but still some.

And I would not say that such originality was contemptible,

because one of the A\ays in A\hich art advances is by the

opening up of new regions to its influence, or, in other words,

by the discovery of beauty or interest in new places. Also,

the man who conceives or executes a thing for the first time

is no doubt apt to do so with a freshness and intensity which

make his work not only novel but original. But the differ-

ence between the two qualities is clear. Mere novelty is

a thing external and accidental. It depends upon dates. It

wears off. For instance, the Hippolytus seems to have been

the first love tragedy in European literature. In that sense

it was novel, but its novelty has worn off during these last

two thousand five hundi-ed years. Yet its originality is living

still and felt vividly.

Origo means a spring, a rising of water. And, though it

is generally a mere waste of ingenuity to tie the sense of

a word down to its supposed derivation, I suspect that the

most fruitful way of understanding the word ' originality
'

may be to remember this meaning. We do call a work of

art original when it produces the impression of a living source,

so that one says :
' Here is beauty or wisdom sprimjing ;

not drawn through long pipes nor collected in buckets,'

This spring-like self-moving quality is a thing which does

not depend on novelty, and thciefore cannot grow stale. I

remember examining in l-'lorence a MS. of Euripides, which

was very hard to read, blurred with age and sea-water and

exposure to the sun. And as 1 pored over it, there gradually

Hhowcd through tiic dusty blur tlic first words of a lyric in

the Alcestis. It was as old as tlu- hills, and I IkuI known

it by heart for years. Yet the freshness of it glowcMJ tiuough

that rather stale air like something young and living. I

remember a feeling of flowers and of springing water.
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This cjuality has not nuuii to do with uovi'Uy. i*robably

it does imply that the poet has in some sense gone himself

to tlu' fountain-head, that his emotion is a real first-hand

emotion, self-moving and possessed of a life of its own, not

merely a derivative emotion responding to the emotion of

another. Yet I doubt if even so much can be fairly demanded,

that a i)oet, to be original, must himself go to the fountain-

head. The words are ambiguous. It would be preposterous

to demand that a writer shall experience personally all that

he writes about. And it is very noteworthy how many great

])oets seem to have drawn most of their inspiration not

directly from experience, but derivatively from experience

already interpreted in other men's poetrj\ Think of Burns's

songs. There is almost no poetry so original in the impres-

sion it makes. And yet we have detailed evidence that

a great deal of Burns's most beautiful and spontaneous work

is reall}' a working up of old traditional material. He thought

over the words and rhythm of an existing country song while

his wife sang the air, and thus gradually he modified the

existing verses and added others, till a song was produced,

a song both new and old, derivative and yet highly original.

I suspect that the mistake which we are apt to make is to

apf»ly a merely external test to something that depends on

the most intimate workings of a man's imagination. The

thing that is of importance in a poem, given the necessary

technical power, is not mere novelty, nor yet personal know-

ledge or experience, but simply the intensity of imagination

with which the poet has realized his subject. And that

intensity may be the product of a thousand things ; of which

personal experience may, but need not, be one. Almost the

first characteristic which one notes in what we call a ' man
of genius ' is his power of making a very little experience

reach an enormous way. This sounds very different from

Carlyle's definition of genius as an infinite capacity for taking

pains. But in reality that cajjacity for taking pains is itself

dependent on an intense and absorbing interest. So long as

you are really interested, you camiot help taking pains. As
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the interest fades, j'ou first begin to be conscious of the pains,

and then cease to take any more.

In the same way, ^hen we blame a work of Art as ' con-

ventional ' or ' laboured ' or the like, we are often using

language loosely. A laboured work is of course not a work

on which the man has worked hard : it is a Mork in A\hich

the labour is more manifest than the result, or in which one

is somehow conscious of labour. Pains have been taken, but

some other factor of success is not there. A conventional

work is not a work composed according to the rules of some

convention or other. All art is that. It is a work in which

other qualities are lacking, and the convention obtrudes itself.

Intensity of imagination is the important thing. It is

intensity of imagination that makes a poet's work ' real ',

as we say ; spontaneous, infectious or convincing. Especially

it is this that creates an atmosphere ; that makes us feel,

on opening the pages of a book, that we are in a different

world, and a ^\•orld full of real beings about A\hom, in one

way or another, we care. And I suspect that ultimately the

greatness of a poem or work of imaginative art depends

mostly upon two questions : how strongly we feel ourselves

transported to this new world, and what sort of a woild it

is when we get there, how great or interesting or beautiful.^

Think of the first scene of Hamlet, the first page of the Divina

Commedia, the first lines of tlie Agamemnon ; ho^^' swiftly

and into what wontlerfui regions they carry you ! And if

you apply this same test to the Iliad or Odyssey, the response

is so amazing that you understand at once why these poems

have so often and in such various ages been considered

absolutely of all tin- greatest. Open tlie book anywluic

(A 33). ' So spake lie, and the old man trembled and obeyed

his word ; and he went in silence by the shore of llir inany-

Hounding sea, and prayed alone <<» Hm- I^ord Apollo, whom

' Of couFHO, in projjortion as art iKJcomcH more realUtic tlio ' luw wuilil
'

in (luoHtion Ixjcomas more and more cloHoly tlio present work! more vividly

felt and undorstood.
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fair-haived Loto bare.' Turn tlio pages (2 573). ' And a herd

he wrought thereon of straight -liorned kine. The kine were

wrouglit of gold and of tin, and k)\ving they wended forth

from the byre to tlieir pasture, by the side of a singing river,

by a bed of sU^ider reeds.' Turn again (X 356). ' I look

upi)n thee and know thee as thou art. 1 e(juld not have

bent thee, for the heart is iron within thy breast. Therefore

beware lest I be a wrath of god upon thee, on that day when

Paris and Phoebus Apollo slay thee in all thy valour at the

Seaean Gates.' ^

How irresistibly do the chance words bear one away, and

to what a world ! We can stand apart and argue and analyse,

and show that the real world jjoi'trayed in the poems was

one full of suffering and injustice, and that the poet was

sometimes over-lax in his moral judgements. Yet the world

into which he takes us is somehow more splendid than any

created by other men. Where were there ever battles or

heroes like these, such beauty, such manliness, such terror

and pity and passion, and such all-ruling majesty of calm ?

There are many strong men and fair women in other stories
;

why is it that, almost before a word is spoken, we feel in

our bones the strength of these Homeric heroes, the beauty

of these grave and white-armed w^omen ? You remember,

in the Old Testament, the watchman who stood upon the

tower in Jezreel, when they sent out the horsemen one after

another :
' And the watchman answered and said : He came

' 'fif tcpar' , (5(ta(v 5' 6 ytpouv Kal (neiOfro fxvBcy'

^TJ 5' uKtaiv Trapa diua TTo\v(p\o'icrPoio OaXdaarji'

TToWa 5' Iettut' dvavtvOf kluv f/pdO' 6 yepatos

'AnoWaivi avaKTi, rov TjvKOfj.oi rtKi Ajjtuj. (A 33 ff.)

'Ei' 5' dyfKrjv TTo'iTjat /Sooir upOoKpaipdwv

at 5t /3o6j xp^'^o^o TiTiv\aTO KaaaiTtpov Tt,

fiVKJ]9ftw 5' diro icdirpov (ntaaevovTo vo/jiuvSf

Trap -noTafxuv KfKaSovTa, napd poSavov SovaK^a. (2 57311.)

*H ff' (V yiyvuoKwv irpOTtoaaofiai, oiiS' dp' (p.(\Kov

neifftiv' ^ yap aoi yt aiS-qpfOi iv (ppeat Ovfius'

<ppd^(o vvv, 1X7} Toi Ti Otwv pLTjvifjLa yivup-ai

fiiiari Tw ore kIv ffe Tldpis nat ifoifios 'AnuKXwv

iaOKuy iCvr' oKiauffLV ivl ^Kaifjai TTv\r)aiv, (X356fiF.

)
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even unto them and cometh not again. And the driving is

like the driving of Jehu the son of Nimshi ; for he driveth

furiously.' We knew nothing about the driving of Jehu

before. We hear no word more about it afterwards. But

the one sentence has behind it just that intensity of imagina-

tion which makes thoughts live and vibrate like new things a

hundred, or a thousand, or two thousand, years after their first

utterance. And that is the quality that one fuids in Homer.

Think how the beauty of Helen has lived through the ages.

Like the driving of Jehu, it is now an immortal thing. And
the main, though not of course the sole, source of the whole

conception is certainly the Iliad. Yet in the Mhole Iliad

there is practically not a word spoken in description of Helen.

As Lessing has remarked in a well-kno\\n passage of the

Laokoon, almost the whole of our knowledge of Helen's beauty

comes from a few lines in the third book, where Helen goes

up to the wall of Troy to see the battle between Menelaus

and Paris. ' So speaking, the goddess put into her heart

a longing for her husband of yore and her city and her father

and mother. And straightway she veiled herself with white

linen, and \\ent forth from her chamber shedding a great

tear. . .
.' The elders of Troy were seated on the wall,

and when they saw Helen coming, ' softly they spake to one

another winged words :
" Small wonder that the Trojans and

mailed Greeks should endure pain through many years for

such a woman. Strangely like she is in face to some im-

mortal spirit." ' ^ Tiiat is all we know. Not one of all the

Homeric l)ards fell into the yawning trap of describing Helen,

and making a catalogue of lier features. She was veiled
;

she was weeping ; and she \\as strangely like in face to some

' "Clt tlnovaa Ota yKvKvv Xfitpov ifx^aKt Ov/Joj

ivBpOS T« VpOTtpOLO KOI dffTtoj t)8J Toidjajv

avr'iKa S' dpyfi'iifiat KaKvifafifVTj uOot'Tjaiv

uipixar' tK Oa\dfioto ripiv Kara, banpv X'Oi"^"- (f 13',t (1.)

'H/ca wpis d\Ai7Aoi'; tnta nrtpuivr" ayuptvov
" Ow vifitais Tp-MOi nal ivKvijfuias 'k\aioi"!

TOILS' dix<pl yvvaiKi voKvv \puvov 0X7*0 va(r)(^tiV

a'tvUii dOairiTTiai Otrii t'ls wna tuiKtv." (F 155 ff.)
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iininortal spirit. Ami tin- ukl luon, who strove for peace,

eould feel no anger at the war.

Now this intensity of imagination can be attained by many

writers at their most exalted moments. Their imagination

lan follow the call of their emotions. But one of the extra-

ordinary things in the Iliad is the prevalence of this intensity

all through the ordinary things of life. ' As riseth the shrieking

of cranes in front of the sunrise, cranes that have fled from

winter and measureless rain, with shrieking they fly over

the streams of ocean, bearing unto the dwarf-men battle and

death.' ^ Who that can once read Homer freely, untroubled

by difheulties of language, can ever forget the cranes 1 And

not only the cranes, but the swarming bees, the flies about

the milk-pails, the wolves and boars and lions and swift dogs,

and the crook-horned swing-footed kine 1 It is a fairly wide

world that the poets lay open to us, and every remotest

corner of it is interesting and vivid, every commonest ex-

perience in it, the washing of hands, the eating of food, the

acts of sleeping and waking, shares somehow in the beauty

and even in the grandeur of the whole. Mr. Mackail'^ has

observed how full the poems are of images drawn from fire

:

the bright armour flashes like fire, the armies clash, ' even

as destroying fire that falls upon a limitless forest ' ; a hero's

' hands are like unto fire and his wrath unto red iron '

; and

the men ' fight together, a body of burning fire '. The whole

poem is .shot through with this fire, which seems like a symbol

of the inward force of which we have been speaking, a fiery

intensity of imagination. Given this force within, and the

Homeric language as an instrument for its expression, a

language more gorgeous than Milton's, yet as simple and

direct as that of Burns, there is no further need to be sur-

prised at the extraordinary greatness of the Iliad.

But now comes a curious observation. We who are accus-

' 'lluTf Tr(p K\a-ff^ -ffpdvciju itiKu ovpavudi npv,

di r' tnei ovv x^^l^^^"- f^yov icai aOioiparov up-Ppov,

KXayyfi rai ye TrtTovrai in 'ClKtavoio poacuv,

avhpaai Ilvyfialoiai (puvov Kal icrjpa ipipovaai, (r3ff.

)

' In one of his lectures as Professor of Poetry at Oxford.
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tomed to modern literature always associate this sort of

imaginative intensity with something personal. We connect

it M'ith an artist's individuality, or with originality in the

sense of ' ne).\Tiess '. It seems as though, under modern con-

ditions, an artist usually did not feel or imagine intensely

unless he A\as producing some work which was definitely his

own and not another's, work A\hich must bear his personal

name and be marked by his personal experience or character.

One element at least in the widespread admiration of such

authors as Browning, Meredith, and Walt Whitman, has been,

I think, a feeling that their work must somehow be par-

ticularly real and spontaneous, because they have insisted

on doing it in a way in Avhich, according to most \\ell-con-

stituted judges, it ought not to be done. And conversely,

poets like Tennyson or Swinburne have been in certain circles

despised as a little tame, conventional, uninspired, because

they seemed to be too obedient to the ideals which poetry had
followed before them. I do not specially wish to attack this

modern prejudice, if it is one. I largely share in it : and

its excesses will verj^ likely disappear. But I do very greatly

wish to point out that artistic feeling in this matter has not

always been the same. Artists have not always wished to

stamp their work with their personal characteristics or even

their personal name. Artists have sometimes been, as it were,

Protestant or Iconoclast, unable to worship without asserting

them.selves against the established ritual of their religion :

sometimes, in happier circumstances, they have accepted and

loved the ritual as part of the religion, and wrought out their

own new works of poetr3% not as protests, not as personal

outbursts, but as glad and nameless offerings, made in pre-

scribcfl form to cniuince the glory of the spirit whom they

served. With some modifications, this seems to have been

the case in Greece, in Canaan, in Scandinavia, during the

periods when great traditional books were slowly growing up.

Each successive poet did iidI assort himself against the tradi-

tion, but gave hinisolf up to tlic^ tradition, and added to its

greatness and beauty all tliat was in him.
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Tho intensity of imagination which makes the Iliad alive

is not, it seems to me, the imagination of any one man. It

means not that one man of genius created a wonder and

passed away. It means that generation after generation of

poets, trained in the same schools and a more or less con-

tinuous and similar life, steeped themselves to the lips in the

spirit of tliis great poetry. They lived in the Epic saga and

by it and for it. Great as it was, for many centuries they

continued to build it uj) yet greater.

What helped them most, perhaps, was the constancy with

which the whole race—to use a slightly inaccurate word

—

nuist have loved and cherished this poetry. Amid the chao.s

that followed ixira to, Tpcotxa, when the works of art, the

architecture, the laws of ordered society, the very religions

of the different centres, were all lost, for the most part never

to return, the germs of this poetry were saved. The fugitives

left their treasures, their gods, and their wives behind, but the

sagas were in their hearts and grew the richer for all their

wanderings. They carried their poetry as other nations have

carried their religion. How strange and significant a thing,

after all, is that which we speak of as either ' the Epic style
'

or ' the Epic language '. It seems more than a style, though,

as we have seen, it cannot quite be treated as an organic

spoken language.

For many hundreds of years this w^onderful mode of speech

was kept alive to serve nothing but the needs of poetry. The

ordinary audiences must have understood it as well as, for

instance, our audiences understand the authorized version of

the Bible, though the differences between Jacobean and Vic-

torian English are utterly trifling compared with those between

Homer and the prose speech of classical Ionic inscriptions.

And how wonderfully the poets themselves knew it ! Even

under the microscope of modern philology the Epic dialect

appears, in the main, as a sort of organic whole, not a mere

mass of incongruous archaistic forms. Van Leeuwen and

Monro can write consistent grammars of it. And this lan-

guage has been preserved and reconstructed by generations of
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men who never spoke it except when they recited poetry.

It was understood by audiences who never heard it spoken

except AA-hen they listened to poetry. And not a man among

them had any kno\\ ledge of the laws of language ; they had

only a sense of style.

But to meet the special difficulties raised in the earlier

part of this lecture, let us consider especially the later genera-

tions of these bards and the task that lay before them. They

were poets ; but, much more than that, they were Honieridae,

or Homerou Patdes, the sons and servants of the greatest of

the poets. None of them dreamed of vying with Homer ; only

of exalting and preserving him. Other people no doubt might

wish for a new style of poetry, for lyrics, for elegies, for

iambic and personal verse. The old Epic language was be-

coming less known and more remote. The meanings of some

of the words were taught in schools, others had been for-

gotten. And the last bards had before them various books,

not very many, it seems, telling the great legends.

I am not looking for the work of any particular compiler or

harmonizer ; I am merely trying to understand the spirit

in which any one of these later poets—how great or how small

a poet matters little—seems to have set about his task. He

could have written an epic poem himself, of course : but who

wanted him to write one ? How should he dare to ? The

world was not yet reduced to such straits as that. There

was plenty of the old poetry still in his power. He knew it

by heart, and he possessed scrolls of it, poetry of men far

greater and wiser than he, voices of those who had talked

with gods. Diligently and reverently he wove it together.

He had before him—let us imagine—a Wrath in which

Agamemnon offered no atonement, and he found besides

a lay telling of the Embassy to Achilles ; or he had before

him some battles around an unwalled Greek camp and found

another version with the storming of a wall ; or perhaps he

merely found fragments of other epics too good to lose and

not too firmly rooted in their context to transfer. J)iligcntly

and reverently, w ith a good deal of .simple cunning, he arranged
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his scheme so as to tnnko room for all. He put inconsistent

])assages far apart ; he altered a few words to mask aA\'k-

wardnesses and get rid of stark contradictions. He added

lines, when he needs must, to connect or to explain ; always

unobtrusive lines, making no dissonance, borrowed word

by word, phrase by phrase, from the old poems themselves.

And, amid all this gentle and lowly service, when he rehearsed

his great recitation, when he went over the lines of some

tremendous passage that shook all his being, then, it would

seem from the evidence, there came into him the spirit of the

ancient men, and a voice as of Homer himself. The lines

that he spoke became his own. He had always belonged to

tiiem, and now they belonged to him also. And in the mitlst

of them and beyond them he too had freedom to create.

And we critics, we mete to him a hard measure. When
he creates, we call it interpolation. When he preserves with

careful ingenuity all the fragments that he can save of his

ancient Homer, we call attention to the small joints in his

structure, the occasional incongruity of a simile which he

loved too well to let die. If we knew his name, I suppose

we should mock at him. But he has no name. He gave

his name, as he gave all else that was in him, to help, un-

rewarded, in the building up of the greatest poem that ever

sounded on the lips of men.

There is, outside and beneath the ordinary rules of art,

a quality possessed by some great books or pictures and

denied to others, a quality of attracting sympathy and causing

the imagination of the reader or spectator to awake and

co-operate with that of the artist. It is a quality that some-

times irritates a critic, because it acts fitfully and often

depends upon accident. It puts the efforts of art at the

mercy of prejudice. Yet, in a clear air, when prejudices can

be laid aside and forgotten, this quality is seen to be, despite

its occasional connexion with very third-rate things, itself

a great thing, like the power of attracting or not attracting

love. And in the last analysis, I suspect, one will find that
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this sympathy, like love in general, mostly goes to the man

who both wants it and will duly pay for it. A poet who

strikes his reader as perfect—of course none ever are so

—

who makes the impression of having entirely succeeded in

saymg what he meant to say, so that he requires no help

from others, is apt to be treated with some respectful in-

difference. If he actually seems self-satisfied, then it is much

worse. The reader becomes lynx-eyed for weaknesses, anxious

to humiliate, like Ruskin, for instance, in his criticisms of

Guido and the later Renaissance painters. And there are

other poets or artists whose work has the power of appeal

;

the nameless charm and wistfulness of a thing not perfectly

articulate, which means more than it can ever say, possesses

more than it can ever impart, envisages more than it can

ever define. It is the beauty of the ruin, suggesting the

wonderful building that once was ; of the unfinished statue,

suggesting the splendour that should have been.

Of course this conception must not be used as an excuse

for bad workmanship. It is in the essence of the con-

tract, so to speak, that this appeal to the imagination of

others only begins to act when the artist himself has taken

all the pains he can. It is only the intensity of his imaginative

effort which kindles ours into action. And that intensity

will, under normal circumstances, have made him work his

best. Only it so happens that the greatest imaginings and

desires of the human mind are beyond the greatest powers

of words or paintings to express. And the best artist, when

he has used the very utmost of his skill, is left at last de-

pendent on the sympathetic imagination of others. If that

fails him, he dies witli his meaning unexpressed.

It is in this spirit of sympathetic imagination that wo

should read most ancient traditional books. And, as a matter

of fact, we generally do so. Tiiey are all markedly imperfect,

but we hardly notice the imperfections. How few of us, for

instance, ever noticed that there were two dilTerent accounts

of the Creation in Genesis before we were coinpeUed '. How

few scholars were troubled by discrepancies between Iliad I

133a 3
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and n l How little ^^e resent the half-inarticulate quality

of anoient vocabulary and syntax '{ Nay, we admire them.

For the best things that these books are trying to express

are not to be reached by any correct human words. With

all the knowledge in the world at our disposal, we must needs

sooner or later throw ourselves on the sea of imaginative

emotion in order to understand or express these greatnesses.

And the reason why we are willing to do so in these cases,

and not in others, is, I think, ultimately the intensity of the

imagination behind. The driving of Jehu, the weeping face

of Helen : these have behind them not the imagination of

one great poet, but the accumulated emotion, one may almost

say, of the many successive generations who have heard and

learned and themselves afresh re-created the old majesty and

lovelmess. They are like the watchwords of great causes for

which men have fought and died ; charged with power from

the first to attract men's love, but now through the infinite

shining back of that love, grown to yet greater power. There

is in them, as it were, the spiritual life-blood of a people.



X

lOXlA AND ATTICA
9

There is a well-known list of the seven cities which claim

to be the birthplace of Homer. There are always seven;

but the names vary so that the actual claimants mentioned

amount at least to ten. ' SmjTna, Chios, Colophon, Salamis,

los, Argos, Athenae '

; but mstead of ' los ' we have ' Rhodos '

and ' Pylos ', instead of ' Salamis ' sometimes ' Ithake '. Now,

without going into the rather transparent pretensions which

have placed some of these cities on the list, we may notice two

points. First, antiquity in general is quite agreed in regarding

Homer as an Ionian, and it knew the poems only in the

Ionian dialect. Secondly, the two cities which have, in the

mere statement of the tradition, the strongest claim, are also

the tMO of which we know that they were first Aeohc and

only long after Homer's time Ionian : Sm^Tna and Cliios.^ In

both of these Homer was worshipped as a local hero. Thirdly,

the two chief Ionian cities, Miletus and Ephesus, are never

mentioned in the list of birthplaces. That is to sa\% the

chief Ionian birthplaces prove, on examination, to be not

Ionian at all ; and the tradition, even while it received and

read its Homer in Ionian form, instinctively felt that the

spirit of Ionian civilization at its ripest development was

alien to the spirit of Homer.

' The cvi(lcnc<!s for Chio-s are: Piad. Nim. ii. 1, and Scliol. ('0^r;p(5u()

;

tlic Hymn to AjjtAlo ti;</>\os dvTjp, vain Si \ici> hi nainaKoiaari ; cf. Tluii'.

iii. 104 ; SimonidcH, if Si rb KaWtarov Xfos iuntv ivTjp, luoaiuiig Homer

and (|Uoling Iliad, 7. 140; llio anonymous Lijr
<>J

Hmnir. For Smyrna:

a local sanctuary ('O/iij^iKoi') and utatuc ; Stral>o, \). 04t) ; Cic. pro Arch. S ;

a native tradition which Hhowod (and »till shows in 11K)0) tho cave by tho

river MoleH whoro Homer waH born. See I'roclns, Vilit Hani., and ' IMut."

Vita //out., I'aus. vii. •>. <>, and cf. tlie name M«A.r/Ti7«'i'7v.

S2
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The traditional biith])lucc of Homer lioats from Ithaca to

Colophon. His date varies from 1159, given by some autho-

rities quoted in Philostratus, to OSti, the year assigned by tlie

liistorian Theoi)omi)us. But he is never born in either of

the two greatest Ionian cities at the time of their power.

The rise of the Ionian civilization is in many ways the

most wonderful phenomenon in Cireek liistory. Every kind

of intellectual advance seems to have its origiji in Ionia. The

greatest "works of colonization and commerce ; the first

banks, the first maps, and the first effective Greek fleets

come from there. The first prose ^ historian mentioned by

tradition is ' Cadmus of Miletus '

; the first who has real

substance and influence is Hecataeus of Miletus. The first

Greek philosopher is Thales of Miletus, the second and third

are Anaximander and Anaximenes of Miletus. Consider for

a moment the strangeness of this figure of Thales. Before

the end of the seventh century, while the latest portions of

our Iliad are still taking shape, Ionia seems to have been

ringmg with the fame of this new kind of great man, not

a king nor a warrior, nor even an adventurous merchant

prince, only a aocfws avr\p, a wise man : a philosopher, who

has quietly rejected all the myths about gods and theogonies ;

an engineer, able to divert the river Halys from its course ;

a mathematician and an astronomer, able to predict the eclipse

which occurred on May 28, 585 b. c. And this man is not

per.secuted like Galileo or Priestley, not dependent on power-

ful protection, like Leibnitz or Descartes. He is an acknow-

ledged leader of his people, a man to consult in crises, when

other nations performed a human sacrifice or took the in-

articulate and dangerous advice of a sacred snake. A genera-

tion or so later, about 540 b. c, just about the time when

the Iliad and Odyssey were taken over to Athens to be recited

at the great national festival, we meet another strange Ionian

figure, a Colophonian this time. He is a professional rhaj)sode

or reciter of epic poetr}^ whose zeal for the expurgation of

* See Radermacher in Philol. Wochenachrift, 1907, No. 10.
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' Homer ' has become so great that he traverses Greece

denouncing the falseness and immorality of the very poems

from which his oAvn performances were originally drawn. All

the m}i:hs are false. There is only one God, infinite, all

intellect, without bodily parts. Homer and Hesiod ' tell lies,

attributing to the gods all that among men is a shame and

a rebuke, thievings and adulteries, and deceivings one of

another.' And another philosopher, not otherwise sympa-

thetic to Xenophanes, remarks in passing that ' Homer and

Hesiod ought to be whipped '.

Now one must not suggest that the tone of these Philo-

sophers represents the ordinary state of mind of the educated

Ionian public. Thales and Xenophanes, and still more

Heraclitus, were exceptional men. But the existence of an

extreme view or a great advance of thought among a few

people is nearly always good evidence for the prevalence of

a more moderate view or a feebler advance among a much

larger number. Before Xenophanes arose to denounce the

moral atmosphere of the Epos altogether, there had probably

been others improving that atmosphere from within. The

spirit of expurgation, which we studied in the fifth lecture,

had already begun its long work of removing the traces of

primitive cruelty and brutishness from the heroes of Homer.^

• The limits of date within which expurgation went on are hard to deter-

mine. Some bold Palcian might arguo that all the expurgation is a late

Attic process, on those lines : (1) Wo find it still going on in the time of

Zenodotus (see p. 14'2 note); (2) Attic tragedy, being early, mostly follows the

unexpurgated versions of the sagas ; (3) The argument below, that Aeschylus

seems more primitive than Homer, may bo interpreted as simply showing

that Aeschylus was so, and that the ' Alexandrian ' treatment of the Gods in

Homor really is Alexandrian—i.e. belongs in date to tho fourth or tiiird

century, and tliat Zenodotus was right in considering tho passages in which

it occurs as spurious. To this wo may answer : (1 ) Expurgation is a nornuil

and constant process, always acting when tho teller of a story has any dilToront

standard of sensitiveness from tlic person from wliom ho lioard it. Thoro

is no reason it should slop until the text is lix<<l tirm. We find as early as

Xenophanes not only a spirit which must have produced expurgation, but

a standard of etliiral criticism so <!Xceodirit.']y liigli and severe that it can

scarcely liave been tho first, or anytiiing like tlio lirst, of its kind. I mean :

before people got to complaining that Homer's gods wore in human siiape,

thoy must in all probability have complained of more obviously objectionable
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It could not niako its work quite oouiploto. Yot if it liad

dono for tlio gods what it did for the luinian l)(>in<:s there

woidd not have been much ground left for the indignation

of Xenophancs.

But there seems to be always a limit to these processes of

expurgation and reform from Avithin. A progressive nation

with a rich legendary tradition must from time to time

wak<^ u]) to look u]ion its legends with fresh eyes. They are

regarded as something authoritative, unquestioned, indisput-

ably edifying. And yet in them there are here and there

details which seem hard to believe, harder still to admire.

They are explained, allegorized, altered, expurgated. For

the moment all is moW. And then ([uickly there appears

another crop of dilhculties requiring the same treatment. The

process is repeated. The amount of hard thinking and of

emotion Avhich mankind has again and again expended

—

perhaps wisely—in trying to patch the fragments of some

great system of false beliefs, which often has nothing valuable

about it except the emotion vi^ith which it happens to be

regarded, is one of the most profoundly characteristic things in

human history. It was widely prevalent in Greece, especially

after the classical period. But a moment is apt to come,

things. (2) This is important, but easily answered. Attic tragedy is in

a diiferent convention. It takes its legendary material comparatively

unexpurgated because its characters are (comparatively) unidealizod.

Achilles can torture Hector in the Ajax or the Andromache, Odysseus and

Agamemnon can slaughter Iphigenia in the Agamemnon or the Iphigenia

Taurica, because those heroes are not set up as models of chivalry ; in many
cases they are definitely meant to be ' unsympathetic ', and within limits,

the wickeder they are the better. The Iliad, on the other hand, was the
' mirror of chivalry', a recognized instrument of moral education because

it represented an idealized heroic age. Agamemnon in the Iliad could not

sacrifice Iphigenia, just as Tennyson's King Arthur could not burn Guinevere

alive or tear her between wild horses, whatever the old legends might say in

either case. Such deeds would be out of the convention, and shocking. (3)

The frivolous treatment of the gods in serious or romantic literature is a con-

vention which probably, like much else, comes to Alexandria from Ionia.

(Aristophanes is of course quite different.) This subject is too large to discuss

here. But we know that Zenodotus and Aristarchus regarded the frivolous

scenes as dirpeir^ ; that is, they were not natural and suitable according to

Alexandrian taste.
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sooner or later, at which men begin to Avonder whether after

so much jettison there is really anything true to save, whether

a bridge so extremely full of rotten planks is worth such

repeated mending. The point at which this stage is reached

seems to depend on a certain proportion of qualities in the

minds of the persons affected, the proportion between their

critical intelligence and boldness on the one hand, and their

reverence and depth of emotion on the other. Now Ionia in

the sixth century was full of intelligence and daring ; it was

adventurous, critical, scientific, rationalist, and self-confident.

It was not, like Thrace, Crete, Athens, South Italy, a centre

of religion or reactionary dreaming. It produced indeed some

mysticism ; but a peculiar scientific and speculative mysticism

of its own, more concerned with the properties of the Infinite

(to arei/ior) than with the traditional anthropomorphic gods.i

This scientific and critical temperament among the people

of Ionia was met by a special weakness in the Homeric religion.

It was not really religion at all. The beautiful Olympians

whom we find in Homer forming a sort of divine family, and

whom we know from statues, do not represent the gods

worshipped by any particular part of early Greece. They

represented an enlightened compromise made to suit the con-

veniences of a federation. Each local god had been shorn

of his mystical or monstrous characteristics ; of everything,

that is, that was likely to give offence. And it is nearly always

the mystical or monstrous elements of a belief which seem

to have excited the keenest religious emotions of an ancient

people. The owl Athena, the cow Hera, the snake-man

Cecrops ; the many ghosts and shapes of terror ; the mystic

l)ull Dionysus, who is in some strange sense the beast which

he himself tears to pieces alive, and from whose blood our

souls arc made : these things are cleared away from Homer's

world, or else humanized aiul made to tone in with his general

serene anthropomorjjhisni. 'I'his anthr()pom()r])hism ha])|)cnc(l

to suit the art of sculpt uic, which became liiglily im[)ortant

in Greece, and for that reason among others the Homeric

' iSco Hchulz, loninchf. Mi/ililc. AIho Dir (t'otlrrwdl IJomers by Paul Moyor,

Jdhrtsber. tibtr d. K. Klo«ti:r«chnlc zu Hfihl, I'.tOT.
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iiods liavo iloiuinatfil thr later tradition. But the real wor-

ship of CJreece before the fourth eentury almost never attached

itself to those luminous 01ymi)iaii forms. Tiieie were many

ecstasies of enthusiasm and outbreaks of superstition in

Greece, but they all depend on deities of quite a different

sort. There Avas enthusiasm for Orpheus and Dionysus:

enthusiasm for the mysteries of the Mother and Maid at

Eleusis. There was religious feeling about the local pre-

Hellenic festivals, like the Thesmophoria. There was super-

stitious terror in Athens about the mutilation of the Hermae.

But those Hermae were no images of the handsome young

Homeric god ; they represented the old divine boundary

stone, whose unedifying form has been entirely expurgated

from the Homeric epos. The failure of Nikias in his retreat

from SjTacuse was due to reverence for no Homeric Artemis,

but for the ancient and unhumanized holiness of the Moon.

Even the goddess who led Pisistratus back to Athens,

Pisistratus toi; '0/:xj]ptKwraTor, was originally not so much the

Homeric daughter of Zeus as the ancient pre-Homeric ' Athe-

naia Kore '. And the temple of Zeus, which the same Pisis-

tratus, in the spirit of his Homeric policy, proceeded to build

with so much pomp, was left all through the classical times

unfinished. All the treasures of Athenian building went to

Athena and Poseidon, the native Earth-Maiden and the

native Sea. Of course Athens may have been a specially

' Pelasgian ' community : but mutatis mutandis the same

observations could probably be made of any Greek town of

which we possessed adequate records.

One can see then what was likely to happen to the Homeric

gods. They had been made, up to a certain standard, very

beautiful, highly anthropomorphic, not in the least poverty-

stricken, barbarous, or grotesque. But in the process they

had lost their special hold on the worship of any particular

community. They had forfeited the powerful support of

uncritical local superstition : and, after all, in the eyes of

an educated and sceptical Ionian, would they quite bear

thinking about ? This serio-comic Olympian family, with its
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permanent fend between the hnsband and wife, in behalf of

which we can but lamely plead that the wife's unamiability

is but the natural result of the husband's extreme unfaithful-

ness, and the husband's unfaithfulness almost excused by

the wife's monstrous unamiability ? The lame son at whom
the other gods laugh ? The pretty daughter, always in

scrapes and tears ? To a reverent spirit these things can be

allegorized. To a scientific historian they possess an historical

origin and explanation. But to the critical Ionian, whose

eyes are no longer blinded by the sacred past, who patronizes

while he loves, they tended to take a curious form. It is

a form hard to characterize or to understand ; it would

be hard even to believe credible, were it not so extremely

familiar : the form which reaches its highest, or perhaps

I should say its lowest, point in Ovid, or before Ovid in the

Alexandrians. The gods are not by any means rejected. They

are patronized, conventionalized, and treated as material for

ornament. Their traditional characteristics, roughlj^ speaking,

are preserved ; Zeus is royal, and Apollo is musical, and Athena

is a wari'ior or a spinster : and the late Ionian poets believe

in them not much more effectively than Pope believed in the

sylphs \\ho tire his heroine's hair in the Ra'pe of the Lock.

There is a depth of unbelief profounder than any outspoken

denial. Pope would not have troubled to deny the existence

of sylphs. When you take the gods in such a spirit as this

it is not worth while to furbish up their moral characters.

They are more amusing as they stand ; they may even be,

in a certain external and shallow sense, more beautiful.

I think that in this matter of the Homeric or ()lym|>iaM

gods one can notice three distinct stages. There is a ])rimitivc

stage, represented best by the earliest strata of Hesiod's

Theofjony : a stage in whi«li, for one tiling', m<'ii did not use

their critical faculties at all on tliis sort of iiiatiiial. and, for

another, a great many of the myths which afterwards hrcaiue

shocking or ridiculous still preserved some reinnanl of tluii-

original meanings. At such a time, for instance, tlic (luaiicls

between Zeus and Hi ra mav still have Item fdt consciously
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as part of tlio oldand iTspoctablc feud between the eonqueved

native goddess and the invading patriarchal god.^ Secondly,

there is a long middle stage of expurgation, of rejection, of

humanizing. When it began we can hardly guess, nor

how the expurgations gradually came to be accepted and

canonized in the ofHcial texts ; but the process must, in some

form or other, have lasted through a great part of the life

of the poems. Thirdly, there is the late Ionian stage of which

we have just spoken, in \\hich the Olympians have ceased to

have any genuinely religious significance, but serve to provide

expedients to the story-teller, and afford material for a kind

of half-licentious humour.

Presently, I think, we shall see reason to add a fourth

stage, that of the acceptance of the Homeric system by

non-Ionian Greece, a stage in which the more primitive

Greek communities, beginning to feel uneasiness at the muddle

and crudity of their own local superstitions, receive with

reverence and enthusiasm the comparatively orderly and

civilized system of Homer. In the sixth centuiy, when Ionian

culture spread in a great wave to the mainland of Greece,

Ionia was probably already hlasee to the theology of which

she was the chief centre. And the Zeus whom Aeschylus

accepted from Ionia and Homer was a widely different being

from the Zeus of whom the men of Miletus made merry tales.

At the very outset of that interesting branch of literature

which culminated in the Greek Novel, we hear of the Milesian

Stories. Light tales they seem to have been, much in the style

of Boccaccio. A typical one is the tale of the inconsolable

widow of Ephesus, who used constantly to frequent her

husband's tomb—from mixed motives
;
partly from devotion

to his memory, partly because there was a fascinating young

soldier on guard there. The first collector of such stories

whose name is known to us, Aristides, belongs to an uncertain

but much later date. But two or three tales in Herodotus

bear the same stamp : among them some, like that of the

' J. E. Harrison, Primer of Greek Religion.
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wife of Candaules, Mhich were certainly not first told by

Herodotus. And besides, the veiy fact that Aristides called

his collection 'Milesian Stories' seems to mean that the type

of story was already recognized as Milesian. It was a name

like ' Contes Gaulois '. And I think one can see this spirit,

a mocking, half-licentious, Boccaccio-like spirit, already at

work in the later, and not the very latest, parts of the Iliad.

We will take two detailed instances. But first, let us be

clear about the issue. As we have seen before, the human

beings in Homer always maintain their dignity and seK-

respect. No hero is a liar ^ or a coward. None is drunken

or loose-lived or vicious. None tortures his enemy. But the

gods : that is quite a different matter. They are capable of

anything. They not onlj'^ practise torture—the gods of most

nations have had a weakness in that direction—but they lose

their dignity. Tliey are cheated, beaten, imprisoned. Tliey

lie and are found out. They are routed by human beings.

They howl when wounded. Tlieir father ' bangs ' them
' about the house '. That, you may say, is cliaracteristic of

aU simple and primitive religions. Does not Ouranos swallow

his children and again vomit them up ? Does not the Baby-

lonian Apsu, in tlie primaeval chaos, cut his wafe Tiamat

in two, to make one half of her into heaven and the other

into earth ? Yes. Those are simple and savage stories,

visibly allegorical, dependent in part on the mere helplessness

of primitive language. Tiie Homeric passages in question are

totally different from that. They are not primitive, but

smooth and sopliisticated. Tlicy mock with easy scepticism

at the indccorousness of the primitive l)cliefs.

liiil let us take our two instances. Tliere was in (Jrcecc

a widespread tradition of the \Vars of tlie Cods. Zeus som<'-

liou holds his power l)y conquest o\( r otlier beings, vaguer,

older, and darker shapes, belonging to some old order, or,

' Of course a disguiHod horo in tlio courH(! of a dangorous adventure tells

the noceHHary lies to avoid detection. That is in t lie essence of all romances

of adventure.
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porliaps, to tlu' c-liaos that procodod all order. Wo liear of

Jiiany treatments in early epic of the Titanomachia, Theo-

macliia. (ligantoinachia. And in our Hesiodic collection we

have preserved, iniix-rfectly and Avith many repetitions, duo

ajiparently to a (H)ntlation of two sources, a long fragment

of a Titanomachia. It tells how Zeus gained the victory over

the Titans by freeing and calling to his aid certain primitive

beings A\hom the Titans and Ouranos had oppressed [Theog

617 ff.).i

Briareos and Kottos and Gues, their father Ouranos
conceived hatred of them in his heart, being afraid at

their wild valour and their looks and tallness, and he

bound them in bondage deep beneath the wide-waycd
earth. And there they dwelt in anguish under the ground
at the ends of the great world, seated on the verge of

tilings, a very long time, amazed and with great mourn-
ing in their hearts. But Zeus and the immortal gods,

by the counsel of Earth, brought them again to the light.

Zeus asked them to help him in the long war against the

Titans and they consented. The gods stood on Olympus

and the Titans upon Othrys ; and they had fought already

for ten years. So they joined battle :

And the Titans opposite had made strong their lines,

and both sides put forth their might. And there Avas

a terrible cry from the boundless sea, and shattering of

the earth, and the broad sky groaned, and high Olympus
was shaken from his foundations with the rush of immor-
tal things : and the quaking and the noise of feet upon
the steeps came down unto cloudy Tartarus. . . . And
the armies met with a great shout, and Zeus held back
his fury no more. Down from Olympus and heaven he

came in one sweep of thunders that ceased not : and the

bolts went winged from his mighty hand, and the life-

bearing Earth cracked with the burning, and around
him the fathomless forest roared in fire .... And fore-

most in that bitter stirring of battle were Kottos and

' If Briareos is a fifty-oared ship, as seems likely, ho must have been

introduced later into this story. But perhaps the Fifty-oar was rather

identified with an already existing Briareos, and thus Briareos identified

with Aigaion.
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Briareos and Gues, unsated of war, who cast from their

hands three hundred great stones, one on another, and

darkened the Titans with their castings, and drave them
down and bound them in bitter bondage, for all their

pride, as far beneath the earth as the sky is above the

earth. For a bronzen anvil cast from heaven would fall

nine nights and days, and on the tenth night would come
to the earth. And from earth a bronzen anvil would fall

nine nights and days, and on the tenth night would come
to cloudy Tartarus : wliere about there is driven a bronzen

fence, and around it Night is shed, Night in three floods.

And over it the roots are planted of the earth and the

unliarvested sea.

Now the exact merit of tliis as poetry may be a matter of

dispute. It may be a little incompetent, a little bombastic.

But it is at least genuine and reverent. If we are to describe

these primitive battles of gods, that is the kind of way in

which to conceive them.

Now turn to the battle of the gods in a late part of the

Iliad et 391 ff.) :

It was shield-piercing Ares ^\ho began, and sprang

upon Athena with his bronzen spear, and uttered a word

of insult :
' Wherefore again, thou dog-fly, dost drive

the gods to strife ? Rememberest not the day when thou

didst let loose Diomedes to wound me. and thyself in

sight of all didst grasj) the spear and drive full at me
and tear my fair flesh ? Now I warrant me thou shalt

pay for all thy doings !
' So saying he made a lunge at

her aegis tasseled and terrible, which not the thunder of

Zeu.s can make to fall. There bloody Ares lunged with

his long spear. But she started back and caught up in

lier stout hand a stone lying upon the plain, a big black

jagged stone, which men of old had put to be the boundary

of a field ; and slie hit Ares on the neck with it, and his

limbs gave way. He reached over seven furlongs as he

fell, and his liair was filled with dust and his arms rattled

about him. And Pallas Athena laughed aloud, and

boasted over him with winged words. ' Fool, hast thou

not learned yet how far 1 am thy better, that thou wilt

dare to match tliy strength with mine V That is the way

to fulfil thy mother's curses, who plans anger and mis-

chief against thee for deserting the Greeks.'
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Presently Ai)hroclite, who was in love with Ares, came and

took liim by the arm to lielj) him up, while he made a great

uroaninu. and be^an gradually to come to. Hera saw, and

calli'd to Athena :

' Here is that dog-fly '—the poet has an att'ection for

that word— ' coming to help Ares. Chase her !
' So

Athena, rejoicing in her heart, flew at Aplirodite, and
drove her in the chest with her stout hand, and her limbs

and her dear heart gave way beneath lier. And tiu're

the two of them lay together on the many-nurturing

Earth.

Later on, towards the end of the battle, Artemis is facing

Hera :

To her in w rath spake the reverend spouse of Zeus :

' What seekest thou, shameless she-dog, standing against

me ? '
. . . So spake she, and with her left hand gripped

])oth the hands of Artemis by the wrist, while with her

right she took the bow and arrows off her shoulders
;

then with the bow and arrows whipped her about the ears,

and laughed as she dipped her head this way and that.

And the arrows kept dropping from the quiver. And
the goddess full of tears fled like a wood-pigeon.

' One of the few passages in the Iliad,'' says Dr. Leaf,

' which can be pronounced poetically bad.' True, yet the

badness lies entirely in the taste, not in the execution. The

verses are admirably MTitten, incomparably better than those

of Hesiod's Titanomachia. But the poet was not writing about

anything that he felt as real or as mattering much to any-

body's feelings. He was almost writing parody or mock-epic.

And he made it quite pretty !

Let us take another instance. Among the old traditional

subjects of semi-religious Epos was one which our extant

remains of Greek literature leave rather obscure, the mystic

mari'iage of Zeus and Hera. This may have been in its origin

a sort of marriage of Heaven and Earth, or of the two greatest

divine beings, from which all things arise. It may have

symbolized the union of the two races and two religions

—
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the patriarchal Zeus of the Northerners, bemg united with

Hera, the Argive Kore. It may have been one of those naive

recognitions of the mysteiy and divinity of the processes of

life, which often shed such high dignity upon the external

grossness of primitive religion. Whatever its origin, it was

a subject treated by divers poets with reverence and mystery,

as we can tell by the allusions in Pindar, Aeschylus, and

Euripides.

Now, how is this subject treated in the Fourteenth Book of

the Iliad ? Absolutely in the spirit of Boccaccio : I might

almost say, of a Palais Royal farce. The passage is sometimes

much praised, and is certainly admirably written :
' radiant

with humour, grace, and healthful sensuousness,' is the criti-

cism of Dr. Leaf. But m hat is the story ? Its name is almost

enough : it is called by ancient writers The Tricking of Zeus.

The father of gods and men was sitting on the top of many-

fountained Ida, watching the war. The gods had offended

liim by giving secret help to the Greeks, and he had aiTangcd

that the Trojans should win the present battle. So he went

liimself to sit on Mount Ida, and see that all proceeded as he

desired. His wife Hera, a partisan of the Greeks, saw him

sitting there

—

arvyepdi 8e ol eTrAexo dvixu,
—

' and thought

liow much she disliked him !
' She determined to outw it her

lord and master. So she went to her room, washed, anointed,

and scented herself, and put on her best immortal raiment,

including ear-rings with three stones in them. Next slie

went to Aphrodite and begged for the loan of her Cestus,

or embroidered girdle, wliicli acted as a love-charm. Slie

• xjjlained—falsely, of course—how she wished it in order to

reconcile an old mamed couple dwelling at the end of tlie

world, who had unfortunately quarrelled—Okeanos and mother

Tethys, in fact. Having obtained the Cestus, she proceeds t»)

find tlie Spirit of Sleep, iiiul \\itli some dini<'ul(y l)ribes him

to come and be ready to ciuirm the eyes of Zeus at a critieal

moment. 'J"he bribe has to be high, since Sleep had done her

the Hiunc service once before, in the old IJcracUia, and had

suffered in coasequence. Finally, she repaira to Mount Ida,
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to ask in most ilutit'ul language the pennissiou oi Zeus

to make lier expedition to Okeanos and mother Tethys.

She does not like to go so far without her lord's approval.

Remember that all this edifying story began by her thinkhig

liow mueh she disliked Zeus ! I can find no dignified word

to describe adequately her provocative conduct towards her

victim. However, she succeeds in entirely engrossing his

attention, and so rouses his passionate admiration that he

compares her favourably with no less than seven other persons

towards whom he has entertained similar feelings. He quite

forgets the war. And Hera sends a message to her allies that

they can do what they like now : Zeus is safe !

Now, were I required to subscribe half a crown to save

Aristides of Miletus and all his children from everlasting

death, I do not say that I Avould outright refuse. In its own
place this kind of literature has a certain value, and seems to

have served as a stimulus to better work in others. But not

all the riches of Egyptian Thebes could, I think, ever atone

for the injury done to the human race by the invasion of this

Milesian spirit into what is perhaps the greatest poem of the

greatest nation of poets that the world has known. It has

defiled its own beautiful world. It has ' slain the image of

God, as it were, in the eye '. For the poets who actually

wrote these passages there is a great excuse. Their cause was,

perhaps, on tlie whole, rather a good cause than a bad. But

liistorical circumstances combined to catch and stereotype

the epic at the particular moment when, just after the zenith

of its glory, it had caught this mocking infection. Rightly

sceptical towards the authorized gods and their legends, it

had not the serious courage simply to seek truth and reject

falsehood in what are generally regarded as the highest regions

of human thinking. It neither denied its gods nor re-made

them. It degraded them further, and used them for ornament

and amusement, to make a good tale the merrier. I had

almost written, to make a good tale into a bad one. When
once this infection has crept into its blood, the Ejjos as a form

of living and growing poetry was doomed.
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Consider wliat that meant for the history of Greek literature.

Greek literature starts from an immense wealth of Saga

traditions, and the need of an instrument for expressing them
;

to meet that need it created the Epos. It had been a costly

and a rare creation ; a metre, a style, a whole language almost.

And now that part of the Greek people which had done all

this for the sake of the Saga had outgrown the Saga, and

was beginning to parody what it had formerly adored.^ Had
Ionia been the whole of Greece, not only the Epos, but the

whole heroic tradition, might have died during the sixth and

fifth centuries. But Ionia was not the whole of Greece,

and the Saga found a new utterance in Attic tragedy.

I ah\ays hesitate to use the antithesis of northern and native,

or Hellenic and pre-Hellenic, as applied to the whole of any

concrete fact. The rule is that eveiywhere you find northern

and native elements, but nowhere do you fuid a purely north-

em or purely native community. Yet in contrasting the Epos

with tragedy that antithesis camiot but occur to one's mind.

When the ancestors of the Aeolians and lonians fled across

the seas—a mixed set of races, chiefly under Achaean leaders

—they were compelled, as we observed in the second lecture,

to leave behind them their sacred places, most of their tribal

and family institutions, and notably the graves of their

fathers. The prestige of the Achaean chiefs, the partial

return to migratory life, the convenience of the Achaean

institutions of the Saga and the Bard, combined to give to

' Monro allows quite a largo place to tlie mock-heroic in the second

part of the Odyssey, Telemachas' sneeze wliich a/itpSaKiou Kova&rjat (p 542),

the pigsty described in language borrowed from Priam's palace (f 13 &.),

the TTi'jTvia fiTiTT]p of the beggar Irus (a 5), &c. He gives some fifteen alleged

instances in tlio index under ' Parody '. Miilder goes much furtlior, Qiielkii,

pp. 287 tl., 347 if.

Exactly the same spirit occni-s in the Pekrin'njf de Charlemagne, whidi.

however, Ijelongs to a quite early and good period. iSeo 0. Paris, Poesie.

da M. A., i. pp. 119^9. It can be shown on other grounds to bo con-

nectwl with the neighbourhood of Paris (o. g. it mcistions no towns oxo<"])t

St. Donys, Paris, Chartres, and Cliatcaudun, with no word of Aix or Laon),

and the critic regards its heroi-comic character as ' lo plus ancien produit do

I'osprit parision'. Perhaps tiio Domodocus lay, whicli looks exceedingly

ancient, occupies the same place in ' I'esprit mik'sion '.

1335 T
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the Epos its prevnilina Achaean tone. But on the mainland

of Grocco durinji; all this time, even where the northern

occupations were most t^Tannous, there remained always

some fragments of the old population, peasants and serfs and

outlaws for the most part, who still clung to their old objects

of worship, their Earth-Maidens and their harvest magic,

especially their tribal initiations and their sacred tombs. A
downtrodden people they must have been for many generations,

worshipping by stealth and in fear. But as the populations

became more mixed, which was the case eveiywhere on the

mainland, the result was that the old pre-Hellcnic stratum of

beliefs and emotions re-emerged. How the initiation rites led

to the formation of an initiation-god Dionysus, the Zeus-Child

who died and rose again, the God who showed the candidates for

initiation to their dead ancestors and led his rout of masked

and dancing ghosts ; how this worship of Dionysus, combined

with the old custom of performing rites round the tomb of

a dead hero, narrating his deeds and sufferijigs and invoking

his return to his people : that story is too long and intricate

to attempt here. In even the latest works of Attic tragedy

the Masquers of Dionysus are rarely dissociated from some

sacred tomb.^ In this severe, earnest, keenly emotional

atmosphere, touched with mysticism by the shadow of present

death, the Greeks of the mainland kept up in their separate

cities and villages their own. local fragments of the heroic saga.

Now about this time of the decay of the Epos, Athens

had thrown off her ages of Pelasgian slumber and was just

coming into intimate contact with Ionia. To her young and

groping genius the high civilization and intelligence of Ionia,

* Professor Ridgoway's Origin of Tragedy, which in its first lecture form

shook us all from our dogmatic slumbers, is now published, and the Toml)

Theory needs no further advocacy from mo. Personally, I should combine

with it Dieterich's statement of the case in the Archiv fiir Rdigionnwissen-

schaft, vol. xi (1908), and Miss Harrison's commentary on the Hymn of the

Kouretes, Annual of the B. S. A., vol. xv, together with the anthropological

evidence about initiations in Schurtz, Altersklassen und Mannerhunde, and

Webster, Primitive Secret Societies. I may bo allowed to refer in advance

to Miss Harrison's forthcoming book on Greek Religion, where this evidence

and much more will be put together.
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the magnificent form of the Epos, the broad sweep of Homeric

pan-Hellenism, the clean and lordly northern spirit, came as

a world of inspiration, and quickened the ancient ceremonials

of worship at the tomb to the splendid gro^^•th of Attic Tragedy.

Turn from that late Homeric stoiy of the Outwitting of

Zeus to the earliest, crudest, most incompetent tragedy which

we possess, though, in its way, one of the most beautiful,

the Suppliant ]Vomen of Aeschylus. It is not only that

there is a marked change of atmosphere, but it seems like

a change backward, not forward, towards an older, a simpler

and a grander, world. The very first words of the play

strike a key-note : Z^vi fxh' a^tV-rcop, ' Zeus the Suppliant.'

Would any of those clear-headed Homeric bards have ven-

tured on that ancient phrase ? They knew of a Zeus who,

on a far-off mountain throne, observed and avenged sup-

pliants. But this Zeus of Aeschylus is himself the suppliant
;

the prayer which you reject is his very praj'^er, and in turning

from your door the helpless or the outcast you have turned

away the most high God. The belief was immemorially old.^

It was doubtless in a tliousand of its ramifications foolish and

absurd. And the Ionic Epos had made all its beliefs sensible.

I will venture to read you a strange Aeschylean lyric about

a deed of this same Zeus. It is a stoiy far too primitive and

monstrous for Homer : the tale of lo, the Argive maiden

beloved of Zeus, who was turned into a cow, forsooth, and

watched by the hundred-eyed Argos, and di'iven over the

world by a gad-fly ! A cow-shaped, or even a cow-headed,

maiden ! And a cow-headed maiden beloved by Zeus ! To

a cultivated Ionian such conceptions must have belonged to

the very lowest regions of ' Pelasgian ' folly. They had been

expurgated from Homer generations before. Yet out of that

' Tho discovery of tlio Hymn of tlio Kourotos oiiahloH us exactly lo uihKt-

stand Z«i/5 'A</)i/fTcup. Ho is a 'projection' of tlio rilo of Supplication;

a concoption gonoratod from tho band of human buppliantH just as Zeus

KouroH, or simply o Mf 7itto« KoC/»os, is gonoratod from tho hand of Kouroi,

SilonuH from tho Silonoi, Pan from tho Panes, or, a very clear ciiso, Amphi-

ctyon from tho Amphictyonos. Soo roferonco in previous nolo. ' Lo diou

e8tled68ir(colIcctif)porHonnifie,* Doutt^-, Mngicdc V Afriqnc du Norl, p. OOI.

T 2
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unpromising malerinl Aosohylus oxtraols somotliing which is

not only gonuino religious lliought. but, to my feeling, oven

somowliat sublime thouglil. The love of Zeus leads its object

through unearthly shame and sulYering to a strange and over-

whelming reward. We cannot understand. But Zeus is

bound by no law but his own supreme will. He has always

his own great purpose, and he moves towards it by inscrutable

ways.

I should explain tliat to the mythologist lo is probably

one of the many shapes of the horned Moon, the \\anderer

of the sky. She was identified by the Greeks with the

Egj'ptian Isis, and her son—conceived miraculously by the

touch of the hand of Zeus—with Apis, the sacred Egyptian

bull. The speakers are the daughters of Danaus, descendants

of lo, returned to her native land, Argos, and praying protec-

tion from their pursuers, the sons of Aegyptus {Suppl. 524 if.) :

Lord of lords, blessed among the blessed, of perfections

most perfect strength, happy Zeus, hear us, and let

it be ! Shield us from the pride of man, whom thou
righteously abhorrest, and whelm in the dark-blue deep

our black prison-house.^ Look ujDon the woman's cause
;

look on the race born of old from the woman \\hom thou
didst love, and make new the joyous tale. Be a remem-
berer of many things thou whose hand was laid on
lo. Lo, we are beings born of thy race, though sent from
this land to dwell afar.

I walk again in the print of ancient feet, where our

mother was watched, moving among the flowers ; the

meadow of kine, whence lo fled, sea-tossed by a burning

pain, knoAving not her desire, to pass through many
tribes of men. . . .

Her wide wanderings are then described, across the Helles-

pont, through Asia southwards, till she reaches at last ' the

all-pasturing garden of Zeus, the snow-fed meadow visited

by the whirling giant of the desert-sand, and the water of

Nile untouched by sickness '.

Do you observe how deeply and simply serious it all is ?

' i. e. l}ie ship of their pursuers.
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Aeschylus accepts the whole story. But because he is simple-

minded and great -minded, and has not a grain of lewdness

anywhere in him, this old, barbarous, pre-anthropomorphic

superstition has become to him a great and strange thing ;

and the spnit passes from the poet himself to his reader.

He throws no veil over the co^\-shaped heroine. The trans-

formation is part of the mystery, and he emphasizes it. The

poem continues :

And men that had then their habitation in tiie land,

their hearts were shaken with fear at the strange sight,

a Being agonized half-human, part of the race of kine

and part of woman. They marvelled at the mystery.

Wlio was it that brought her peace in the end, her the

far-wandering, the afflicted, the gadfly-goaded lo V

He who ruleth through ages of unresting life, Zeus

[to whom years are as yesterday]. The unwounding
strength of a hand, tlie breath of a god, gave rest to her,

and her heart flowed in a sad tenderness of tears. The

word of true promise became a divine seed within her,

and siie bore a blameless child, through ages long perfect

in happiness.

Whom of gods shall I praise for works more justified V

Fatlicr. planter of the garden, worker with the hand,

and Lord, thinker of ancient tliought, great builder of

our race, Zeus, whose breath makoth all accomplishment

!

He hasteth not at the command of another. Being

stronger than all, he maketh great the weak. None sitteth

above him, and he honoureth none. And the deed and

the word are present as one tiling, to dispatch that end

wiiereto the (lounselling iiiiiul niovclli.

The story wliich Hoiiiri rejected has become the vehicle

of a theology higher than Homer's, or. if not liigher, at least

based on deeper tJKJUglit and involving the reconciliation of

vaster conflicts. The mind of Aesciiylus was pos.sesscd by

one of tiie problems, perhajjs tlir iiio>t dnadful problem, of

human cvoliit ion. He sees the higlier asserting itself gradually

over the lower in tlic process of years ; but he sees also, wliat

many people l)li(i(l llnir eyes against, I hat the so-called higher

often achieves its end at llic i>ri(i' ol hccoming something
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more evil than the wild beasts. It is good that the white man

.should supeitsede the red and the brown ; but ^\hat things

the Mhite men have done in the process! For Aeschylus

the contest was probably present in two forms : a conflict,

externally, of Greek against barbarian, and in Greece itself,

of what we may call Achaean or Olympian against ' Pclasgian '.

Zeus was in each case the spirit of the higher power ; and,

to Aeschylus, probably, if anything on earth specially typified

Zeus, the new conqueror and orderer of heaven, it was the

new Dominion of the Athenian Empire.

It was unlike a Homeric bard to have such thoughts at all.

It is still more unlike him to express them in the language

of the Saga. He was a trained artist, and would not dream

of so violating his convention. He kept his poetry in one

compartment ; his speculation, if he had any, in another.

But for Aeschjdus they are both one. Two of Aeschylus'

earliest trilogies seem to deal explicitly with this subject.

Both trilogies are represented to us by one play each, the

Suppliant Woinen and the Prometheus. In the two isolated

plays which remain, the sympathy is entirely on the side

of the weaker : it is for the suppliant women against their

pursuers, and for Prometheus against Zeus. Yet we know

from other sources that in the complete trilogy the ultimate

judgement was for the stronger, so soon as the stronger would

consent to merge his strength in love. The story of lo is

prominent in both plays. It is only loosely connected with

the main plot, but it typifies in each case the religious meaning

of the whole. Zeus did to lo what seemed like monstrous

wrong
;

professing to love her, he afflicted her and ceased

not, and the end was that he brought her to a perfect joy

which—so she is perhaps at the end willing to believe

—

could not be attained otherwise. And even while Prometheus

and lo are mingling their griefs against Zeus, it is shown

that a child sprung from lo is to be also the deliverer of

Prometheus [Prom. 772, 871 £E.). That too is part of Zeus'

purpose.

We know Shelley's magnificent treatment of the Prometheus
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Saga. Shelley was too passionate a friend of the oppressed

ever to make terms with a successful tyrant, be he man or

god. In Shelley's Prometheus Unbound the prophesied

catastrophe which is to hurl Zeus from liis thi'one actually

occurs, and the tormented Universe, awakening to a life of

peace and love, finds uncontrolled that inward perfection

of order which leaves no place for external goveriunent. But

in Aeschylus A\e know that the end was different. Zeus the

all-ruler must alwaj'S rule. Does not each one of us know, as

a matter of fact, that Zeus and not Prometheus is now govern-

ing the world ? But Zeus, who came to liis throne by violence,^

learns as the ciges pass that violence is evil. For all his

wisdom he grows \nser still. Nay, it seems that even from the

beginning, in his cruelty to Prometheus, as in his cruelty to

lo, he had a great purpose in the depth of his mind, and that

pui-pose was peace. Prometheus is mibound, not by a turning

of the tide of war, but by the atonement, after ages of pain,

after the suffering by which alone wisdom is born, of a noble

rebel and a noble ruler. The Zeus who could be himself

a suppliant, who even in the most ancient legends forgave

and set free his conquered Titans, was capable of this crown-

ing strength also. I do not suggest that this solution is

ultimately tenable or satisfying. But it at least represents

intense thought, and thought naturally expressing itself in

the medium of poetry. It is just this which Ionia never gave

us. It is peculiarly the gift of Athens.

We have tried to follow, in a very imperfect and sometimes

inconsequent maimer, the life of Traditional Epic Poetry in

Greece. We have seen the first fragments of what was after-

wards the Greek race gathering behind their bare walls on

islands and desert capes in the Aegean ; we have caught

glimpses of ancient and diverse memories of tribal liistory,

of great deeds, of rich palaces and mysterious kings, meeting

and parting and re-joining again into tiio imnicruus horoio

poems now lost, and the two, more highly wrought than tlio

' Cf. Vcrrallou A'j. I'JJlf.
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others, which .still .survive. Wc have noted how, of these two

l)i>oni.s. Olio again was more ' Homeric ' than its companion ;

more carefully purified and expurgated, more tensely knit

and gorgeously worded, while at the same time the heroic

and ancient atmosphere was more sedulously protected from

the breaths of commoner or more recent life. We have looked

as best we could, much lielped by Hebrew parallels, into the

strange processes of growth and composition which have

made the Iliad what it is, and have tried to analyse some part

of its poetical greatness. Lastly, we have seen how the races

which built up ' Homer ' at length outgrew him, and found

other subjects than the Heroic Saga in which to express their

ideals and satisfy their intellectual thirst. Homer did not die
;

on the contrary his greatest fame, his most secure enthronement

among poets, Avas still before him. We shall see in the next

chapter something of what Athens did for Homer, and shall

perhaps be forced to recognize that the text which we possess

is not a thing of pre-Pisistratid, almost x)re-Ionian, antiquity,

but actually, as a text, less ancient than the Agamemnon

or even the Bacchae. But whatever work Athens may have

done for the Iliad and Odyssey it is extraordinary how strictly

she kept up the old Homeric convention, the old language,

the old manner, the old subjects and rules of thought. The

preservation of the Ionic Epos in Athens throughout the fifth

century is a cardinal instance of that sensitiveness to style

and tradition which is one of the deepest characteristics of

all Greek art. But, after all, it was tradition rather than

creation : when we seek the great creative work of the fifth

century we find it in other j)aths, with wliich Ionia has little

to do.i

We have moved into a sterner land, more interested in

truth and less in romance ; into a language less beautiful,

more intellectual, more highly differentiated ; a language

^ Professor Wheeler of Columbia University calls to my notice the very

similar contrast between the mocking boisterousness of the Ionic vase-

l^aintings and the severity of the early Attic. See also Mr. Cornford's

remarks in Tkucydide-i Mythisioricus on the difference between the Ionic

Herodotus and the Attic Thucydides.
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which has elements of hard jDrose mixed with its poetry, and

has lost that splendid and careless gleam by means of which

Homer was accustomed to set all themes in the world aglow.

Homer's poetry was so easy, the sympathy was so clear, the

imagination was roused so instinctively, that we must leave

it with a sigh. And this new poetry is of a kind which will

not yield its treasures without hard thinking, without some-

what intense and vigilant use of the imagination. The poets,

for the most part, are no longer merely singing to please us,

according to methods which have been tried for generations

and proved effectual. They are men not exactly less cultured

—intellectually they are far greater—than the Ionian bards ;

but they arc less accomplished. They are imaginatively

nearer to the primitive earth-born tangle of desires and

wonders. Their feet are set in places lower than Homer's

feet ; their thoughts strive towards heights and obscurities

which his poetry dared not penetrate. They have fought

at Marathon, and their hands are re-shaping the world. The

bitterness of truth is mingled with their di'eams of beauty
;

the passion of men searching gleams tlu'ough the stiffness of

their majestic conventions. Conquerors of the Mede ;
builders

of free Athens ; first makers to the world of tragedy and of

comedy : it is a rare combination.

But there begins the second great chapter in Creek

literature.



XI

THE TKXT OF HOMER

FROM KNOWN TO UNIvNOWN

The main exposition of this book has proceeded in historical

order, startmg in times of extreme darkness and working

slowly towards the begimiings of clear and well-lit history.

Of necessity, therefore, the argument has rested chiefly on

analogies and general considerations, not on documents : it

has had to be very cautious, aimmg at probability, not

certainty, constantly suggesting, not professing to demon-

strate. It will, I think, be convenient now, at the end of

the book, to reverse this process, and trace briefly such

actual recorded facts as we possess about the history of the

poems backward from the known to the unknown. The two

inquiries will just meet in the middle. I have hopes that

this chapter, if not very inspiring to the general reader, may
be of some use to students, helping them perhaps to clarify

their conceptions of the whole Homeric problem and free

their minds from the fatal glamour of false knowledge diffused

by the printed text.^

We start from what we may call the modern vulgatc,

that is, the text as ordinarily printed at the present day apart

from the special views of any particular editor. This text is

remarkably uniform, almost as much so as that of Vergil, far

more so than that of Shakespeare. Also it is based upon an

extremely large number of MSS. True, no complete copy

is older than the tenth century a. d., but there are large frag-

ments much earlier, and indirect evidence carries the Vulgate

back a little before the Christian era.

We also find in the Schoha, or ancient commentaries, a great

^ For good remarks on the habits of ancient scholars in dealing with their
lx)oks, and the remains of fluidity even in the mediaeval MSS. of Homer, see
T. W. Allen, T/tc Text of the Odudney, Tapers of British School of Home, V
(I'JIOJ.
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deal of information about the texts published or approved

by certain Alexandrian scholars, especially Aristarchus

(fl. 160 b. c.) and Zenodotus (fl. 285 B.C.). It would almost

be possible, from the statements of the Scholia, to reconstitute

the whole text according to Aristarchus, and Di*. Roemer at

one time promised to do so. For Zenodotus our kno\\ledge

is not nearly so full, but we can make out much about his

critical method.

It is significant that these two critics invented for their

editions certain special signs. Zenodotus apparently used

only one, the obelus (— ), to mark lines as spurious. Of

Aristarchus's signs the two commonest are, first the obelus,

then the diple ( > ), which is merely a mark for reference like

our asterisk. Other signs denoted that lines were repeated

more than once in the poems, and that in some places they

were right, in others wrong. Others probably showed where

the genuine Homer left off and Mhere he began again, the

part in between, as far as we can make out, being spurious.

Aristarchus had also one sign wliich meant that he was refer-

ring to a note already made by Zenodotus.

When you think of the pressmg need there was, according

to our ideas, for the invention of a decent punctuation and

proper divisions between words, it becomes the more striking

that the first need these scholars actually felt was for signs

to mark spuriousness. Except for the diple almost the whole

apparatus of signs .seems devised for the casting out of spurious

matter.

Now Aristarchus's own rejections are by our standards

extremely vigorous : he rejected, for instance, all the last

book of the Odyssey at a l^low. But, compared with Zenodotus,

he was celebrated for his Tre/no-o-Tj evAa/^eia, his ' excessive

caution '. Some critics indeed have maintained that Aris-

tarchus never under any circumstances made a conjecture

of his own, but always had some MS. authority for even his

smallest deletions. I <lo not agree with this view, imt llie

question does not for the moment affect us.*

' Seo Cuuor, Grundfrwjtn, pp. 13-1) aud ul II.
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The inothoil of Zoiiodotus was by Ihc slandards of a Miodcrii

critical editor amazing in its vigour. He hacked away like

a woodman clearing an overgrown forest ; and it is clear

that he relied largely on his personal feelings. We can see

that he regarded the texts of his day as containing, in every

part of the poems, whole masses of stall that was not ' Homer '.

He collected many MSS., but seems not to have had any that

he considered authoritative. He is the author of the tradi-

tional division of the poems into twenty-four books denoted

by letters of the alphabet, the Iliad having capital letters,

the Odyssey small. Being himself an epic poet he used his

critical faculty and rejected much merely because it was
' unseemly ' ; it is possible that he even re-wrote some

passages out of his head. The freedom of the old bards was

not entirely dead in the first of the critics.

^

Thanks to the brilliant pioneer work of Zenodotus, Aris-

tarchus was able to proceed with more caution. The ground

had been cleared for him, and, besides, the Ptolemies had been

for some generations zealously collecting MS8. But it is

noteworthy that when Aristarchus does cite a MS. authority

for some reading, he never shows knowledge of any particular

authoritative MS. nor of any widespread and authoritative

tradition. His authorities are such as rj ^wmttiki], ?/ Macro l-

Klcotlki'i, 1] Kara 'Ptavik', t] kot ' AvTifxaxov, at KoivaC, oi brjiuoheis,

al xa/Jieore/aat, rtve? tS>v TiaXaioiv kt\. One of these, r] kolvi'i,

it may be said, is exactly " the Vu'gate '. Possibly

;

but, if so, the ' vulgate ' of that day differed demonstrably

from ours, and Avhat is more important, was regarded by

Aristarchus with some contempt. He speaks of at Koivai or

at 8rj/:xco8ets as one might speak of ' the cheap editions '.^

This seems to show that (1) Zenodotus found the text in

a state of great disorder, and (2) neither he nor Arustarchus

had any authoritative MS. tradition by which to correct it.

The one recension which Aristarchus thought worthy of a

• Literature in Sasemihl, Akxandr. Lileraliirfj. i. 333 ; see especially

Roomer. I omit the work of Aristopliauos (fl. c. 200 b. c.) for the sake of

simplicity, yitsomihl, i. 428-48. - Luilwiub, Ilomervulyala,
i).

49.
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special critical sign -was not an ancient vnlfratc lint the edition

of ZenodotuR.

This conclusion is vehemently opposed b}' many conserva-

tive critics. Obviously those who Mish to maintain that

our present Iliad and Odyssey were written, approximately as

they stand, by one great poet in the eleventh centurj'^ B.C.,

cannot possibly admit that the text was still in a very fluid

state so late as the third century. The position of Ludwich,

for instance, is that, roughlj' speaking, our present \'ulgate

was in existence as an authoritative text from the very

earliest ages, and passed unscathed through the illiterate

centuries of early Greece, through the creative ferment of the

fifth century, through the chaos of the pre-Zenodotean texts,

and lastly through the fires of Alexandrian criticism, always

unmentioned but universally recognized, to emerge in triumph

in our post -Christian j\ISS.

Observe that there are t\\o questions at issue. First, did

there exist at all in pre-Alexandrian times a text like our

traditional one ? Second, was this text, if it existed, an

authoritative \^lgate ? To the second I think the answer

is a confident No : as to the first I can find no conclusive

evidence. But let us consider %vhat there is. We shall find

it in two places. First, in such fragments of MSS. as have

come down to us from the times before Aristarchus; secondly,

in the quotations made from Homer by classical wTiters. In

the history of this controversy the evidence of the quotations

came first. The great Wolf, who entirely denied the existence

of any text like ours in pre-Alexandrian times, mentions as

a certain fact,

quod apud Hippocratem Platonom Aristotclcm et alios

istius aetatis scriptores non solum singulorum verborum

varietates, sed etiam plures insignes versus leginuis,

quorum nee in textu nostro nee in Euslathio veterri-

inis(iuc ot doctissimis scholiis uUiim indicium supercst.

{I'r<)l((j(>ni( u(i
. ]). 'M.)

It might have beoji moic |iiu(lrnt hi wrilo Acsr/iivem

instead of rialonnn, but in the main I coiisidci' tliis
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statcmoiit just \n itself and signally confirmed by recent

discoveries.

But quotations arc slippery witnesses. It will be best

to start with the more positive evidence, that of the pre-

Aristarchean pap>Ti. We should remark at the outset that in

the case of Euripides and Plato, and, one may say, practically

every classical author except Homer, the early papyri, where

they exist at all, confirm to an extraordinary degree the

accuracy of our MS. tradition. In no case are there any large

dilTerences. How does the case stand with Homer ?

1. There are altogether, according to Dr. Hunt's estimate,

some two hundred fragmentary papyri of the Homeric jjoems,

the Iliad being about twice as well represented in them as

the Odyssey. Of these eight were written earlier than 150 b. c,

and therefore have a direct evidential value for the present

question.

The first of these to be discovered was the Flinders Petrie

papjTus (Dublin, 1891) in two fragmentary columns, which

contained A 502-37, the ends of 502-17 in the first column, the

beginnmgs of 518-37 in the second. The main conclusions

are given thus by Ludwich. Of the ends seven out of twenty

are different from our vulgate, of the beginnings four out of

nineteen. There are altogether thirty-nine lines instead of

the thirty-six of the vulgate, the number being made up by

the addition of four lines, hitherto unknowTi, and the omission

of one.

This extraordinary result was accepted by some scholars as

showing that our vulgate text was merely a product of

Alexandrian criticism ; by others it was brushed aside as the

accident of a single eccentric or ' wild ' MS. Such a MS.,

they held, could not be a fair specimen of the pre-Alexandrian

texts. Since that time, however, our specimens of such

papyri have been slowly growing both in number and size,^

' Dr. Hunt informs me that he has tidings of three more early papyri,

which, however, cannot be pubUshed for a year or two : one a fragment of

lUad Z, which approximates to our text ; two of Odys.sey (, both wild.
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and they all show in varying degrees the same general features.

They all tend to have additional lines and to leave out some

lines that we know. And where the lines coincide with the

vulgate, the readings inside the line, as far as we can judge

from the fragments, seem often to have been different. The

papyri in question are as follows : the si;:n + denotes addi-

tional lines found in the papyrus, — denotes lines omitted.

The number in brackets is that given in the apparatus criticus

of IVIr. Allen's Oxford critical text of Homer.

I. (8 Allen) P. Petrie, beginning of second century B.C.,

containing A 502-37 (39 verses : +4-1).

n. (5) P. Genavensis, early second century. A 788-M 11

(70 verses : + 13 — : many variant readings).

ni. (41) P. Grenfell II, 3, and Hibeh I, 20. Parts of T A E

(66 verses : + 1 — 3 :
' differed widely from the vulgate ').

IV. (7) P. Grenfell II, 2, and Hibeh I, 21, 17-258 (97

verses : + 28- : between 52 and 66 there are + 21).

V. (12) P. Grenfell II, 4, and Hibeh I, 22. Between <!> 387

and * 281 (190 verses : + certainly 11, perhaps 20 ; — ?).

VI. (40) Hibeh I, 19. Between B 174-830 and V 277-371

(105 verses : + 13 : many variants).

WI. (19 in Odyssey list) Hibeh I, 23, v 41-68 (30 verses :

+ 3-1).

VIII. Rylands 49. Beginnings of U 484-9 ; six beginnings,

one of them different.

Lastly, two Heidelberg fragments, known to me by the

kindness of Dr. Gerhardt, the learned editor of Phoinix of

Colophon, who is about to publish them :

Heid. IV. 191 ff., 16 lines, from the same MS. as IV

(16 verses +4).

Heid. V. 183 lines from <1> X 4'. from the same MS. as IV

(roughly something making the average about +7 — 2 per

cent. This is the nearest to the vulgate that has been found).

Rather later in date but similar in character is a pap>Tus

of the fir.st century B.C. in Berliner Klassikerlexlc, v, ]i. IS,

containing the end of S, with the description of thf^ shield <.f

Achilles. This is so instructive that I cite it in full.
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i; r)!M>-()02 agree with the vnlgate : then it runs :

CiO',\ TToWoi 8' IfjLfpi'xfTa xQpov -nepUiTTaO^ ufxiXoi

004—i) T(l>Tr('>IX(l'OL' boiO) he KVfiuTT1]Tljp€ KttT aVTOVi

OOO /i()A7r>}>> (^ap\ovT€s ibu'ivov Kara fxiaaovi.

606'' (V 8' (.(Tcrav a-vpiyyei, ta-av KtOapC'i re kol avkoC.

607 h> 8' hidei Trorrtjuoio jxiya aOevo'i ^ilKeavolo

608 avTvya -nap TivixaTi]v (raKfoi ttuko TrotJ/roto.

COS"* (V be \lij.i]v (t4tvkto eavov KacrcriTepoLO (^Aspis 207-8)

'' KAv^ojtxe'i'ooi iKcAos' Soiw 8' ai>a(f)V(TLom'Tei (209-11)

" apyvpeoi SeA^tyes l(\)oiveov lAAoTra? lyOvs. (212)

"* ToD 8' VTTO \aXKeiQL TpioV l)(Ov€^' aVTUp fTT* CLKTali (213)

(I accept the editors' restorations : they are generally

pretty certain and do not affect the argument.)

Observe : 604-5 are run together. In our vulgate they

stand

TfpTTopievoL' ixera be a(j)LV epLe^ireTo Oelos aotSos

(f)oplj.L^(av, boLb) be kt\.

But our vulgate has here behaved rather oddly. It has

forsaken its MSS. and inserted a phrase from the Odyssey

(817-18) on the evidence of Athenaeus (p. 180 c), who says

that the lines in question originally belonged to 2! and not to

the Odyssey.

606^ is a new line. 608^ ^ •= "^ are not known to us in Homer,

but a passage closely similar, though slightly longer, stands

in our text of Hesiod, Aspis 207-13 describing the shield of

Heracles.

What is the meaning of such a phenomenon as this? A
passage knoA\'n to our tradition as part of the Hesiodic Shield

of Heracles appears in this MS. as part of the Homeric Shield

of Achilles. It is clearly not the mistake of a copyist. It

is, as Diels and others have seen, the deliberate variation of

a rhapsode, who preferred his ' Shield ' in that form. He
shortened the expression a good deal and he got in the descrip-

tion of a harbour with plunging dolphins. Whether his

judgement was wise may well be disputed ; the point is that

apparently he thought he had a right to make it. The text

of this passage was not absolutely fixed as canonical even
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by the time this MS. was %\Titten—when Aristarchus had

perhaps been dead fifty years.^

The same explanation seems to me to apply to all the

facts about these pre-Alexandrian MSS. The text was still

very fluid, at any rate in places. For, as Grenfell and Hunt

have pointed out, the additional verses are not scattered evenly

all over the poems, but are concentrated in particular parts.

They come where the texture of the narrative is loose : a\ here

inorganic verses can easily be added, or whole formulae of

two or three lines inserted. To put the same fact from a

different point of view, some parts of the poems were specially

well kno\v'n and canonical ; others were still fluid and in-

definite—the less interesting, the merely transitional, the

parts perhaps which were not often chosen for recitation,

though they had to exist in an\' professedly complete

text.

There is, for instance, perhaps no part of the poems which

has been more ' suspected ' by scholars than 0. According

to Wilamowitz it was largely composed very late in order

to make room in the Iliad for 1 and K. And a glance at the

list above will show the extraordinary ' wildness ' of the

three fragments of the papyrus containing 0. We shall find

a similar wildness about in the quotations.

We may also observe that the new lines seem generally,

though not always, to be made up of lines or half-lines or

phrases which occur elsewhere in the poems ; very few seem

' Tliis is not an isolated phcnonionou. ThoTowuloy [Scholia on n 804,

tho la.st line of the Iliad, mention tliat instead of

"fls o't 7' afjupUvov Tac/)oi/ "EKTopoi lirnoSafioto

Bomo MSS. road

"ns oi 7' u^K/jifTroc Ta.<l>ov "EicTopos" fjKOf 5'
' Ajxai^wv

,

'Aprjos OvyuTTjp fifyaKrjTopoi avhpotpuvoio.

That is, they ran on from tho end of our Iliad to another story, tho Acthiopis,

aV>out tlio Quoon of tlio Ania/.on.s. And in some cases nuch a niixturo of

Bourcos has actually become canonical. Tlie end of llio Tlumjony in all our

MSS. is mixod up with another poem, Tho Cataloguo of Women who wore

loved by god.s. Tho MSS. of our Shield of Ileraclos have all ached that

poom to ono of tiio Eoiai, or used the Eoie, so to speak, as a peg. See also

the striking Fayum fragment (Allen 53) giving tho Chrysois episode (A

480 fl.) in tho words of tho Hymn to Apollo, 503 11. Cauor, pp. 48 ff.

1333 U
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to have been original or vital poetry. The Alexandrian

critics Mere A\ise in the use of their obelus.

2. Let us now take the quotations.

At the first blush we can see one thing. There are a good

many small fragments quoted from Homer by various authors

which do not occur anywhere in our text. Hippocrates men-

tions that Homer knew that cattle suffered speciall}' in ^\'inter;

that is A\hy he wrote the verse ws 8' uttut ucnrdcnov lap

ijKvOc iSovalv eAt^'i. Our Homer writes nothing of the sort.

Aeschines says that ' Homer says several times in the Iliad

</nJM»?
8' f s (TTfiaTov i)XOi '

: the phrase never occurs in our

Iliad. Pindar observes that Homer says that a noble messenger

more than anything else gives dignity to a busmess. Our

Homer never gets nearer to that than to say that it is a good

thing when a messenger is tactful. Xenophon cites from

Homer the phrases yavvrat 8e' t aKoviav and tivkivo. (fyptal

^xi'ib^a dbm, which do not occur. Aristotle, who uses

Homer a great deal, quotes quite a number of lines unknown

to our texts :
^ Trap yap epol ^ciraroj, "E/cropa 8' atSws tiAe,

"ExTcup k^It a.\Ko(j)pov€ix>v, ixvaev he irepl fiporoeaa toretA?/, Zevs

yap ol vep.i(Ta(j\ ot ajxeivovi 0co7t //u)(oiro. Besides these

completely unknown lines, he quotes known passages in a

strange shape ; he found bibopL^v 8e' ol cSxos apiadai not in

4> 297 where we have it, but in /3 15 ; he found b 567 in

a shorter form ; he found our lines ju 219 if., or something very

like them, in a speech of Calypso ; he found part of our descrip-

tion of the Cyclops in the ninth Odyssey as a description of

the Calydonian Boar in the tenth Iliad : he expressly says

that Odj^sseus' story to Penelope (^310-41) occupied 'only

sixty ' lines : in our text it occupies thirty-three. Cf . Eth.

Nicom., p. 1116 b 24, a whole nest of strange phrases,

some of them apparently found in ' Homer '. It is also worth

* Hippocr. Tifpl dpepojv 56 (p. 62, Erm.) ; Aeschin. i. 128 (Blass) ; Find.

Pyth. iv. 277, cf. O 207 ; Xeii. Symp. 8. 30 ; Aiistot., pp. 1285 a 10, 1230

a 18, 404 a 29, fr. 167 Rothc, 1387 a 32 ; 162 b 7, 043 b 21, 1 109 a 30, 578 b 2,

1417 a 12 ; Ar. Av. 575 ; Plato, Crul. 392 b.
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noting that Aristophanes says that Homer describes Iris

in words which in our text apply not to Iris but to Hera

and Athena ; or that Plato read /ji»/r?;p instead of "EKTiDp in

Z 402, making a change not only in wording but in a state-

ment of fact.

This list is not complete, but, even apart from the evidence

of the papjTi, it seems to me quite conclusive. There must

have been cm'rent in the fourth century texts of Homer very

different indeed from ours. Make handsome allowance for

slips of memory and the like, the testimony of these unknown

lines is not to be overthrown, and cannot even be shaken

by any but the most overwhelming evidence on the other side.

That evidence Ludwich has tried to produce. He collects

a great list of Homeric quotations in authors of the fourth

century or earlier, covering some 480 lines, and urges us

not to concentrate our attention on the ' wild ' lines which

reject oui- text, but on the great majority of ' tame ' lines

which conform to it.

Let us consider tliis plea. The evidence of quotations is

always hard to use, as certainly an editor of Euripides is not

likely to forget. The quoter may err in memor}- ; he may

adapt the words of the poet to his o\\ n purpose ; he may
intentionally omit lines. He will quote chiefly what is striking

and interestuig. In the special case before us, what we have

to make out is whether each quotation in the ancient authors

seems most likely to come from a text practically identical

with our vulgate or from one like the pre-Ai'istarchean papyri.

Now, in the fiist place, single lines or bits of lines which

agree with our text prove nothmg. They doubtless also occurred

in the wildest' papyri. Conventional phrases and epic runs

prove nothing for the same reason. Even if there were a

general tendency not to ({uote the ' additional ' lines much,

that would [)r(jve nothing, because the additional lines arc

seldom striking or (quotable. Merc descriptions of facts

or abbreviations of long passages seldom prove anything,

because the differences between the pai)yri and the vulgate

would scarcely show in them. .Slight variations in language

U 2
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on the other liand, do not prove much, nor do omissions of

lines. Tlicy inay be mere mistakes of the quotor. Such

things arc common in the quotations from Euripides. Out

of tlie great list of quotations given by Luduich, covering

some 480 lines of the Iliad and Odyssey, more than half fall

away at once as non-evidential.

If we take only the quotations of more than three consecutive

lines we have some aj^proach to firmer ground. We may class

them as follo\\'8 : Agreeing hut not conclusively, two passages :

A 17-42, referred to by Plat. Rep. iii. 393 d, in a fairly close

indirect description, with many lines omitted.

B 671-4 : three half-lines cited in Ar. Rhet. iii. 12, p. 1414 a 2.

Disagreeing hut not conclusively, five :

1 497-501 in Plat. Rep. ii. 364 d, one line omitted ; wording

slightly different.

1 308-14 in Plat. Hipp. Min. 364 c (cf. 370 a), one line

omitted.

A 446-50, roughly cited in Ar. Fax 1273: not much evidence,

but a much-suspected breast-plate line is omitted (avv 6' eyxea

Koi fJiii'i ai'bpcov xaAKeotJcopj/Kcoi').

T 109-13 in Plat. Rep. ii. 363 b, one line omitted.

V 351-7 in Plat. Ion 538 e, one striking line omitted and

wording slightly different.

Clearly agreeing, ;?jer^a^55 twelve (occasionally with some

verbal variation) : Z 289-92 in Hdt. ii. 116 ; Odyssey, b 227-

30 in Hdt. ii. 116 (cf. Theophr. de Plant, ix. 15. 1) ; O 494^9

in Lye. in Leocr. § 103 (differences) ; ^ 324-9 in Aeschincs,

i. § 143; C42-5 in Ps.-Aristot. de Mundo, 6, p. 400 a 6;

1 357-63 in Plat. Hipp. Min. 370 b (cf . Crito, 44 b) ; 1 650-5,

ibidem, 371 b ; IVI 200-7 in Plat. Ion 539 b ; * 335-40 in

Plat. Ion 537 a (cf. Xen. Sympos. 4. 6) ; oj (>-9 in Plat. Rep.

iii. 387 a; t 112-15 in Plat. Legg. iii. 680 b; H 96-102 in

Plat. Legg. iv. 706 d (slight differences).

Conclusively and markedly disagreeing A\e find seven at least

:

B 188-202 in Xen. 3Iem. i. 2. 58 ; six verses omitted,

probably not by accident, as they were counted spurious by

Aristarchus.
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B 391 ff. in Arist. Pol iii. 14 (p. 1285 a 10), with an unknown
half-line added, Trap yap eixol ddvaros.

2 95-9 in Aeschin. i. 150, markedly different wording.

^ 77-91, ib. 146, with two new lines, one line inserted from

elsewhere, and several differences of wording.

il 10-12 in Plat. Rep. iii, 388 a, considerable differences of

wording.

12 527-32, ib. ii. 379 c, with one strange line substituted for

one of ours.

548-52 in the Platonic Alcibiades ii, p. 149 d, with four

completely new lines added.

The proportion is just about what it ought to be. The

quotations, where they are long enough to afford a fair test,

instead of lifting a loud protest against the evidence of the

papyri, simpl}' and clearly confirm it.

There is one point more. Grenfell and Hunt, in their

masterly discussion of this question in the introduction to

Pap. Hibeh 19, have shown that if a dividing line be drawn

at 150 B. c. all MSS. earlier than that date differ ' enormously

'

both from our vulgate and from Aristarchus, and all tend

to be longer except possibly Hibeh 20.^ After 150 B.C. the

tendency of MSS. to differ from the vulgate diminishes

rapidly, and by the beginning of the Roman period ' the

numerous Homeric fragments published in recent years very

rarely contain new verses, and servo to illustrate only too well

the overwhelming predominance of the vulgate '. Zenodotus

had laid the foundations of criticism about 280. Aristophanes

and others followed him. The floruit of Aristarchus, most

successful and universally acclaimed of Homer scholars, is

IGO B. c. ; the triumph of the vulgate begins about 150.

The dates speak for themselves. The predominance of a

much-castigated and purified text was due directly or indirectly

to the great critics of the Alexandrian age.-

But, granted that the present vulgate had in prc-Alexandrian

' TliiH oxcopdon is conHidorod by Dr. Oorlianlt, in liin introduclion (o tlio

now Iloidolljorj^ fragmontH, to molt away in tlio lij^lit of lalor ovidciico.

• Sco Cftuor, I.e., and, for tlio contrary opinion, Allon, op. cit,. pp. flK il.
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times no central and dominant position—and most scholars

liave been convinced by Grenfell and Hnnt—one question

still remains. ]~)id our vulgate exist at all in classical times,

or is it, very nnich as Wolf thought,^ a later creation altogether,

a middle text hammered out by the continual impact of

Alexandrian criticism upon a fluid but rather obstinate

1 radii ion ?

The point is a doubtful one, and depends mainly on the

quotations in Plato. They, as may have been seen above,

resemble our text pretty closely.

On a rough analysis, there are twenty-three '' quotations

in Plato which definitely agree with our text ;
^ there are

eighteen '' of no evidential value, being too short, too

' He thought it was actually the text of Aristarchus, which has proved

not to be the case.

- * Agreeing, soniclimos with slight variations :

—

A 15 f. -Re/), iii. 393 a.

A 599 f. Rep. iii. 389 a.

E 127f. AM), ii. 150 d.

I 357-63. Hipp. Mill. 370 b.

I 644 f. Cratyl 428 c.

1 650-5. Hipp. Min. 371 b.

M 200-7. Ion 539 b.

P 446 f. Axioch. 367 d.

2 23 f. Rep. iii. 388 b.

T 92 f. Sympos. 195 d.

X 414 f. Rep. iii. 388 b.

^^' 103 f. Rep. iii. 386 d.

^' 335-40. Ion 537 a.

n 80-2. Ion 538 d.

a 32-4. Alcib. ii. 142 d.

7 26-8. Legg. vii. 804 a.

( 112-15. Legg. iii. 680 b.

\ 489-91. Rep. iu. 386 c, vii. 516 d.

o 245 f. Axioch. 368 a.

p 347. Charm. 161 a.

p 485 f. Rep. ii. 381 d.

^ 17 f. Phaedon 94 d ; Rep. iii. 390 d, iv. 441 b.

w 6-9. Rep. iii. 387 a.

^ Agreeing, but non-evidentially :

—

A 17-42. Rep. iii. 393 d.

B 813 f. Craiyl. 392 a.

i: 221 f. Cratyl. 407 d.

/235f. Sympos. 2\d&.
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vague, or containing mere epic phrases which might come
any^vhere ; there are seven <= which omit lines in the middle

;

four that vary considerably in wording and three that

vary very slightly '^
; there are seven which definitely differ

from our text by additional lines or conflated lines ® ; and
there is lastly the perfectly ' wild ' quotation from in

the post-Platonic Alcihiades ii. It needs a bold man to argue

e 14. Phaedon \\2 a,.

nil2f. iJep. viii. 545 d.

n 856 f. (phrases). Rep. iii. 38G d.

2 108 f. Phileb. 47 e.

T 64 f. (phrases). Rep. iii. 386 c.

* 308 f. Protag. 340 a.

X 506 f. Cratyl 392 d.

"V 100 f. Rep. iii. 387 a.

ni5f. i?c/>. iii. 391 b.

n 525 f. Axioch. 367 d.

X 633 f. Sympo.9. 198 c.

p 383 f. Rep. iii. 389 d.

T 395 f. Rep. i. 334 b.

X 1-4. /ore 535 b.

' Omitting lines :

—

I 308-14 (om. 1). Hipp. Min. 365 a ; ib. 370 a.

1 497-501 (oni. 1). Rep. ii. 364 d.

2 96-104 (om. 0). Apolog. 28 c.

X 15-20 (om. 4). Rep. iii. 391 a.

T 109-13 (om. 1). Rep. ii. 363 b.

T 173-9 (om. 3). Minos 319 b.

v 351-7 (om. 1). /ott539a.
•^ Different in wording; :

—

= 96-102. Lecj(j. iv. 706 d.

a 351 f. Rep. iv. 424 b.

.8-10. Rep. iii. 390 a.

p 322 f. Legfj. vi. 777 a.

A 169-71. Hipp. Min. 370 c (slightly),

n 433 f. Rep. iii. 388 c (slightly).

X 168 f. Rep. iii. 388 c (sliglitly).

Different by additional or conflated lines, &c. :

—

rS + A431. Rep. iii. 389 o.

A 218-19. 7?ep. iii. 408 a.

Z 402 ifiriTTjp). Crahjl. 392 b.

A 639+6.30. /on .538 b.

H 295 f. Rep. iii. 390 b.

n 10-12. Rep. iii. 388 a.

n 527-32 (now lino). Rep. ii. 379 d.

e 548-52 (+ 4). Alcih. ii. 149 d (wild).

e
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from this that Plato's text was our text. Still it is clear that

Plato's quotations are much closer to our text than those of

any other fourth-century writer.

The simplest conclusion would be to assume that Plato used

a text very like ours. Yet perhaps that would be a mistake.

Among the writings of the first disciples of Aristarchus we find

one by Ammonius, Trepl tmv virb YWdrMvos e£ *0/ji?/pov juerf

-

vijveyiJL^vcov, ' On Plato's quotations from Homer.* The

purpose of the book Avas textual recension. That is, the

quotations in Plato were a recognized authority for the text

of Homer in Alexandrian times. There was a whole small

literature on Plato's relation to Homer. He shared with

Herodotus the title of 'O/x^jptKojraro?, and exercised a quite

special influence on the Alexandrian school. Is it, perhaps,

not Plato who agrees with our vulgate, but our vulgate which,

wherever it had the evidence, tried deliberately to follow the

readings of Plato ? It is curious, at any rate, that the

wTiter whose quotations, few as they are, come next to

Plato's for conformity with our text, is the other recognized

* Homerikotatos ', Herodotus.^

II. The verbal text, then, was still fluid and subject to

change as late as the fourth and third centuries b. c. What
can we be sure of as fixed ? The whole main structure, one

would suppose, the incidents and the order in which they

followed one another. Yet even here one cannot feel absolute

confidence, at any rate for the fourth century and earlier.

For instance, to take an observation made by the late

Professor M. L. Earle of Columbia University : Thucydides,

i. 11. 1, writes about the Greeks at Troy :
' When they landed

they must have won a battle ; otherwise they would not

have built the fortification round the camp.' ^ This shows

^ Seo Sengebasch, Dissert. Prior., pp. 118-24; Ludwich, p. 141, note.

In the next generation Trypho wrote nfpl t^s dpxaias dvayvwatus, which

Sengebusch interprets ' On the readings of Homer shown in the ancient quo-

tations in general.' Songeb., p. 124. C*f. Susemihl, Alexaiidr. Litter., pp. 154

and 212. He differs from Sengebusch about Trypho's book.

" 'EwfiSrj 6' dipiKufifvoi fidxV tKpxTrfaav brikov St" to yd.p ipvfxa rai arparo-
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that Thucydides (1) knew of the wall round the camp so

frequently mentioned in our Iliad, and (2) surmised that it

must have been built at the beginning of the war, after the

first battle.

Now in our Iliad (U 337 ff., 436 ff.) the building of this

wall and the exact circumstances which led to it are fully

described, and are not what Thucydides conjectures they
' must have been '. It was built in a great rush and in

picturesque conditions during a scanty truce in the tenth j'ear

of the war. It is noteworthy that the particular passage in

H has been marked by Kochly and many other critics as

' recentissima '.^

The view we take of this bold suggestion will obviously

depend largely on the presence or absence of other symptoms
pointing in a similar direction. It is always hard to get out

of our minds the associations of printed books, which appear

in definite editions in a complete form, all the copies identical.

But let us look at the direct evidence.

There are still extant many MSS. which omit the Catalogue

in B. That is, even at the time ^\hcn the vulgate became

predominant, the Catalogue was not definitely established as

a necessary part of the Iliad.

There are no MSS. now which omit K, but a note in tlie

very valuable Townley scholia informs us :
' They say that

K was originally placed apart by Homer and is not part of

the Iliad, but was put into it by Pisistratus.' ^ The statement

is repeated in the learned scholia to Dionysius Thrax and in

Eustathius, \\ho ascribes it to ' the ancients '. That is—to put

the case at its lowest—there was an ancient tradition which

ffiSy ovK av (Ttix'KJavTo. Thiersch iitpaTTiOrjaav, ' lost a battle,' which Earle

accepts. The reading does not afloct the present argument. The name

HuggeHtion, it is interesting to lind, was made long ago by Hermann ;

Ojmscula, vol. viii, p. 387 (371). See Prof. Earle'H Collected Enmyn,

pp. 14J-4.

' Plato'a citation of H \V2\ in Iiei>. v. 408 d does not of course affect the

question.

* 4»«(tJ rijv (ta^aihiav vtp' 'O/uj/jou iditf rfTi\6at km fifj tiyat fiipoi T^s 'lAidSos,

vTTu Si UnTiuTftarov rfr/ixOai (h rfji' itoijjfJiv. Schol. T on K 1. EustathiuH

says r/KMrii/ oi nnKatoi, evidently referring to the same Hource.
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kiKns of. oi' l)i'liov(Ml in. lh(> existence of Iliads without K

as well as Iliads with.

We also know tliat Aristarchns tliought tlio last book of

the Odi/sscy (lo) spurious, and tliat both lie and Aristophanes

of Byzantium considered
\f/

296 as ' the end of the Odyssey \

Tills inii)lies MSS. witliont w, and, apparently, without the

end of \\r.

If such large stretches of the poem were not definitely

established even in Alexandrian times, it is obviously quite

possible that a passage like the Building of the Wall was not

definitely established in the time of Thucydides. We must

not be indignant merely because such a result would show

a conjecture of many modern critics to be probably right.

Is there any other test that we can apply ? Only one has

occurred to me, rather a curious one.

It is well known that, for some reason, the Attic tragedians

in choosing their subjects made it a careful rule to avoid the

main subjects and incidents of the Iliad and Odyssey. We
know, I suppose, the subjects of some two hundred tragedies

by the three great writers, and the rule is well kept up. There

is, indeed, one great exception, a lost trilogy of Aeschylus

(Myrmidons, Nereids, Phrygians) ^^•hich dealt directly with the

subject of Iliad I-il. Its date is unknown ; but it comes

very early in the history of Greek tragedy, and, apparently,

the experiment it made was never repeated. In Satyr plays the

rule did not hold. You could burlesque ' Homer ', as in the

Cyclops and in Sophocles' Washing Girls, or Nausicaa}-

But you avoided attempting to treat again in the high style

subjects which your public already knew in Homer's treatment.

I can only make out two certain exceptions. One is the

Rhesus, which treats in full detail the story of Dolon,

Iliad K ; the other is a Catalogue of the Greek ships in the

Iphigenia in Aulis ( 1 64-302) . The Doloneia and the Catalogue

!

' I agree with Valckenaer, Diatribe 209, and Lessing. Welcker, building

on the far from clear passage in Eustathius, Iliad, p. ,381, thought the

TlKwTpiai a tragedy (6V. Trag. i. 227). and liis view has been commonly

accepted. It was a not unusual subject for comedies.
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Just the t\^o parts of the Iliad which we know to have been

iincanonical

!

On the whole it seems to me probable that Thucydides

used, or learnt at school, or heard recited at the Panathe-

naea, an Iliad without tlie account of the Wall-building.

Euripides an Iliad witliout tlie Catalogue, tlie author of

the BJiesiis an Iliad \\ithout K. Tliere is a good field liere

for further research.

III. In the age of Euripides and Thucydides, then, it would

seem from the evidence that the Iliad and Odyssey differed

from our vulgate not only in the matter of exact words and

lines, but even in large portions of the stor3\ ' Homer

'

meant to them, as to us, 'the author of the Iliad and the

Odyssey,'' but we cannot be sure that eitlier Iliad or Odyssey

was exactly \\hat we mean by those words. If we go a century

further back, however, we find that the meaning of ' Honier '

also is different. His name covers not only the Iliad and the

Odyssey, but mucli \\ider and vaguer masses of c])ic writing

as well. Let us take the quotations.

Kallinus, our earliest witness, in the eighth or seventh cen-

tury B.C., cites the Thehaid as Homer's (Paus. ix. 9. 5.),

Simonides—eitlier the great Simonides of the early fifth

century or he of Amorgos in the seventh—quotes a proverbial

line that comes in our Z 146 as the work of ' a man of Cliios '
:

probably meaning ' Homer '} The great Simonides quotes

' Homer and Stesichonis ' as describing how jMcleager ' sur-

passed all the young men in spear-throwing across the w ild

Anauros '. This does not come from our Homer
;

possibly ii

came from tliat old Meleager epos wliich is a supposed source

for Iliad I. Pindar quotes tlie Odys.sey in Nn)i. vii. 20; he

quotes the unknown line about the messeiigci' in J'yih. iv.

277 ;
2 in Isthin. iii. 53 he seems to say that Homer has told

'all the virtue of Aias ', inchidiiig his death. This could

scarcely refer to our Iliad, in fi .
ls!» he mentions that Homer

' Callinus 0, Siinonidos S."), 53, in Borgk's fonilli iililidii.

' Soo above, p. 2irt.
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wrote tlu> Cypria and gave it for his dauglitor's dowry.

Herodotus himself, when lie says that Cleisthenos in his anti-

Argive poliey sileneed the rhapsodes in Sicyon ' on account

of the poems of Homer, in which the Argives and Argos are

generally glorified in every way ', has been considered with

some probability to refer to the Thchais. Lastly, Mhen

Aeschylus described his tragedies as merely ' slices from

the great banquets of Homer ', it is perfectly clear that he

did not mean that they ^^'ere taken from the Iliad and Odyssey

—which they markedly avoid. When we hear that ' Sophocles

rejoiced in the Epic Cycle ', and when Proclus tells us, quite

correctly, that ' the ancients attributed also the Cycle to

Homer ', we can understand the situation. The ' cycle ', as

Wilamowitz and others have shown, was a compendium of

epic history made up out of various early masses of poetry.

Sophocles and Aeschylus both ' rejoiced in ' and took ' slices

out of ' that same great floating source, which was all

' Homer '.^ They did what the vase-painters did : they

probably considered that they drew their subjects from

Homer, but, with few exceptions, they do not take them

from the Iliad or the Odyssey.

The first of our authorities to reject any of this work as

non-Homeric is Herodotus. He argues that the Cypria are not

by Homer because they contradict the Iliad (ii. 117). He is

not sure whether Homer wrote the Epigonoi, a sort of sequel

to the great Thebais (iv. .32). By about 350 B.C. the name
' Homer ' is normally used in our traditional sense, for the

author of the Iliad and Odyssey and no other epics besides.

Yet there are still isolated exceptions, as when Antigonus of

Carystus cites the Thebais as Homer's,^ or Simmias—possibly

—

the ' Little Iliad '. A great bas-relief full of scenes of epic

tradition from the War of the Titans onward, intended for

educational purposes and composed by one Theodorus in

the first century B.C., is superscribed Seobutpciov [xdOe rd^tv

» Hdt. V. G7 ; Alh. 347 e ; ib. 277 e.

^ See Wilamowitz, Ilomerische Untersuchungen, 350 ff., from whom most
of this argument is taken. An attempt to overthrow part of it by Hiller,

Eh. Mus. N. F. xlii., pp. 321-Gl.
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'Oin]pov.^ Even as late as that, in certain phrases at any

rate, the whole epic tradition could be called ' Homer '.

How is this change to be explained ? What force was

working between, say, the years 500 and 400 to put the

Iliad and the Odyssey in a separate and privileged position,

as the only true works of ' Homer ', something far greater and

better kno^^•n than the rest of the epic traditional poetiy ?

One cause suggests itself at once : the public Recitation at the

Panathenaea. Let us sift the statements of our authorities

on this subject.

First, we know for certain that Homer was recited at the

Panathenaea. The orator Lycurgus {in Leocr., p. 209) says :

' Your ancestors considered Homer so noble a poet, that they

made a law that every four years at the celebration of the

Panathenaea his poems and his alone should be recited by

rhapsodes.' - There is a similar statement in Isocrates,

attributing the institution to ' our ancestors '. The fact,

therefore, is certain : there was a long-established rule at the

Panathenaea of reciting ' Homer and Homer only '.

But what does ' Homer ' in this context mean ? Is it the

whole epic tradition or is it the Iliad and the Odyssey ?

I think pretty certainly the latter.^

The conclusive evidence lies in the words of Lycui-gus. He

says ' Homer and Homer only ', and no one will dispute that

in his time (c. 331 B.C.) that meant the Iliad and tiic Odyssey—
unless possibly trifles like the Manjiles \\ere admitted also.

The language of Isocrates is almost equally clear. And such

indirect evidence as we have points in the same direction.

' Jahn-MichaolLs, Bitderchiuuil:.

* Lycurg. in Leocr., y. 2U'J [§ 102, BokkoiJ /3oi/Ao/im 5' vfxiv i(aiTui'"On<)puv

vapaaxtaGai i-naivwv ovtoj 7ap vniKa^ov vnwf ol TiaTtpC! anovSaiov fJyai voirjTTff,

iiiart v6fiov tOtvro naO' iKdaTr/i' vtVTafTTjp'iha rwv UavaOrjvaioiv fiovov jwv dWwv

noiTjTwv f>ai/.<i/S('ioecu to. tvq. Cf. iHOCr. I'dUCiJ., p. 7t oJixai 5J «(u t^c 'OfiJifov

noirjaiv m'l^o) Kalitlv ho^nv, on xaKwi roi/s noKturjaafTai rots papfiapoii ivtKaintnaf,

Kai oicL TovTO Pov^ijOfjvai Toiij npoy6vov? f)fiui> ivrtnov ai/rov noiijaai rfiv t/x*''/" *"

Tt Toi's jfji /xovatK^i uOKiHS ical rfi naihfvati ru/v vtwTipan'.

^ Tho othor viow ia uphold l»y Dr. Vonull in The BacchanUi uj Euripkka,

p. 175 II. With almo.st uil of Dr. Voiruira urguuicut iu thia caBuy on Tho

Ii'irst Uouioi' ' 1 cordially ugroo
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The iliapsode Ion, for instam-c, in Plato's dialogue about him,

speaks tlelinitely of rccitin*!; our Homer, and never suggests

reciting anything else. Further, some of our witnesses state

particularly that the law ordered tlie recitation to be ' in order',

one reciter beginning where the other left off. It is obvious

from the state of the text in the fourth century that this

* order ' w as not interpreted veiy rigorously. The veiy idea

of exactitude in such matters is a product of a later age.

But it is certainly easier to understand a rule that the Iliad

and Odyssey should be recited in order, than to imagine any

such attempt made upon the whole mass of epic saga.

If then we take Lycurgus's words in their natural sense,

the whole development becomes intelligible. During the fifth

centuiy ' Homer ' gradually gets to mean the author of our

two epics and no others ; the chosen poems are known in

a fixed order and gradually acquire a fairly fixed text ; the

other epics gradually fall out of general kno\\'ledge, and arc

used mainly as quarries of tradition from which the dramatists

and others can carve their works. The rejected epics deterio-

rate in style and retain all their barbarities. The chosen

t^\ o, still fluid and occupying a central position in an age of

splendid and exuberant poetical creation, tend still to

become better and better written, and morally more and

more idealized.

Can \\G make out at all why these two should have been

selected ? A certain kind of critic is ready \\'ith his answ er,

an enthusiastic description of the incomparable poetic merits

of these two poems and their immense superiority to all the

other poetiy of which w^e know nothing. But the public

acts of statesmen are not often swayed by considerations of

poetry. If these two poems were felt in some special way to

represent in public opinion the crown of the old Ionic poetry,

that w^ould be a real motive. If there was in them already some

moral superiority, that would be a real motive. They were

constantly used for purposes of edification. But I incline to

suspect that Isocrates instinctively discerned the main reason :

I believe that the poetry of Homer won greater glory

because he nobly praised those who warred against the
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barbarian, and that this was the reason why our ancestors
conceived the desire to make his art honoured both in
the contests of the Muses and in the training of young
men. {Paneg., p. 74.)

Isoerates was, no doubt, thmking chiefly of the Iliad : but the

Odyssey has its national character too. The Iliad tj^ifies

the national heroes \\ho warred with the Mede, the Odyssey

the national colonists and adventurers who, trusting only to

their brains and their courage, searched strange seas from

Panticapaeum to Tartessos.

V. We can perhaps make out a little more about the text

used at this official recitation.

The fii-st thing to notice is that to some extent the surface

of Homer has in our tradition been Atticized. To \\ hat extent

it is hard to say, since the actual spelling which has come
down to us has passed through a further influence, that of

the post-classical Koine, or Common Greek. But in any case

there are numbers of lines which run perfectly wlien the

Ionic forms are restored, and are visibly wrong as tiiey stand

at present. The poems were generally recognized in anti(piity

as Ionic poems. Yet all our MSS. and the Alexandrians behind

them unite in giving us the Attic forms. There is no suggestion

in the JScholia of any otiier view. There are also some few

obvious ' Athenian interpolations ', and no doubt many more
that are not obvious. But though some scholars in antiquity

suspected tliem, there is no statement that any old M8!S. left

them out. What does this mean ? Of course a great predomi-

nance of Athenian MSS. would surprise no one; tlie literary

supremacy of Athens would ensure tliat. But this is mucli

more. It means that when the Alexandrians were searciiing

for ancient MSS. by which to correct the text, ami cnllici ing

copies of various sorts in places ranging from Marseilles to

Sinope, they could not apparently find .i single Ionic MS.

worth tiieii* notice. The Attic versions had completely super-

seded tiie Ionic. We can understand why the great collector

of MSS., Aristarchus, decided that Jioiucr himself must have

been an Athenian,
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Zcnodotus was an Ionian, and Ionian inlluonfcs were strong

in Alexandrian litrvaturc. Yet wc have to admit that either

there were no Ionic texts of Homer at all, or, if there were,

tliey were so unlike and so inferior to the current Attic texts

that critics would not consider them. Either case confirms

our previous conclusion that the Athenian recitations exercised

an immense influence. Cauer, indeed, argues that perliaps

there never had been any Ionic texts at all ; that the poems

had never been written down till they came to Athens. But

this supposition is difficult in detail. There is much detailed

work in both Iliad and Odyssey} which one camiot imagine

a poet carrying through except by careful comparison of

different MSS. And the fate of the Samaritan scriptures shows

us how completely, in the days before a reading public, a book

might be killed. We need only suppose that the MSS. used in

Ionia were still the half-secret possessions of professional

bards, such as I have described in Chapter III.

There is lastly a curious phenomenon about which it is

hard to form a confident judgement. We find in the Scholia

a clear tradition, backed up by a number of fairly certain

corrections of the text by modern scholars, that at some time

or other the poems were transliterated from the Old Attic ^

alphabet into the new. The new is the Greek alphabet that

we know : the old—to speak roughly—used no double letters,

made no distinction between the three E-sounds or the three

0-sounds, and used II to denote the aspirate.'

Now this tradition is only mentioned by the scholiasts in

' See Seeck's Quellen der Odyssee, Verrall's essays in the Bacchants of

Euripides, and pp. 198, 202.

* Why Attic, it may be asked ? Why not some primitive Ionian alphabet,

of the days before Pisistratus ?—Athens had been the home of the poems

for the last three hundred years ; the MSS. in the hands of the Alexandrians

seem, as we have seen, all to represent the Attic recension ; and no Ionian

alpliabet known to us satisfies all the conditions. Tlie very earliest Ionian

inscriptions all have H for long-E and nearly all iiavo w for the long open O,

Doubtless at an earlier date there may have been a rudimentary Ionian

alphabet, but, as far as I know, the Alexandrians never show any know-

ledge of it. To them the 'Ionic alphabet' means the 'new alpliabet'.

See Cauer, p. 138, and Fick in Bezzb. Beitr. 30 (I'JOU), p. 2!)7, there cited.

' As Wilamowitz puts it, ENAE0IK02I might moan iv 5' iomuai, or

^v 5^ o'lKwai, or iv di olicovat. See Appendix I.
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order \o support conjectural changes, and it may be a con-

jecture itself. But it looks rather as if it were a true one. It

does explain with perfect simplicity some confusions that

are otherwise difficult. And if it is true, we are led to a

curious and interesting result.

It has been made out pretty clearly tliat. tliough Athens did

not adopt the ne\\ alphabet for official documents till 404, it

must have been in use in literary circles very much earlier,

probably as far back as the days n\ lien letters were exchanged

bet\\een Solon in Athens and Mimnermus in Ionian Colophon.

For literature at that date was an Ionian accom])lishment, and

the new alphabet was the Ionian al])habet. How then could

it happen that, at a time when the new Ionian alphabet was

already used in Athens for literary purposes, the great Ionian

book should be deliberately rewritten back into the aw kward

old Athenian script ? There is only one obvious explanation.

It was written in the official script as an official text for the

performance at the Panathenaea.

An official text dating back probably to the sixth century :

yet we saw that in the third there was apparently no official

text! The critics can appeal to jione such. The papyri and

the quotations show that the poems were still fluid. Is this

not a contradiction ?

Not necessarily, I think, for two reasons. In the first place,

granted there was an official text made for the Panathenaea

in the sixth ccntuiy, I think it in the last degree improbable

that at that date a reciter would be kept to it. It might be

stored up. it might be used for sh(n\ and for reference. Bui

the whole notioii <jf keeping a rhapsode to his written tc.\(.

instead of letting him give you the best he has in him, was in

my judgement an invention of the second half d ilic I'mirtli

centUTT. and would have .seemed a stark absnrdily in the

.sixth. Jiut ajKirt fimii that, if tiitic was in si.xtli cciitiiiA

Athens a government strong enough mikI .icademic cnougli tiiii>

to strangle tiie ixu-tical powers of the bards at the i'aM.i-

thenaea, we know that that government did not survive the

year HIO. 'I Ik- Tynmts" authoritat iv<- text may well have

fallen witli th<- TyrantH.

1335 X
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Hut have ur nn\ right to .suppo.sc that the it'i-iiation and

the supposed recension, either or botli, were the work of tlie

Tyrants ? Well, if there were no tradition at all, that is the

conjecture most peoi)le would make. ThePanatlienaea was pro-

bably founded, at the least it was restored in special splendour,

by Pisistratus. The policy of making Athens the head of Ionia

was especially that of Pisistratus. And, apart from the Pisi-

stratidae, the choice is really not large among sixth-century

statesmen. But, as a matter of fact, we have at this point the

help of a definite tradition, the oldest trace of it coming from

Dieuchidas of Megara in the fourth century B.C., the clearest

from some good authorities of the Roman period. Unfortu-

nately there is a lacuna in the quotation from Dieuchidas, so

we do not know what he said. We only kno\v that he somehow

connected Pisistratus and Solon with the text of Homer.

Our earliest full witness is Cicero, a particularly well-informed

man of letters writing in the second great period of ancient

scholarship. He speaks of the literary fame of Pisistratus,

' who is said to have arranged in their present order the works

of Homer, wliich were previously in confusion.' And the

tradition is mentioned by many ^Titers of the early empire.^

' I subjoia the chief texts : cf. Wolf, Prolegomena, Cap. XXXIII.
Cic. de Oral. iii. 34 ' Quis doctior iisdom illis temporibus, aut cuius

eloquentia litteris in.structior fuisse traditur, quam Pisistrati ? qui primus

Homed libros, confusos antea, sic disposuisse dicitur, ut nunc habemus.'

Pausanias vii. 26. 6 UdcriffTpaTos 'iirr) to. 'Ofir/pov SKCTiraa/xfya rt Kal dWa
aWaxov ixvrjfiovevuixfva i/Opoi^fTO.

Vitae Homeri IV and V in Westermann, Bioypdtjioi.

Td di rrotTjixara avrov ra a.\r]$fj anop<i5rjv npuTtpov dSufieva, Xldaiarparos

'AOrjvaios avvira^t.—Ylepuwv Ta% n6\(is "Ofiripoi ^5e to. Tron^p-ara' vartpov Si

Ylaaiarparos avra cvvqyayfv, ujs to kniypamxa tovto br]\oi, ^ Mrfyrjaiv iiriytypafx-

ptvov iv uk6vi aVTOV TOV TleKTiffTpaTOV

Tpis ixi Tvpavvqaafra Toaavraici^ i^ioiw^t

S^fios 'E/)ex^«'5a>»', /cat rph (neairaaaro,

Ti)V ixiyav iv 0ovkaii Tldaiarpajov' ti's tov "Opt-qpov

fjOpoiaa, airopaZr^v rh irplv d(iS6p.fvoi'.

fjfi(Tepos jdp Kuvos 6 \pvcTtOi rjv noXirjTrjs,

iljitp 'AOrjvatoi 'S.pLvpvav iitwidaaiitv.

Diog. Laert., i. 57 to rt 'Op^-qpov i^ viro0o\rjs yfypa<p( ^\l'wS(ta6at, otov Sirov

i' TTpwroi tKrj^fv ap\(a0ai tov ixofievov, fidWov ovv ^oKcov "Opirjpov (<j>diTt(jfv fj

n.(i(Ti<TTpaTos, iiii t\)r)(ji Ai(vxi5as iv irif^nTW MfyapiKwv . . . ?iv Zi ^laKiara rd iitrj
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I see that these writers are called ' late authorities '. But there

is very little of our graiumatieal record that has more ancient

credentials : a strong tradition in the age of Didymus or

Herodian, a faint trace in the age before the Alexandrians.

If we inquire into the probable sources of Cicero and the

other Romans, the indications point to CVates, the head of the

Pergamene school and the great rival of Aristarchus. He
had gone on an embassy to Rome about the year 168 B.C., on

behalf of Attains II. We happen to know that—fortunately

enough, as it turned out—he fell into a drain near the Palatine

and broke his leg, which detained him in Rome longer than he

intended, and ' throughout all the time both of his embassy

and his illness he gave constant lectures and industriously

explained his vie^\'s '.^ It is perhaps curious that the remains

of Aristarchus make no mention of Pisistratus. nor of any

Attic recension, 'i'he remains are not nearly full ent)ugh to

justify us in assuming that he never wrote of the question

at all. But he had less need than most people to speak of it

because he held the theory that Homer \\as himself an

Athenian, not an Ionian, and that consequently the crudest

Athenian forms needed no explanation.

The testimony is not quite uniform. Most of the authorities

agree with Cicero. One text speaks of Hipparchus, the son of

Pisistratus. This is hardly a contradiction : the policy was

the policy of the Pisistratid family. But Dieuchidas says it

was Solon who ordained the recitation, and ' thus threw more

light on Homer than did Pisistratus who . .
." and there comes

the gap in tiie text. The words imply some know ledge of thi'

Tjniri oi 5 dp' 'fiiOrjias uxo" kh' tA f^fj-;. (A wcll-kiiuwii Atlioniaii inter-

polation, B .)40 fT.)

Ph. Plat. Hipparch., p. 228 li ('lifnapxos) ra 'Oftrjpov iirt) vpwrot iKo/uaiy «i>

rfiv 'fyv ravTi]vl, Koi. jji'ayKaaf Toi/r ^a'/a'Sous naraOr/raiois i( vnoKriif/«ui i</>«f^v

avra 5ii«Vai, ujnirfp fiiy 'in cii'5t votovair,

Aelian, V. II. xiii. 14 "Tartpou ntiaiarpnToi nvinyafu/t' Aniijirji't rffi'

'IKidSa Hat Tr)v 'O^vaatiai'.

SuidaH, V. "Ofit]po'i : 'Tortpov avvixiOi] leai avvtTd\Oii vnij noKKuf, Kai

fiAKima iiTo Xlnaimpdrov, rov rw' ^AOrjvaian' rvpavt'ov.

EuHtathiuH, p. '> "Ot« iv piiv n auifxa avftxi^ ItoKov Hal hapfiurrov i) t^v

'IXidJos jroiijuis'oi 3i avfOipti-oi ravTtjy, nar « iri 70717 r, liiv </»«ffi, nuaiarparov rov

jwv 'AOrfvniwi' ivpdvvov , . . Hmirtiiov ai>r>i tU 7roAA(i (i.o. divido<i it into l)Ook»).

' Suot. Oramm. el ihel. ii, p. KMl.

X 2
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IMsislralus liadil ioii. aiid ;i|)|i;iniit ly soiiic ciilicisni of it. aiid

they attrilmtc tlic rccitatitdi law to Solon. On the face of it

this does not seeni i)!^^;!!!!!'. Tn Solon's tinie there was very

likely no sueh thing as the Panathenaea ; jnetty certainly

there Avns not yet an authoritative Pan-Ionian policy ; and

Me must remember that the name of Solon, as ' the la\\giver
'

par excellence, had a habit of attracting to it the credit for

all good laws whatever.^

(^n the whole, the Pisistratu.s tradition stands its ground.

It is by no means certainly true ; it is not very clear in its

statement. Put it accords with the general ])robabilitie.s of

history ; it is fully as clear as a sober scholar would expect in

a tradition a])out mere literary history in an age before the

annals of literature had begun. And T am bound to say that

the more I study the traditions of the good Scholia or the

Grammatici of Roman times, the less am I inclined to suspect

them of gross carelessness or wilful invention. In the history

of Drama we give credence to many texts far later and less

strongly attested. In any case, the Pisistratus tradition

marks the utmost limit of our Homeric record. That last little

glimpse of firm land may, of course, be only an illusion. Beyond

it, at any rate, we must steer our best on a sea without a shore.

The study of these great poems is still involved in confused

and sometimes in curiously bitter controversy. This means,

of course, that no advanced critic has yet completely solved the

problem before him
;
probably no w^ise critic ever for a moment

imagined that he had. It may be that the most helpful solution

will be something which no one has yet thought of. But in

the meantime, without expecting agreement about results, we

might, I think, try to agree about our approach to the Homeric

Question. We might distinguish the data from the problem.

The data are two poems, clearly traceable as far back as

the fifth century, though still fluctuating in form in the

' The romance about the travels of Lycurgu.s of Sj)ai'ta, in wliich he

meets Tliales and Homer and collects the wisdom of the Egyptians and tlie

secrets which Rhadamanthys learned from Zeus, ought not by any critical

scholar to be brouglit into this connexion. Strabo, p. 482 ; it has the

compromising support of Heraclides Ponticus, Pol. ii. 2 (— ¥. H. G., ii,

p. 210).
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fourth, aud exposed to the orduiary vicissitudes of loug

tradition in an age before tlie existence of a reading public
;

poems wliich were regarded by the classical age of Greece as

very ancient, and supposed to represent better than any

others the idealized memory of its chivakous and heroic past
;

which were traditionally attributed, together with nmch more,

to a gi'eat half-mythical name, royal among all the poets of

legend, though we find, as soon as we have detailed informa-

tion, that they were generally believed to contain masses of

spuiious matter, and were even represented as being the result

of some process of collection and harmonizing.

The problem is to trace out in these poems, in the form

which became canonical about 150 b. c, the elements of true

tradition, of genuine ancient poetry, conceivably even, thougli

the attempt is perilous, the handiwork of some one tran-

scendent poet—or two, or more. Memory and tradition an;

alwa\s strong in LJreek poetry, always charged with romance,

yet constantly apt to arouse our surprise by some tenacious

exactness of historical detail. If we knew the truth we should

perhaps be more aston shed by the amount of very ancient

material which the Iliad and Odyssey have preserved than by

the amount they have lost. Such inquiries will lead us far

beyond the lit chambers of the fourth and fifth centuries, out

into the twilight of the sixth, the unmapped darkness of the

seventh, eighth, ninth, and perhaps even further. We shall

find, of cour.se, little spots of sure foothold liere and tlicrr.

We may be able to know a littli- moi-e, to surmise a good deal

more, than when we started.

if, not content with tliis slow mclliod, uc choo.sc to Ix'gin

by looking for the darkest and most romantic Hj)ot, and there

building for our ideal poet an imaginary and .soul-satisfying

castle, we cannot in fairness expect our dream to rank as

a datum of history, to be either accepte<l di (Icfinitcly dis-

proved. Dreams, ikj doubt, have sometimes cdmic tnif. but

ihf burden (^f proof rests with the dreamer.
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THE PHAKMAKOl AND HUMAN SACRIFICE

As there has been ii tendency of hite, perhaps started by

Rohde {rsi/cJie, p. 367. n. 4), to make out that the pharmakoi-

rite was a real human sacrifice in the full sense, it may be

Well to give verl)atim the more important texts on which

K'ohde based his opinion.

I. Ancient Tcxis.

(a) Hippouax, several fragments : especially

4. TToXiv KaOatptiV Koi KpahijiTi (iaW^aOai.

5. (iaXXox'Td Iv Xci/xwi'i KOi pani^ovTc;

KpdSr](TL Koi (TKiWyaLV, vxnrep (^app.aKoy.

6. Set 8' ttUToi' es cfiapfiaKov iKTrotrjiTau-Oai.

7. Kacjif] Trape$€iv l(T)(d8a<; t( koX /xu^av

KUL Tvpov oiov icrOtoviTL (f>apixaKOL.

9. Xl/xw ya'rjrai p^pos, iv Se tw OvjxiZ

cfiapixuKO'S (x^^tis eTTTuKis paTTLcrOeir].

37. 6 8' i$oXL(rOm' iKeTive ryr Kpanfi-qv

TYjv eTrTd(j>vXXov. rp' [rj MSS.J $v€(TK€ llavSiopij

,

TapyrjXioura' fy)(VT or irpo (f)apjxaKov.

These in any case prove nothing about Athens. Hipponax

was over a century earlier than Aristophanes, and Ephesus was

a town much exposed to barbarian influences. But, even as to

sixth-century Ephesus, the fragments prove only: (1) that the

Pharmakoi-sacrifice was a known ceremony, as for instance,

breaking on a wheel, hanging, drawing, and quartering, &c.,

are known to us, but that Hipponax has to explain if. (2) That

some ceremony or other still went on which could be described

as a ' beating of the pharmakoi ', like our own burning of

Guy Fawkes. (3) It is worth remarking that all these phrases

seem to occui- in one context, and the same is true of the

passages in Attic Comedy. They are all comic or rhetorical
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curses. Now iu .-iucli curses it is ou all grouuds more comic,

and more effective, to invoke an obsolete and imaginative

punishment on your victim. The curses in Aristophanes

illustrate this. (Those invoked Eq. 928 ff., Acli. 1156 ff., or

the threats of Eaii. 473 ff. have nothing to do with real life.)

(4) No fragment speaks of killing a pharmakos. and fr. 37,

obscure as it is, speaks quite clearly of the dough figure in place

of a phannaJcos. 'Ey;'^Tor = ' a cake in a mould
'

; one of the

regular substitutes for a real victim.

(&) Aristophanes, JRanae, 732 otcrti' ?/ ttoXis irpo tov
|
ovhi

tfiapfxaKOLcriv elKrj paSt'ws i)(pycraT aw This merely shows know-

ledge of the existence of such a custom tt/jo tov, ' once upon

a time.'

(f) Ec^. 1135 ft. ToiVS' . . . Mcnrep 6i]fio(riov<: T/)e0ci5 . . . (Itil

. . . 6vcra% cTri^ciTrrcis. It is strange that any one should take

this as evidence for a pharmakos-sacritice. "Who would * cook

and dine on ' a pharmakos V The Scholiast (V) explains rightly

that 6i]iJi6cnoL are animals kept and fattened at the public expense.

{d} Eupolis, Demoi, 120 (K)

:

OV X}>r)V Iv T£ TttTs TpiohoiS H^V TOIS O^vOvfllOl^

irpodTpoiraLov t^9 ttoXcws Ku«T$ai TerpiyuTa.

Merely a comic cui-se
;
perhaps a literary reminiscence of

Hipponax. In any case it proves nothing about contemporary

l>ractice.

(e) Lysias vi. 58. ' The right thing would be uTraAAurroyiitVois

Ai'SoKidov Trji' TToAir KuOaipeii' kol aTrodiuTroixiTiurOai kul (ftapfiaKov

aTroiTip.iTu\'\—Comic abuse, as before. But observe that Lysias

thinks of the pharmakos not as killed, but as 'sent away', or

banished.

II. Explanations of Grammarians.

A. Much the oldost, Ister : in Ilarpocration, s. v. <fiapfinKo<;.

\vo avf)pa<i 'AOr'irgiTii' i$rjyoy, Kuddpcria eVo/xcVovs T^? TrdAcw? tr

Tots ®upyqKiOL<;, era p.ki' tirip twv avBpwv h'a 8i ivlp rail' yxTuiKuti:

[Originally :i man named Pharmakos had stolen cups from

Apollo and vtto ti'iv -n-fpl Tin- \\)(ikKiii KUTtAti'(f6'»/.J MU Tu TOIS

(')apyr]\L0i<; ayn/Kva Tin'riox' 'nrupi pi'iji n ti'i Iittiv. brr/jos fr a tmv

'AttoAAojios iTri(f>nyii(')V.
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Observe: they did not 'kill", they 'led uul' two people in

H procession ; and the ceremony was an ' imitation ' of stoning

to death. Such 'imitation' ceremonies were as common as

can he in Greece. (On the Achilles question see Lecture VIII

i>n Thorsites.)

B. Ilolladius, aj). I'liol. lUhl. 151)3 e^os t/i' ei' 'A^y/mis <^ap//a-

KOis dytu' 8i'o, Tor fikv virlf) avhpoiv Toi' 6e vTrtp yui'utKoii' tt/jos

KuOapfibr a.yofX€i'ov<s. Koi o /x€i' rail' dvSpwv /xcXaivas i(r;(a8as Trtpt

Toi' Tpa\7;Xoi' €i;(ei', Xci'Kas 8' arepo^' fn'/iaK;^oi St, <f>r](Tit', rn'o/xd^oiTo.

It was an diroTpoTnao-ixos v6(no\' in atonement for the death of

Androgeos the Cretan.

This writer agrees with Ister. except that he does not happen

to add that it was a fxipii/Mi. He prc)l)al)ly took that for granted.

The imitation cannot have been very close, one would think,

if some took it for a stoning, others for banishment, others

for burning. Androgeos was killed in an ambush on the road

to Thebes. We may conjecture that he in some way fSaXko/xevos

aTriOavf.. This would give the stoning, with KpdSaL and o-KiAAat

:

then the banishment would be the running away of the real

man ; the burning would be the burning of the eyx^'"''"'' ^^' ^^gy-

C. Tzetzes on the Hipponax passages: Tzetz, Chil. v. 726,

in case of special calamity, toj' Trdrrcov u/xop^orcpov ^yov ws Trpos

Overlay'
[
€is tuttov 8k Toy Trp6(T(fiopoy rrTV/rrurres Ti]y dviriav

\

Tvpov

T£ Soj'Tes TjJ ;^ept Kai /J^d^ay kul t(r;^a8as.
|

eTTTcJiKis yap paTTLcravTes

iKelvvy ets to —eos
|
(rKi'XXuL<;^ rri'Kais dypiais tc kui dAXois

Twy uypt'wi',
I

reAos Trvpl KUTeKaiuy iv ^I'Aots tois uypiois.
|
kul tov

mro^oy cis Od\u.(r(r<r.' tppuiyoi' c's (tre'/jior?. o 8e iTTTTwra^ ktA. (fr. -t-O).

I do not feel sure what object Tzetzes meant to be supplied

to KUTiKaioy. Did they burn ' him ' or only * it ', sc. rrjy Ova-lay

i. e. the lyxiTor or effigy ? It seems to be distinguished from

iKfivuv, the man who 'was led out' ws ctti Ovaiav, 'as thouf/h to

sacrifice.' But perhaps Tzetzes did not really understand the

source which he was quoting: he seldom did, being an in-

accurate writer. 1500 years later. So far, then, there is no single

statement that the pharmakoi even at Ephesus, much less at

Athens, were really sacrificed. But now we have two such

statements.

' A flower like a liliiebtU.
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(a) Scliol. Etiuitca, 1. c. The Hibt part ui' the note giveu in

the best MSS. explains quite rightly 6v//xoo-t'ois- ActVet ySovs 17

Tavpov^. The second says iTpe<fioi' yap ru-as 'A^>;rutot Atav dyev^'Ct's

/cat a.)(pr)(TTov^ Kai ev Kuipio (Tvp.(f>opa^ Ttros tVeA^oi'o-?;? ttj ttoAci,

Aotynov Ae'yto 7; TocoiVov Tivo's, l^iov tov'tovs ei'CKa tov KadapOrjvai tov

/Aiucryu.aros. And presumably ale them, as we remarked above !

This note (1) is absent from R and V, the two good sources :

(2) shows itself by its language as belonging to a bad period of

scholia, eg. the Aot/izor, Ae'yoj. ?} Totovror tu'o? : (8) is obviously

wrong as an explanation of the passage to which it refers.

(The note in the good MSS. runs : AetVei (iov$ 7) ravpovs 1/

uAAo Ti TOiovTov Ovfxa.
I

Si]p.o<Tiov<; 6k rovs Aeyo/xeVois c/)up)n«Kois

onrep KaOaipovtri tus TroAtis tw kavrwv cfiovcj'
|

*/ tovs 8///too"ia kul vttu

Ti}s TToActos Tpecfiop-evovs- Of these three explanations, the first is

obviously right. The second. • the so-called phannaloi wh«>

clean.se cities with their blood," is quite vague, as well as wrong.

It also occurs in Suidas, and probably did not begin life as

a note on this passage. The third is right as far as it goes.

(6) Schol. llanai; 738, one inferior MS., C, has a note :

TOVS yu-p <^ai'Aoi'9 Kul TTUpu T^S <^l'(rC(OS cVt/Soi'Aci'OyMc'l'Ol-S €(S (ITTJlA-

Aayr/i' av)(jxov y At/xof y rivo? Twy tolovtoh' idvor, ots tKuAoir

KuBappaTa. Exactlv wliat one expects in inferior scholia which

abbreviate their sources I He says €6'ior for sliort, because he

was careless. He may have found t^yyuv eVi Ova-iuv or 7}yor m
eVi Bva-iav. It is not necessarily fal.se as it stands, since no

subject or date is given to lbx.or ; but even if it said lOvny rorc

oi 'A6'7/i'utoi it would be worthless.

The general result is to show that (1) the ancient texts all

come to the same tyi>e :
• He ctugiit to bo tied on a rar( and

burnt in a bonfire like a Ciuy.' They imply tiiat ;i i>ii;irniakos-

sacrifice was known to have existed at some tinu- soiuewheri- :

they suggest that some pi'p.iip.a of it lived on.

(2) Tlie best grannnatical tradition f.xplains tliat this pip,jpn

did exist, and i)artly what it was like

(8) The worst an<i latest grammatical tradition, dropping tlii'

•lualifying clauses as its manner is, says that ' they sacrificed

very ugly ])eo]>le '.

Evrii \\j)h"iil fhf ueneral considt'iations of probaiiilily
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julvanood in the text of Lecture I, this evidence clearly points

to the Thargolia eoromony being a /ufxyfia. [Cf. also Stengel

in Jfcrnies.wii. 86 iW, and osperially Farncll. (\lts, iv. 270 fT.]

We give in full the Pelopidas story, which has actually been

used as evidence that the Greeks of the fourth century had no

objection to human sacrifice.

Plutarch. Pchpldas, xxi. (Before the battle of Leuctra, b. c.

.'571. Pelopidas was encamped near the grave of certain

Virgins who had been, according to the tradition, violated by

Lacedaemonians, They had ditd, and their father had com-

mitted suicide upon their grave. A fearful and haunted place !)

' Pelopidas dreamed that he saw the Virgins wailing about

their tombs and uttering curses upon the Spartans, and their

father commanding him to sacrifice to the Virgins a fair-haired

Maiden if he wished to conquer the enemy. The shocking

and unlawful (Scivov kui Tvapavojxoy) command started him from

his sleep, and he consulted his prophets and officers. One

party insisted that the dream should not be neglected or

disobeyed, producing precedents from ancient times, Menoikeus,

son of Creon, and Macaria, daughter of Heracles ' [both of

these devoted themselves voluntarily], * and in a later generation

Pherekydes the wise, wlio was flayed l)y the Lacedaemonians

and his skin preserved by the kings, according to a certain

oracle ' [a mythical divine king, like Frazer's Marsyas |,
' and

Leonidas, who in a sense sacrificed himself for Hellas by the

command of an oracle, and further the men sacrificed by

Themistocles before Salamis to Dionj^sus Omestes. These

actions had all been approved by subsequent success. On
the other hand, Agesilaus had led an army from the same

place as Agamemnon and against the same enemies; the

goddess demanded of him the sacrifice of his daughter, and he

saw the vision while sleeping at Aulis, but refused, and

through softness disbanded the expedition, which was in-

glorious and incomplete,

' The others opposed such a view. No superior and more

than human beings could be pleased with so barbarous and

unlawful a sacrifice. It was not the legendary Typhons and
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Giants who ruled the world, but one who was a Father uf

all gods and men. As for spirits (dai/uoves) who rejoiced in the

blood and slaughter of men. to believe in such beings at all

was probably folly, but if they existed, they should be dis-

regarded, as having no power. Weakness and badness of

nature (d/vxv) was the only soil in wliich such monstrous and

cruel desires could grow and last.'

The arguments on both sides are interesting. The fii"st set

shows what was possible to reactionary and superstitious

individuals at a time of great fear. The others speak the

language of ordinary philosophic Hellenism.

APPENDIX B

TORTUKE OF SLAVE WITNESSES

This bad business is sometimes misunderstood and grossly

overstated. The torture of witnesses who are suspected of

concealing important fi\cts has only in comparatively recent

times been abolished in England and France. In Athens this

sort of torture was forliidden in tlu- case of freemen, but not in

the case of slaves. To say that a slave could not give evidence

at all except under torture is absurd. He could of course give

evidence to a simple fact, e. g. where he witnessed a murder.

And, in a complicated case, Isaeus, Vhiloct, 16, seems to speak of

a proclamation inviting evidence from relations or slaves. The

cases where a slave's evidence was not good except under

torture were those where the slave had an obvious interest,

such as personal complicity or fear of his master. The typical

case is where a man is accused of some misdoing which his

household must liavo known aljout. In such a case the Court

cannot .seize his slaves and examine them without the master's

consent ; but the Accuser can challenge him to hand them over

for examination under torture. The master, if he accepts this

proposal, can stipulate wliat tortures are to be used ; and if tiie

Court inflicts any permanent injury or any temporary loss of

working power on the slave, the Court. <'i I Ik- Accuser, as the

case may be, has to pay danuig»N. Tu Komau <>r nie<]iaoval
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t()iliirei"s such ;i ^tipul.itioii woulil have niiide the whole

|U'oceecHiig- nugatory.

It is worth observing that: (1) This challenge seems

generally to have been refused. (2) To accept it implied not

only a consciousness of innocence, but a strange confidence in

the affection of your slaves. One would expect a slave in such

a situation to accuse his master of everything that was desired,

especially as he could acquire freedom thereby, if his evidence

was believed. (3) I can find no case mentioned where a witness

died under torture. Where torture is really severe such cases

seem to be frequent, from heart failure and other causes. On
the other hand, the Christian use of the word martyr, witness,

is terribly significant. To poor folk in Roman times a witness

meant one who suffered : but, of course, it was implied that

the witness refused to betray his master.

It looks as if this was one of the numerous cases in which

Attic Law preserved in the letter an extremely ancient power

which was not much used, or at any rate not to its full extent.

(The scene in FmjS G20 flf. is j'^rhaps instructive. It is

unpleasant and of course unjust, but does not suggest much
real cruelty.) The article Servas in Smith's Diet. Antiq. seems

very sound.

APPENDIX C

THE THALASSOCRATS

There is extant a very curious and ancient Greek document

which tlirows some light directly on this Dark Age which

followed the fall of the Aegean empires and indirectly on the

growth of the Epos. It is a list of the various powers which

have exercised what the Greeks called ' Thalassocratia ', or

Eule of the Seas, from the fall of Troy up to the founding of the

Athenian League. The list is given by Eusebius with slight

omissions and discrepancies, Ijoth in the Chronographia and

the Canones, and was taken by him from Diodorus.' It bears

1 See the historical reconstruction by J. L. Myres in J. H. S. xxvi. 1
;

jilso Fotheringham's crilicisni in J. H. S. xxvii an<l Myres' answer.

Winckler's discussion is in Der Alte Orient, vol. vii, part 2.
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well the tests that have l)een applied tn it. ami seems to be

drawn from authentie sources, perhaps iVom a list set up in

some Aegean temple.

The list starts with the fall of Troy. Tliat catastrophe.

by whatever coalition of invaders it was immediately produced,

is taken as typifying the final downfall of the old Aegean

system, a system which in Greek tradition is represented by

the ancient thalassocratia of Minos. But what exactl)" is

meant by a thalassocratia, or control of the seas ? It seems

to mean something quite definitt-, not a mere general naval

preponderance, because the dates of the various • controls * are

marked off so precisely. Professor Winckler considers that it

was an actual title conferred by the far-oft' King of Assyria

upon his vassals in the Aegean. But T fully agree with

Mr. Myres" criticisms upon this view. The explanation is,

I think, to be found in the peculiar geography of the Aegean,

and in the di-^tinctive character of the great Aegean ceutres.

They were (pp. 36 ff.l. generally speaking, fortified toll stations:

the various cities of Crete commanding all the southern trade

routes ; Troy those of the Hellespont ; Thebes the traffic

between its ' three seas ' ; and even Mycenae, which seems so

remote, some important trade routes between the Aegean and

the Corinthian gulf. And the Aegean is so formed that both

to the north, the south-east, and the south-west the necessary

routes of trade are well marked and narrow. The whole of

Ihem together could be controlled by a really strong sea power,

though it is not likely that an ancient command of the seas

was often so complete as that. "When one reflects on the

amount of fighting which went on in historical times for

the po.ss€Ssion of, say, the Hellespont or Naxos. and the

constant train of explosive maritime rivalry, over ready to

burst out in commercial wars, such as that between Miletus-

Eretria- Athens and Chalkis-Samos-Aegiiui, the conclusion

strongly suggests it.self that the prize in each case was the

control of one or more of th.se five or six great passages or toll

stations of the Aegean, and tliat .such control constituted

* thalassocratia '. A power became completely ' (halassocratOs*

as soon as it couM establish a guard of ships and forts at, say.
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tlio Hellespont, Uie channols of the Cj'claili's rouiul Naxos or

Doles, the passages on each side of Carpathos, and on each side

of Ogylos, together with certain roads of more local trade, like

the Straits of Eiiboea.

Now, if we turn to the List of Thalassocrats, we find at the

very outset two phenomena which we might well have expected.

First, for a long time after the fall of Troy there seems to have

been no thalassocracy at all ; and secondly, it is a very long

time indeed, certainly 400 years and perhaps 600, before

there is a genuinely Greek thalassocracy. The Fall of Troy

was dated by the authors of the list — viz. the tradition

represented 1iy EuseI)ius-Diodorus-EratostheneR—at 1184 n.c.

The list then runs '

:

yeai:sLydi et Maeones
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historical period belween the fall of Troy and the invasion of

Xerxes. On Mr. Myres" arrangement there is a gap at the

beginning, directly after the Trojan War. amounting to 128

or 138 years. On any plausible system there is about a century

missing.

Now what are we to make of this gap ? I sus^pect that it

really is a gap, and that after the full of the old Aegean empires

there was no power strong enough or well enough organized

to command much of the Aegean beyond its own shores.

Mr. Myres thinks that the Carians have been transposed in the

list. They are put tenth, where there is no room for them
;

they should have been first, where they are wanted. There is

evidence in Diodorus for this suggested rearrangement, and

it is quite likely to be right. But I would suggest that if we
interpret the language properly a Carian thalassocracy at that

date is probably the same thing as no thalassocracy at all.

These race names are apt to be loosely handled, as we saw in

Lecture II. Diodorus and the Greek historians frequently use

the word Carian to denote the aboriginal ur pre-Hellenio

inhabitants of the Aegean in general. Any rude and weak

creatures whom you drov*- out of an island wi^re roughly

described as Carian. Take the most explicit passage, Diod.

V. 84:

After the capture of Troy the Carians increased and
became more powerful at sea : getting possession of the
Cyclades they seized some for themselves and drove out
the Cretans who were settled there, while they occupied
others in common with the Cretans who were there before.

Afterwards when the Hellenes increased, it l)efell that

most of the Cyclades were colonized, and the barbarous

Carians driven out.

I suspect that one might put that statement in other

words, thus :

After tlui fall nf the i\Iinfi;in <>r A<'g<aii i'nii>iros, umh-r
tiie infhK'nce »jf tlio noith«'ni invasions, tlic first t-llVct was
not tliat the northern invaders began to control the s«>as.

They were not advanced enough for (hat. It was that

the subject populations in the islands began t<» raise their

heads, and esi)ecially formed a small piratical jtower in

the Cyclades. The guards of tlu' local Mino.'in f-irts,



hcinii; i'u( iitV litun tlicii- l)u.sc, wcif' ImcccI with Iwo
alioniatives, Tlioy oillior resisted to Mio uttermost and
porislunl. Or they nuulo torins with the natives, and
eventually sank to their level. When the Greeks came
into existence as a people, they found the Cyclades
inhabited by populations who were a mixture of the

uncivilized Carian-Lelegiiin-Hittite natives and the isolated

remnants of the Minoan settlements.

The first thalassocracy mentioned on the list is that of the

Lydians and Maeones. Possibly some federation of the coast

people of Asia Minor arose, under the protection of Lydia, for

resisting the piracy of the Carians in the islands. It is nearly

a century later that wo find the first suggestion of a thalassocracj'^

of Northern invaders, and even that is ambiguous. The

Pelasgians. however, are probably the definite tribe of that

name, the tribe which raided Boeotia during the Trojan War,

and, taking to the sea, made settlements in Lemnos, Attica,

and Crete. They at any rate are succeeded by a real Northern

race, the Thracians, who have left traces in the Maeander valley,

in Naxos and Attica, as well as in Boeotia and Phocis. From

what we know of the Thracians in historical times it is difficult

to suppose that their control of the seas amounted to more

than vigorous piracy. Next comes the first glimpse of some-

thing that seems Hellenic : the Ehodians are thalassocrats

from about 800 b.c. for the short space of twenty-three years.

But was Rhodes at that time a Hellenic island? The settlement

of Rhodes is attributed by Greek tradition to a very early

period, perhaps to the end of the eleventh century. Wandering-

Dorians, people from Megara in two relays, people from Crete

and from Argos, seem to have joined hands there. And it is

quite likely that when Rhodes began to use its geographical

position, holding the south-east gate of the Aegean, it deserved

actually to be called a Hellenic power. In any case, it could

not long stand, and no other Hellenic power could support or

even succeed it. There follow Phrygians, Cyprians, Phoenicians,

Egyptians, covering some 160 years. The Cyprians were

scarcely Hellenic at this time, and the rest are plain /?up/3a/jot.

though we happen to know that the Egyptian sea-power

depended a good deal upon ' Ionian and Carian ' ship.s. The
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Greeks, it seems, could supply the ships and the fighting

material ; they could not yet supply the permanent basis and

organization. But that step was easy to take. And when

Egypt became distracted by the invasion of Nebuchadnezzar

in 604, the centre of gravity changed from the mouth of the

Nile to the hai'bour of Miletus, and the Aegean for many
centuries to come remained a Greek sea. Milesians 18 years

;

Lesbians 4 : Phocaeans 44 ; Samians 17 ; Lacedaemonians 2
;

Naxians 10 ; Eretrians 15 ; Aeginetans 10 : and then the

Athenian Empire.

APPENDIX D

HUBRIS, DIKE AND HORKOS

This central idea of Aidos has various ramifications in the

ethics of early Greek poetry. Most of the Homeric words

of disapproval mean something like ' excess ', or ' going too

far ', and imply that there are points where a man should check

himself. The wicked are aTaa-daXot. 'outrageous,' i-epj)</>aroi,

• overweening,' d^iKot, 'away from Dike,' justice or law: most

of all, wickedness is "Yftpis. That word is the antithesis of

(T(j>4>po(Tvvr} and of aiSoSs, and like its antitheses it defies transla-

tion into our forms of thought. It unites so many ideas

which we analyse and separate : and it has a peculiar emotional

thrill in it. which is lost instantly if we attempt to make

careful scientific definitions. We can understand it, I tliink,

in this way. AidOs— or Snphrosync', which is slightly moiv

intellectual—implies that, from some subtle emotion inside

you, some ruth or shame or reflection, some feeling perhaps

of the comparative smallness of your own rights an<l wmngs

in the presence of the great things of the world, the gods

and men's souls and the portals of life and death, from this

emotion and from no other cause, amid your ordinary animal

career of desire or anger or ambition, you do, every now

and then, at certain places, stoj). There are unseen Iwirriora

which a man who has Aidos in him does not wish (o pjuis.

llubii-, passes them all. Hubris does not see that tin* poor

1.-J30 Y
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man or the exile li;is come IVoiu Zeus: Hubris is the iiiaolence

of irreverence: the brutality of strength. In one form it is

a sin of the low and weak, irreverence ; the absence of Aidos

in the presence of sometliing higher. But nearly always it is

a sin of the strong and proud. It is born of Koros, or satiety

—of ' being too well oft"
'

; it spurns the weak and helpless

out of its path, * spurns,' as Aeschylus says, ' the great Altar

of Dike '

{Afi. 383). And Hubris is the typical sin condemned

l)y early Greece. Other sins, except some connected with

definite religious tal)00s, and some derived from words meaning
' ugly ' or ' unlitting ", .seem nearly all to be forms or deriva-

tives of Hubris.

What relations are there between this group of ideas and

the other great conception of Dike, Justice? These, I think.

That Dike is itself one of the bonds which Aidos enables you

to feel. Dike in its earliest stages seems to mean ' custom,

or normal course '. It is that which normally is ' supposed

to be done ' under given circumstances, that which a man
* has a right to expect '. If your neighbour takes one of

your cattle, you will naturally ajjply to the judges to make

the man give it back, with perhaps something extra for

damages. That is what is always done : what you have

a right to expect. If the judge, having i-eceived bribes from

your neighbour, refuses to hear you, then you are aggrieved :

that is not Dike, not the normal course. The judge has no

Aidos. The people, and the gods, will feel Nemesis. The other

earlier word for Justice, 6'6/xis, seems to have the same history.

Both words constantly mean 'dooms', or 'judgements ', which

are given or are expected to be given in a known and normal

way. But ' Themis ' seems rather specially to be connected

with the keeping or breaking of Oaths.

False Swearing, though it is not mentioned in Hesiod's list

of the live deadly oft'ences, is in general one of the most typical

and most loudly cursed of ancient sins. And its relation to

Aidos is very close.

The word Ilorkoa, wliich we translate an oath, really means
' a fence '. or ' something that shuts you in '. The process by

which the oath becomes important is this. You make to
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a mau souie statement or promise, and then he letiuires some
-t'o-ns, some 0/3/cos—a Trt'crns to make him feel contident, an opKos

to fence you in. The simplest form of "Horkos', and according

to Medea (Eur. Jled. v. 21) the greatest is simply to clasp

hands. With more formality you can, both of you, call upon

the gods, or the daimoms who happen to be present in the air

about you. to witness the spoken word. Or you can ensure

their presence by calling them to a sacritice. And, instead of

being satisfied with the general Nemesis which these diviuf-

witnesses and judges will feel if the word is broken, you and

your friend can specify the exact punishment which the god^

are to intiict upon you if you fail. That is the Horkos, the

' sanction * which binds the speaker. In general, covenant by

oath belongs to a form of society which cannot enforce its

judgements. It is ultimately an appeal to Honour, to Aidos.

Of course priests and prophets may thunder about the vengeance

which the gods will exact for a breach of the covenant which

they witnessed : but that >ort of vengeance has in all ages

of the world remained a little remote or even problematical.

The real point of importance is that there is no vengeance by

men, and no available human witness. The man who has

sworn is really face to face witli nothing but his own sense

of Aidos, plus a vague fear of gods and spirits, who are for

the main part only the same Aidos personified and wrapt in

mytlujlogy. The thing that makes the perjurer especially

base, or tli'atdv/s, is precisely his security from danger, i knew

once a perfect case of the simplest llorkos. A certain Egyptian

wished an Englishman to take a <iuantity of antitiuities to

Europe and sell them for liini. Tiie Englishman accepted

the trust, and drew u\> a full catalogue of the articles, with

a list of tlie prices which lie might expect to get for ea«ii

of them. The Egyptian shook his head at all this coinplicalioii

of securities: 'I would like.' he said, "if y«»u will shake my

hand, and sjiy you will be my brother." That handshake was

the Horkos, the fence or bond. A man who l)roke tiuon;.'h

.such M Horkos would be i'iyiu6yi, u shameless or rnthh ss man.

It is just what Jason di<l t«) Medea.

I have not attempted in the text to consider llie origin uf any
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of these terms, l>ul Mr. Oorniord, in ;i lecture delivered at

Oxford in June, 1011. on Moira and some kindred terms, has

ossayed in a very striking manner to trace tlioir ultimate

derivation from the spatial divisions of a primitive tribe.

Of. Mauss et Durkheim, * Formes primitives de classification,'

A»nve Soc 1901 2. The Moirai, or Portions, are the tradi-

tional moieties or structural divisions of the tribe : there is

a Dasmos or Distribution of these Moirai (cf. the regular Dasmos

of the Moirai of the gods. Zeus having heaven, Poseidon the

soa. Hades the underworld, Ac); the Horkos is the 'fence'

or barrier l)et\veen these Moirai ; specially important is the

Tribal Pasture ; No/y.os, ' Custom ', ' Law ', is the legitimate

power wielded (cf. ve/xen' KpaTq) within a 'range' or 'province'

(I'o/Ao's) which is ultimately a pasture or feeding-ground {voix6<;

and vofxrj). Nemesis (on Mr. Cook's lines, from rc/xo?) is connected

with the pasture-ground and its rules which must not be

transgressed, and so on. It is interesting to note that in Eur.

H'tpi). 78 Aidos is connected with abstinence from trespassing

on a taboo meadow.

Other primitive moral terms are derived from the order of

the Moon and the Seasons.

APPENDIX E

THE PSEUDO-CALLISTHENES

Tjie MSS. of the Greek version of the Alexander Romance,

attributed to Callisthenes, fall into three main classes, repre-

sented by

—

A (Paris, 1711), of the eleventh century. This version prac-

tically agrees with the Latin Translation of Julius

Valerius, made before a. d. 840, and the Armenian

translation made in the fifth century.

B (Paris, 1685 ; bearing date a. m. 6977 = a. d. 1469), abbre-

viated. The good Leyden MS., L, is of this class.

C (Paris, 113 Suppl., bearing date a. d. 1667), greatly expanded.
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As a mark of difference we may take the point that A inserts

the Greek campaign between i. 41 and ii. 7, awkwardly-
making the connexion by inserting KuKeWev wp/xyjcrd' eis ra fx€p,)

ToJv' /3up/3dpiuv Blol Trj's Kl\lkiu<;.

B and C put the Greek campaign at i. 27, but give different

accounts of it ; they then insert an abbreviated repetition of

the same events at i. 41. The Greek campaign is evidently

in both cases an interpolation from another source, and breaks

the connexion.

The differences between these various classes of MSS. cannot

be illustrated except in large extracts. They are tabulated in

K. Miiller's introduction, pp. x ft\, in his large edition of

Arrian and Callisthenes. Still less can the differences between

the various translations. But a short passage taken from two
MSS. of the same class, and thus closely resembling one

another, may be instructive.

Subjoined is a passage (i. 18) as it appears in Paris C and

Barocc. 17, showing the freedom with which the scribe treats

his original. The scribe of Barocc. 17, for instance, prefers to

put the chariot race at Eome by the temple of CapUolia>i Zeus,

instead of PiiU and Olympian Zeus. And he uses his own
fancy in narrating the conversation between Alexander and his

father. The passage is fairly typical.

Mta ovv rCiV I'lfMfpwv .AAe^avopocr /xctu. tCjv <rvyij\iKi<i)Twi' uvror rnTwr, Xoynvtr iy

Ki' fjiia. ovy Toil' -qp-tpotr jxtra Twr t/Aikkdto)!' avrov cni'tur, koyova c\

koyoicr irpoTtiraiTiir, ii<r<^ipiTai \oyo<r, wo- on ehr llorav dpfiari]\aTi>vcri\' oi

Aoyoji' TrpoTdVOi'Ton'. ii(r(f)€ptTui Xoyotr, our utl iv l*oj/:x(/ u^jyunrj/Auronnr oi

SoKt/xoVrc/XJi Toil' (iiKTiXiotv 7rtuB€<r, kuI toi i'iki'htuiti u$\<i ^t^onrir iItto tuv 'OAr/^t-

(.vhoKipMrifHti riiiv (iu(n\ion' ttui^kt sui tw yini/irniTi aO\a ni^>T(ii vapa mv Knvt-

TTiov Atrio"' o<T 6 uy riTTi/dn'ir, irapu. tCiv yiKinruyron' OayaTtnTai. TuiTa <i»,'oi'0"tt<r

TwXiov Atoff. O hi ijTTiihdiT TiiiHi. To>y yttcijirdyTdn' (^ayarmTai. rnvra (i»foi'<rmr

*A\i$(ivOp(}<T cp^cTitt irputr ^iXnnroy 6/tofj.tiuHr, xni tvfHirxti aiTuy H'KuifHnvTu

^A\€$ayOfHt(T €p\(T(n ~iKiir Toy irpii ai^ror h/wfiauxr, kiu

Koi KaTu<fn\y<r<i.<r ilx'tw cittc" Mnrtp, rtto/xai iror, tni-

Ac'yci" Ac'o^m' trov, o» 6*tnroTu, rCi iy ifitn kaTa&xfMioy 7rA»/-
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T/Jfi/zor /Joi ci'.r II<'.r,<r TrXivtrai tVl, Tor ayiora Twi' 'OAi'/iTriwr. cVci^;/ (ly<.)i(<ru(WAu

/)U)0-oi'. K<«; TO d/j/io^wr7r<i/5(Hrxo/'€ro(r' dTrcJfrTttXoj' /xot ti' 'l'<.)/x?/ aPA^«'r>/'^""V«'-

fSovhtfuu. 'O 8£ ^tXiinron- ctTTf 7r/>o(r (irTflr- Ka) ttoIoi' d<TK,}[jn uaKyaaa tovtoiw"

'O ^t <^/'A(;^7^()f^ Xe'ycr (o /3m aTro (ro?, Tra?-" oiVo. ya/) (rot oy8r)0i' tTOO"

iTi(^vfi(7<T ,
oi) o-ry^w/^w o"'*' tovto irpa^ai.

i^iPfXik Kin nf)fjiHTii\aT?iirai fiiivXii ; or (rryx"*l>^* •'"'*' ''""^''T" Tr-patai,

The upper line tliroughout is Paris C, the lower the Bodleian

coH. Barocc. 17. See much longer extracts in Meusel. rn.-Cnlli-

sfhencs. pp. 794 ft".

It is worth remarking that the commonest errors in the

('allisthenes MSS. are those which come from mere misspelling-.

If the pronunciation came right the spelling mattered little.

The book wa?; essentially the prompt-book of an oral story-

teller.

I have not met with Ncildeke, BeMrage zur Geschkhte dcs

Alexandeiromans (1890). The Syriac and Ethiopic versions

have been edited with great learning by Budge (1889 and 189C.

respectively). He points out tliat much of the material is of

immemorial -antiquity. For instance, Etanna, a Babylonian

hero, rode on an eagle up to the gods. He reached Ann Ea

and Bel, rested, and went on towards Ishtar, but the eagle

grew faint and fell. This story was then attached to the

Assyrian-Accadian Gilgamesh, to Belleroj^hon. and nt last t«i

Alexander. (Ps.-Kall. ii. 11.)

APPENDIX F

STAGES OF OLD FRENCH POEMS: JiOLAKD

AND ST. ALEXIS

Note on La Chanson dk Roland.

Taken chiefly from Gaston Paris's Introduction to his little

book of ExtraHs (8th edition, Hachette, 1905). The histoiy

'i.e. sj'vo me my share of tlie inheritance.

' Shoiil.l l)« TovTov. •' 'Via 1 F.u- l.e i( from thoe !

'

!
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of this 'traditional book' can be made out in more detail and
with more definite evidence than that of any ancient Epic,

though of course it must not be supposed that M. Paris 's results

are absolutely final. We find the following stages :

I. TJie historical event. In a. d. 778. Charlemagne, the young
King of the Francs, was returning from an expedition in tho

North of Spain, where he had been received in various cities,

but shut out from Saragossa. "When his main army had
passed the Pyrenees, the rear-guard witli the l)aggage was
surprised b// the Basques in the valley of Eoncesvaux and cut

to pieces. Among the slain were the Seneschal Egr/ihard, the

Count of the Palace, Ansehn, and HrodlamJ, Count of the March

of Britamuj. We know that this disaster became immediately

fiunous, because of the language of an historian who wrote only

sixty years after. He mentions the engagement, and adds

:

'extremi quidam in eodem monte regii caesi sunt agminis:

quorum, quia vulgata sunt, nomina dicere supersedi.' [Life

of Louis J. in Pertz SS. ii. 60S.) The epitaph of the Seneschal

Eggihard has been discovered, and shows that the battle took

place on August 15. Apart from the epitaph, Eggihard and

Anselm have disappeared from fame. Roland was a Breton,

and we often find that the Breton songs have more vitalitj'

than others.

Such is the Frankish account, confirmed in most respects by

tliat of tho Aral) Ibn-al-Athir (tliirteenth century, l)ut drawing

on ancient sources). He, however, attributes the attack to the

Moslems of Saragossa. not to the Basques. It would seem

most pi'obable that the Moslems organized the attack, and

instigated the Basque.s. (G. Paris, lA-gendes du Moiien Ai/e,

pp. 3, 4.)

II. 'J'he earliest poetical account, a smtrre which ur mat/ denote

as JlGT. Tliat is, a state of tlie poein represented l)y the

common eh-nients in thre<^' «'Xtant sourctfs. These are (1) tln)

Norman-French poem, lloland (K), of the eleventh century
; (2)

the prose chronicle whicji bears the uaiin' of Arclibishop

Turpin (T), and narrate.s these events in chaptorH xxi-xxix

(early twelfth century! : I'i) a Latin poom, Carmen de proditionr

Guenonis (Cj, which is of tlu; .same epoch, Imt K-proHents an
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oftvlitM- state of the pooni than our extant MSS. (i. e. than any

extant loiiu ut" I\).

KCT, then, represents the poem as it was before these

various versions had made their ililVerent modifications of it.

According to RCT

:

Cliarloniagne, Emperor of the J\omans, has conquered all

Spain except Sai-.agossa. which is held by the brothers Marsile

and Baligant, under th(^ suzerainty of the 'Admiral of Babylon '.

(Babylon seems to mean Bagdad : if so, this is a memory of

the very ancient suzerainty of the Eastern Caliphs over Spain.)

He sends Ganclon to demand their sul^mission. Ganelon is

bribed, and promises to betray the ))est French warriors to the

Saracens. He returns to Charles, aiuiounces the submission

of the l)rothers, and induces Charles to return to France,

leaving behind him. as rear-gu.ard, the best of his barons,

including his nephew Tioland, Count of Le Mans and Blaie, Oliver,

Count of Geneva, and 20,000 Christians. These are attacked

at Roncesvaux by 50,000 Saracens, led by Ganelon. The first

army corps of 20,000 Saracens is destroyed by the French.

Then a fresh body of 30,000 Saracens destroys the French,

except Roland and a hundred men. Roland Mows his horn and

rallies the hundred, who pursue and rout the Saracens.

Roland kills Marsile, and then proceeds to die of his wounds.

He bids farewell to his peerless sword, Durendal, and tries

in vain to break it. It cuts through the marble on which

he strikes it. Then, to warn the main army, he blows his

horn again, so loud that it bursts the veins of his neck.

Charles hears the horn and would return, but Ganelon per-

suades him that Roland is only hunting. Presently there

arrives Balthvin, Eotand's hrother, with news of the disaster.

The army returns, to find Roland dead ; also Oliver, and

others. There is a great lament. Charles pursues the Sara-

cens. Night is approaching, but a miracle retards the sun, so

that he overtakes them on the bank of the Ebro, and kills

all that are left. Ganelon is accused of treason. TJiere is an

ordeal; Finahel fi/hts for Ganelon, Tierri for Charles. Tierri

kills Pinabel, and Ganelon is torn in pieces. Roland is buried

in St. Remain de Blaie, while his horn is left at St. Severin
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in Bordeaux. Oliver is buried at Belin. Charles returns to

Aix and, after a time, dies.

III. A source FiC, i. e. the story common to Roland and the

Carmen, but not to Turpin. Various changes have been

introduced. BaVigant has disappeared ; Marsile reigns alone

at Saragossa. Ganelon is provided ivifh a motive of spite against

Roland : it was Roland who recommended the Emperor to

send Ganelon on the dangerous mission to Marsile. The

battle is even further embroidered, and the description of the

countrj' made marvellous. The TiceJve Peers of Charlemagne

are introduced, Roland being their chief. They slay twelve

similar Peers of Marsile. After the second battle with the

pagans a third Paf/an armi/ comes up. The French are reduced

to sixty. There is no Baldwin. It is the horn that brings

Charlemagne back. Meantime Oliver is slain, and Roland

and Turpin are the sole survivors of the French army. Th.'

Saracens flee. Roland collects the bodies of the twelve peers,

and brings them to the dying Archbishop to receive the last

blessing. Roland faints from his wounds. Turpin, in an

effort to fetch water, dies. Roland recovers and folds Turpin'>

hands in a cross upon his breast, and pronounces a reifret over

him. Then he faints again. A Saracen returns and tries

to take Roland's sword, Durendal, at which Roland recovers

consciousness and breaks the Saracen's head with liis olifant

or horn. He tries in vain to break Durendal ; says a long

farewell to all that he loves, dies, and is transported to heaven

by angels. There are some slight variations in the final scenes

also. Ganelon, for instance, is ecartrlc on tlu- spot.

IV. The extant Chanson du lioland. or 7.'. composed shortly

after 1U66. In this version Marsile is made to tak<' tin-

initiative in offering his su})niis.sion to Charlemagni', an«l

sending hostages. It is in answer to this emba.ssy that Charles

sends Ganelon to Sarago.s.sa. Roland offers to go as nu'sscnger

himself beforf sugg«,'sting Ganelon. wlio is in this version l»is

jinr('drc—\\\ii undo l)y marriage—and has a grudge against him

in consequence. (ian«lon is corrupt^'d by tlio Sararons on the

way to Saragossa. Nevertlieh-ss, on arrival Ik- deiivorft

Charles' defiance just as in flu- oM versionH. though tlie



(leliaiuo has now lost all rai^dii d'ttn: At the beginning of

the battle Oliver sees from a hill the vast hordes of the

Saracens, and urges Koland to sound the horn. Roland from

pride refuses ; a fine scene, which has a pendent later, when

Roland wishes to sound the horn and Oliver dissuades him.

Oliver is more prominent altogether than in the older versions,

and Roland is betrothed to his sister, Aude. When Marsile is

taken prisoner and dies, his queen Bramimonde. who. like

other Saracen princesses, admires the Christians, is taken back

to France and happily baptized. After the burial of Roland,

Oliver, and Turpin at Blaio, Charles returns to Aix, and there

holds a solemn trial of Ganelon. This part is worked up.

Ganelon intimidates and bribes the judges. They acquit him.

At last one of them, Tierri—who is now ' Tierri of Anjou '

—

takes the office of accuser upon himself, fights Pinabel, and

hands Ganelon over to his punishment. Charles is about to rest

after his labours when the angel Gabriel appears in a dream,

and orders him forth to another expedition to the ' land of

Eire ', to * succour the king Vivien in Imphe '. So comes the

famous ending

:

' Deus !
' dist li Reis, " si penuse est ma vie !

'

Pleurut des oilz, sa barbe blanche tiret. . . .

Ci fait la Geste que Turoldus declinet.

V. A large interpolation in 7?. A little later than R, another

poet had made a song in which the revenge after Roncesvaux

was more crushing. Marsile is the vassal of Baligant—the

brother and the Admiral of Babylon of the early sources com-

bined into one person. Summoned to the aid of Marsile,

Baligant takes seven years to arrive, and appears just in time

to rally the Pagan forces after Roncesvaux. He challenges

Charles to a supreme battle between all the forces of Christianity

on the one hand and Paganism on the otlier. This gives rise

to a "Catalogue' of the thirty columns of the armies of

Baligant, which forms an interesting parallel to the Homeric

Catalogues {Jioland, 3217-65). The list can be divided into

Historical and Imaginary peoples ;
• but the Historical peoples

are those against whom the Christian powers were fighting,

not at the time of the Crusades, but during the tenth and
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eleventh centuries ' (Gaston Paris in lluiintniK. ii. i>p. ooU if. ; or

L. Gauthier's note to lidland, ad loc). That is. the interpolator

has not described the Pao-ans of his own dav. but has drawn

from an ancient list of Pagans, which happens to be even

earlier than the poem to which he was adding. The Christians of

course win, and Charles, sustained by an angel, slays Baligant.

VI. The Filmed Version and laterforms. The above versions.

IV and V, are best represented in the Oxford MS. of the

PioJand (MS. of the later twelfth century
;
poem about seventy

years earlier), though they are also extant in a Venetian

MS. of the fourteentli century, and various translations inti»

Norwegian prose (twelfth century ),German verse, Netherlandish

verse, &c. But the must important point in the succeeding

histoiy of the poem is the Rimed Version of the later part of the

twelfth century. The poetical taste of the period had moved

from assonance to rime, and the old poems written in assonance

were changed throughout. This is the opening of a whole

new histoiy, the various rimed rcmnnieweuts reaching down

to the sixteenth century.

(In assonance the last accented vowel—and the succeeding

vowels, if any—in each line must be the same ; in rime the

last accented vowel and all succeeding vowels and consonants

:

thus in assonance we can end successive lines with Turp»»s.

lar/>, dit, n. mur»- (Folavd, xcv), or saj/es. armes. haltrs. rlirral-

client).

A further change in form was tlio adoption of the Ah-xandriiH'.

or twelve-syllal>lo line divided in the middle, instead of tlie

old ten-syllal)le. The Alexandrine derives its name from the

first Frencli version ot tiie Pseudo-Callistheu<s. a metrical

romance written in 1 184 by Lambert li Coi-s with tln'a.ssi8lance

of Alexandei' of Pari.s. Examples ol i\u- changes in d-xt

l)roduced by iIm' intruduction of rinif and Al<'Xandriin' ai.-

given ))(dow. fioiii the SI. Al'.ris.

St. Ai.KxiH.

Vie dc SI. Ah^ri.s, poi-nio dii .\I" sjcclo. ..( n-nouvellements

des XII*^. XIII« et Xl\'" siicles. (Jaston Paris .t Ii«'opol.l

Pannier, lHn7.
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This liook contftins four succefisive versions of the same

poem, showing its growl li and its adaptation to varying periods

of taste.

I. Eleventh century : assonance: probably chanted in church.

Bons fut li siecles als tens ancienor,

Quer feit i ert e justise et amor,

Si ert credanco, dont or n'i at nul prot

:

Tot est mudez, perdude at sa color
;

Ja mais n'iert tels com fut as anceisors.

Al tens Noe et al tens Abraham,
Et al David, que Dous par amat tant,

Bons fut li siecles, >!vc.

This may be translated :

Good was the world in the time of old,

Surely faith thei-e was and justice and love,

So was there belief, whereof now there is no profit ('?),

All is dumb, it has lost its colour,

Never shall it be such as it was to those of old.

In the time of Noah and in the time of Abraham,
And of David whom God the Father loved so much.
Good was the world.

II. Middle of twelfth century : work of a popular jongleur.

Still in assonance, but greatly interpolated.

[Signour et dames, entendes un sermon
D'un saintisme home qui AUessis ot non.

Et d'une feme que il prist a oissor.'

Que il guerpi - pour Diu son Creatour,

Caste pucele et gloriouse flour,

Qui ains a li nen ot convercion
;

Pour Diu le fist, s'en a bon guerredon :

Saulve en est 1' anie en ciel nostre signour.

Li cors en gist a Rome a grant honour.]

Bons fut li siecles au tans ancienour

Quar fois i ert et justise et amor, <.^c. (as in I).

The largest interpolation comes, characteristically, at the

romantic moment where Alexis has to relinquish and convert

his betrothed

—

a persona muta in the old text ; here 30 verses

are expanded into 245.

1 oissor = wife. "^ giierpi = relinquislied.
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III. Kimed version. Twelfth century. Based on the old

text, but assonances changed to rimes. This sometimes
causes great disturl'ance. The oi>ening is very dose to its

original.

Cha en arriere, au tens anchienors,
Fois fut en tiere et justiche et amors
Et verites et creanche et douchors

:

Mais ore est frailes et plains de grans dolors.

Jamais n'iert teus con fut as anchissors.

Xe portent foit li marit lor oissors.

Ne li vassal fianche lor signers. . . .

Au tens NoS et au teus Moysant,
Au tens David cui Dius i-»ar ama tant,

Bons fut li siecles, &c.

(Observe Mot/satit instead of Abraham, for the sake of (he

rime.)

IV. Alexandrine version, in monorimed quatrains. Four-

teenth century. This vei'sion is based on III. and opens at

a passage which is about 1. 14 of I, 1. 45 of II, and 1. 2U of III.

I say ' about " since the actual line is not in I and II. It is

introduced in III in the process of running a lais^sC of assonances

in -a and -e into one long laisse of rimes in -ant, joining on

to Moysant aVjove.

The process of turning the tun-syllable lines into Alexandrines

is, of course, child's play.

En rhonor Diu le glorios poissanl

Ki nos crea trestos a son semblaut. iVc

merely becomes

—

Ens en Toniieur d« Dieu lu pere tout puissant,

Qui nous fourma f^t fist trestous a son semblaut. ^c.

The peculiar critical value of the St. Alexis is that we have

it in four distinct stages correH]»onding to four styles of French

epic ta-ste.
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APPENDIX G

EXPURGATION IN THE HYMN TO DEMETEK

This ' Homeric " expurgation extended to the Homeric

Hymns also, us is ilhistnited by the Orphic papyrus of the

second century b.c. recently published by Buecheler in Berliner

Klassikertexten, v. 1. (See also an article upon it by T. W. Allen,

in C. li., xxi. 4.) The ])apyrus quotes, as ck- twv 'Of)<f>eo}s iirwi;

several passages from the Homeric Hymn to Bemeter, in

a slightly different shape. Notably the following incident.

Demeter, disguised and acting as Nurse in the house of

Keleos, is secretly making the child Demophoon immortal by

soaking him in tire. The mother, Metaneira, discovers her

putting him in the fire, and shrieks with horror. Demeter,

In the Homeric Hymn, takes the child out of the fire, puts him

on the ground (254 f.) and then turns in anger on the Mother

:

' Blind and witless are men, knowing not the portion of good

when it cometh nor yet of evil. And thou too hast got thee

a huge hurt by thy follies ! So hear me the Horkos of the

Grods, the unrelenting water of Styx, I would have made thy

son deathless and ageless for all days, and made undying

honour to follow him ; but now, I swear, he shall not escape

Death and the Slayers !

'

In the Orphic ' or non-Homeric version there is nothing

about Demeter taking the child out of the fire. On the

contrary, when she gets to the words ^ he shall not escape

Death and the Slayers ', it proceeds :
' So saying, . . . (?) ing

the child she burned it and slew it, and proclaimed herself.'

(xat TO 7rai8toi' €7rt . k . . . rra (?) Katei kuX uTroKTCiVct koI o/j^ws avrrjv

Biayopevei.) And exactly the same story is given by ApoUodorus

i. 4. 5 TV /j'ty ftpecfjo'i ivro toi' ttv/jos avaXwOr), rj Bia 6 hivTr]v

There can he little hesitation as to which of these versions is
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the older and more original. The whole myth is based uii

a ritual not indeed of child-sacrifice, as I conjectured in the

first edition of this book, but of child-ordeal, as Mr. W. K.

Halliday has shown in C. B. xxv. p. 8. Tlie fire-washing was

one of those ' rites de passage ' by which the young member of

a primitive tribe was initiated or specially fortified against

dangers and weaknesses. The typical instance is the flogging

of the Spartan inhies at the altar of Artemis Orthia. (All these

rites were supposed by the Greeks themselves to })e remnants

of Human Sacrifice.)

The i€/)os Ao'yos connected with the rite naturally told how the

goddess herself had instituted it, how the rite, when properly

performed and unwatched by outsiders, was infinitely beueficiiil,

but, if interrupted, death-bringing. The interrupted goddess

threw the child into the fire, as any primitive deity naturally

would. When this idea became repulsive to pious men, tlu'

tale was softened. The goddess only puts the child down on

the hearth, a very soft-hearted and civilized proceeding. Th«-

child so saved is, one may conjecture, the origin of o aff>' to-nas-

TTuis so often mentioned in connexion with tlie Mysteries, o? Jiti

—ai'Tojr Twr //.vuifxeyoiv uTro/AttAiirtrcTui to $(iuy. Porph. dc Absl.

L o. (See Farnell. Ct(U«, iii. p. 352, note 2<i<t.i The revei-se

process would cuntradict all analogy.

This throws light on another point. We have long observed

that those parts of the Demeter cult which struck unsympathetic

observers as obscene have no place in the Homeric Hymn, while

they are quoted from 'Orpheus' by Clement and Arnobius

(Abel, Oviiliku. IV. 215). It was just conceivable thai they

might have come in as a late degradation of a rite which in

' Homeric times' wjis pure. Rut now it is pntty «'vi«Unt thai

they must go alon^' with llie primitive barluirity of tli<' cliihi

sacrifice. Tliey belong to the things expurgated from llonuT.

(See Mr. Allen, (1. c.) who still inclines t<» tin' other view. For

the probalde explanation of liaubo, sue Diels, Arrmm Ccmilia,

in MiscdUtnca di Archcohighi dcdiaifa ul J'rof. Sdinua. Pjilernio.

1«U7.)

ThofXpurgationaof some ancient Clitics, especially /modolus.

for whi. li w.' generally lau^h at thf-ni. arc nuTi-ly continujitixns
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of the Homeric spirit. E.g. Zenodotus on 11 1)3-6, and

apparently the whole Koine together \Yith Aristarchus on the

Phoenix story. I 458-61, Sosiphanes on 153, &c. They

objected to what was (I7r/>t7r€s, which was quite in the spirit

of Homer, supposing the standard of 'unseemliness' to be

the same.

APPENDIX 11

THE EPIC CYCLE

This note will do little more than restate in a much shortened

form Wilamowitz's criticism on the views of the Cycle current

in 1884. I shall not attempt any positive account of the Cycle.

Such a work takes one far afield and cannot be essayed with

any prospect of success except on the basis of a thorough study

of the Mythographi and their methods: see Schwartz and

Bethe, as referred to below. I shall merely deal with certain

false ideas of the C3'cle which affect the preliminaries of the

Homeric Question. See also the full and careful account by

Monro in his edition of the Odyssey (App. pp. 840-84), against

which some of my criticism here is directed.

My own view is, roughly speaking, that to call the authors

of the Gypria or the lliehais ' cyclic poets ' is very like calling

Shakespeare and Milton ' birthday-ljook poets'. The Greek

poets were no more responsible for the Cycle than the English

are for the birthday-books. Nay, more : the birthday-books do

at least profess to quote the actual words of Shakespeare ; but

the Cycle only in-ofessed to tell the general mass of epic histoiy,

using the old poems as authorities. It seldom gave a quotation

and seems freely to have hlled in gaps and omitted redundancies,

though it sometimes gave variant versions according to different

poets.

But to come to the evidence. Our supposed knowledge ot

the ' Epic Cycle ' is based chiefly on certain extracts from

the Chrestomatheia Granimafikc or 'Compendium of Useful

Knowledge in Literature' made by Proclus- presumably the
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Neoplatonic philosopher in the fifth centuiy after Christ. The

extracts come to us in two forms : (1) A very hrief epitome

in Photius's Bihliotheca (c. 850 a. d.); (2) some fuller but

fragmentary epitomae of that part of Proclus which dealt with

the Trojan Cycle, preserved in the Scholia to the Iliad.

(Dindorf, Vol. I, pp. xxxi-xli : also in Kinkel's Epiconim

Fragmenta, init.) The view I wish to correct accepts Proelus's

account—or the account given by the Scholiast of Proelus's

account—practically without criticism.

Photius (p. 319) tells us that Proclus gave a catalogue of the

chief epic poets and their biographies ;
' he embraces also an

account of the so-called Epic Cycle, which begins with the

legendary Marriage of Heaven and Earth . . . and goes on

through the various myths related by the Greeks about the

Gods and some few stories that are true in history ; the Epic

Cycle, made complete out of various X'octs, ends with the landing

of Odysseus in Ithaca, where he is killed by his son Telegonus

who does not know him. He says that the poems of the Ei)ic

Cycle are preserved and studied generally not for their merit

but for the sequence of events (ttjv a.Ko\ov6iav twv irpay/juiTioi').

Such 'cycles' were made by many Grammatici in Alexan-

drian times, from the kvkXo<; lo-roptKo? of * Dionysius the Cyclo-

grapher' onwards. Even a short study of the mythograplucal

literature shows us how these han«lbooks were copied word by

word one from another with such additions or umissii)ns as

suited the aims of the jiarticular writer. For instance, the la.st

sentence cited from Photius above, 'the poems of tho cycle

are preserv-ed and studied, &c.' has proljably been copied

verbally together with the rest of its context from handl)«»ok to

handbook through many centuries. (I agree with mostuiitliori-

ties in thinking it almf)st out of the question t.) suppose that

the old iJooniH themselveH were extant in Proelus's tinw.) The

first source cannot \jc traced; but Hetlio bus shown th.nt ninny

of Proelus's sentences show marked verbal siuiilarity with

sentences in the fragments of Apollodoru.s's liiUiotlirai, the

author of which pretty certainly used a 'cycle*. (\M\w in

Ilcrmcs xxvi.)

The Ej.ic Cycle is that part of tho general Cychin Hihtoriruii
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which comprises opic, or loj^ondary, history ; parts of it again

are roforrod to as the * Trojan Cychi ', tho ' Thcban Cycle '. The

Trojan Cycle in Proclus is given as follows:

1. The Ci/pria, from the Judgement of Paris to the capture

of Chryseis and Briseis, the death of Palamedes, and the

'counsel' of Zeus; author, Stasinus of Cyprus (amid other

competitors).

2. The Iliad by Homer.

3. The Acthiopis by Arctinus of Miletus, from the end of the

Uiad to the death of Achilles. 5 books. The heroine is the

Amazon, Penthesilea.

4. The Little Iliad by Lesches of Mytilene, from the contest

for the Arms of Achilles to the taking of Troy. 4 books.

5. The Sack ofllion by Arctinus. 2 books.

6. The Nostoi, or Homecomings of the Greek chieftains, by

Agias of Trozen. 5 books.

7. The Odysscij by Homer.

8. Tclcgonia by Eugammon of Cyrene. 2 books.

Now some scholars, accepting Proclus as he stands, have

deduced from him several conclusions which are to my mind

unjustifiable.

1. Some have actually argued that the poets themselves (in

the seventh century b.c. !) clubbed together to compose a Cycle.

This seems to me so contrary to all history and to the words of

Proclus as scarcely to need detailed refutation. It is, how-

ever, conclusively refuted by Monro, pp. 342-4. Abandoning

this extreme suggestion, Monro and others argue from the

contents of the poems in Pi-oclus's account of the Cycle that

the poems themselves presuppose the existence of the Iliad and

Odyssey and were, in a sense, written to fill up their omissions,

2. They have accepted as canonical the list of six poems, each

complete with its author, as given by Proclus.

3. They have accepted for these authors a series of dates based

upon the Chronicon of Eusebius.

In criticism of this method of treating the question Wilamo-

witz points out, first, that Proclus is a writer belonging quite to

the decline of learning, and that we have not even the state-

ments of Proclus entire, but only in extracts and epitomae ; and
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secondly, that there are earlier and better authorities available,

and they use quite different languaijre.

1. We may take first the Tabula Iliaca (No. 1 in Jahu-
Michaelis, Bilderchronilen, 1873), a large relief illustrating scenes

in the history of the Trojan War. It is drawn up on the scheme
of a grammarian called Theodoras, and belongs to the first cen-

tury B.C. While partly agreeing with Proclus, it makes ui>

the post-homeric part of its Trojan Cycle from ' the Acthiopis

according to Arctinus, the so-called Little Iliad according to

Lesches of Pyrrha, and the Sack of Ilion accordinij to Stvsichoru.< '.

That is, the ' Epic Cycle ' was not a fixed whole. Theodonis

could follow the epico-lyric poet Stesichorus in preference to

Proclus's Arctinus. Also, observe Theodorus's language: he uses

the Aethiojiis 'according to' Arctinus, the Sack 'according to'

Stesichorus. That is, the Actliiopis or the Sack is to him a fixed

mass of legend, a traditional subject of poetry, which ho can give

according to any one of its successive composere. He does not

think of the Aeihiopis as a new poem invented by Arctinus
;

nor does lie think of his own work as a mere exact reproduction

of the poems which he cites as authorities. (See e. g. his

illustration of lUadY.) He writes ©eoStupetoi' /jluOc ru^ti' 'Ofxyftot;

0<fipa 8a€t? TTf'urq'i fiirpov (XV'^'' '^'J<^''<t?< It is a ' drawing U{> of

Homer'—that is, an epitomization of tlio whole of legendary

history— ' which if you know you will havf the meiusure of all

wisdom ' (see above, p. 315 f.).

Furtlier, the Tabulae know of a much greater number of these

old poems which could l)e used to form a 'cycle' than dc>es

Proclus or Photius. In ihe Theban Cycle of the Tabula

Borgiara (VI. K.). wb< iv tbt- text is mutilated, wo c.uinot even

identify all the i)uems menti(med. This is very different from

the six * cyclic' poems with one author each, whifh wo got in

the epitome of Proclus. We jnust always rcnienibfr that, if

we had the wholi* text of Proclus, it miglit bo nuich Iobs \Hm\-

live. The abbreviator may have simply, in «;i( li caBP, loft out

all names )>ut one.

2. About tlu' year 225 a. i>. wc rpi«i AlbenaeuH, n really

learned man and dt-jK-ndent on good autboritic-K, recognizing all

these i>oemH but not profeBsing to know their authors or da(e».

Z'Z
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O TijV TiTnyoftn\ia\' Troijtra?, ('t Er/xr/Ar!? iirTiv o Kopiv$to<; -q

A/)KT«'09 7; otrTt(r8(y7ror< ^ni'fid oyofia^ofjityo^ (277).

O Ta Kv7r/)ia iin] TTCiroyKW^, eiTC Ilyj/frias y ^Tafrivo? ij KvTr/iios

(0S2).

'O Tov hlyifxtov iroijcra^, €l6' HctloSos iariv ciTC Kep^wi^ o MtXry(rtos

(50;?).

'O T7/»' AXK/xaioriBa (400), 6 t^v kvkXikt/»' ®r]/3a'c8a (465), 6 T^v

tCov ATp€(8(T)v K(ii^o8oi' (281, 309). Once 6 t»;v 'IXiov Tlipa-Lv . , .

'Ay«'«9, a definite name, but one that happens to contradict the

Procl US-epitome.

3. Still more important is Pausanias, writing in the second

century a. d. and using largely the historians and mythographers

of the first century B.C., contemporaries of Theodorus. He
refers several times to the lost epics, but especially has a great

burst of quotations in his account of Polygnotus's paintings in

the Lesche at Delphi (x. 25 ff.), where he seems to be using

some special authority Avho possessed great knowledge of these

poems. (Whether Pausanias himself had seen the epics them-

selves, or seen them as quoted by his authority, or had never

seen them at all but merely adopted the language of his

authority in speaking about them, need not be discussed at the

moment. Those who know late Greek literature best, seem

generally to take the last view.) To Pausanias the Cypria and

TAltle Iliad are anonymous poems. The SacJc of Hion is by

Lescheos.^ The Nostoi is anonymous, though he knows elsewhere

the name of Hegias of Trozen. The Minyas is by ' Prodicus, or

whoever else it was '. The TJiebais is ' perhaps Homer
'

; the

Oedipodeia and Eumolpia are anonymous ; the Naupactia are by
' Kinaithon or Kreophylus or Peisandros or Hegias '.

That is, the good authorities, as compared with the Proclus

extracts, know a great many more poems, and do not pretend

to know the authors of them.

4. Wilamowitz proceeds to show that this is the usual

language of the early Grammatici. The poem is cited without

' Apparently from a genitive, Atax^o' 'lAt'ou Tlfpats. Pausanias found

the name only in the genitive and conjectured a nominative Aiaxeajs.

We ourselves are in just the same position about the writer TlToKtfiaiov

TOV 'H<pac<7T«Woy, quoted in Photius. Is he Ptolemaeus Hephaestio, or

Ptolemaeus sou of Hephaestio ? No one knows.
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an author: 'O Wyv Uipaiv, 6 t^/v MiK-par 'IXidSa, 6 roi^ NoWoi?
iroTja-a^. Sometimes we find ol Troj/o-aiTc?. Ot' W/j- 'H/jukAciuk

7ro>/o-avT€s, Eratosthenes, ap. Strab. G8S ; ol rwy Knrpi'wv ttot/tuu

Schoh V. on IT 57. What does this plural mean? It means.
I think, that many poets had "done' or 'made ' the Heracles-
saga or the Homecomings ; consequently you could represent
the subjects * according to ' any one of them.

Proclus speaks of the Cycle as made up 'out of various

poets'. Earlier writers would have said, more correctly, 'out

of various poems.' In early times the poem is the datum, the
author a matter of conjecture or of indifference. It is exceed-

ingly rare to find an author cited alone without a poem—

1

mean, to find the statement ' Lesches says ',
' Arctinus says ",

except in one special kind of literature. Such phrases occur

freely in Clement "s Siromatcis (especially the sixth book) and
Eusebius's I'raepanilio, always in quotations from the so-

called 'Peripatetic Jew', Aristobulus. Aristobulus wrote
about loo B.C. to prove that all Gi-eik i>hilosoithor.s liad

'stolen' their wisdom from Moses and Sohmion, and in llu-

course of the argument chose to prove that all the ancient poets

were habitual thieves. He wrote -rrfpl A-AoTrir, and sajs that

Homer stole from Orpheus ; that Eugammon stole the Thcsj<ro-

tis from Musaeus
; Panyassis stole tlic Tukiwj of Ocduiliu from

Kreophylus ; I'eisander stole the Ilcntcleiu from Poisinoos of

Lindos. Aristobulus, in fact, was tho first important writer t»i

get hold of these questions by the wrong end, l»y tho conceptitm

of literarj' property, and his misunderetanding haunts us still.

As to the dates commonly assigned to tho authors used

in the Cycle, they are based on statenients drawn, at various

removes, from the Chronicon of Eusebius, which is known to

have fallen early into a state of confusion, and, evtn if freu

from contradictions, would l>o a shaky basis. It is llio

authority, for instance, for the following <nlric8 (Wilamowit/.,

I.e., p. 348):

01. I. \f)KTlv<t<; MtAjy«ru>5 ivovini)^ ynfuii^n'.

01. IV. EumeluH jioctn (pii Ihigoniani ct Kuropiniu, it

Arctinus qui Aetliio]>id«-ni roniposuil e( Ilii l'<iHiti

ftgnoHcitur.
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Cinaethus Laceilaomonius poeta qui Telogoniam sciipsit

agnoscitiir.

01. IX. Eumeliis Corintliius versificator agnoscitiir.

01. XXX. At(r^ij<i At'(r/:Jtos u ryi' jxiKitai' WuiSa 7roir/(ras, Kui

AAK'/xaio))' 1/K/xu^e.

01. IjIII. Ei'-yuyui/AWi' K.vpi)vato<; u T>/i' TrjXeyoviav TTOtrjcras

iyi'wpi^€TO.

Thus the * Sack of llion ' is by Arctinus, Lesches, Augias, as

well as by Stesichorus. The author of the Telcijoma is

' Cinaethus ' in 01. IV and Eugammon in 01. LIII, nearly two

hundred years between them. It is not utterly impossible that

all these statements may, in a sense, be true : the various

traditional poems may have been ' done ' by all these poets and

others too. But two things are, I think clear : first, that the

evidence of Proclus and Eusebius is too weak to support much
superstructure ; secondly, weak as it is, it gives no support to

the notion that Lesches, Arctinus, &c., clubbed together to write

poems to fill the gaps left by Homer. The ' cycle ' of the

epitoniator is only ' made complete out of the works of various

poets '. And the evidence of the earlier and better authorities

points steadily towards the hypothesis that has generally been

urged in this book: that there was a large mass of traditional

poetr)', which was * done ' by various poets whose names

generally remained unrecorded. The legendary matter was

then collected in cycles—sometimes perhaps in verse, nor-

mally (Clem. Al. »S7rom. vi. p. 267 Sylb.= vol. 3, p. 112, Klotz)

in prose—for educational purposes by the scholars of late

Alexandrian and Koman times, while the old poems themselves

I>assed out of mind and disappeared.

It is perhaps needless to controvert further the theory that

Froclus's account of the Cycle is an accurate account of the

old poems out of which the cycle was composed, but two test

cases may be taken. (Cf. Monro, 1. c, who gives more details.)

1. Herodotus says (ii. 117) that the CyprkiiivQ not by Homer
because the Cypria say that Paris reached llion on the third day

after leaving Sparta, with smooth sea and favouring wind,

whereas the Iliad says he wandered or was driven out of his

course to Sidon. Proclus on the contrary makes the Cypria
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say that Hera sent a storm upon them and Pai-is was carried to

shore at Sidon and took the city.

What has hajipened? Herodotus's criticism has aftected

either the Ci/pria themselves, or, more likely, the historical

• cycle ' which used the Ciipria. Homer said Alexander went
to Sidon, and what Homer said must take rank as true. So
the cycle-maker adopts Homer's version. (Several similar

cases given in Schwartz, Pauly-Wiss. i. 2879.) Whether
Homer's version ever got into the text of the Ciipria, as an

independent poem, or not, we have no evidence.

2. Aristotle, Poetics, cap. 23 ad fin., says that out of the Little

Tliad more than eight tragedies can be made, and suggests ten
;

I'he Judgement of the Arms, PJiilodetcs, Xeoptolemus, Eariipylus.

The Begging (of Odysseus in Troy), The Laconian Women, The

Sack ofTroy, The Sailing Aicaij, Sinon, and 77<e Trojan Wo)iicn. Of

these ten the fii-st six only fall inside the Little ///</(iof Proclus's

Cycle ; the other four would full in Produs's Sack of Ilion.

That is, the cycle-maker preferred to follow the Suck of Ilion

rather than the IJttle Iliad for this part of the history. There

is no difficulty about that. A dilliculty is only created by

imagining that the Cycle which was ' made complete out of

different poets' was really the work of those poets tht-mselvop.

The whole genesis and purpose of these ' Cycles ' in early

Alexandrian times is admirably expounded in tlie articlu on

Apollodorus (Gist of that name) in Pauly-Wissowa by Schwartz,

who understands the mythographical literature if any one does.

The object is never to give an exact resume or table of contents

of a poem ; the object is to tell again, in a full and connected

form, for the purpcj.ses of general culture, all that th«' poets or

historians have told u.s of the history of th<' j)ast. It Lsconcorneil

not with form or p<jetical Ix'auty Ijut with tlio AnoKovdia rCuy

irpayiiixTMv, the ' sequence of events', and it maki-s tluit .soijuenco

a.s clear and conii»leto as it can. A fair inhtanc*' is to lx» found

in IlyginuH, who uws, dinctly or indirectly, a iiuMib«'r of

ancient poetw, but never attempts to give an ncrount of lh<ir

contents. He simply t^lls the story ufrehh, harni<.iiizin;; liis

sources Jis best Im can. and fjlling g'M*'*''y ''•'* •'^*'" ii'ia^jination

or common sense. The cyulu-muker of courho had tlio //mtiand
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()rf//s.sY^ before him, and used them as hia first and jnost canonical

authorities.

[See especially Wilamowitz, llomerische Untersuchungen,

pp. 328-80; also Bethe in llcnncs xxvi, and the articles by

Sclnvartz on Apollodorus (61), Dionysius Skytobrachion (109),

and Dionysius KvKXoypd<f>o<; (110) in Pauly-Wissowa's Mealency-

dopiidk. An attempt to reassert the old (pre-Monro) view is

made by T. W. Allen in C. Q., ii (1908).]
'

APPENDIX I

EVIDENCE FOR TRANSLITERATION FROM
'THE OLD ALPHABET'

taken from Cauer, Gnindfragcn, pp. 113-24

A. Definite tradition in the Scholia

:

1. H 238 otS' CTTi 8«^ia, olK Itt dpLarepa VMfxrj(rai yStuv. fiCtv

most MSS. ^ovv Aristoph. Schol. TV explains cV toIs

TraXaiois lyiypaiTTO BON, otrep ovk Ivorjaav ol hiopOwTai.

2. a 275 firjTepa o , ci ol 6vp.o<i i<f)opjj.aTaL yafx€ea6ai, aif/ itw.

Schol. rrj dpxaia crvvrjOeLo. iyeypairro METEP dvTi tov MHTHP.
ToiTO flyvoT^tras ns irpoaeOrjKe to a.

3. [Add a 52 {OAOO<I>PON) iyeypaTrro Kara ttjv dp)(atav ypa<f)r]v,

fLTO, Tis p-r] vOT^o-as 7rpoae0r)Ke to 02.

J

4. E 241 cVto-xoies A and most MSS. in antiquity : nearly

all our MSS. have iTncrxoLr)<;, Schol. A tS> e7rtcr;(oi/Ai aKoXovOuv

iari TO liTL(T)(0i<5, Toi 8c CTricr^otr/v to i7ncr)(^otr]<s. Koi to-<i>s eSei ovtw;

f^eiv, 7rap€(ji6dpr) Sk vtto twv p.€Ta)^apaKTrjpL(rdvTwi'. iin(T)(^oir]<: for

67rtcr;(oies seems to be merely a conjecture of Alexander of

Kotyaon, saec. II. a. d.

5. A 104 w TTOT 'A;!^iXX€vs. Zenodotus 6v ttot 'A^LXXtv^.

Aristonicus /atJttotc imrXdvqTai yiypap.p.€vov tov o vtt ap)(a'LKrjs

a"r]pxi(ria<i dvTi tov w, irpoaOil'i to v.

6. 4> 362—3 o)? Se X€/3r]<; ^€t evbov CTrciyo/xcvos Trvpt ttoAXw,

Kviaiqv /acXSo/acvos d7raXoTp€<f)€o<; o-lulXolo. In the Geneva Schol.

Peisistratus of Ephesus and Hermogenes make the correction

p.(X^op.evov (with o-tttXoio) instead of p.eXS6p.tvo<i (with Xe/S-qs:) and

proceed : ypa<f>op€vov KNI2HMEAA0MEN0 koi ov Trpoo-Kct/AcVov
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Tov V 6 fji€Taypd<^w\' eis tt/v vvv ypanfjLaTiKijv ovk iv6i]<ra', on MEA-
AOMENOY T/r, a\X avev tov v ayayiyi'uxTKwv aSiavoip'or >;y€?TO ku!

rffxaprrj/jLivoy euat, StuTrcp TrpocriOi^Ke diTt tov v to (t MEAAOMKNO^
TTotj/o-as. We know from the Commentary of Ammonius {l\ip.

Oxyrh. 221, col. 17, 30 ff.) that this correction dates from

Crates.

B. There are further several prettj' certain corrections of the

text by modern scholars which rest on the liypothesis of

a ' transliteration '.

1. rj 107 Kaif)oatu>v 8' oOoviuyy aTro\tt/3(Tai vypor eXoior. Lobeck

explains rightly as KAIP05EON for Katpovo-o-tW, fern. gen. pi.

of Kaipoct9, Kaipofcra-a. An old Milesian inscription hjis TEIXl-

02H2 APX05, i. e. Tcixtovo-o-r/s dpxos (/. G. A. 488).

2. T 109 ^fovSr/? supposed to be for 6io88i]<; (i. e. 6(o-8fij%,

'god-fearing')—I should prefer to take it as ^€oj8j;? from Oto-faSi)^,

'god-pleasing' (so Fick) : either would be written WEOAES.

3. K 510 (lj\((TiKapTro<;, as Schulze points out, is for ovktcri-

KapTTo^ : written OAE - -.

4. A 359, TT 203 TTfpiwo-ios is for Trcpioi'o-io? (G. Meyer) from

jrfpulyai.

5. 6 408 tTTO? 8' CI TTt'p Ti (3tj3aKTai Scivor, u</)ap to <^ipouv

diapTTu^afjat dcAAot. Acuov gives a wrong sense: E. Rruhn

AENON, i.e. ^n-vov ( = KaKoXoyoi' Hesych.).

6. vauTuuxrav, upooxrt, S/;iowc»', 87;totL»'Tcs all false forms derived

from misinterpretation of NAIETAO:iAN, AEIOOIEN, AEIO-

ONTE2.

7. O G35 allv ofxo(mxu.€i. Schol. B trv/ixTropcvfTai' fitlpftafxiy

Sc (firjanv fivai avru Atoi'vono?. Bekker o^ov o-t(\<ui (OMf)-

:iTIXAEI).

8. Z 344 and I (14 KaKopijxiii'ov oKpiWrnr?/? and <Vi8j;/x(oi'

oxptoti'To?. Tayne-K night mxw that the true fornis wcro *.a*,o-

firixfivoo Kpvo€(T(Tr]<:, iTri?n]p.u)o Kpiocrro? : misinteritrftatiim of

KAKOMEXANOOKI'YOEiEi EIIIAKM lOOKrVOENTOi.

!>. n 431 TTipot up npffil TTvpiyj' hpiTo<; «'yp«TO Aho? Ayatuii'

12 789 rijpo'i I'p' <Ip</»i nvpijv kX.vtov *K»cto/k« lyptTu Xju'.v. lyfxru

means 'woke': Ddiitzfr rorrorts '/ypfT... ' wnH gathf-nd*: (h*-

MS. text is a mi.sintcrpn'tjitiou of Kl'I'KTO.

10. <i'>/AT;<rTT/s is a wrong form for <.'./*<frrT/« (diro toD <i/xu /tf^«««»).
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Of conr.so the analogy of o/'X'?"""^'/^' /^"'^-Tz/in-i/'j (from a steins) is

amply enough to jvocount for the i;.

C. Tlie sixme cnnse may have helped in many of the common

modernizings of Homeric language (etpya^tro from EPrAZETO,

iwxd from EOIKEI, ews tcws from HEOS TEO^i, -rc^i'ciws aTeiofitv

eiarai from TE0NEO:; 2TE0MEN HEATAI : see Wackernagel

in Bzh. Btr. iv. pp. 265 ft'.), but of course there are (luantities

of similar modernizations and Atticisms in which no such

cause can have helped : icVai for Ifxtyai, /xtiXixi'ois iire((r<ri for

fxuXixiouTL fcTTfo-o-t, ^v TTov fov tti Ksv, &c. Sco Prof. Platt's tcxts

of the Iliad and Odyssaj, or Van Leeuwen's.
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Aehaeans, 61, 65, 67 fif., 88 ff.

Achilles, 52, 55 f., 93, 104, 105,
161 ff., 207, 221 f., 235 ff.

Adrastus, 93, 233 ff.

Aegean races, 50, 60 ; sea, 73, 332 ff

.

Aeolis, 242, 247.

Aeschylus, 25, 109 n., 110 n., 143 n.,

150 n., 187 n., 291 ff., 314, 316,
et passim.

Aethiopis, 354, 355.

Agamemnon, 53, 56, 68, 147,

223 f., 239.

Agar. 11.

Ahmad bin AbiiV>ekr. 120 n.

Aias. 52, 56, 142, 207 n., 227, 259.

Aldo'ioi, 109 f.

Aidos, 103-12.

AJcinoiis, 144.

Alexander the Great, 124 ; cf.

CalHsthenes.

Alexandrian expurgation, 142.

Alexandrian scholars, 299 IT., and
cf. Aristarchus and Zenodotus.

Alexandres, 236, 238.

Alfjcis, Vie de St., 347 ff.

Allen. T. W., 10, 201 n., 303, 350,
360.

Altars, 184 f.

Amnionius, 312.

Androktasiai, 233 ff.

Andromache, 153, 2.36.

Antigonus of Carystus, 316.

Apamea. 42.

Apollo, «>9 f., 88, 91, 94.

.ApolKxloniH, .3."»3.

.\|>ol!oiiiuH of Kititim, 24.

'\,),i'ini, 109.

.Archaism in I'<ntatcuch, I'M f.

— in Homer, 1.36.

ArctlnuH, 355. 3.''»7 f.

Arete. 79 f.

Ardtcres, 93. 185.

ArgoH, 52, 224.

AristarcliiiH. 142 f.. 179, 257 n.,

295>ff.. 314.

,Ari.slid.;H of MiktuH, 282 f.. 288.

Aristobulus, 357.

Aristophanes, 21, 40, et passim.
Aristophanes Byzantius, 142, 360.
Aristotle, 38. 359. ti passim.
Armour, 168-82.
Artist's view of life, 46.
Asceticism, 47.

AssjTians, 35, 42, 333.

Athena, 69, 86, 213.

Athenaeus, 143 n., 355 f.

Athenian interpolations, 319.
Athenians, 22, 72; law, 41 n. ;

spirit, 295 f.

Attic Alpha Itet, 320 f.

Atticising, 319.

Axe Goti, 51.

'Ac}.iKTo>i,, 108 n., 291.

Baal, 137 f.

Bards. 2<»6.

Barnes, 192 n.

Beazlev, 68.

Bechtel, 189 n.

Bedi.r, J., 192 n., 215 n.

li«-ll(ropli<)ri, 153, 197 ff.

Beloch, 54 n.

Berard, 54 n., 57 n., 123.

Bethe, 9, 54. 143 n.. 157 n.,207 n..

220 n., 231 n., 235, 238 n., 253,

353, 3ti(t.

BlasH, 143 n.

B1o(k1. sacrificial, 81 ff.

BfK'otia, 72.

Biilte, 116 n.

Bo«jk, Traditional. Uct. iv.

lioshflh, 137.

Hiiu|)lii)iiia, 8t.

H<..x. 252 n.

Br«al. KU n., 1.S9 n.. 209 n.. 262 n.

HriiiiKW. 262 n., 2K4.

Urih. is, 'J-Jl.

Bmriw un<l Iron, iHl f.

' ilronw-n .Mm," H18 ff.

Browin-, 1 1.

Biirniwx, 51 n , 53 n., 51 n .
C>\ n .

169 n., 173 a
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Burv, 56. 230.

BuU'her, 116,216.

Ovdmus, 54.

Calliinju'luis, 155 n.

C 'a Hist hones, 124 f.

Ovrpentor, Estlin, 117 n.

Oitalogiios, in Hcsiod, 123 ; in

Iliad, 201, 207, 313; in Cypria,
202 and n. ; in Iph. AuL., 202 n.

;

of Women, 305 n.

Qiucr, P., 9, 173 n., 189 n., 254 n.,

299 n., 305 n., 320 and note.
Chadwick, 70 n., 95 n., 223 n.

Chariots, 173 f.

Cheyne, 72 n.

Chios, 75 f., 275.

Chronicles, Arabic, 123 f. ; spirit

of, 191 flf.

acero, 322 ff.

Cinaethus, 358; cf, 8.

Classicism, 26.

Classics, meaning of, 23 ff.

Qement, 357.

Colophon, 76.

Comedy, New, 38.

Commerce, Aegean, 57 ff.

Condorcet, 45.

Conway, 63 n., 64 n.

Cook, A. B., 62 n., 98 n., 103 n.,

156, 157 n., 158 n., 340.

Corinthiaca, 198 f., 199 n., 203.

Cornford, 47 n., 296 n., 340.

Crates, 323, 361.

Creon, 53.

Crete, 51, 53, 63, 173 n., 182 n.,

232.

Cruelty, 42, 145 f.

Cruickshank, 3.

Cycle, Epic, 200, 316, 352 ff.

Cyclops, 219.

Cypria, 150 n., 194, 201 f., 202 n.,

203, 209, 316, 352, 354, 358 f.

Dark Age, 50, 73, 77 f.

David, 139 n., 161.

Dead, the, 91-6.

Deification of kings, 155-60; cf.

chap. viii.

Deiphobus, 238.

Delia Seta, 190 n.

Delos, 213 f.

Demeter, Hymn to, 350 ff.

Demolins, 68 n.

Deuteronomist«, 80, 127, 139 f.,

161 n.

Deuteronomy, 80, 126 ff., 200.
Dicacarchus, 22 n.

Dictys Cretcnsis, 226 n.

Diels, 304, 351.

Dicterich, 158 n., 290 n.

Dicuchidas of Megara, 322, 323 n.,

324.

Dike, 338.

Diodorus, 22, 335, et saepe.

Diomedes, 204, 228 f.

Dionysius, 22.

Dionysus, 47, 199, 290.
Dipylon shield, 168 n.

Disturbing influences in ancient
records, 134-8, 195, 216.

Dittenberger, 155 n.

Doloneia, 313. See K.

Dorians, 61.

Au)pQv, 61 n.

Dorpfeld, 182 n.

AovTrrjcrai, 257 n.

Doutte, 291 n.

Drerup, 9, 116 n.

Drewitt, 190 n.

Driver, 72 n., 129, 200.

Diimmler, 221 n.

Diintzer, 361,

Earle, M. L., 256 n., 312, 313 n.

Educational use of Homer, 163 f.

"EXt^, 85.

Elohist, 127-40.

Evvfoipoi, 156 f.

Eoiai, 305 n.

Ephesus, 76, 275.

Epideictica, 217.

Epigoni, 56, 203.

Eumelus of Corinth, 199, 356.

Euripides, 32, 40, 69 n., 96 n.,

103 n., 110 n., 202 n., et saepe.

Eusebius, 357 f.

Eustathius, 156, 313 n,

Evans, A., 55 n., 96 n., 183 n.

Expurgation in Homer, 7, 141-64 ;

Alexandrian, 142 f. (in Penta-

teuch, 136-40); dates of, 277;
in Hymns, 350 ff.

Famell, 98 n., 150 n., 159 n., 351.

Fick, 10, 64 n., 243, 253, 361.

Fiction, 192-7, chap. viii.
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Finsler. 9, 189 n.

Flach. 192 n.

Fotheringham, 332 n.

Four-year festivals, 156 f.

Frazer, 67 n., 96 n., 98 n.

Friedlander, P., 254 n.

Galen, 24.

Ganymedes, 143 n.

Garetang, 65 n.

Gauthier, L., 118 n.

Ciennep, van, 10.

Genner, E. E., 3.

Gerhardt,309n.
Gibbon, 68 n.

Girard, P., 227 n.

Glaucus, 231 n.

Gods, 69, 88 ff. ; tribal, 222-39
;

zoomorphic, 155-8, 291 f. ; and
men (see Kings), 155-60 ; heroes

of battles, 239 f. ; Homeric,
279 ff. ; battles of, 284 ; in

Aeschylus. 291 ff.

Grammata, 119-21.
' Great Age,' 8.

Greaves, 172 n.

Greek people, 60 ff. ; and Roman,
113f. ; and Hebrew, 216 f.

Grenfell and Hunt, 3(J9 f.

Griffith, 118 n.. 144.

Guiscard, Robert, 67.

Halliday.W. R., 87 n.. 118 n., 351.

Hammurabi, 1.32, 187 n.

Harrison, Mi.ss J. E.. 69 n.. 84 n.,

92 n., 96 n.. 105 n., 223 n.,

282 n., 290 n.

Hector, 52, 145, 161, 236 f.

Helbig. 189 n.

H.i.-n, 53, 238, 267 f.. 274.

HcllcniHm, 30 ff., 45 f., 159 f.

Hentze, 190 n.

Hora, 99, 2«1 f.. 2K6 ff.

Hrradeia, 202, 2r>4 n., 287.

H.r;ulirl<-H I'onticuH, .324 n.

Ht rmunn, E., 9.

Mirmnnn, G., 313 n.

HerodotUH, 22, 3.'>H f., fl jiOAitim.

HcrwH (H«-<' Dead), 91 ff.

Hosiod, H.-.. lol ff.. I'lH. 1 IH. 1.").

l.-iH, IHO, 2H4, 304.

Mill.-r, 316 n.

Mippir' liu-., 324.

Hipp'XTUl<-n, 24.

363

History in Homer, lect. viii.

Hittites, 64.

Hoffmann, 0.. 66 n.

Hogarth, D. G.. 65 n.. 76 n.

Hollis, 87 n.

Homer, 1 1 5, 250, ct passim ;

meaning of, 315 ff.

Homtridae, 271.

Hurkos, 338 f.

Houses in Homer, 187 f.

Hubris, 337 f.

Human sacrilice, 32-6, 42, 150-7,

161 f., 326 ff.

Hunt, 302. 309 f.

Hyginus, 359.

Hymn to Apollo, 305 n.

Idomeneus, 68, 146, 232.

Iliad, meaning of name, 205

;

what it is, 208; recitation of,

210 ff. ; subject of, 239 f. ; lan-

guage of, 243 ff.. 256 f.. 270;
criticism of. 250 ff. ; composition

of, 251 ; similes, 258 ff. ;
' fire,'

268 ; incidents of the storv.312.

Iliad, the Little, 203, 351.

Iliu Persia, 145 n.

Imagination, 265 ff.

lo in Aeschylus, 291 ff.

Ion. 318.

Ionia, 76 f.. 7S, 211 ff.. 247 f..

275 ff.

Ionian AIphalK't, 321.

Ionic MSS., 320.

Ijiliigf-nia, l.")tt.

Iphigcnia tJi Aulit, 202 n., 311.

Iron Age, 101.

Isaiah, 91 n., 200. 252.

Isocrates, 21 n., 317 ff.

Jahn-Michaclis, 317 n., 355.

Jahvi.st. 127 4<l.

Jehu. 2(17. 271.

JendfUH dv Uric. IIH n.

.lonwn. 65 n.

.Trn'rnijih, 2i»<>.

.IrwM. 3.\ 127 JO, 216.

.JoMiah, 127. 162.

•ludK'S n<>"li "f. ••'*•. li**- 0-

K, 10. \m. 2<^4 n.. 313 f.

Kennctt. 252.

Krrkidui.. iHUn.. 111.
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Kings, "Rook of, 80, 200, 266,

Kin^s, Divine, 42, 155-60.

Kin'k.-I. :?r).s.

Kiichiv, :n:i

Korai," 96 f., 280.

Koran. 122 n.

KouivUvs, 290 n. f.

Kpi'noi Ktii iiirj, 155 n.

Kretsclimor, 6-i n., 66 n.

Lang, Andrew, 3, 6 f., 91 n., 95 n.,

117 n., 158 n., 168 n., 174 n.,

189 n.

Language of Homer, 5, 189 f., 257.

Leaf, W., 86, 159, 181, 189 n.,

201 n., 202, 204 n., 261 n., 286,

287.

Leeuwen, Van, 11, 147, 246 n., 362.

Lehrs, 257 n.

Ix'mnos, 77.

Lesches, 358.

Levantine, 43 n.

Lippold, 168 n., 172 n., 189.

Lizards, 91.

Local worships, 165, 239, 279 f.

Locrians at Ilium, 236, 239.

Logos, 116.

Ludwich, 300 n., 301, 302, 312 n.

Lycurgus the orator, 317 f.

Lycurgus of Thrace, 198 f.

Mackail, 63 n., 251, 268.

Mackenzie, 169 n., 189 n.

Mana, 155 n,

MargoHouth, 122 n , 128 n., 132.

Marriage customs, 97 f. 185 ff.,

Marsyas, 42.

Masks, 158.

Matrilinear systems, 67 n., 97 f.

Mauss et Durkheim, 340.

Mayer, 32 n., 159 n.

Meister, 68 n., 226 n.

Melanippus, 93, 237.

Menelaus, 53, 238.

Meusel, 125, 342.

Meyer, P., 279 n.

Mice, 91.

Migrations, 61 fT., 67 ff., 88.

Milesian Stories, 282 f. ; tone in

Homer, 286 ff.

Minos, 53, 68, 156 f.

Minotaur, 55 n., 156 f. n.

Mixture of poems, 303 f.

Mohammed, 132.

Moloeli. 137.

Monro, 187 n., 204 n., 244 n., 354,
358.

Moret, 158 n.

Mosso, 173 n.

MiiMer, 10, ]64n., 174 n., 203 n.,

207 n., 208 n., 254 n., 262 n.,

289 n.

Miiller, K., 125, 341.

Muses, 90, 119, 123.

Mutilation, 95, 147 f.

Mycenae, 52, 57 f.

Myres, J. L., 55 n., 62 n., 150 n.,

170 n., 187, 332 n., 333.

Nandi, 87 n.

Nemesis, 103 ff.

Nibelungenlied, 125, 219, 220.

'Nine Years,' 156 n.

Noack, 189 n.

Noldecke, 342.

Normans, 67 f.

Northerners, 61 ff., 67 f., et eaepe.

Nostalgic de la boue, 30, 160.

Nostoi, 354.

Odysseus, 52, 56.

Odysseij, 144-54, 180, 209.

Olympian gods, 245 n., 279 f. ; see

Gods.
OloMge, 87.

Oracles, 93 f.

Originality, 262 ff.

Orpheus, Hymn to Demeter, 350 ff.

Othin, 70 n.

Ox, sacrifice of, 81 ff.

P., writer in Pentateuch, 128-40.

Paganism, 28 ff.

Paley, 209, 210 n.

Pan, 291 n.

Panathenaea, Recitation at, 212 ff.,

317 ff., 319.

Panhellencs, 165, 211 f.

Paniones, 211 f.

Panyassis, 254 n., 357.

Papias, 117 n.

Papyri, 302, 303.

Paribeni, 173 n.

Paris : see Alexandres.

Paris, Gaston, 125 f.,289 n., 342 ff.

Paterson, W. R., 149 n.

Patriarchal systems, 98 f., 100 f.

Paul, 60 n.
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Pausanias, 154 n., 356, et passim.
Payne-Knight, 361.

Pegasus, 198 n.

Peisander, 25-i, 357.

Peisinoos, 254 n.

Pelasgoi, 61 ff.

Pelerinage de Charlemagne, 215 n.,

289 n.

Pelopidas, 35, 330 f.

Pelops, 32 n., 67 n.. 159 and n.,

223 f

.

Pentateuch, 127-40 ; interpola-

tions in, 216.

Phaestus, 232.

Pharmakoi, 33 ff., 227, 326 ff.

Phoenix, 142.

Photius, 353.

Phrixus, 93.

Phrygians, 66.

Piety, 101.

Piracy, 74.

Pisander, 254 n.

Pisistratus, 7, 212 ff., 313, 322 ff.

Plato, 21, 37, ef passim.

Piatt, 11,257, 362.

Pliny, 22.

Plutarch, 34, 84 n., 87 n., 142, 3.30 f.

Poet of the Iliad, 251-4.

Poetry, 26 f., 43; Hebrew, 191.

Poisoned arrows, 148 f.

Polis, 31, 79.

Polyhiu.s, 22, 39.

Polyxena, 150.

Povelsen, 147 n.

Preu.s8, 143 n.

Priara, 52.

Proclus, 3.V2 ff., 358.

Progress, 21 f. , 43 ff.

Prometheus, 294 f.

TlpO(TTI)('l7T<nO{, 109.

Protagoras, 40 n.

Pseudo-Callisthenes, 124 f., 340 ff.

riToXiTrop^oc, 71.

Puritan view of life, 46.

Quotations in Homer and rcntn-
t^uch, 2<K( ff.

QuoUitions from Homer, 306-12,

315 ; how to use, 3(»7 ; in I'lato,

310.

R}ul«Tmai Ikt, 276 n.

liamwiy, \V. .M., 96 n., 183 n.

Reiehel, 170 n., 172 n.. 176 n., 181,
184, 189 n.

Reinach, A. J., 10.

Reinach. Th., 69 n., 170.

Religion of the Polis, 79 ; local,

165, 239, 279 f. ; Homeric. 165,
279.

Rhesus, 314.

Rich men in Homer. 112.

Ridgewav. 6, 62, {i5, 172, 181,
189 n.,' 290 n.

Robert, K.. 172 n., 189 n.

Rohde, 326.

Roland, Song of. 125 f., 241, 342 ff.

Roman character. 113.

Rothe, 9andn., 208 n.

Rutherford, 119 n.

Rzach, 257.

Sack of Ilion, 354 ff.

Sacrifice, 81 ff., 86 f.

St. Alexis, .347 ff.

Samuel, 95 n.. 130, 1.39 n., 152 n.

Sarpcdon, 230, 231 n.

Sayce, 210 n.

Schlicman, 218.

Scholia, 1.52 n., 298 f.. 3.53. ft

passim.
Schulz, 279 n.

Schurtz, 290 n.

Schwartz, 352, 3.59.

Scott, J. A., 190 n.

Seeck. 320 n.

Sengebusch, 312 n.

'Sennachie,' 117 n.

Service of man, 21.

Sexual exjmrgations, 141 ff.

Seymour, 9.

Shewan. 10. 190 n.

Shield of Heracles. .305 n.

Signs, .Aristarchcim, 299.

Skutsch, 63 n.

Slavery, .36 ff., llOn., 332.

Smith, Rolx-rtson, 81 ff.. 84 n..

152. 183 n.

Smyrna. 248. 275.

Sophorles, 108 n., KKhi. 3H, 31 fl.

ft jtnusim.

.Sophrosynf. 48 f.

Sourroh'of //i-/-/. 2<il ff,

SLiiwoII. in. llXin.

StonK.I. 3.30.

St4-^i.li(.niH, 242 n.. 3.'V.').

Slonc'H thrown in btttllc, 174
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Strabo. 7(1 n., li)~ n., 357, ct

Susomihl, 31)0 n., 312 n.

Tantalus, G9 n., 224.

Taurus, 55 n.

Tolainim, 59, 227.

Tiicgonia, 354.

Telemachus, 197.

Temples, 184 f.

Text, 8, chap, xi ; Pre-Alexan-

drian, 301, 302.

e. 305, 311.

Thalassocrats, 332 fT.

Thales, 277.

Thebais, 203 n., 315 f., 352.

Thebes, 54.

Themistocles, 3^t.

Tlieodorus, 355, 356.

Theognis, 164.

Theogony, 305 n.

Theomachia, 284 f.

Thersites, 225.

Qfoi, 155 n.

Thomson, J. A. K., 3, 147 f.

OaprjcrcTea-dai, 176 n.

Thorex, 176-9.

Thucydides, 22, et passim.

Tiryns, 52.

Titanomachia, 284.

Tlepolemus, 230.

Tophet, 35.

Torture expurgated, 145 f.

To^iKov, 148 n.

Traditional Books, characteristics

of, 268 ff., and lect. iv.

Tragedy, 40, 290, 314.

Tragedy less expurgated, 145, 150,

278 n.

Transliteration, 320 f

.

Troad, 66.

Trophonius, 94,

Troy, 50, 55, 58, 68 ff., 71.

Tsountas and Manatt, 189 n.

Tumpel, K., 221 n.

Twelve Gods, 245 n.

Tylor, Prof., 98 n.

Tyrtaeus, 155 n., 170.

Unchastity, pre-Grook, 41 ; ex-

purgated, 141.

Understanding of Greek poetry,

27 f.

Unitarians, 3f., 251-4, 325.

Unity of Iliad, 4.

Usener, 159 n., 226, 239, 242 n.,

245 f.

Valckenaer, 314 n.

Van Leeuwen, 147, 257, 270.

Vase painters, 316.

Vergil, 22 n., 145.

Verrall, 295 n., 317 n., 320 n.

Virgins sacrificed, 151.

Vulgate, 298 ff.

Wackemagel, 228 n., 362.

Wall, see Polls; Wall in Iliad,

255 f., 312 f.

Weber, 65 n.

Webster, 290 n.

Wecklein, 208 n.

Welcker, 314 n.

Wheeler, Prof., 296 n.

Wide, Sam., 238 n.

Wilamowitz, 9, 69 n., 76 n., 154,

170 n., 202 n., 212 n., 221 n.,

248 n., 316 n., 321 n., 352, 356,

360.

Winckler, 64 n., 332 n.

Wolf, 301.

Women in Athens, 36, 39 ff.; in

Dark Age, 98 ff. ; in Homer,
152 ff., 185 f.

Wooden Horse, 56.

Wrath-Lays, 56, 205.

Xenophanes, 277 f.

Zenodotus, 142 f., 179, 299 ff., 352,

360.

Zeus, 69, 88 ff., 157 n., 223, 281,

286, 293 ff.

Zimmem, 39 n., 41 n.

Zoomorphic gods, 51, 157 f.
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